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ABSTRACT
The Development of a Multi-Objective Optimization and Preference Tool to
Improve the Design Process of Nuclear Power Plant Systems
Paul Richard Wilding
Department of Chemical Engineering, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
The complete design process for a new nuclear power plant concept is costly, long,
complicated, and the work is generally split between several specialized groups. These design
groups separately do their best to design the portion of the reactor that falls in their expertise
according to the design criteria before passing the design to the subsequent design group.
Ultimately, the work of each design group is combined, with significant iteration between groups
striving to facilitate the integration of each of the heavily interdependent systems. Such complex
interaction between experts leads to three significant problems: (1) the issues associated with
knowledge management, (2) the lack of design optimization, and (3) the failure to discover the
hidden interdependencies between different design parameters that may exist. Some prior work
has been accomplished in both developing common frame of reference (CFR) support systems to
aid in the design process and applying optimization to nuclear system design.
The purpose of this work is to use multi-objective optimization to address the second and
third problems above on a small subset of reactor design scenarios. Multi-objective optimization
generates several design optima in the form of a Pareto front, which portrays the optimal trade-off
between design objectives. As a major part of this work, a system design optimization tool is
created, namely the Optimization and Preference Tool for the Improvement of Nuclear Systems
(OPTIONS). The OPTIONS tool is initially applied to several individual nuclear systems: the
power conversion system (PCS) of the Integral, Inherently Safe Light Water Reactor (I²S-LWR),
the Kalina cycle being proposed as the PCS for a LWR, the PERCS (or Passive Endothermic
Reaction Cooling System), and the core loop of the Zion plant. Initial sensitivity analysis work
and the application of the Non-dominated Sorting Particle Swarm Optimization (NSPSO) method
provides a Pareto front of design optima for the PCS of the I²S-LWR, while bringing to light some
hidden pressure interdependencies for generating steam using a flash drum. A desire to try many
new PCS configurations leads to the development of an original multi-objective optimization
method, namely the Mixed-Integer Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (MI-NSGA). With
this method, the OPTIONS tool provides a novel and improved Pareto front with additional
optimal PCS configurations. Then, the simpler NSGA method is used to optimize the Kalina cycle,
the PERCS, and the Zion core loop, providing each problem with improved designs and important
objective trade-off information. Finally, the OPTIONS tool uses the MI-NSGA method to optimize
the integration of three systems (Zion core loop, PERCS, and Rankine cycle PCS) while increasing
efficiency, decreasing costs, and improving performance. In addition, the tool is outfitted to receive
user preference input to improve the convergence of the optimization to a Pareto front.
Keywords: multi-objective optimization, pareto optimization, genetic algorithm, nuclear power
plant, common frame of reference
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1

INTRODUCTION

Background: Nuclear Energy
In the year 2013, the world gross electricity production reached 23.39 trillion kWh, of
which 10.6% was generated using nuclear energy [1]. Specifically in the United States, electricity
production was just over 4.06 trillion kWh, 20% of which was provided by nuclear energy [2].
Many sources predict that the global electricity demand will increase by at least 150% by the year
2050 [3, 4]. As the leading carbon-free energy source in the United States and several other
countries, nuclear energy could be a major player in helping the world meet its increase in demand
for energy. However, in the United States and many other countries nuclear power demand is
currently stagnating or declining. Four critical issues must be overcome to stop or reverse this
trend: cost, safety, waste management, and proliferation risk [5]. Much effort has gone into
addressing these issues. However, an improvement with respect to the latter three generally
counters and/or offsets any improvements made to the cost. The majority of the cost comes from
the initial capital costs for building the power plants. Despite the levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE) for nuclear energy becoming more competitive in recent studies [6], the prolific capital
costs are still high enough to discourage potential investors.
The initial capital cost for a nuclear power plant is in large part a direct result of the
decision-making process associated with the design phases. In essence, the longer it takes to design
and build a plant, the higher the capital cost for the individual plant due to rights for the proprietary
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design information, site location and requirements, operating licenses, construction costs [5], etc.
Thus, a measurable improvement to the design and decision-making process would decrease cost
uncertainties for investors and decrease the unit cost of electricity for consumers down the line.

Problems with the Design Process
Designing a new nuclear power plant (NPP) is a complicated and expensive process [5].
Even when disregarding the difficulties associated with licensing the plant, the design process
alone is still complex and tedious. The design work is divided up between several specialized
design groups that each play a specific role. Each group’s focus could be on one of the many
systems, structures, or components, such as the reactor core, the fuel rods, the fuel composition,
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), the reactor coolant system, the power conversion system (PCS),
the moderator system, and the emergency coolant systems [7]. Other specialized groups focus on
specific phenomena such as the neutronics, thermal hydraulics, or safety. Most of the design
focuses are heavily interdependent yet designed separately throughout most of the design process.
As the design process begins, each specialized group of the design team must work within
the constraints of the design and performance objectives that are related directly to their assigned
system/component.
They must also be aware of the overall design objectives for the power plant as a whole
that may be directly or indirectly related to their system/component. For the many systems and
components that connect and interact within the plant, the corresponding groups must repeatedly
update each other on their current design specifications.
The complexity of nuclear power plant design and the variety of design and operational
objectives consistently interferes with these specialized design groups’ communication.
2

Essentially, the design complexity and “siloing” mode of design work hinders the designers from
effectively developing a common design through necessary updates and design alterations. These
updates are obfuscated and cause issues with what is referred to as “knowledge management” [8].
Such issues include dealing with design complexity, maturity of knowledge, interaction between
experts, awareness of the status of information, and trust in the current state of knowledge. After
years of slow iterative work and much funding, the design team compiles their work and puts
together a fair and overall functioning nuclear power plant design. While the design may be good
and may have met the threshold design and performance objectives, the design may not be at a
global optimum with respect to these objectives [9].
In short, the nuclear power plant design process suffers from three main problems. The
first two include: (1) the issues associated with knowledge management [8, 10] and (2) the lack of
optimization with respect to design and performance objectives [9]. Both the failures in knowledge
management and the lack of optimization early on in the design process can contribute to the third
problem: (3) the design team may complete their research and development without discovering
some of the hidden, intricate, and sometimes counterintuitive dependencies [11] that often exist
between the different design parameters, components, and systems. Catching and understanding
these hidden intricacies could lead to discovering new optimal designs. The purpose of this work
is to advance the field with respect to problems 2 and 3.

Previous Work
There has been some work conducted to address these problems with the nuclear power
plant design process. To fix the issues associated with knowledge management, Boy, et al. [10]
suggested the use of a common frame of reference (CFR), or an overall design that design team
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members can contribute to simultaneously via a collaborative support system. Recently, during the
design process of the Integral, Inherently Safe Light Water Reactor (I²S-LWR) [12], Boy, et al.
[10] proposed a CFR support system called SCORE that enables the generation of design cards for
all components and systems being designed, thus allowing design groups to continuously update
their design parameters and provide others with visuals and design rationale. While the SCORE
support system may efficiently allow design team members to keep each other up to date, it does
little to solve the problem of design optimality with respect to overall design and performance
objectives.
In 2017, Touran, et al. [13] shared details about the Advanced Reactor Modeling Interface
(ARMI) code system being developed at TerraPower as part of the design process for the Traveling
Wave Reactor (TWR). The ARMI code system allows all team members access to perform the
entire system analysis, parameter sensitivity studies, and even simple optimizations. Though the
optimization capability can look at more than one design objective, it weights the objectives and
essentially turns the multi-objective optimization problem into a single-objective problem.
SCORE and ARMI are both excellent CFR support systems for their respective design teams.
However, SCORE still lacks any sensitivity analysis or optimization capabilities. ARMI’s
inclusion of these capabilities allows it to address the problem of catching hidden intricacies that
could improve design. However, the treatment of design optimization problems as single-objective
ones limits its ability to explore and discover the full range of globally optimal designs.
Solutions of varying robustness have been proposed by many to address the design
optimality problem, and these have been applied in different parts of the nuclear design process.
Sensitivity analysis is a useful tool for moving closer to optimality and discovering hidden
component/system interdependencies [11]. In nuclear design, sensitivity analysis has been applied
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to see how the core outlet temperature [14], the condenser cooling water temperature [15], and the
condenser cooling water fouling/salinity affect the thermal efficiency of the PCS [16, 17].
Researchers have also employed the use of single-objective optimization, or design optimization
applied to a single design or performance objective. Such optimizations have been used to
maximize the multiplication factor for a given core fuel assembly design [18], to minimize the
power profile of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) core [19], to minimize the power peaking
factor of the core [9], to maximize the power output of the PCS [20], and to minimize the exergy
destruction of the PCS [21]. Several design objectives can be weighted and combined into a single
objective, such as was done by Kumar and Tsvetkov [22] when they combined ten different
objectives: one concerning the multiplication factor, three concerning the fuel pin cells, four
concerning the core, one concerning the thermal-hydraulics, and one concerning energy
conversion. While it is more robust to take into account more than one design objective, singleobjective optimization will always result in a single optimum. Thus, the result will change based
on the weighting assigned to the different objectives, and no information will be gained concerning
the trade-off between them. For these reasons, multi-objective optimization is a more attractive
choice for nuclear power plant design.
Multi-objective optimization can be used to find a wide range of globally optimal solutions
while simultaneously considering all design objectives. This often requires additional computation,
but there is increase in solution diversity and optimality. In nuclear design, multi-objective
optimization has been used to make decisions concerning emergency response policy for major
accidents [23], core fuel management for a PWR [24], power plant maintenance planning [25],
and the design of a U-tube steam generator [26, 27]. While each of these applications used multi-
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objective optimization and achieved several optima portraying the trade-off between objectives,
they were all performed on either policy issues or the design of single components.

Research Objective
Multi-objective optimization of entire systems and several systems simultaneously greatly
improves the design process of nuclear power plants. Ideally, such a robust optimization tool
should be incorporated with an easy-to-use and collaborative CFR support system. This
combination mitigates all three of the major problems of nuclear design: the issues associated with
knowledge management, the lack of design optimization, and the failure to discover the hidden
interdependencies between different design parameters.
An outcome of this dissertation is a multi-objective optimization tool, namely the
Optimization and Preference Tool for the Improvement of Nuclear Systems (OPTIONS). The
scope of this work includes an improvement on only the quantitative portion of the design process
for nuclear power plant systems. This excludes all qualitative aspects of the design process,
reducing the problem to the design specifications and capital costs of the process equipment for
only the primary, secondary, and safety systems. For most of this work, the scope is also reduced
to optimizing these system’s designs for steady-state operation. Only the safety systems are
modeled to account for any kind of transients.
While single component and system optimizations have been performed, the multiobjective optimization applications in this work represents a significant contribution to the field of
nuclear power plant design. The robust multi-objective optimization tool (OPTIONS) can be
retrofitted to optimize the design of any combination of major nuclear power plant systems in
RELAP5 and Python, while providing the user with ball-park estimates for equipment costs as
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well as invaluable, early on information about the trade-off between design and performance
objectives. An original non-gradient-based, mixed-integer multi-objective optimization method,
namely the Mixed-Integer Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (MI-NSGA), is developed.
This method is effective for multi-objective optimization to NPP system design problems.
In this work, the OPTIONS tool is developed to optimize the design of the PCS of the I²SLWR, the Kalina cycle as a PCS for NPP application, the Passive Endothermic Reaction Cooling
System (PERCS) [28], and the PWR core loop of the late Zion NPP. Finally, it is retrofitted to
apply multi-objective optimization to a combination of three systems, which has not yet been
attempted in the field.
Chapter 2 provides the reader with a more detailed description of these four individual
systems that serve as the design optimization problems. Chapter 3 explains some background
terminology as well as methodology for sensitivity analysis, multi-objective optimization, parallel
processing, and multiple-criteria decision-making. Chapter 4 covers the initial multi-parameter
sensitivity analysis work performed on the PCS of the I2S-LWR. This work was presented and
published at the ANS Winter 2015 Meeting [29] as well as published in Annals of Nuclear Energy
[11]. Chapter 5 provides the details on the testing of different multi-objective optimization
methods before creating the first version of the OPTIONS tool. Chapter 6 covers the use of the
NSPSO method on the PCS of the I2S-LWR. This and the work in Chapter 5 were presented and
published at the ICAPP 2016 conference [30]. Chapter 7 explains the development of the MINSGA method, the incorporation into the OPTIONS tool, and the application to a superstructure
version of the PCS design problem. This work was presented and published at the ANS Winter
2017 Meeting [31]. Chapter 8 covers the use of the NSGA method on the basic Kalina cycle, the
results of which are included in a journal article being prepared for submission. Chapter 9 describes
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the methodology for the application of the NSGA method to the PERCS design problem in
RELAP5. This work was presented and published at the ICONE 2018 conference [32] in London,
England. Chapter 10 explains the application of the NSGA method to the Zion PWR core loop
design problem in RELAP5. This work was submitted in a journal article to Annals of Nuclear
Energy. Chapter 11 covers the extensive methodology and results from the use of the MI-NSGA
method in the tri-system optimization of a Rankine cycle PCS superstructure, the PERCS, and the
Zion PWR core loop simultaneously. Finally, Chapter 12 provides the summary and conclusions,
including the future work for this project.
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2

DESIGN APPLICATIONS

Four systems are design applications of the OPTIONS tool in this work. These applications
are chosen because of the special characteristics in need of design optimization. These cases are
introduced in Sections 2.1-2.4.

Power Conversion System of the I²S-LWR
The I²S-LWR is a 1000 MWe integral light water reactor (LWR) concept in which all of
the components that are typically part of the nuclear steam supply system of a nuclear power plant
are located within the RPV, as shown in Figure 2-1. To ensure the smallest RPV size possible,
more compact primary system components are required. For example, to fit the primary heat
exchanger inside the RPV, the typical steam generator normally located outside the RPV and
within the containment structure is replaced with a micro-channel heat exchanger (MCHX) where
primary and secondary fluids flow through millions of channels, 1 mm in diameter, in a solid metal
block to exchange heat. If the secondary fluid were to boil in these micro-channels, it would cause
channel blockage through vapor-locking or crud deposition. Thus, steam is generated via a flash
drum after the secondary fluid has left the RPV [12]. The introduction of flash drums to the PCS
design eliminates the possibility of superheating the vapor before it enters the first steam turbine,
lowering the achievable thermodynamic efficiency. The MCHX is new to the design of integral
LWRs, and flash drums have never been used as part of the PCS in nuclear energy. The
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uncertainties and lower efficiencies with incorporation of MCHXs suggest that the PCS of the I²SLWR is an application for design optimization.

Figure 2-1: Component Layout of the I²S-LWR Concept

In Figure 2-1, the secondary coolant loop and the components outside the containment
structure make up a single PCS loop. The I²S-LWR concept has four MCHXs, each with an
individual flash drum and PCS attached to it. Because each loop is identical, one-fourth of the core
heat is applied to each MCHX, and only one PCS loop is optimized. The PCS loop shown in Figure
2-1 represents only a simplified Rankine cycle whereas the Rankine cycle configurations
optimized in this work included more than one turbine stage and varying combinations of reheaters,
moisture separators, open feedwater heaters, and pumps. These Rankine cycle configurations are
explained in the chapters that cover the respective design optimizations.
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Throughout this work, each time the OPTIONS tool is applied to design the PCS of the
I²S-LWR, there are two design objectives: (1) maximize the thermodynamic efficiency and (2)
minimize the equipment capital cost. The efficiency is calculated as follows:
(2-1)

𝜂𝜂 = 𝑄𝑄 ⁄�𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡 − 𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 �

where 𝑄𝑄 is the thermal heat supplied by the core, 𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡 is the mechanical work done by the turbine,

and 𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 is the mechanical work done by the pumps of the PCS only. Throughout this work, pump

efficiencies are assumed to be 85% while turbine efficiencies were assumed to be 91.5%. These

are common and quite achievable values for turbomachinery [33, 34]. In reality, as the flow
conditions change, these efficiencies also change for a given pump or turbine. Due to the lack of
readily available nuclear economic industrial data, the economic correlations used in this work to
cost equipment are taken from a textbook on plant design for chemical processes [35]. The
correlations are linearly extrapolated when necessary. To further account for the cost scale-up from
off-the-shelf equipment to nuclear-safety grade, an overall cost scaling factor of 5 is applied. The
costs reported throughout this work serve as an accurate proof of concept for optimization purposes
but may not be representative of current market conditions. An accurate price estimate is outside
the scope of this work.

Kalina Cycle as PCS of a LWR
The Kalina cycle was first proposed by Alexander Kalina in the early 1980’s [36] to replace
the Rankine cycle as a bottoming cycle for a combined-cycle energy system as well as to generate
electricity using low-temperature heat sources. Because the working fluid is a mixture of both
ammonia and water, it boils with a non-isothermal temperature profile and can extract more of the
heat in the primary heat exchanger (PHX).
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The process flow diagram in Figure 2-2 shows the layout of the basic Kalina cycle. Because
sufficient literature exists that adequately describes the theory and function of the Kalina cycle [37,
38], only a brief description is given here. As the liquid coolant passes through and boils within
the PHX, the liquid concentration of ammonia decreases and the boiling temperature increases.
These combined phenomena create a non-isothermal temperature profile parallel to that of the heat
source, keeping a small temperature difference between the two streams throughout the PHX. Due
to the ability of the Kalina cycle to absorb additional heat at relatively high temperatures before
entering the turbine, it can achieve, under certain conditions, better efficiencies than cycles that
use single component working fluids (e.g. the Rankine cycle).

Figure 2-2: PFD of Basic Kalina Cycle
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The exhaust pressure leaving the turbine is as low as possible to generate the largest
pressure drop and the most mechanical work. However, there is too much ammonia in the turbine
exhaust for it to condense at both a low pressure and a viable temperature (~35°C) in the condenser.
Thus, a separation subsystem is required including all stream and components in Figure 2-2 from
the turbine outlet to the condenser inlet. To help the turbine exhaust condense, the subsystem splits
off half of the main process flow and separates it into ammonia-rich vapor and ammonia-lean
liquid streams. Adding the ammonia-lean liquid just before the absorber and the ammonia-rich
vapor just before the condenser allows the working fluid to completely condense in both heat
exchangers.
Recently, Webster’s [39] work focused on the exploration of the suitability of the Kalina
cycle for use as the PCS for a typical LWR. This was done by attaching the basic Kalina and
Rankine cycles to the same typical LWR heat source and comparing the highest-achievable
thermodynamic efficiencies. Given that the Kalina cycle is usually better suited for applications
with cooler heat sources and the cycle’s unique duality in working fluid composition, such an
inquiry was another excellent application for design optimization. In this work, the objectives
while optimizing the Kalina cycle are to (1) maximize the thermodynamic efficiency and (2)
minimize the equipment capital cost. Equation 2-1 is again used to calculate the efficiency for the
Kalina cycle as well as the same cost correlations [35] for the chemical industry and nuclear scaleup factor mentioned above.

PERCS Emergency Cooling System
One of the most difficult design challenges for nuclear power plants is to withstand an
accident scenario involving a complete station blackout (SBO). During a SBO, no external
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electricity or operator action can be applied to the plant, thus eliminating the functionality of most
safety systems currently installed in nuclear power plants. Therefore, nuclear plants are in need of
a safety cooling system that can be run independently while being unaffected by the loss of
electricity or by mechanical failure. The Passive Endothermic Reaction Cooling System [28]
(PERCS) is such an emergency system and is proposed as a retrofit for currently-existing LWRs.
The cooling provided by the PERCS comes from the endothermic decomposition of magnesium
carbonate (MgCO₃). The reaction is shown below.
(2-2)

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂3 (𝑠𝑠) → 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑠𝑠) + 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 (𝑔𝑔)

The PERCS is designed to be an elevated cylindrical tank that acts like a shell-and-tube
heat exchanger, with MgCO₃ powder on the shell side and primary reactor coolant on the tube side,
as shown in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: PERCS Tank Connected to LWR Layout
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The endothermic reaction does not proceed until a threshold temperature of 623 K is
reached in the PERCS tank. As the core temperatures rise, so does the temperature of the coolant
in the pipes connecting the core to the PERCS. Once the threshold temperature has been passed,
the MgCO₃ begins to decompose and absorb heat from the coolant. The cooling of the reactor
coolant inside the PERCS tank begins to induce a natural circulation of the coolant between the
core and the PERCS [28], thus providing the required emergency cooling of the reactor’s decay
heat for 30 days. In short, the MgCO₃ is in continuous and direct contact with the reactor core
without the need for valves and without reacting until accident conditions raise the temperature
past the threshold temperature [40], at which point the core outlet temperature rises temporarily,
peaks, and then steadily decreases for weeks.
The PERCS is a newly designed safety system and has recently been modeled in RELAP5
[41]. The design team has done little iteration on the design. Given the novelty, the PERCS
emergency cooling system is another application for design optimization. In this work, the
OPTIONS tool optimizes the PERCS design with respect to three design and performance
objectives: (1) minimize the equipment capital cost, (2) minimize the deviation of the core outlet
temperature from the steady-state value, and (3) maximize the cooling duration of the PERCS by
minimizing the fractional consumption of the MgCO₃ powder.

Zion PWR Core Loop
The Zion Nuclear Power Station was a dual-PWR nuclear power plant constructed in 1973
that served Chicago and the northern quarter of Illinois. Like most NPPs, the Zion station was
originally licensed to operate for forty years, however it was retired early in February 1998 for
economic reasons after a minor human-error incident a year earlier. The PWRs of the plant were
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of a standard Westinghouse design. While there may not have been anything particularly unique
about the Zion core design, the design and RELAP5 model are known and available. Thus, the
Zion PWR core loop is a candidate for design optimization. The original RELAP5 model is not
used in this work, but it is consulted in the adaptation of another model that is used to represent
the Zion PWR core loop.
Each of the Zion PWR core loops consists of the equipment shown in Figure 2-4, including
a single RPV, four primary coolant loops with a steam generator (shell-and-tube heat exchanger)
and reactor coolant pump (RCP), and a pressurizer connected to the hot leg of one of the four
loops. The image in Figure 2-4 is not to scale with the exact dimensions of the Zion plant’s PWRs,
however, the overall layout and connections are an accurate depiction.

Figure 2-4: Overall Layout of the 4-Loop Zion PWR Primary System [42]
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At the center of the RPV is the reactor core, where about 42,000 pins containing cylindrical
pellets of uranium oxide (UO₂) fuel produce heat via nuclear fission. Within the core is a grid of
fuel pin bundles arranged to fit within a cylindrical space, as shown in Figure 2-5. Each square of
the grid contains hundreds of fuel pins. Each fuel pin is comprised of three main parts: the UO₂
fuel, the annular zirconium-alloy cladding, and the gap between them filled with helium gas.

Figure 2-5: Diagram of Core Grid, Fuel Bundle, and Fuel Pin

The highly pressurized reactor coolant water flows up through the fuel pin bundles to
remove the heat being generated in the fuel due to the nuclear fission of uranium-235. The coolant
then flows through four identical outlets leading to the four primary loops surrounding the RPV.
In each loop, the coolant flows up and then down through the heat exchanger tubes of the steam
generator, boiling the secondary coolant (shell-side) and producing steam to generate power in the
PCS. The cold primary coolant exits the steam generator and passes through the RCP before
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reentering the core and rejoining the coolant from the other three primary coolant loops. A more
detailed description of the layout of the RPV is given in Chapter 10.
In this work, the design optimization of the core and primary loops is kept simple, with
only five optimization parameters. The OPTIONS tool is used to perform the optimization with
respect to two design objectives: (1) minimize costs of the RCPs and the UO₂ fuel and (2) minimize
the total work required by the four pumps (RCPs).
The first objective function is comprised of three different costs: the total cost of the UO₂
fuel over the 40-year life of the plant, the equipment capital cost of the four RCPs, and the
operating cost of electricity to run the RCPs over the 40-year life of the plant. The costs associated
with the RPV are not included because they are not nearly as dependent upon the five optimization
parameters in the design problem. Therefore, the RPV cost would essentially remain constant
while the other costs would vary. There is also no data to aid in estimating the RPV costs.
The UO₂ fuel cost is important because it directly correlates with the issue of the production
of nuclear waste. Nuclear waste management addresses the long-term economic, environmental
and non-proliferation factors. Minimizing the cost of the fuel over the life of the plant translates
into minimizing the amount of waste produced.
The second objective function is chosen because the work required by the four RCPs
directly affects the overall thermodynamic efficiency of the plant. Even a slight improvement in
thermodynamic efficiency will greatly improve the plant’s overall profitability.
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3

BACKGROUND METHODOLOGY

Several different strategies and methodologies were implemented throughout the
development of the OPTIONS tool. To avoid redundancy in this work, they are explored in this
chapter and referenced in future sections. The following sections provide the more basic aspects
of these topics: sensitivity analysis, multi-objective optimization, genetic algorithms, particle
swarm optimization, parallel processing, and multiple-criteria decision-making.

Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis, when applied to a system, is a technique used to discover and measure
the dependency of an objective variable on an independent parameter via manipulation of the latter.
To perform a sensitivity analysis, like the one shown in Figure 3-1, a step value is chosen for the
independent parameter of interest. The independent parameter is changed to several consecutive
step values above and below the base value. Each time this is done, the system is re-equilibrated
and the objective variable recalculated. By graphing the values for the independent parameter
versus those of the objective variable, a trend appears. This trend shows the nature of the objective
variable dependence upon the independent parameter, providing pertinent information for making
decisions regarding the system. If desired, additional independent parameters may then be
manipulated to provide more trend and dependence information regarding the same system.
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Figure 3-1: Sensitivity Anlysis Example Graph

Multi-Objective Optimization
Multi-objective optimization is the practice of changing multiple parameters, whether
constrained or unconstrained, while attempting to achieve multiple objectives. The optimization
problem is defined as follows:
(3-1)

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥), 𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥), … , 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥)
𝑠𝑠. 𝑡𝑡. ℎ(𝑥𝑥) = 0
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) ≤ 0
𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑅 𝑛𝑛

where 𝑥𝑥 is an array of the parameters being optimized, 𝑛𝑛 is the number of optimization parameters,

𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘 (𝑥𝑥) is the objective function 𝑘𝑘, 𝑝𝑝 is the number of objective functions being optimized, 𝑠𝑠. 𝑡𝑡.
signifies “subject to”, ℎ(𝑥𝑥) and 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) are the equality and inequality constraints, respectively, that

may exist for the optimization problem. In the case of design optimization, the optimization

parameters are the independent design parameters that the user decides to manipulate. The
objective functions are the design and performance objectives. If a given objective is meant to be
maximized, then that objective function can simply be multiplied by negative one, thus preserving
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the problem definition in Equation 3-1. The constraints represent the physical constraints,
material/heat balances, and logical conditions of the design problem.
One method for multi-objective optimization uses a population of design options, each with
an x-array of optimization parameters within the parameter space. The chosen optimization method
focuses on manipulating the population of design options in some way until the solutions are
found. For a given design optimization problem, if no two objectives oppose each other, then a
single global optimum is the result. However, if two or more objectives are opposing, then multiple
optima are found and form a Pareto front, as shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2: Pareto Front Example Graph

When looking at a Pareto front, it is important to understand that each of the optima may
be better than another with respect to one or more objectives but not all of the objectives. The
optima that make up the Pareto front represent the fully optimized trade-off between the opposing
design objectives. Obtaining a Pareto front for a given design problem provides the user with
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important objective trade-off information as well as a myriad of design optima to choose from
depending on his/her preferences between the problem objectives.

3.2.1

Fitness Calculation
To decide if a given design option is optimal compared to the rest, the fitness must be

determined. For single-objective optimization problems, the fitness value is the one objective
function value. For multi-objective optimization problems, however, the calculation of fitness is
more difficult. There are several ways to assign fitness, but the method used throughout this work
is the maximin function [43], which is as follows:
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖 =

max

� min �𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) − 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘 �𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ���

𝑗𝑗 = 1…𝑁𝑁; 𝑗𝑗 ≠ 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘=1…𝑝𝑝

(3-2)

where 𝑖𝑖 is an individual population member, 𝑁𝑁 is the population size, 𝑝𝑝 is the number of objective
functions, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is the x-array of individual 𝑖𝑖’s optimization parameters, and 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) is the value of

objective function 𝑘𝑘 for individual 𝑖𝑖. The maximin function operates under the assumption that all
objective functions are minimized. It will also give preference to one objective function or the
other if the objective function values are not on the same order of magnitude. To ensure an equal
weighting, adjusted objective function values are calculated for each option using the following
equation:
𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘,𝑖𝑖,adj = 𝑓𝑓

𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘,𝑖𝑖 −𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘,min

(3-3)

𝑘𝑘,max −𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘,min

where 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘,𝑖𝑖 is the actual objective function value for option 𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the smallest occurring actual

objective function value in the population, and 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the largest occurring actual objective

function value in the population. These normalized objective function values ensure that all
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objective functions are given equal weighting when calculating the fitness value for each member
of the population. One might argue that such equal treatment could backfire and provide equal
weighting to objective functions despite how little or greatly they vary in the results. However, if
that is what the results show, then the objective function of very little variance could either be
ignored in the results or removed from the optimization problem.
After using the maximin function on the population members, those that make up the
current Pareto front have negative fitness values. These are referred to as the non-dominated
population members, meaning that they are not completely dominated by any other population
member with respect to all objective functions. The values vary based on diversity. To promote
solution diversity, members that are more spread out in the objective function space are more
negative than those that are clumped together. The population members that are dominated
completely in the objective function space by at least one other member will have positive fitness
values. The more positive the fitness value, the more dominated the individual.

3.2.2

Method Success Metrics
When comparing the performance of different multi-objective optimization methods, the

success metrics depend on the optimization problem. If the problem’s solution is already somewhat
or well known, then the success metric is clearly to compare the solution set 𝑄𝑄 to the known Pareto

front solution set 𝑃𝑃∗ . The version of this metric used in this work is called the General Distance
(GD) [44] and is given in the following equation:

GD =

𝑞𝑞

𝑝𝑝 1⁄𝑝𝑝

�∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 �
𝑞𝑞

(3-4)
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where 𝑞𝑞 is the number of solutions in 𝑄𝑄, 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 is the Euclidean distance between solution 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑄𝑄 and
the nearest member of 𝑃𝑃 ∗ , and 𝑝𝑝 is the number of objective functions. When comparing GD values

of different optimization methods for a given optimization problem, they are all positive with the
best being closest to a value of zero.
Another success metric used when 𝑃𝑃∗ is already known is the Diversity (Δ) of 𝑄𝑄, which

measures the uniform distribution of 𝑄𝑄 and its deviation from the extremes of 𝑃𝑃∗ . The equation for

Δ is as follows:
Δ=

𝑝𝑝
𝑞𝑞
∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 +∑𝑖𝑖=1|𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 −𝑑𝑑�|
𝑝𝑝
𝑒𝑒
∑
𝑑𝑑 +𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑�

(3-5)

𝑘𝑘=1 𝑘𝑘

where 𝑞𝑞 is the number of solutions in 𝑄𝑄, 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 is the Euclidean distance between two neighboring

solutions of 𝑄𝑄, 𝑑𝑑̅ is the mean value of all 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 , 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 is the Euclidean distance between the extreme
solutions of 𝑃𝑃 ∗ and 𝑄𝑄 on the 𝑘𝑘-th objective, and 𝑝𝑝 is the number of objective functions. When Δ
is used for method comparison, the values again are positive with a value of zero representing an
ideal and uniform spread.
When the Pareto front solution for a design optimization problem is beforehand unknown,
the metrics for success leave the quantifiable realm and become more qualitative. One obvious and
visual metric is to analyze the Pareto front solutions from the application of different optimization
methods and notice which Pareto front is non-dominated. This solution set supersedes the others
and is then assumed as the true Pareto front for the design problem. The optimization method that
produces the better Pareto front is the one better suited to handle the optimization problem. Another
qualitative metric to look for is whether or not the Pareto front provides clear objective trade-off
information. Such a metric can be subjective as it is influenced by the preferences and experience
of the user or decision maker (DM).
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There are potential weaknesses to be aware of as well. A method’s optimization results
may be best when compared to others, but they may also fail to find the true objective extremes.
This metric is also subject to and dependent on the DM’s preferences. In other words, the method
may fail to find Pareto solutions that heavily favor certain objectives that the DM selectively
favors. Another potential weakness to consider is that there is not always a perfect match-up
between an optimization method’s computational requirement and the run-time. In other words, a
certain method may require fewer iterations to converge upon a solution but could still take much
longer to do so than a method that requires more iterations.

3.2.3

Genetic Algorithms
Genetic (or evolutionary) algorithms are a widely used class of non-gradient-based

optimization methods. They solve optimization problems by mimicking the theories of modern
genetics, i.e. the “survival of the fittest” principle. In the case of optimization, however, it may
more appropriately be called the “survival of the most optimized” principle. The different steps of
genetic algorithms are inspired by several principles of natural evolution, including selection,
genetic crossover and mutation, and competition for survival. The general flow for a genetic
algorithm is shown in Figure 3-3.
A genetic algorithm begins with a population of different and random design options which
undergoes several iterations of the algorithm’s steps. The selection step is where members of the
population compete with one another to fill the available spots in the mating pool. The crossover
step involves randomly pairing up members of the mating pool and mixing their genetic code (or
their arrays of optimization parameters) to create two unique offspring design options. The
offspring undergo the third step of mutation where each optimization parameter has a certain
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probability of being changed by 𝛿𝛿𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , which is generally a random value from a normal

distribution of mean 0 and a given variance. The offspring are then added to the general population.
The fourth (or competition) step sorts the entire population based on individual fitness values and
deletes the half that is less fit; hence the “survival of the fittest” principle is employed.

Figure 3-3: Flowchart for a Generic Genetic Algorithm

The four steps from selection through competition are repeated for a given number of
iterations. Most genetic algorithms follow this basic format but vary in the specific method and
application of each step.
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3.2.4

Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a common optimization technique based on the idea

of a population with what is called “swarm intelligence” [45]. Each member (or particle) of the
population travels within an n-dimensional space (where n is the number of optimization
parameters) in search of the optimal solution(s), much like a swarm of bees searching for flower
patches.
During each iteration, each particle takes a step in a new direction while taking into account
several values: personal previous directional velocity, location of the most optimized personal
position thus far, and location of the best position among all the particles of the swarm up to that
point. The equation for calculating a particle’s next step is as follows:
𝑝𝑝

𝑔𝑔

(3-6)

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖+1 = 𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 + 𝑐𝑐1 𝑟𝑟1 �𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 � + 𝑐𝑐2 𝑟𝑟2 �𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+1 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖+1
𝑤𝑤 ∈ (0,1.5]
𝑐𝑐1 , 𝑐𝑐2 ∈ (0,2]
𝑟𝑟1 , 𝑟𝑟2 = 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(0,1)

where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 and 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+1 are the particle’s current and next x-arrays of optimization parameters, 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 and
𝑝𝑝

𝑔𝑔

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖+1 are the velocities of the previous and next steps, 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 is the current personal best x-array, 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 is
the swarm’s current global best x-array, and 𝑤𝑤, 𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2 , 𝑟𝑟1, and 𝑟𝑟2 are all weighting factors.

The proportion of influence that each value has on a particle’s next step can vary

throughout the optimization, as the DM has control over the use of the weighting factors. Generally
near the end of the optimization, the swarm’s global best(s) should weigh in more heavily. Thus,
swarm intelligence introduces a type of communication between the particles. The optimization
continues either for a given number of iterations or until a certain convergence criterion is met.
The generic PSO differs from genetic algorithms in that no member of the population is created or
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forgotten at any stage of the optimization. They simply travel within the optimization parameter
space. Recently, however, the field of PSO has been expanded by some to incorporate certain
aspects of the genetic algorithm.

Parallel Processing
Parallel processing is a mode of computer operation in which a task is split into parts that
execute simultaneously on a computer’s multiple processors/cores [46]. Given that the OPTIONS
tool was developed and coded in Python 3, Python libraries that allow a user to draw upon parallel
processing capabilities were of interest. Two such libraries exist, namely the threading and
multiprocessing libraries. The threading library provides the user to open multiple threads that can
simultaneously run programs that are network-bounded or input/output (I/O) bounded. For
instance, if a user wishes to run several instances of RELAP5 code, they can do so using the
threading library to open several threads and tasking each with a different RELAP5 code to run.
Performing such tasks in parallel is important to simultaneously evaluate designs.
However, if the user wishes to run programs or code in parallel that are CPU-bound, the
threading library often causes the code to run slower than if all tasks are simply run in series. This
phenomenon is due to Python’s Global Interpreter Lock (GIL), which globally enforces a lock
when multiple threads are attempting to safely access Python objects from within the threads. The
GIL allows such access to only one thread at a time. Thus, CPU-bound code will not benefit from
using the threading library, but it will benefit from using the multiprocessing library. The
multiprocessing library spawns multiple operating system processes for each parallel task. This
method of operation side-steps the GIL by giving each process its own Python interpreter.
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However, there are limits to what data objects can be passed to the processes when they are opened.
Python classes are one of the data objects that cannot be passed to parallel processes.
The OPTIONS tool was created to optimize systems both modeled in RELAP5 and
modeled in Python through the construction of a class hierarchy. Thus, in this work, the threading
library was used to open a large number of threads to employ several cores of the same local
computer simultaneously when running programs such as RELAP5 and PyPost. The
multiprocessing library was not used to run any Python code in parallel.

Multiple-Criteria Decision-Making
Multiple-criteria decision-making (MCDM) is a problem-solving field concerned with
finding the best solution(s) given the preferences of a human decision-maker [47] (DM). It has
become more widely used since the 1970’s, being used to solve two main types of problems:
multiple-criteria evaluation problems and multiple-criteria design problems [48]. The multiplecriteria evaluation problems are those that involve a finite number of options, known explicitly
before the DM begins the selection process. Each of the options are presented to the DM along
with the performance with respect to the multiple criteria (or problem objectives). For multiplecriteria design problems, the options are not previously known but rather can be discovered
through the use of mathematical models (e.g. multi-objective optimization). The quantity of
options discovered is often either infinite or at least very large.
For these two types of problems, there exist a large number of approach methods. Each of
them falls into one of three logistical groups that clarify the stage at which the DM’s preferences
are recorded and taken into account. The DM may be required to give his/her preference
information at the beginning of the process, during or throughout the solution process, or after the
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process has completed generating possible solutions to be considered. In the field of MCDM, these
three categories are referred to as “prior”, “progressive”, and “posterior articulation of
preferences” (AOP), respectively.
In this work, after each application of the OPTIONS tool to design optimization problems,
a Pareto front was generated. From this Pareto front of finite options, the DM would be able to
pick and choose from the optimal designs based on his/her personal preferred trade-off between
the objectives. Such action employs the posterior articulation of the DM’s preferences.
In the final phase of this work, during the multi-objective optimization of three systems
simultaneously, a progressive AOP method was used. Here, the DM was given the opportunity to
affect the design options that made up the mating pool during a specialized breeding phase in the
crucial first iterations as well as throughout the optimization. Another progressive AOP method
was also employed, giving the DM a chance in the “tough love” phase to forcibly remove trisystem options with poor single systems while saving the non-dominated single systems for the
offspring generation step.
A prior AOP method would be simple to add to the OPTIONS tool but was not done in this
work. It is discussed further as part of the future work in Section 12.2.
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4

MULTI-PARAMTER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON PCS OF I²S-LWR

When work began on the power conversion system (PCS) for the I²S-LWR concept, there
was significant uncertainty regarding the effect that the presence of a flash drum would have on
the thermodynamic efficiency. Before any multi-objective optimization methods were considered,
a 3-tiered multi-parameter sensitivity analysis was performed using the thermodynamic efficiency
as the key metric in rating the performance of a number of flash-Rankine cycle designs [11].

Rankine Cycle Design Options
This analysis explores three concepts based on common industrial Rankine cycle
configurations that vary in the required amount of equipment and the reheat stream configurations.
Case design 1 is shown in Figure 4-1, showing the MCHX, which is connected to the core loop of
the I²S-LWR, immediately followed by the flash drum, which flashes approximately 10-12% of
the coolant. The liquid outlet is recuperated in the first open feedwater heater (FWH 1), while the
vapor is sent to the high-pressure turbine (HPT). The wet steam passing through the HPT exits at
two different stages: the extract stream and the outlet stream. The extracted steam is used as the
hot stream in the reheater (RH), superheating the outlet stream after it passes through the moisture
separator (MS) and before it enters the low-pressure turbines (LPTs). Wet steam leaves the LPTs
at an industrially common pressure of 0.086 bar and finishes condensing in the condenser. A
cooling water inlet temperature of 25°C is assumed. The recovery system consists of four pumps
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and two open FWHs, collecting all condensate streams and bringing them back up to the high
pressure before the MCHX.

Figure 4-1: PFD of Flash-Rankine Cycle Case Design 1

Case designs 2a and 2b are shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, respectively. They are similar to
case design 1 from the MCHX up until before the LPTs. There they both incorporate the use of an
intermediate-pressure turbine (IPT) followed by an additional MS and RH. They differ from each
other in the amount of equipment required for the respective recovery systems: 5 pumps and 3
FWHs for case design 2a and 6 pumps and 4 FWHs for case design 2b. However, the main
difference between them is that case design 2a uses the HPT extract stream as the hot stream in
both RHs 1 and 2 while case design 2b uses an IPT extract as the hot stream in RH 2 in place of
the HPT extract.
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Figure 4-2: PFD of Flash-Rankine Cycle Case Design 2a

Figure 4-3: PFD of Flash-Rankine Cycle Case Design 2b
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The independent parameters tested in the multi-parameter sensitivity analysis for each case
design are shown in red in Figures 4-1 through 4-3 and are as follows: 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the pressure leaving
the MCHX and entering the flash drum; 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the pressure inside and exiting the flash drum; 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

is the pressure of the steam extract leaving the HPT; 𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is the fraction of the steam that is

extracted from the HPT; 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜 is the outlet pressure of the HPT; 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the pressure of the steam
extract leaving the IPT; 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the fraction of the steam that is extracted from the IPT; 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the

outlet pressure of the IPT; and 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is the outlet pressure of the LPTs. The pressure 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is only tested
for case design 1 because the results show that the thermodynamic efficiency is highest if it is held
as low as possible (e.g. at 0.086 bar).
The reason for including the reheaters in these three case designs is that each one increases
the energy of the working fluid and thus the thermodynamic energy of the PCS as well. This
concept is illustrated in the T-S diagram in Figure 4-4. Here, line 1-2 represents the heating done
by the MCHX. The drop immediately following point 2 is the flash drum.

Figure 4-4: Temperature-Entropy Diagram for Water
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Point 3 illustrates the thermodynamic state of the saturated steam leaving the top of the
flash drum. The drop after point 3 is the HPT, and point 4 is the steam leaving the moisture
separator. In a simple Rankine cycle without a reheat stage, the stream would then enter the next
steam turbine, dropping from point 4. However, a reheater exchanger included between the
turbines increases the temperature of the working steam to point 5 before it goes through the next
turbine. The additional area under the curve represents additional energy derived in the process for
the same energy input, and thus represents an additional overall efficiency for the cycle. The
expectation is that this added area under the curve provides an increase in energy that more than
compensates for the loss associated with extracting a portion of the steam prior to full expansion
to provide reheating. Point 6 represents the saturated steam leaving the second moisture separator,
and point 7 is immediately following the condenser. Between points 7 and 1 is the recovery system
consisting of a series of alternating pumps and open FWHs.

Methodology
The goal for this case study was to partially optimize these three flash-Rankine case designs
using a single change multivariable analysis methodology. Three iterations of sensitivity analyses
were performed for the key design parameters highlighted above. Each iteration consisted of
choosing base values for the design parameters and running a sensitivity analysis for each one
individually. Each sensitivity analysis consisted of holding all design parameters at the respective
base values while changing only one of them. Based on the results, new base values for the design
parameters were chosen for the next iteration of sensitivity analyses. The figure of merit used to
decide on the next set of base values for the design parameters was the maximization of the
thermodynamic efficiency of the PCS. Thus, with each iteration, the efficiency increases. The first
two iterations of analyses assumed that the maximum temperature coming out of the MCHX was
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at 319°C. The third iteration of analyses for each case increased that temperature to 321°C to see
the impact of the MCHX outlet temperature on the thermodynamic efficiency.
An existing interface between Excel’s VBA and ChemCAD was used to obtain the data for
these sensitivity analyses. ChemStations, the creators of ChemCAD, provided this interface via an
Excel file named VBClient.xls. Additional code was written in Visual Basic (VBA) to procedurally
adjust the design parameters in ChemCAD and evaluate the corresponding thermodynamic
efficiency.
The overall thermodynamic efficiency was assumed to be 35% for the PCS. Thus, for a
1000 MWe power plant, 2850 MWth must be produced in the core, transferring 712.5 MWth to each
of the four MCHXs. For each variation of parameters, the overall flow rate through the MCHX,
𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , was manipulated to converge the cycle and keep the heat duty of the MCHX at exactly
712.5 MW. A simple root-finding algorithm found the correct overall flow rate to converge each
combination of design parameters.

Results & Discussion

4.3.1

Case Design 1 Results
During each sensitivity analysis performed on the flash-Rankine case design 1, one of the

six design parameters in Figure 4-1 was varied while the other five were held constant at the
respective base values. Those base values (found in Table 4-1) were chosen either using
engineering judgement or the previous iteration’s results. The shifted base values for each
parameter during the second and third iterations of sensitivity analyses are also included.
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Table 4-1: Base Values for Tested Design Parameters in Case Design 1
Parameter

1st Iteration

2nd Iteration

3rd Iteration

𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒

0.19

0.19

0.19

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒

20

10

10

bar

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜

5

6.6

6.6

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

0.086

0.086

0.086

bar

150

120

123

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

84

90

90

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

Units

Several limitations to the parameter values were determined based on engineering
constraints. For example, the fractional flow rate of unexpanded steam diverted to the first reheater,
𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒 , was capped at a value of 0.19, because at fractions of 0.3 and higher the reheating steam was

not condensed completely in the reheater and thus entered the pumps, potentially damaging them.
The pressure leaving the LPTs, 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 , was limited to 0.086 bar, as this value represents the lower

end of the normal outlet pressure for current industrial steam turbines.

The sensitivity parameters were also adjusted to preclude boiling in the MCHX channels.
The pressure inside the MCHX that enters the flash drum, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , was not tested below 120 bar during

the second iteration. At 120 bar and 319°C, the water would be approximately 5°C below the
boiling point. This temperature difference serves as a buffer against any of the water vaporizing
inside the flow channels of the MCHX. The third iteration for each case assumed the temperature
leaving the MCHX to be 321°C. In these analyses, the lowest allowable pressure at this point was
123 bar.
Figure 4-5 shows the three sensitivity analyses done with respect to 𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒 . The first iteration

showed a slight increase in efficiency with an increase in fractional flow rate. This trend was
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amplified during the second and third iterations. The increase in efficiency when stepping from
the first iteration to the second is due to the change in base values for the other design parameters,
or in other words is explained by an approach to the optimal values of the other process parameters.
These values are presented in Table 4-1. Fewer data points were taken for the third iteration,
because the main purpose was to demonstrate that the general trends held true even when the
temperature into the flash drum increased to 321°C. Figure 4-6 shows that with decreasing 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒 of
the extracted reheating stream, efficiency increases. For this reason, a value of 10 bar was chosen
as the base value for the second and third iterations.

Figure 4-5: Efficiency vs. mhe for Case Design 1

Figure 4-6: Efficiency vs. Phe for Case Design 1
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Figure 4-7 shows the tendency for efficiency to rise with increasing 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜 coming out of the

HPT. During the first iteration, there is a peak in efficiency at 6.6 bar. This was set as the base

value in the subsequent iterations. In the second and third iterations, however, there are no peaks.
The data points above 8 bar spike in efficiency, because the 10°C approach temperature in the
reheater is violated. This happens because during the second and third iterations, 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒 was dropped

to 10 bar. This causes the temperature of the reheating stream to drop closer to that of the stream
being reheated. A pinch point is reached in the reheater, the reheating steam does not all condense,
vapor enters the system pumps, and the iterative algorithm for finding 𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 converges on a
higher-than-actual flow rate. These higher efficiency points above 8 bar are not accurate, and thus

cannot be utilized as reliable data. Therefore, 6.6 bar is a better value for operation because it is
sufficiently below the pinch point.

Figure 4-7: Efficiency vs. Pho for Case Design 1

Figure 4-8 shows the results of raising the outlet pressure of the LPTs, 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 . Because

dropping the back pressure of the turbines (at a constant inlet pressure) represents extracting
greater amounts of energy, it is expected that raising the outlet pressure lowers the overall
thermodynamic efficiency of the cycle.
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Figure 4-8: Efficiency vs. Plo for Case Design 1

A more thorough sensitivity analysis was done on the pressure in and out of the flash drum
to learn more about the behavior of water as it vaporizes at such high pressures. Figure 4-9 shows
the results for the coupled sensitivity analyses done for 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 . The first iteration revealed

higher overall efficiencies when 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 was at the lowest allowable value of 120 bar and peaked at a

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 of 90 bar and an efficiency of 33.50%. The highest efficiency seen in iteration 3 was 34.97%,

with a 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 of 123 bar and a 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 of 92 bar.

The pressure differential across the flash drum during the first iteration was 66 bar. The

peak efficiency achieved in case design 1, however, took place with a pressure drop of only 30
bar. It is initially unclear why a smaller pressure drop would produce a higher vapor fraction in the
flash drum, as flashing analyses under other conditions do not follow this trend. However, a trend
analysis of a P-H diagram reveals this counterintuitive phenomenon.
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Figure 4-9: Efficiency vs. Pin and Pfd for Case Design 1

Figure 4-10 shows the P-H diagram for water in the pressure/enthalpy ranges of interest.
The blue line represents the isotherm at 319°C, the yellow line represents the pressure inside the
flash drum where 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is 84 bar, and the orange lines (from top left to right) represent the inlet

pressures 180, 150, and 120 bar, respectively.

Figure 4-10: P-H Diagram for Water, Showing Pin and Pfd for Flash Drum

As can be seen in the figure, due to the proximity to the critical point, the isotherm has a
negative slope at the point of operation, indicating that larger pressure drops decrease vapor
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production inside the flash drum. This is illustrated through the use of the orange line depicting
the pressure drop from 120 bar. This line intersects the yellow line furthest to the right. When
utilizing the lever rule, this illustrates that lower pressure drops generate more vapor than the
higher pressure drops in this region. This increase in steam generation provides more energy to be
obtained via the steam turbines. Thus, the overall thermodynamic efficiency is highest when 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

is 120 bar. Discovering this counterintuitive relationship is a clear example of addressing the third
problem in the nuclear design process.

4.3.2

Case Design 2a Results
During each sensitivity analysis performed on the flash-Rankine case design 2a, one of the

six design parameters in Figure 4-2 was varied while the other five were held constant at the base
values. The base values for all three iterations of sensitivity analyses are found in Table 4-2. The
starting base values for the first iteration were again chosen using engineering judgement.

Table 4-2: Base Values for Tested Design Parameters in Case Design 2a
Parameter

1st Iteration

2nd Iteration

3rd Iteration

𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒

0.19

0.19

0.19

20

18

19

bar

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜

12.5

14

14

bar

5

4.2

5

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

130

120

123

bar

90

88

90

bar

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

Units

Figure 4-11 shows the sensitivity analysis results for 𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒 . The behavior is very similar to

that observed in case design 1. On this plot, however, one can better see the local minimum that
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takes place at a low flow rate fraction around 0.035. Thus, drawing away steam from the HPT is
only advantageous after drawing away a mass fraction of at least 0.075.

Figure 4-11: Efficiency vs. mhe for Case Design 2a

The results for 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒 adjustments are shown in Figure 4-12. The discontinuity on the left side

for each of the iterations represents one or both of the reheaters reaching a pinch point and violating
the 10°C approach temperature. For this reason, the base values for 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒 for each iteration were

kept well to the right of the pinch point values of 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒 .

Figure 4-12: Efficiency vs. Phe for Case Design 2a
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Figure 4-13 shows that, across the range of 10-15 bar, 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜 has little effect on the overall

thermodynamic efficiency. The slope of these sensitivity analyses is still positive, so the base

values for 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜 were kept at the higher end of this range in future iterations. However, if 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜 is held
too high, a pinch point is experienced in the first reheater.

Figure 4-13: Efficiency vs. Pho for Case Design 2a

Figure 4-14: Efficiency vs. Pio for Case Design 2a

Figure 4-14 shows that the outlet pressure for the IPT, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , experiences a maximum

efficiency. The pressure at which this maximum was reached for each iteration varies. For the
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second iteration, the base value for 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 was the local maximum from the first iteration. For the

third iteration, the base value was the maximum from the second iteration.

The results for the sensitivity analyses between 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 are shown in Figure 4-15.

Notable are the local maxima for the curves representing a 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 of 120, 123, and 130 bar. These

maxima demonstrate that for a given 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , there comes a point when increasing 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 even closer to

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 no longer helps to improve the overall thermodynamic efficiency. The highest efficiency
observed for case design 2a, 34.37%, is from this third iteration at a 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 of 123 bar and a 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 of 92
bar.

Figure 4-15: Efficiency vs. Pin and Pfd for Case Design 2a

4.3.3

Case Design 2b Results
The sensitivity analyses for case design 2b included the same six parameters as those from

case 2a. Two additional parameters were analyzed, including the flow rate fraction and pressure
of the steam extracted from the IPT, 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , respectively (see Figure 4-3). The base values

for these eight parameters during the sensitivity analyses are found in Table 4-3. The starting
values for the iteration were again chosen with engineering judgement. The flow rate fractions
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𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒 and 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 were only raised as high as 0.11 and 0.19, because fractions greater than 0.15 and

0.3, respectively resulted in the reheating steams not condensing completely in the reheaters and
entering the pumps as vapor.

Table 4-3: Base Values for Tested Design Parameters in Case Design 2b
Parameter

1st Iteration

2nd Iteration

3rd Iteration

𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒

0.11

0.11

0.11

20

20

20

bar

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜

15

15

15

bar

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

0.19

0.19

0.19

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

10

8.2

8.8

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

5

6.2

5.6

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

130

120

123

bar

88

90

88

bar

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

Units

The efficiencies obtained in these sensitivity analyses are higher than those obtained from
cases 1 and 2a. During the second and third iterations, most of the higher efficiencies fall within
the range of 35.5% to 36.0%, as is seen in the following explanations.
Figure 4-16 shows the case 2b sensitivity analyses for 𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒 . The behavior is the same as in

the first two cases; it is most efficient to increase 𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒 as high as possible while still leaving a
buffer to the fraction that will result in vapor entering the pumps downstream. The results in Figure

4-17 show similar behavior to previous case designs as well. A 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒 of 20 bar was considered a
sufficient distance from the discontinuities to the left for each of the iterations. Thus, 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒 remained
at this value throughout each iteration of the sensitivity analyses. Figure 4-18 illustrates the results
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for 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜 . As in cases 1 and 2a, a discontinuity lies to the right, representing 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒 and 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜 being too
close in magnitude. This trend resulted in a pinch point in the first reheater.

Figure 4-16: Efficiency vs. mhe for Case Design 2b

Figure 4-17: Efficiency vs. Phe for Case Design 2b

Figure 4-18: Efficiency vs. Pho for Case Design 2b
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In addition, 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 was specifically evaluated with respect to the impact on efficiency. The

sensitivity analyses for this parameter indicates that the effect on efficiency is very similar to that
of 𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒 . Figure 4-19 shows a monotonically increasing slope in efficiency with an increase in 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 .

Again, the sensitivity analyses were bounded by a 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 value of 0.19, because values much higher

than this resulted in pinch points in the reheater and water vapor inside the pumps. Figure 4-20
shows the behavior of 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , which acts much as 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒 does, with a negative slope in efficiency and

discontinuities to the left. During the second and third sensitivity analyses, the base value for 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

was held between 8 and 9 bar, keeping it away from the discontinuities representing pinch points
due to proximity with 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 coming out of the IPT.

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 also behaves in case 2b just as it did in case 2a. Figure 4-21 shows slight positive slopes

in efficiency. The discontinuities on the right are not as prominent in the figure, though they are
present. The base value for 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 was changed from 5 to 6.2 and 5.6 bar in the second and third

iterations, respectively, to stay a safe distance from causing the pinch point in the second reheater.

Figure 4-19: Efficiency vs. mie for Case Design 2b
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Figure 4-20: Efficiency vs. Pie for Case Design 2b

Figure 4-21: Efficiency vs. Pio for Case Design 2b

For case 2b, the same values of 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 were explored as in the other cases, with results

similar to those found in other cases. The results are found in Figure 4-22. Lowering 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 increases

the overall thermodynamic efficiency, and each curve’s local maximum reveals the optimal 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 .
At the highest point on the graph for case design 2b, the efficiency is 35.8821%, at a 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 of 321°C,
a 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 of 123 bar, and a 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 of 92 bar. This efficiency is also the highest seen in any of the case

designs.
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Figure 4-22: Efficiency vs. Pin and Pfd for Case Design 2b

4.3.4

Discussion
Each flash-Rankine case design obtained an absolute maximum thermodynamic efficiency

at similar design parameter values. Table 4-4 and Table 4-5 show these values including the
corresponding maximum efficiencies achieved after the second and third iterations, respectively.
Note that the maximum efficiency for each case occured during the third iteration, when 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 going
into the flash drum approached 321°C. It is possible that the jump in efficiency is due more to the
shift in the design parameters’ base values for iteration 3. Most of the individual sensitivity analysis
graphs above show a much smaller jump in efficiency between iterations 2 and 3 than between 1
and 2. Both before and during iterations in which 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is changed, case design 2b consistently
obtains the higher overall thermodynamic efficiency of the three cases, followed by case 1 and

then case 2a. However, case 2b requires the most capital equipment. Further economic analysis
later would clarify the cost-weighted differences between each case and whether added capital
equipment and cost might be worth the extra overall efficiency of the PCS.
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Table 4-4: Optimal Parameter Values and Efficiencies for All Case Designs,
Assuming Tin = 319°C
Parameter

Case 1

Case 2a

Case 2b

Units

𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

5501

4984

6196

kg/s

𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒

0.19

0.19

0.11

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒

10

18

20

bar

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜

6.6

14

15

bar

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

-

0.19

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

-

8.2

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

4.2

6.2

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

0.086

0.086

0.086

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

120

120

120

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

90

90

88

bar

𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

34.733

34.207

35.713

%

Table 4-5: Optimal Parameter Values and Efficiencies for All Case Designs,
Assuming Tin = 321°C
Parameter

Case 1

Case 2a

Case 2b

Units

𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

4854

4803

5036

kg/s

𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒

0.19

0.19

0.11

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒

10

19

20

bar

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜

6.6

14

15

bar

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

-

0.19

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

-

8.8

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

5

5.6

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

0.086

0.086

0.086

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

123

123

123

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

92

92

92

bar

𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

34.970

34.370

35.882

%
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Additional Tin Sensitivity Analysis
All of the above sensitivity analysis work was done under the assumption that the heat
transfer in the MCHX is at maximum efficiency no matter the flow rate of the secondary coolant.
However, through coordinating efforts with those of the I²S-LWR design team designing the
MCHX, it was discovered that this is an inaccurate assumption. For each value of 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , there is a

maximum allowable flow rate before dropping the efficiency of heat transfer in the MCHX. Thus,
at a specific 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , the 𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 that will maximize the overall thermodynamic efficiency of the PCS
without lowering the MCHX efficiency is this limiting flow rate.

The root-finding algorithm mentioned earlier was used to manipulate the overall flow rate
of water through one loop of the PCS to keep the heat duty of each MCHX at exactly 712.5 MW.
With the flow rate now fixed based on the temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , some other parameter of the PCS had
to become the manipulated parameter throughout the sensitivity analyses. The only candidates

were 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 and 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 . However, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 would be a poor choice given the danger of dropping the pressure

too low within the MCHX and causing boiling in the microchannels. Thus, the pressure inside the
flash drum, 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , was best suited to become the new manipulated parameter. It also had the greatest

effect on the temperature entering and the heat duty of the MCHX. The new root-finding algorithm
manipulated 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 until the heat duty of the MCHX matched the design value. With the elimination
of 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 as an independent design parameter, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 was given a value for each 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 that would keep the

MCHX coolant a safe 5°C away from boiling.

A single sensitivity analysis was performed for 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 using case design 2b, and the results

are found below in Figure 4-23. The previously optimized design parameters were held at the

previously determined optimal values reported in Table 4-4. The sensitivity analysis showed
efficiency peaking at a 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 of 319.3°C, making this the optimum temperature for the secondary
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coolant loop as it leaves the MCHX. The discontinuities on the graph spawn from using
inconsistently rounded pressure data from the MCHX design team. However, they are trivial as
they do not affect the clarity of the optimum. The parameter summary for this new optimum are
found in Table 4-6. It is important to note that, compared to the previous sensitivity analyses,
𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is significantly lower. Similarly, the maximum efficiency is more than 1% lower than the
previous sensitivity analyses. While it is disappointing to lose so much thermodynamic efficiency,

it is important to realize that the efficiencies achieved in the previous sensitivity analyses are not
possible under the heat transfer and pressure differential constraints on the MCHX.

Figure 4-23: Efficiency vs. Tin for Case Design 2b

Table 4-6: Key Parameter Values and Efficiency
for Case 2b After Optimizing Tin
Parameter

Value

Units

𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

3366.75

kg/s

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

319.3

°C

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

119.4

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

72.4

bar

𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

34.705

%
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Conclusions
The I²S-LWR needs to be capable of competing economically with currently operating
nuclear power plants, or there is no incentive for a vendor and operator to license and build the
plant. In part, this means that the I²S-LWR needs an overall net thermodynamic efficiency
comparable to current LWR power stations.
It was clear after performing the multi-parameter sensitivity analyses on the three flashRankine case designs that there was need to perform a more thorough optimization to design the
PCS for the I²S-LWR. However, by performing these analyses early on in the design process,
important information was discovered about the previously unknown interdependency between
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , and the thermodynamic efficiency at such high temperatures and pressures. By so doing,

this work successfully addresses the third problem with the nuclear power plant design process.
The improvements made toward finding an optimal design for the PCS also represent an important
step towards overcoming the second problem with the design process. These results suggest,
however, that performing a more in-depth multi-objective optimization would be beneficial and
much more computationally efficient.
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5

TESTING OF DIFFERENT MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION METHODS

After multi-parameter sensitivity analyses were applied to the flash-Rankine case designs
for the PCS of the I²S-LWR, it was clear that multi-objective optimization would be a beneficial
tool early in the design process. The two objectives for the design problem were to minimize the
equipment capital cost and maximize the thermodynamic efficiency. To begin building the
OPTIONS tool, many multi-objective optimization methods were considered, and three were
chosen for testing.

Test Problems
The three multi-objective optimization methods chosen for testing were used on the first
three test functions of the Zitzler-Deb-Thiele (ZDT) series [49], simple multi-objective
mathematical problems meant for the testing of optimization methods. Each involve the
minimization of only two objective functions (𝑓𝑓1 and 𝑓𝑓2 ). The ZDT test problems 1, 2, and 3 are

given below in Equations 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3, respectively. Here, the function for ℎ varies, providing
the test problems’ Pareto fronts with concave, convex, and discontinuous shapes.
𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥1
⎧
⎪𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)ℎ�𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥), 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)�
9
Minimize
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) = 1 + 29 ∑10
𝑖𝑖=2 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
⎨
⎪ℎ�𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥), 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)� = 1 − �𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥)
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)
⎩ 1
where 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1
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(5-1)

𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥1
⎧
⎪ 𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)ℎ�𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥), 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)�
9
Minimize
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) = 1 + 29 ∑10
𝑖𝑖=2 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
⎨
𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥) 2
⎪
(𝑥𝑥),
ℎ�𝑓𝑓
�
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)�
=
1
−
�
⎩ 1
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)
where 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1
Minimize

⎧
⎪

𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥1
𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)ℎ�𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥), 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)�
9

𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) = 1 + 29 ∑10
𝑖𝑖=2 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

⎨
⎪ℎ�𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥), 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)� = 1 − �𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥) − 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥) sin�10𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥)�
1
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)
⎩ 1
where 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1

(5-2)

(5-3)

For each test problem, 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) and ℎ(𝑥𝑥) were the constraints that the optimization was

subject to, and there were ten 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 optimization parameters bounded from 0 to 1. Since the problems

are well defined and the solutions previously known, the success metrics used to compare the
multi-objective optimization methods were GD, Δ, and computational run-time.

Optimization Methodologies
The same three PCS case designs considered previously in the sensitivity analyses were
again considered for the optimization of the I²S-LWR. Each had its own set of parameters and
parameter constraints while being connected to an MCHX with the same core loop conditions. To
find an optimization method best suited to test several designs at once, the methods that were tested
were set up with a population that had six sub-cluster populations. Each sub-cluster population
was subject to different constraints on the 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 parameters in Equations 5-1 through 5-3 and each

was treated as its own separate population [30]. During this phase, all the work was done in Python

2.7. Classes were written to represent the options of each population with 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 parameter values.

Classes were also created to represent the sub-cluster populations, each with an array filled with
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its respective option class instances. The optimization methods were also coded in Python, as were
the functions they used, such as the maximin function and the constraint functions that enforced
the specific constraints of each sub-cluster.
The three optimization methods chosen and tested against the ZDT test problems were as
follows: a version of the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [50], a generic MultiObjective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO), and the Non-dominated Sorting Particle
Swarm Optimization (NSPSO) [43]. The NSGA method follows the basic pattern for a genetic
algorithm explained previously and shown in Figure 3-3. However, as the name suggests, it
employs the Non-dominated Sorting (NS) strategy to cut the population in half during the
competition step. A flowchart depicting the NS strategy is provided below in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Flowchart for the Non-dominated Sorting Strategy
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In the case of the NSGA method, the NS strategy begins with the original “Population List”
undergoing the crossover step to double the population size. Once the offspring and parents are
added to the “Double Population List”, fitness values are determined, and the population is split
into the non-dominated and dominated options. The non-dominated options are added to the
“Population List”, and the “Dominated List” undergoes a series of iterations to finish filling the
“Population List” until it reaches the original population size (N). During each iteration, the
members of the “Dominated List” have their fitness values recalculated, and the new nondominated options are added to the “Population List”. Once the “Population List” has reached the
original size, the remaining options are forgotten.
The generic MOPSO method tested in this work follows the basic pattern for a PSO, but
being a multi-objective method it is outfitted with the maximin function as the fitness function.
The swarm’s global best option is always the non-dominated one with the most negative fitness
value. The NSPSO method, like the MOPSO, follows the pattern for a PSO. However, as the name
suggests, it also employs the use of the NS strategy. To cut the population in half, the NSPSO
method incorporates the genetic concept of generating offspring. Rather than taking a step in a
new direction, each particle generates an offspring in the would-be next location, thus doubling
the population size. Each offspring inherits the knowledge of its parent particle, meaning the newly
calculated position (x-array of optimization parameters) and velocity and personal best x-array of
the parent. The NSPSO method also uses the maximin function as the fitness function.

Results & Discussion
The graphical results from testing the NSGA, MOPSO, and NSPSO methods against ZDT
test problems 1, 2, and 3 are shown below in Figures 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4, respectively.
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Figure 5-2: Graphical ZDT #1 Test Results for NSGA, MOPSO, and NSPSO, Respectively

Figure 5-3: Graphical ZDT #2 Test Results for NSGA, MOPSO, and NSPSO, Respectively

Figure 5-4: Graphical ZDT #3 Test Results for NSGA, MOPSO, and NSPSO, Respectively
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As discussed previously, the population for each optimization method was comprised of
six sub-cluster populations, each with uniquely added parameter constraints. For instance, the subcluster with options represented by black dots was subject to constraints keeping it in the supper
half of the 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥) objective space. The sub-cluster population represented by green dots was subject

to constraints that kept it from reaching the true Pareto front for all three ZDT test problems. This
was done to simulate the optimization of different PCS designs with varying constraints.
In addition to comparing the optimization methods graphically, they were compared
numerically by calculating GD, Δ, and the computational run-time for each. The numerical results
for test problems 1 through 3 are below in Table 5-1. The metrics GD and Δ were calculated
separately for each sub-cluster population and then averaged. The green sub-cluster population
was ignored, however, because it had been subject to parameter constrains that kept it from ever
reaching the true Pareto front.

Table 5-1: Numerical Results for ZDT Test Problems
ZDT
Problem
1

2

3

Method

Iterations

Run-time (s)

Δ

GD

NSGA

200

54.38

0.98606

0.00110

MOPSO

50

2307.12

0.82452

0.00212

NSPSO

200

78.98

0.62691

0.00059

NSGA

400

94.73

0.98057

0.00080

MOPSO

50

647.84

0.82874

0.00025

NSPSO

400

99.43

0.64260

0.00011

NSGA

600

414.69

0.93059

0.01116

MOPSO

100

2481.74

1.05050

0.03657

NSPSO

600

438.70

0.84966

0.01293
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Looking at the MOPSO method results first, it consistently converged to the Pareto front
in a fraction of the iterations that it took for the other two methods to do so. However, with respect
to run-time, it also consistently required an extra order of magnitude to converge. Thus, we see
that sometimes there is a mismatch between the number of iterations required and the actual
computational requirement. This mismatch may indicate that the MOPSO method is more efficient
per iteration w.r.t. convergence, but the computational requirement per iteration is much greater.
The MOPSO method also never faired best with respect to GD or Δ. For these reasons, the MOPSO
method was the first to be eliminated for consideration.
When comparing the NSGA and NSPSO methods, they were more on par with each other
with respect to the required iterations to converge. The run-times were consistently on the same
order of magnitude, with the NSGA method always performing slightly better. When considering
the respective convergence (GD) and diversity (Δ), the NSPSO method was always slightly better,
except for the GD values for the third ZDT test problem. However, given that none of the
optimization methods fared well against the third problem, this was a small victory for the NSGA
method. Given the NSPSO method’s slight and consistent better performance with respect to GD
and Δ and the comparable run-times, it was chosen as the first optimization method to be used to
build the OPTIONS tool.
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6

NSPSO METHOD ON PCS OF I²S-LWR

Methodology
The OPTIONS tool was first built in Python 2.7 using the NSPSO method previously coded
as the backbone for the code. The same Population and Option classes were used. However,
additional Python classes were created to represent each of the different PCS equipment as well as
the streams. Each Option class was then given equipment and stream class instances that built the
PCS case design that it represented. Overall, there were three populations, one for each flashRankine case design, each filled with a number of options with equipment, streams, and design
parameter values. The optimization parameters for each PCS case design varied slightly from those
depicted in Figures 4-1 through 4-3, and are shown below in Table 6-1. The temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 from

the final sensitivity analysis was included as an independent design parameter in the optimization
and was renamed 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (or the cold outlet temperature of the MCHX). As explained previously,

𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 were now coupled to the value for 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and were thus no longer independent

parameters.

Table 6-1: Independent Design Parameters Optimized Using the NSPSO Method
PCS Design
Case 1

𝑻𝑻𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄
√

𝑷𝑷𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇
√

𝑷𝑷𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉
√

𝒎𝒎𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉
√

𝑷𝑷𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉

Case 2a

√

√

√

√

√

Case 2b

√

√

√

√

√
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√

𝒎𝒎𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊

𝑷𝑷𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊

𝑷𝑷𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊
√

√

√

√

As part of the constraints used by the OPTIONS tool, each of the case designs’ optimization
parameters were given upper and lower value bounds. These bounds are found in Table 6-2. If
during any step made by the options during the NSPSO method a parameter value went outside
these bounds, they were forcefully brought back to the boundary value. Bounds were not set for
𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , because it was still acting as the manipulated parameter to converge each cycle. The bounds
given to the pressure parameters for each case did not overlap each other. This was done to

conclusively ensure that no pressure would be higher than a pressure upstream, which would be
thermodynamically impossible for the cycles.

Table 6-2: Design Parameter Bounds Enforced During the NSPSO Method
Parameter

Case 1

Case 2a

Case 2b

Units

𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

[316, 321]

[316, 321]

[316, 321]

°C

-

-

-

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒

[12, 25]

[18, 25]

[19, 25]

𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒

[0.01, 0.19]

[0.01, 0.19]

[0.01, 0.11]

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜

[2, 8]

[10, 14]

[12, 16]

bar

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

-

[7, 11]

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

-

[0.01, 0.19]

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

[2, 8]

[2, 6]

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

bar

bar

Having replaced the use of ChemCAD models for hard-coded models of the PCS
equipment in Python, the OPTIONS tool did not have access to the steam tables library. Instead,
an Excel file containing VBA coded functions was used to calculate the necessary thermophysical
properties for water and steam. Given that the OPTIONS tool was now in Python, the xlwings
library was used to vicariously open said Excel file. Python functions were created to provide input
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values for the thermophysical property functions in Excel, run the functions, and export the return
values back to Python.
The OPTIONS tool was given the same two objective functions for each of the PCS case
designs: (1) to maximize the thermodynamic efficiency and (2) to minimize the equipment capital
cost. The goal was to create a Pareto front of design options that would indicate to the I²S-LWR
design team which PCS design(s) of the three above to consider.

Results & Discussion
The three sub-cluster populations, each representing a PCS case design, were given a
population size of 15 options, and the NSPSO method was run for 50 iterations. The graph shown
in Figure 6-1 shows the initial and random members of each sub-cluster population within the
objective function space. As seen in Figure 6-1, as early as the first iteration these results confirm
that the sensitivity analysis, namely that the highest efficiencies are achieved by case design 2b,
followed by case designs 1 and then 2a.

Figure 6-1: Initial Population for 3 PCS Designs Using NSPSO
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Cost correlations from the chemical industry add an additional dimension, however. The
space occupied by case design 1 is clearly shifted down from cases 2a and 2b. This makes sense,
given the substantially lower amount of equipment case design 1 utilizes.
After 50 iterations of the NSPSO method, the sub-cluster populations each shifted toward
higher efficiencies and lower costs. The progression became stagnant several iterations before.
Therefore, it is safe to say that the populations came to rest upon the true final Pareto front, given
the bounds placed on the parameters. The final Pareto front populations are shown in Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2: Pareto Front Results for 3 PCS Designs Using NSPSO

The optimized options for PCS case design 2a are completely dominated by those for case
designs 1 and 2b. Thus, the resulting Pareto front is only made up of options for cases 1 and 2b.
Case design 2b, however, makes up the portion of the Pareto front with higher thermodynamic
efficiencies. For clarity, the optimization parameters and other key variables for a few of the Pareto
front design options for case designs 1 and 2b are included in Table 6-3.
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Table 6-3: Parameters/Variables for Select Pareto Front Options After Using NSPSO
Parameter or
Variable

Case Design 1

Case Design 2b

Units

𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡ℎ

33.422

33.788

34.113

34.309

34.595

34.814

%

Cost

2.174

2.681

3.700

4.400

4.898

5.493

$1∙109

𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

320.11

318.78

320.18

319.09

318.01

318.28

°C

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

70.14

73.04

70.95

67.62

69.92

69.6

bar

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒

15.63

11.74

8

20.81

20.26

18.96

bar

𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒

0.19

0.19

0.19

0.11

0.11

0.11

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜

11.63

7.74

4

16.38

15.96

14.96

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

-

-

9.97

8.29

7

bar

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

-

-

0.19

0.19

0.19

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

-

-

-

6.93

5.26

3.92

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

120.67

118.59

120.8

119.09

117.4

117.82

bar

3270.7

kg/s

𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

2904.25 3160.19 2890.95 3093.61 3334.09
129

128.74

129.03

128.77

128.75

128.73

bar

274.28

277.95

274.04

277.14

279.74

279.13

°C

The I²S-LWR design team was more interested in obtaining the highest theoretical
efficiency than in minimizing the cost of equipment. However, the OPTIONS tool provides
important information concerning the significant trade-off between the two objectives. It is clear
that applying optimization early in the design process provides crucial insights to the DM. With
these results, the DM would be aware of which PCS design options not to consider. They could
decide where their trade-off preference lies on the Pareto front, pick a PCS design option, and trust
that they had an optimal design.
Even if the DM cared significantly more about maximizing the efficiency than minimizing
costs, they could pick the option with the highest efficiency knowing that, of all options with that
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efficiency that may exist within the objective function space, they chose the most cost-effective
one. Another way for the DM to manipulate the optimization method and ensure the highest
possible efficiencies would be to use the MCDM principle of giving a prior articulation of
preferences. This could be done by simply adding a weighting factor to the objective function
values after normalizing them with Equation 3-3. Such measures would skew the fitness values
provided by the maximin function toward the objective with the higher weighting factor. However,
this method was not employed at this stage of the OPTIONS tool’s development.
Overall, the NSPSO method was successful in optimizing the three flash-Rankine cycle
case designs, showing which should or should not be considered by the design team. However,
using it to accomplish a simultaneous optimization of more than a small handful of PCS designs
would exponentially become more computationally expensive. Therefore, a new multi-objective
optimization method needed to be considered to accomplish such a design optimization.
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7

MI-NSGA METHOD ON PCS OF I²S-LWR

During the next phase of the OPTIONS tool’s development, it was desirable to employ an
optimization method that would still generate a Pareto front to portray objective trade-offs but that
would also consider larger numbers of system configurations concurrently without drastically
increasing the run-time and computational requirement.

Mixed-Integer Concept
A field of system design optimization already exists for tackling problems with a myriad
of possible system configurations, namely that of Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming
(MINLP) [51]. The mixed-integer and superstructure concepts involved make such a feat possible.
The superstructure is a comprehensive process flowsheet that portrays all possible equipment and
flow paths simultaneously, incorporating all possible process flowsheets into one. The mixedinteger concept manipulates both the process variables and the existence of the proposed
equipment and streams. Thus, the optimization parameter variable types are twofold: continuous
and binary. The continuous parameters represent temperatures, pressures, flow rates, etc., and the
binary parameters represent the existence of units and streams that are postulated for the flowsheets
in the superstructure, 1 meaning “exists” and 0 meaning “does not exist”.
MINLP has been successfully applied to system design in many fields. However, the
methodology is built to handle gradient-based, single-objective optimization problems. The design
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problem in this phase of the work was neither gradient-based nor single-objective. However, the
superstructure and mixed-integer concepts were borrowed and combined with the NSGA method.
The NSGA method was chosen as the base method over the NSPSO because PSO involves
calculating a velocity between steps for each optimization parameter, which would not have
worked with the binary parameters. The NSGA method faired mostly on par with the NSPSO
method during the testing phase described earlier, as the results attest. Therefore, an original multiobjective optimization method was created, the Mixed-Integer Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm (MI-NSGA) and was used as the next optimization method in the OPTIONS tool [31].
Thus, the optimization problem given in Equation 3-1 changed and became that given below in
Equation 7-1:
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦), 𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦), … , 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)
𝑠𝑠. 𝑡𝑡. ℎ(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 0
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) ≤ 0
𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑅 𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦 ∈ [0,1]𝑚𝑚

(7-1)

where 𝑥𝑥 are the continuous optimization parameters and 𝑦𝑦 are the binary optimization parameters
mentioned above.

Flash-Rankine Cycle Superstructure
A PCS superstructure was created that included all the equipment and connecting streams
for 22 different flash-Rankine cycle designs, including the three previously optimized. Each piece
of equipment and stream was given a y-value representing its existence. The superstructure is
found below in Figure 7-1 where the continuous optimization parameters are shown in red. The
equipment and streams with independent binary optimization parameters are shown in blue, and
their y-values make up the 𝑦𝑦 array in Equation 7-1.
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Figure 7-1: PFD of Flash-Rankine Superstructure and Optimization Parameters
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The existence of several other units are dependent upon these eight independent y-values,
namely: MS 2, pumps 3-5, FWHs 2-4, and streams 2, 4-5, 11-20, and 35-46. The large increase in
PCS configurations is due to several factors. First, a second HPT steam extract was added as
another possible heat source for RH 2. Second, RHs 3 and 4 were added using the flash drum
condensate as the hot stream. RHs 3 and 4 serve as additional reheating opportunities before the
bulk of the steam enters the IPT and LPTs, respectively. A logical constraint was added saying
that between RHs 1 and 3, one or both had to exist. The same was true for RHs 2 and 4. The 22
different combinations of the independent binary parameters are shown in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1: Binary Values for All Flash-Rankine PCS Superstructure Configurations
Unit

PCS Identification Number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

IPT.y

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

RH1.y

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

RH2.y

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

RH3.y

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

RH4.y

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

s[21].y

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

s[6].y

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

s[7].y

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Methodology
The OPTIONS tool was outfitted with the MI-NSGA method by making several changes
to the previous version of the code. The algorithm itself had to switch from a PSO base to a genetic
algorithm, incorporating all the steps explained previously and summarized in Figure 3-3. During
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the mutation phase (Step 3), the mutation value 𝛿𝛿𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 had a variance of 1 for the temperature and

pressure optimization parameters and a variance of 0.01 for the flow fraction parameters. However,
the main difference was that the genetic code that was sliced and spliced during the crossover
phase (Step 2) consisted of two separate arrays: one containing the x-parameters (continuous) and
one containing the y-parameters (binary). A different random slicing location was chosen for each
array of parameters.
The splicing of two different arrays of y-parameters caused an interesting challenge. There
was always a probability that the splicing of two y-arrays would create offspring design options
that were not part of the 22 flash-Rankine cycle configurations being considered in this
optimization. To address this issue, a number of conditional constraints were added. First, between
reheaters 1 and 3, one or both had to exist. The same was enforced between reheaters 2 and 4.
Then, priority was given to the existence of the IPT, i.e. if the IPT’s y-value was 0, then those for
reheaters 2 and 4 and streams 6, 7, and 21 were all forced to be 0, if not already. However, if the
IPT did exist, the next priority went to reheater 2. If reheater 2 had a y-value of 0 at this point,
streams 6, 7, and 21 could not exist. If it was 1, then several other conditional constraints were
considered. Between streams 6, 7, and 21, if none or all had y-values of 1, then one stream was
randomly chosen to exist while the other two were forced to not exist. If only two of these streams
had y-values of 1, then one stream was chosen to exist while the other was forced to join the third
and was given a y-value of 0. At this point it would be necessary to check if reheater 1 existed. If
it did not exist, then stream 6 could not either and was given a y-value of 0. If at this point streams
7 and 21 do not exist, then one would be randomly selected to exist.
During the previous optimization on the PCS of the I²S-LWR, the pressure optimization
parameters were given bounds that did not overlap each other. However, using the MI-NSGA
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method, the PCS superstructure simultaneously contained PCS options with two and three turbine
stages as well as several combinations of possible extraction and outlet streams. Therefore, it was
requisite to allow each pressure optimization parameter to vary more widely. These ranges, as well
as the bounds on the other continuous optimization parameters, are found in Table 7-2. As before,
the pressure in the flash drum, 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , was used as the manipulated parameter to converge each cycle.
Table 7-2: Continuous Design Parameter Bounds for PCS
Superstructure Enforced During the MI-NSGA Method
Parameter

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Units

𝑇𝑇1

315

321.5

°C

-

-

𝑃𝑃4

8

25

𝑚𝑚4

0.05

0.19

6

20

𝑚𝑚7

0.05

0.19

4

16

bar

𝑃𝑃21

3

13

bar

0.05

0.19

1

11

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑃𝑃7
𝑃𝑃8

𝑚𝑚21
𝑃𝑃23

bar
bar

bar

Given that the various pressure optimization parameters were now overlapping, functions
were written that the constraints function could call on to correct any pressure overlaps that
occurred after the crossover or mutation steps of the genetic algorithm. These pressure correction
functions guaranteed that consecutive turbine outlet pressures not only did not overlap but that
they were at least 1 or 2 bars apart. Such measures eliminate the chance of any back pressure and
decrease the likelihood of pinch points occurring in reheaters 1 and 2.
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It is also important to note that a correction was made to the equations used for calculating
the cost of all heat exchangers in the code. This resulted in lower total equipment costs than
previously reported. The reader will notice in the results a decrease in equipment costs by an entire
order of magnitude. This time, the functions for the thermodynamic properties of water and steam
were incorporated by importing the IAPWS97 library in Python.

Results & Discussion
Due to the large number of PCS configurations within the superstructure in Figure 7-1, the
initial population before the optimization was filled with 10 design options of each of the 22
configurations, each with random design parameters. This ensured a decent sampling of each of
the PCS configurations within the objective function space, as well as the respective design
parameter spaces, before beginning the MI-NSGA method. This also ensured that only the truly
optimal flash-Rankine cycle designs would make up the final Pareto front.
An initial population size of 220 options worked well. However, it was far too large a
population size to maintain throughout the optimization and would have required more
computational cost and time than was necessary. Thus, after the first iteration of the MI-NSGA
method, rather than cutting the population in half (back to 220 from 440), it was cut down to only
80 options. This population size was then maintained throughout the optimization, which
continued for 100 iterations.
The graph in Figure 7-2 shows the initial population created before the MI-NSGA method
began. Overall, there is one main cluster of options in the objective function space and several
outliers. At the bottom of the cluster, there is PCS configuration 1 (previously case design 1) and
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two other configurations with no IPT. It makes sense that these configurations would have the
lowest costs since the absence of an IPT greatly shrinks the cost of required PCS equipment.

Figure 7-2: Initial Population for Flash-Rankine PCS Superstructure Using MI-NSGA

All of the other options pertain to the remaining nineteen PCS configurations, including
numbers 4 and 14, which were previously referred to as case designs 2a and 2b, respectively. The
PCS configurations numbered 15, 17, 18, and 19 vary more widely than others in efficiency and
cost and comprise most of the outliers. It is interesting to note that of the six configurations where
stream 21 exists, these four have a RH 3 while the other two do not. Once the MI-NSGA method
begins, very quickly many of the superstructure configurations are eliminated from the population.
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After 100 iterations, the optimization settles on the final Pareto front, which consists of only four
PCS superstructure configurations and is shown below in Figure 7-3.

Figure 7-3: Pareto Front Results for Flash-Rankine PCS Superstructure Using MI-NSGA

The PCS configurations that survived the optimization are numbers 2, 10, 11, and 17. It is
noteworthy that the three original case designs previously considered are among the many that are
completely dominated by these four. The superstructure in Figure 7-1 may make it difficult to
visualize these four PCS configurations. For clarity, the respective stand-alone process flow
diagrams are shown in Figures 7-4 through 7-7. PCS configuration 2 is among the few where the
IPT does not exist. For configurations 10, 11, and 17, however, it did exist.
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Figure 7-4: PFD of Flash-Rankine PCS Superstructure Configuration 2

Figure 7-5: PFD of Flash-Rankine PCS Superstructure Configuration 10
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Figure 7-6: PFD of Flash-Rankine PCS Superstructure Configuration 11

Figure 7-7: PFD of Flash-Rankine PCS Superstructure Configuration 17
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Perhaps the most distinctive feature that the four PCS configurations have in common is
the existence of reheater 1. Configuration 2 is similar to the previous case design 1 (or
configuration 1) in that regard, but it also incorporates the use of reheater 3, using the flash drum
condensate to further superheat the steam entering the LPTs. For configurations 10, 11, and 17,
where all three turbine stages are present, both reheaters 2 and 4 are used to superheat the steam
exiting the IPT before it enters the LPTs. Of the three, only in configuration 10 does reheater 3 not
exist before the steam is sent to the IPT. PCS configurations 10 and 11 have in common the use of
the extracted steam in stream 7 as the heat source for reheater 2. Besides that, they have all other
equipment in common except for reheater 1. PCS configuration 17 is most like the previous case
design 2b (or configuration 14) with the existence of both reheaters 1 and 2 and the use of the
extracted steam in stream 21 as the heat source for reheater 2. In contrast to case design 2b,
however, it employs the flash drum condensate as the heat source in existing reheaters 3 and 4.
Of the three hot stream options for reheater 2 shown in Figure 7-1, it is no surprise that
none of the design options along the Pareto front are PCS configurations employing stream 6, since
would most resemble the previous case design 2a (now configuration 4), which was completely
dominated using the NSPSO method.
As before, each of the points on the new Pareto front in Figure 7-3 represents a different
set of optimized design parameters and is a fully optimized PCS design. As a whole the Pareto
front is improved compared to the results using the NSPSO method, reaching new non-dominated
territory in the objective space and covering wider ranges of both thermodynamic efficiency and
equipment cost. The I²S-LWR design team was especially interested in the new highest-achievable
efficiency of 35.63% using the PCS superstructure configuration 17. As can be seen in Figure 7-3,
the new Pareto front is even less linear than before, making the new objective trade-off information
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even more valuable. The incorporation of the MI-NSGA method represents a significant
improvement when compared to the previous application of the OPTIONS tool to the PCS design
problem.
Another important consideration in comparing the MI-NSGA results to those from using
the NSPSO method is the run-time versus the number of iterations required for convergence. The
NSPSO method maintained a population of 15 options for each of the three configurations 1, 4,
and 14 and converged upon a Pareto front (Figure 6-2) in 13.89 hours after the 30th iteration. The
MI-NSGA method maintained a total population size of 80 and converged upon the new Pareto
front (Figure 7-3) in 12.58 hours and after 100 iterations. While the NSPSO method’s convergence
per iteration may have been slightly better, the MI-NSGA method was faster per iteration despite
the larger population size. In the end, it can be said that the MI-NSGA method took approximately
the same amount of time but tested over seven times as many PCS designs and generated the more
dominant Pareto front with respect to both equipment cost and thermodynamic efficiency. The
DM provided with these results would have additional trade-off information and even more PCS
designs to choose from.
The final conclusion after this phase of the OPTIONS tool’s development and
implementation was that the MI-NSGA method was the most robust and efficient yet. From this
point on, it is used wherever it could be applied. However, several of the following design problem
applications in this work were not prepared for the creation of a superstructure and therefore were
ill-suited for the application of the MI-NSGA method. In these cases, the NSGA method is used
as a precursor to the MI-NSGA method.
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8

NSGA METHOD ON KALINA CYCLE

Problem Statement
In conjunction with Jack Webster [39], the basic, single-stage Rankine and Kalina cycles
were compared by attaching them to the same steam generator configuration, which is a Babcock
and Wilcox once-through design [52]. The fixed parameters used for the generic LWR’s steam
generator are shown in Table 8-1. Being that the LWR is the heat source, the hot leg fluid of the
steam generator is the reactor core coolant.

Table 8-1: Steam Generator Parameters for a
Typical LWR
Parameter

Value

Units

𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

317.7

°C

𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

290.0

°C

𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

151.7

bar

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

64

bar

𝑄𝑄̇

1284

MW

10

°C

Δ𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ

A collaboration with Jack Webster was initiated to compare the Rankine and Kalina cycles
optimizing the design parameters. Although the highest priority was to maximize the efficiency,
the equipment costs were also calculated and optimized.
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Methodology
The collaboration with Webster produced classes for the Kalina cycle similar to those used
in the Rankine cycle. One of the key differences between the equipment classes was that the Kalina
ones used the Clearwater simulation tool [39] created by Webster to access original
thermodynamic functions for ammonia/water mixtures while the Rankine cycle classes continued
to use the IAPWS97 library for the properties of water. For the Kalina cycle optimization, the
Option class was outfitted with the Kalina-version of the PCS equipment classes.
The single-stage Rankine cycle is very simple, and a process flow diagram is shown in
Figure 8-1. It was previously established during the sensitivity analysis phase of this work that the
best outlet pressure for the turbine stage is the lowest pressure possible. Thus, the turbine outlet
pressure was held at 0.086 bar, and the only design parameters left to optimize were the flow rate
of the coolant, 𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , and the temperature exiting the steam generator, or PHX, 𝑇𝑇1 .

Figure 8-1: PFD of Single-Stage Rankine Cycle
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Being free from the qualitative constraints of using a MCHX and a flash drum to create
steam, 𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 was no longer tied to the value of 𝑇𝑇1 , leaving it free to become the manipulated
parameter used to converge the cycle. With only one optimization parameter left, the need for an

actual optimization method was void. Therefore, rather than employ the NSGA method, a simple
sensitivity analysis was performed to create the Pareto front for thermodynamic efficiency versus
equipment cost. The values for 𝑇𝑇1 ranged from 280 to 307.7°C.

Setting up the optimization for the single-stage Kalina cycle was not so simple. The NSGA

method was used as the base of the optimization with the maximin function as the fitness function.
The same objective functions were considered: the maximization of the thermodynamic efficiency
and the minimization of the capital cost of the equipment. The optimization parameters, however,
were obviously different and a bit more sensitive. The five independent parameters of the singlestage Kalina cycle are shown below in red in Figure 8-2.

Figure 8-2: PFD of Single-Stage Kalina Cycle with Independent Parameters
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Adding an additional chemical to the working fluid brings a whole new variable to the
cycle. For any given stream, there was now a mole composition of ammonia, referred to as 𝑧𝑧. Two

of these stream compositions were independent design parameters, namely 𝑧𝑧3 and 𝑧𝑧11 . 𝑇𝑇1 , the
temperature leaving the condenser, was kept at 35°C, a minimum approach temperature’s length
away from an assumed-25°C cooling water source. 𝑃𝑃3 , the pressure leaving the PHX and

approaching the turbine, was generally kept at the corresponding saturated pressure given the value
for 𝑧𝑧3 and 𝑇𝑇3 , which was always 307.7°C. After performing the sensitivity analysis on the singlestage Rankine cycle, it was confirmed that a temperature of 307.7°C leaving the PHX produced

the highest efficiency. To make a clear comaprison, the same value was chosen for 𝑇𝑇3 and held
constant throughout the optimization. For all combinations with 𝑧𝑧3 < 0.2205, a 𝑃𝑃3 -value at the

saturated pressure would cause an internal pinch point within the PHX. Thus, 𝑃𝑃3 was forcefully
kept slightly below the saturated pressure but at the highest pressure not causing a pinch point. A
correlation was derived to calculate such values for 𝑃𝑃3 when 𝑧𝑧3 was less than 0.2205 and is given

in Equation 8-1.
𝑃𝑃3

𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

= −261.701078 ∙ 𝑧𝑧32 + 238.5626504 ∙ 𝑧𝑧3 + 73.13642

(8-1)

Normal optimization parameter bounds could not be given for 𝑇𝑇11 , because for any given

value of 𝑧𝑧3 , a 𝑇𝑇11 -value that was too low would keep the distiller cold stream from vaporizing at

all, and a 𝑇𝑇11 -value that was too high would cause a pressure inversion across pump 2. Thus,
correlations were derived to provide bounds for 𝑇𝑇11 given the value of 𝑧𝑧3 . These are given in
Equations 8-2 and 8-3.
𝑇𝑇11,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
℃

= −105.120266 ∙ 𝑧𝑧32 + 199.225954 ∙ 𝑧𝑧3 + 29.905571
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(8-2)

𝑇𝑇11,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
℃

= −52.019387 ∙ 𝑧𝑧32 + 102.892205 ∙ 𝑧𝑧3 + 33.408004

(8-3)

A visual depiction of the correlations for 𝑃𝑃3 and 𝑇𝑇11 is provided by Figure 8-3. As can be

seen, the correlations were calculated assuming the bounds for 𝑧𝑧3 included a minimum of 0.05 and

a maximum of 0.3. The points on each correlation match up with simulation tests that confirmed
the thermodynamic limits for cycle convergence. The dotted lines depict the correlations given in
Equations 8-1 through 8-3.

Figure 8-3: Parameter Bound Correlations for T11 and P3 of Kalina Cycle

The final independent parameter for the single-stage Kalina cycle was 𝑧𝑧11 . Due to the

complexity of the optimization bounds for 𝑇𝑇11 , it was more computationally efficient to eliminate

𝑧𝑧11 as an optimization parameter and solve for it separately, given the other independent

parameters. This was done using the Secant method. The method would iterate through values for
𝑧𝑧11 and solve the inner loop of the Kalina cycle until 𝑇𝑇11 and the cold outlet temperature leaving
the Distiller were within a chosen margin of error for convergence.
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In summary, effectively the optimization parameters for the multi-objective optimization
of the single-stage Kalina cycle were two-fold: 𝑧𝑧3 and 𝑇𝑇11 . The bounds for 𝑧𝑧3 were between 0.05

and 0.3, the transient bounds for 𝑇𝑇11 are given above in Equations 8-2 and 8-3, and the maximum

𝑃𝑃3 values when 𝑧𝑧3 < 0.2205 are given in Equation 8-1.
Results & Discussion

The results after performing the 𝑇𝑇1 sensitivity analysis on the single-stage Rankine cycle

are shown in Figure 8-4. By calculating and graphing both equipment cost and thermodynamic
efficiency for each of the tested values of 𝑇𝑇1 , a Pareto front of sorts was created. However, the

method for obtaining it was simply a sensitivity analysis, given that the optimization problem had
only one optimization parameter. There are thirty points on the graph, each representing the single-

stage Rankine cycle in Figure 8-1 with a different 𝑇𝑇1 -value. From left to right, the points were
obtained by incrementally increasing 𝑇𝑇1 from 280 to 307.7°C. As expected, the highest
thermodynamic efficiency of 32.714% is achieved when 𝑇𝑇1 is the highest.

Figure 8-4: Results for Single-Stage Rankine Cycle Sensitivity Analysis
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Again, the objective was to identify the cycle which obtained higher thermodynamic
efficiencies between the single-stage Rankine and Kalina cycles. Since the highest efficiency
achieved for the Rankine cycle was with a 𝑇𝑇1 of 307.7°C, and to make a fair comparison, the PHX
outlet temperature, 𝑇𝑇3 , for the Kalina cycle was held constant at 307.7°C throughout the

optimization.

An initial population size of 50 random options was used to fill out the parameter and
objective function spaces for the Kalina cycle. This initial population is shown in Figure 8-5. It
was unnecessary to maintain such a large population size throughout the optimization, so it was
cut down to only 20 options at the end of the first iteration. This was maintained as the size
throughout for a total of 15 iterations of the NSGA method. Once the method began, the shape and
location of the Pareto front very quickly became clear. The final population made up the Pareto
front seen in Figure 8-6.

Figure 8-5: Initial Population for Single-Stage Kalina Cycle Using NSGA
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Figure 8-6: Pareto Front Results for Single-Stage Kalina Cycle Using NSGA

The highest achieved thermodynamic efficiency along the Pareto front is 32.39%, which
was a decrease of 0.324% from the maximum achieved by the single-stage Rankine cycle. While
this margin may seem small, it represents a large difference in annual profit. If the results in Figures
8-4 and 8-6 are compared, it is evident that the entire Kalina cycle Pareto front was completely
dominated by the Rankine cycle options. Table 8-2 shows the design parameters and other key
variables for the Rankine and Kalina cycles. Although the cost information in this work is not
accurate and serves mostly as a proof of concept, it is also interesting to note that the most efficient
Kalina cycle option was also nearly 1.5 times as expensive as the most efficient Rankine cycle
option.
Webster decided to maintain the cold outlet pressure of the PHX at 64 bar, as provided in
Table 8-1 for the single-stage Rankine cycle. The outlet pressure for the Kalina cycle was allowed
to vary above that pressure. However, the working fluid still had to leave the turbine at a higher
pressure, as explained previously. Even with the added power from heading into the turbine at a
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higher pressure, the required outlet pressure took away enough power generation to keep the
thermodynamic efficiency lower than that of the Rankine cycle.

Table 8-2: Parameters/Variables for Best Rankine and Kalina Cycles Using NSGA
Single-Stage Rankine Cycle
Parameter or
Variable

Value

Units

𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡ℎ

32.714

%

Cost

137.5

𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑃𝑃2

Single-Stage Kalina Cycle
Parameter or
Variable

Value

Units

32.39

%

$1∙106

𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡ℎ

Cost

203.0

$1∙106

307.7

°C

307.7

°C

64.0

bar

𝑇𝑇3

84.57

bar

473.86

kg/s

479.02

kg/s

0.086

bar

𝑚𝑚̇3

0.122

bar

𝑧𝑧3

0.0508

𝑧𝑧11

0.0447

𝑃𝑃3
𝑃𝑃4

𝑇𝑇11

38.57

°C

Overall, the analysis indicates that given the heat source properties of the typical LWR
steam generator in Table 8-1, a single-stage Rankine cycle would be recommended over a singlestage Kalina cycle. However, Webster did go on to show that there were several combinations of
𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 for which the single-stage Kalina cycle could operate with a higher
thermodynamic efficiency than the single-stage Rankine cycle [39].

The NSGA method was effective in optimizing the single-stage Kalina cycle. The
complexity of getting the cycle to converge with the correct 𝑧𝑧11 using the Secant method required
a fair amount of computational time. That said, it did take an average of 45 minutes to run each
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iteration of the method. However, most of that time was used to converge the cycles upon creation
of the offspring options.
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9

NSGA METHOD ON PERCS

As concluded previously, the MI-NSGA method was decidedly the best candidate as the
multi-objective optimization method for the OPTIONS tool. However, to this point in the work,
there did not yet exist a RELAP5 model that could turn on and off several PERCS loops connected
to the same reactor core. Thus, the mixed-integer concept could not yet be employed to the PERCS
optimization, and the PERCS design problem would remain like the generic multi-objective
optimization one in Equation 3-1. However, the working RELAP5 model for a single PERCS loop
connected to a generic LWR core loop. The model consisted of two RELAP5 files: (1) the steadystate input file that converged the core loop, bringing it to steady-state and (2) the SBO input file
that enacted the SBO and reactor SCRAM, causing temperatures to rise and the PERCS system to
begin removing heat. This chapter covers the design optimization of the actual-sized PERCS
model in RELAP5 using the NSGA method. The NSGA method was used in preparation for using
the MI-NSGA method on a more versatile RELAP5 model.
The reason for applying the OPTIONS tool to the PERCS design at this stage of the work
was to improve upon the preliminary design work done by the design team by generating a Pareto
front filled with numerous optimal design options. This information would aid the DM in
understanding the interdependencies between the design parameters and the design problem’s
objectives. It would also provide the DM with important trade-off information between the three
design and performance objectives.
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Methodology
The PERCS, as described previously, is directly connected to the reactor core in two places,
as shown in Figure 9-1. It is a cylindrical-shaped shell-and-tube heat exchanger with MgCO₃
powder on the shell side and primary reactor coolant on the tube side. A partial cross-sectional
view of the inside of the tank is also shown in Figure 9-1. Six continuous optimization parameters
were considered in this work, shown in red, and are as follows: the radius of the PERCS tank
(𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ), the pitch (𝑝𝑝), hydraulic diameter (𝐷𝐷ℎ ), thickness (𝑡𝑡ℎ), and length (𝐿𝐿) of the PERCS tubes,
and the elevation of the tank (𝑒𝑒). The elevation of the tank was measured as the change in elevation

along Pipe 716. The number of tubes in the PERCS tank was a dependent optimization parameter,
depending on the values for 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and 𝑝𝑝.

Figure 9-1: Diagram of PERCS and Reactor Core (left) and Cross-Section View of PERCS
(right) with Optimization Parameters

The six continuous optimization parameters required lower and upper bounds to enforce
throughout the optimization. The bounds used at this point of the work were made using
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engineering judgement are given below in Table 9-1. Since both 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ and 𝐷𝐷ℎ were optimization
parameters, it was important to make sure that there was no overlap between the two. The pitch
(𝑝𝑝) could obviously not be less than the tube diameter, 𝐷𝐷ℎ . They could also not simply be

equivalent, since that would not leave enough room for any appreciable amount of MgCO₃ to fit
on the shell side. Thus, the lower bound for 𝑝𝑝 was made a function of 𝐷𝐷ℎ .
Table 9-1: Design Parameter Bounds for PERCS Enforced During
the NSGA Method
Parameter

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Units

𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

1.0

5.0

m

𝑝𝑝

1.25 ∙ 𝐷𝐷ℎ

20

cm

1.0

5.0

cm

𝑡𝑡ℎ

0.1

2.5

cm

1.0

15

m

𝑒𝑒

5.0

40

m

𝐷𝐷ℎ
𝐿𝐿

A Python class structure similar to the one used for both the Rankine and Kalina PCS
designs was built to create the Population, Option, and other equipment classes for the PERCS
loop. Although the loop was not necessarily modeled and converged in Python, the Option and
equipment class instances were used to estimate the required equipment costs. This was necessary,
because minimizing the equipment cost was one of the three objective functions for the PERCS
design problem.
Given that the OPTIONS tool was written in Python 3, it was equipped with a method for
running both the steady-stage and restart RELAP5 files via a batch file, which it did in bulk using
parallel processing via the Threading library. For other objective function calculation purposes,
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RELAP5 restart file data needed to be read and analyzed in Python. This was accomplished via a
batch file that ran the program PyPost, a Python postprocessor for the analysis of code results and
experimental data [53]. PyPost was made to run Python files and has built-in libraries that allow
the user to open plot files from several different programs, including RELAP5. A Python file was
written to extract the output data required in the calculations for two of the objective functions.
Again, the first objective function considered in this work was to minimize the equipment
capital costs for retrofitting a LWR plant with a PERCS loop. The economic correlations used to
represent the cost of the PERCS equipment were taken from the same textbook on plant design for
chemical processes mentioned previously [35] and multiplied by the same nuclear scale-up factor
of 5. Thus, the total equipment cost values reported in this work should not be considered precise
and serve only as a proof of concept in the optimization.
The second objective was performance-related and was to minimize the deviation of the
core outlet temperature from it steady-state value. The core outlet temperature profile versus time
was obtained via PyPost. Then an array of temperature deviation data was created and set equal to
the core outlet temperature values at each time step minus the initial one. The second objective
function was meant to be the integral of the temperature deviation data. It was calculated using the
trapezoidal method as follows:
Δ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝑁𝑁−1
𝑖𝑖=0

Δ𝑇𝑇[𝑖𝑖+1]+Δ𝑇𝑇[𝑖𝑖]

(9-1)

𝑡𝑡[𝑖𝑖+1]−𝑡𝑡[𝑖𝑖]

where 𝑁𝑁 is the total number of data points, Δ𝑇𝑇 is the array of core outlet temperature deviation

data, and 𝑡𝑡 is the array of time step data. The core outlet temperature profile always had an initial
dip below the steady-state temperature due to the sudden drop in nuclear reactions taking place
when the plant shut down after the SBO. However, the temperature quickly rose again, forcing the
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PERCS to begin removing heat. The data points where the temperature deviation was negative
were disregarded in Equation 9-1. Thus, the only region considered is the shaded region of the
example temperature profile shown below in Figure 9-2.

Figure 9-2: Visual for Integral of ΔT versus Time

The third objective function was also performance-related and was to maximize the cooling
duration of the PERCS. Because the run-time of the optimization was heavily dependent upon the
total run-time specified in the RELAP input file, the SBO input file was run to a final time step of
only 10,000 seconds (or 2.78 hours). Such a final time step allowed for the more crucial part of
the temperature profile to be obtained. However, because the SBO input file was run for so short
a time when compared to the desired 30 days of cooling, the objective function could not be
measured by running the input file until all of the MgCO₃ was consumed. Instead, the objective
function was changed to minimize the fractional consumption of the MgCO₃ (called alpha/α in the
RELAP5 files) at the final time step of 10,000 seconds. Such an objective function could still
provide the DM with decent insight into design option longevity.
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The calculation of an overall Alpha-value required some work. Due to the restrictive nature
of coding in RELAP5, the hexagonal prism of MgCO₃ around each PERCS tube was simplified
down to an annulus of equal volume. The annulus was split into ten annuli of equal thickness but
varying volumes (see cross-sectional view in Figure 9-3). Upon the creation of a design option,
the mass of MgCO₃ for each annulus was calculated and put into an array variable called 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.

Because of volume and radial uniformity around each PERCS tube, the only portion of the tank

that required analysis in RELAP5 was a rectangle with a width matching the slice shown in Figure
9-3 and a height equal to the length of the tube, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿.

Figure 9-3: Cylindrical Division of MgCO₃ Around PERCS Tube (left) and Cell Layout for
PERCS Heat Transfer Calculations (right)

The rectangle was divided into units, twelve horizontally and ten vertically. The layout is
depicted on the right side of Figure 9-3. It was assumed that heat transfer was only horizontal. It
was also assumed that the tenth column of MgCO₃ cells had an adiabatic outside boundary since
that boundary directly contacts the outer boundary of the adjacent tube’s portion of MgCO₃.
In the RELAP5 model, there was an α-value for each of the 100
cells of MgCO₃ powder in
Figure 9-3. Using PyPost, all 100 values were retrieved from the restart file and put into a 10-by98

10 matrix in Python. With the matrix filled, the weighted average Alpha for the entire cell layout,
and thus the whole tank, was calculated as follows:
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟[𝑖𝑖] = ∑9

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚[𝑖𝑖]

(9-2)

𝑗𝑗=0 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚[𝑗𝑗]

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑎𝑎 = ∑9𝑖𝑖=0 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟[𝑖𝑖] ∗

∑9𝑗𝑗=0 𝛼𝛼[𝑗𝑗,𝑖𝑖]

(9-3)
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where 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the option’s array variable instance called 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 mentioned earlier, 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is
an array of mass ratios, 𝛼𝛼 is the 10-by-10 matrix of α-values, and finally 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑎𝑎 is the overall αvalue of the option, representing the third objective function.

In addition to the bounds enforced and given in Table 9-1, other constraints were put on
the optimization. For instance, the PERCS design team did not want the core outlet temperature to
ever go above 635 K. To enforce this constraint, the temperature data were checked as they were
read from the restart file. If for any amount of time the core outlet temperature data went above
635 K, a penalty was placed on the option that would ensure a poor fitness function value and get
the option eliminated during the Competition step of the NSGA method. Some options ran into
thermodynamic or other convergence issues while the input files were run in RELAP5 and would
cease to generate data. In these cases, the RELAP5 window had to be closed manually. With less
temperature and time data, that option’s objective function value for Δ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 would be unrealistically
low, which would have given it an unjustly better fitness function value. To fix this issue, the final
value of the Python array of time data was checked to see if it matched the expected end time of
10,000 seconds. If it did not, then another penalty was assigned to ensure a poor fitness value that
would get the option eliminated during the Competition step.
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Results & Discussion
The NSGA method began by creating a random population of PERCS options within the
design parameter space portrayed by the bounds shown in Table 9-1. An initial population size of
90 was created to get a good sample before beginning the optimization. At the end of the first
iteration, the population size was cut down to 50 and continued likewise for a total of 20 iterations.
The initial population of options is depicted on the 3-D graph in Figure 9-4.

Figure 9-4: Initial Population of PERCS Options Using NSGA

There are two main volumes filled with options in the objective function space: the cluster
spread out over the right half of Figure 9-4 comprises of about one-third of the options and the
tight cluster located in the lower left corner comprises the other two-thirds. This tight cluster, being
nearer to the origin, is comprised of PERCS design options that completely dominate the cluster
on the right with respect to all three objective functions. For this reason, there was no point in
focusing further on the options on the right.
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To better visualize the options in the tighter cluster, Figure 9-5 gives a zoomed in view. In
this figure, more structure can be seen between the options. In general, the options land in the
corner with lower values for Cost, Δ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , and Alpha. Those that stretch in the higher cost direction
generally have smaller pitches between the PERCS tubes. This would mean many more tubes,

which would maintain excellent heat exchange with the primary coolant but would also increase
the complexity and cost of the system. Then there are the options that stretch toward the back top
corner. Those that stretch the farthest, however, are completely dominated by those down below.
It makes sense that the main group of the cluster shown in Figure 9-5 would play the biggest roles
going into the iterations of the NSGA method.

Figure 9-5: Zoomed-In Version of Tight Cluster from the Initial Population of PERCS
Options

After 20 full iterations of generating offspring and genetic altering, the population clearly
evolves, as is shown in Figure 9-6 below. This graph shows the same cluster from the initial
population in Figure 9-5 as blue triangles. The current PERCS design, with values for the six
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optimization parameters chosen by the design team, is depicted by a red star. The Pareto front
options from iteration 20 are depicted by green circles. The axis positions in Figure 9-6 are rotated
slightly from the position of Figure 9-5 to better show the clear progression between iterations 0
and 20. The Pareto front at iteration 20 is much more planar than the initial population, because
the final population is made up completely of non-dominated design options. The graph makes
clear the advancement of the NSGA population through the 3-D objective function space from
beginning to end. The direction of travel is toward the graph’s origin but is especially significant
in the direction of decreasing cost. The graph also highlights how far the current PERCS design
lies from the Pareto front.

Figure 9-6: Comparison Between Initial Population and Pareto Front Options for PERCS

Figure 9-7 shows a graph of only the 50 design options on the final Pareto front. A rotated
view of the Pareto front is also shown in Figure 9-8. These graphs also contain contour lines to aid
in visualization of the curved surface of the 3-D Pareto front.
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Figure 9-7: Pareto Front Results for PERCS Using NSGA

Figure 9-8: Rotated View of Pareto Front Results for PERCS Using NSGA

All of the options in the Pareto front are optimal PERCS design options, meaning that any
could be the best choice. It would then fall to the PERCS Design team to choose their preferred
trade-off between the design objectives. There are a wide variety of optimal solutions to choose
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from. Some completely dominate the current PERCS design while others only partially dominate
it. To demonstrate how some of the Pareto front design options and optimization parameters
compare to the current PERCS design, Table 9-2 has been included.

Table 9-2: Objective Function Values and Design Parameters for Several Pareto Front
Options vs. Current PERCS Design
#

Cost
($1•106)

1

70.65

334745 0.00679329

2

5.00

3

𝚫𝚫𝑻𝑻𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊
(K•s)

Alpha

𝑹𝑹𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕
(m)

𝒑𝒑
(cm)

𝑫𝑫𝒉𝒉
(cm)

𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕
(mm)

𝑳𝑳
(m)

𝒆𝒆
(m)

1.385

14.354

20.528

3.003

6.696

1.138

337031 0.00679683

1.0

7.935

1.219

1.0

9.380

39.376

4.15

349320 0.00679566

1.0

7.935

1.116

1.301

7.580

6.319

4

13.25

336509 0.00679410

1.578

6.696

1.219

1.301

9.380

20.528

5

91.80

336152 0.00679409

2.5

4.0

1.7

1.219

10.0

28.679

In Table 9-2, design options 1-3 are the Pareto front extremes with the highest Cost, Alpha,
and Δ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , respectively. Design option 4 is a more conservative option, having been taken from

the positional center of the Pareto front. Note that it has comparable objective function values with
respect to the extremes. It may not be the best with respect to any one design objective, but being
a member of the Pareto front, it is still an optimal solution. The last design option (#5) is the current
PERCS design. Note that it is completely dominated by option #1 with respect to all three design
objectives and partially dominated by the rest. There are several other members of the Pareto front
that completely dominate the current design. For example, a number of the optimized designs have
a better temperature profile for the core outlet temperature than the current design, as shown in
Figure 9-9.
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Figure 9-9: Core Outlet Temperature Profiles for Current Design vs. An Optimized Design

The temperature profile for this Pareto design option lies clearly below that of the current
design during the most crucial part of the profile. The Pareto design promises to keep the peak
core outlet temperature 1-2°C lower. This particular Pareto design is also one of the ones that
dominates the current design with respect to cost and MgCO₃ consumption as well.
While not all of the Pareto design options completely dominate the current PERCS design,
the rest of them at least partially dominate it. Thus, it is clear there are several improvements that
can be made to the current PERCS design.
Given that the PERCS design problem was given three different design and performance
objectives, the OPTIONS tool can also provide 2-D objective trade-off information. For the
objective function pairs that are opposing, 2-D Pareto fronts can also be observed. For instance,
Figure 9-10 shows the 3-D Pareto front options on a 2-D plot of Cost versus temperature deviation
(Δ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ). The non-dominated points on the graph depict the 2-D Pareto front when ignoring MgCO₃

consumption. Note that the trade-off between the objectives is very steep if the lowest cost or
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temperature deviation is desired. The color scheme applied to indicate the Alpha values at each
point shows that the options nearest to the origin also have higher Alpha values. However, the
range of Alpha values is extremely small, so that factor could reasonably be disregarded if the
design team so desired. Thus, if a DM cared only for the two plotted objectives, they might do best
to look at the few non-dominated points located closest to the plot’s origin.

Figure 9-10: 2-D Image of PERCS Pareto Front: Cost vs. ΔT Integral

It could also help to look at one more 2-D regression of the Pareto front. The one in Figure
9-11 looks at equipment cost versus the fractional consumption of MgCO₃. In this plot, again the
non-dominated points again make up the 2-D Pareto front. The optimized trade-off between cost
and Alpha is slightly less steep, which is shown by the fact that the 2-D Pareto front sits further
from the plot’s origin. Because the front is still concave with respect to the axes, there are still
points of both lower cost and Alpha. The trade-off between them is only slightly less steep than
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the previous comparison. So on the outer edges of the front, the added cost is high to lessen Alpha
a little, and vice versa.

Figure 9-11: 2-D Image of PERCS Pareto Front: Cost vs. Alpha

This time, the color scheme added to the points on the graph is to indicate the value of the
temperature deviation, Δ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 at each point. The temperature profiles vary by a higher magnitude

than the Alpha values in this design problem. Thus, if the design team cared more about equipment
cost and MgCO₃ consumption, attention would still have to be paid to the temperature deviation
integral values. When travelling along the front of Figure 9-11 from higher to lower cost, not only
does Alpha increase, but so does the temperature deviation integral. Thus, making the trade-off
steeper than it appears along the Alpha axis.
Although both the temperature deviation integral and Alpha objective functions directly
oppose the equipment cost objective function, there is not clear relationship between the two of
them. Thus, there is no need to investigate a third 2-D front.
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Overall, the application of the OPTIONS tool to the PERCS design problem improved
upon the current design by generating a large number of optimal design options and indicating
where in the parameter space they exist. It also provided the DM with important 3-D and 2-D
objective trade-off information. The application also proved once again the merit of applying
optimization early in the design process. A DM with this level of objective trade-off insight could
make much more informed decisions when later facing the more critical phases of the design
process.
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10 NSGA METHOD ON ZION PWR CORE LOOP

As described in Chapters 6-9, the OPTIONS tool was used to optimize a number of
different secondary NPP systems. However, to prove the tool’s robustness, to expand its portfolio,
and in preparation for the tri-system optimization problem in Chapter 11, the obvious next step
was to use it on a NPP primary coolant loop. For proprietary/security reasons, models of currently
operating NPP reactors are not easy to obtain. Thus, a RELAP5 model for a retired plant was
obtained, namely the late Zion PWR core loop model. The single-system optimization of the Zion
core loop in this chapter is quite basic, in that the only optimization parameters are a few primary
coolant loop pipe diameters and the radius and height of the core’s fuel pins. However, it is shown
that these few parameters have a large impact on the plant’s costs and thermodynamic efficiency.
Just as was the case with the PERCS optimization, the Zion core loop model in RELAP5
had a fixed number of loops and equipment and therefore could not utilize the mixed-integer
concept and the turning on and off different equipment and streams. The RELAP5 model of the
Zion core loop used in this work consisted of a single, steady-state input file. The NSGA method
was used as the optimization method for the primary system design. The Zion core loop design
was then combined and optimized simultaneously with the PERCS emergency cooling system and
a Rankine cycle PCS superstructure. Because the integration of these three systems together can
be optimized using the MI-NSGA method, it made sense to use the NSGA method in this singlesystem optimization of the core loop design.
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Methodology
In this section, a more thorough description of the Zion PWR core loop model is given,
followed by an explanation of what the optimization parameters are and why they were selected.
Next, the optimization parameter bounds are given. Then a thorough discussion of the temperature
and thermodynamic constraints, as well as the calculations, is provided. Finally, the objective
function calculations are discussed in detail.
As discussed previously in Section 2.4, the RELAP5 model of the Zion PWR core loop
consisted of the primary coolant system within the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) as well as four
nearly identical primary coolant loops without. The primary coolant system was modeled in
RELAP5, and this model is illustrated by the nodalization shown in Figure 10-1.

Figure 10-1: RELAP5 Nodalization and Cross-Sectional View of Zion Reactor Vessel
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The nodalization map consists of several different icons with the following representations:
rectangle segments with a single input and output represent segments with one-directional flow,
rectangles and hemispheres with only one connection represent volumes with a net stationary
flowrate of zero, crosses represent flow segments with the option for multiple inlets and outlets,
and circles represent simple junctions between flow segments. For visualization purposes, a crosssectional view of the RPV is also included.
The coolant from the four primary coolant loops all enter branch 300, where a small portion
of the flow goes up toward the upper head (356) via the upper bypass (310). This flow regroups
with the coolant of the core by coming down segment 350. The majority of the incoming coolant
entering branch 300 is directed downward through branch 305 and then goes through the
downcomer (315) on either side of the thermal shield. This flow is mixed with the coolant pooled
in the lower plenum (323) and moves up the center of the RPV via segment 325. The branch 330
splits the flow into two segments: the core bypass (320) and the core (335). The core bypass flows
upward between the core barrel and the baffle surrounding the core. The coolant passing through
the core flows upward through the spaces between the thousands of fuel pins within the core,
exchanging heat with the cladding of the fuel pins. The core coolant and the bypass are rejoined
in branch 340 before being combined with the upper head coolant via branch 345. From branch
345, the coolant is split into four equal segment junctions (380, 390, 381, and 382) which connect
to the four primary coolant loops, whose RELAP5 nodalization diagrams are shown in Figure
10-2.
Each primary coolant loop consists of a pipe (100, 200, 400, and 600) that leads away from
the RPV toward a steam generator. However, pipe 100 is connected mid-component by branch
102 that connects the flow to the pressurizer (150). Each loop enters the inlet plenum (106, 206,
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406, and 606) of its steam generator before splitting into thousands of tubes (108, 208, 408, and
608) to exchange heat. Being a shell-and-tube heat exchanger with two tube passes, the primary
coolant also leaves through the bottom of the steam generator via the outlet plenum (110, 210, 410,
and 610). Each loop then consists of a curved pipe (112, 212, 412, and 612) leading to a reactor
coolant pump (RCP). The pump outlet passes through another pipe leading to the RPV (114, 214,
414, and 614) once more. Connected to each pipe is the loop’s accumulator (190, 290, 490, and
690). Each primary coolant loop ends in a single junction connected to branch 300 of the RPV.

Figure 10-2: RELAP5 Nodalization Diagram of Zion Primary Coolant Loops
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In Figure 10-3, the design parameters considered for optimization in this work are shown
in red. The optimization parameters were as follows: Dh_00, the hydraulic diameter of the hot leg
pipes for each primary coolant loop; Dh_12, the hydraulic diameter of the cold leg pipes before the
RCPs; Dh_14, the hydraulic diameter of the cold leg pipes between the RCPs and the RPV; Rfuel,
the radius of the fuel within each fuel pin; and Hfuel, the height of each fuel pin.

Figure 10-3: Diagram Showing Optimization Parameters of Zion PWR Core Loop

Although only five optimization parameters were directly manipulated during the
optimization, there are many other parameters in the primary coolant system that are dependent
upon these five. Table 10-1 provides a list of the RELAP5 model parameters, showing which
remained constant and which changed throughout the optimization. For instance, the three
hydraulic diameters in question (Figure 10-3) each appear multiple times throughout the RELAP5
input deck, and each impact additional variables, such as the cross-sectional area of the respective
pipes. All of those changes had to be made to the RELAP5 model prior to running.
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Table 10-1: Original Zion Core Loop Model Parameters
Type

Design Parameter

Value(s)

Units

Constant

N° of Fuel Pins

42,000

-

Core Power

3,000

MWth

Fuel Pin Gap Thickness

0.024

in

Cladding Thickness

0.06

in

Baffle Thickness

1.124

in

Fuel to Moderator Ratio

0.4837

-

Fuel Pin to Core Height Ratio

0.8972

-

Fuel Pin Pitch to Diameter Ratio

1.3553

-

Radius of Fuel

0.168

in

Height of Fuel

12.0

ft

Dh of Pipes _00

2.417 – 2.558

ft

Dh of Pipes _12

2.583

ft

Dh of Pipes _14

2.292 – 2.50

ft

Outer Radius of Fuel Pin Gap

0.192

in

Outer Radius of Cladding

0.198

in

Pitch between Fuel Pins

0.537

in

Cross-Sectional Area of Pipes _00

4.587 – 5.140

ft

Cross-Sectional Area of Pipes _12

5.241

ft

Cross-Sectional Area of Pipes _14

4.125 – 4.910

ft

Radius of the Core

5.331

ft

Height of the Core

13.375

ft

MDNBR

8.511

-

Max. Fuel Centerline Temperature

845.12

°C

Max. Clad Surface Temperature

325.86

°C

Total Required RCP Work

14.2648

MWth

Independent

Dependent

Constraint/
Objective
Function
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Additionally, a slight change in the fuel radius in each pin caused a change in the radii of
the gap and cladding, since these thicknesses were held constant at 0.002 and 0.005 ft, respectively,
throughout the optimization. As the height of the fuel was manipulated, it changed the lengths of
all flow segments and heat structures that were parallel to it. Thus, new heights were constantly
calculated for flow sections 315, 320, and 335 as well as the heat structures representing the
different RPV walls between them.
The number of pins was also held constant at 42,000, which meant that a small increase in
Rfuel made a much larger increase in the total cross-sectional area of fuel in the core. A major
assumption made in this work was that the neutronics behavior was consistent throughout the
optimization. This assumption avoided the necessity of running additional neutron transport
calculations in MCNP. However, this assumption was contingent upon the fuel to moderator ratio
remaining constant throughout the optimization as well. Therefore, a proportional cross-sectional
area of the coolant in the core (335) was calculated for each new Rfuel throughout the optimization,
using the “Fuel to Moderator Ratio” in Table 10-1.
The five continuous optimization parameters required enforceable lower and upper bounds
for the optimization. The bounds chosen are shown below in Table 10-2. The bounds for Rfuel were
chosen to allow for significant change in the fuel rod size without forcing changes in the overall
circumference of the RPV. The bounds for Hfuel were chosen to allow for significant change to the
height of the fuel. Although this range would require a change in the height of the RPV, this would
have little effect on its design and functionality. The three hydraulic pipe diameters of the core
loop were allowed to vary approximately only one foot in either direction to mitigate the change
in required coolant flow rate, thus maintaining the validity of any vibrational analyses performed
on the Zion plant’s actual design.
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Table 10-2: Design Parameter Bounds for Zion PWR Core Loop
Enforced During the NSGA Method
Parameter

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Units

𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

0.144

0.1908

in

𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

10.0

14.0

ft

𝐷𝐷ℎ_00

1.5

3.5

ft

𝐷𝐷ℎ_12

1.5

3.5

ft

𝐷𝐷ℎ_14

1.5

3.5

ft

In addition to bounds for the optimization parameters, safety bounds dictated by the
licensing process were maintained from the Zion plant. In particular, there were two important
temperature constraints enforced on the core design: a maximum fuel centerline temperature of
2100°C and a maximum clad surface temperature of 348°C. These constraints are LWR operating
margin requirements set out by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission [54, 55]. The maximum fuel
centerline temperature constraint is important because the center of the fuel is where the fuel is the
hottest. By enforcing this constraint, the temperature of the fuel is guaranteed to maintain a safe
margin from the melting point. The maximum clad surface temperature constraint is only slightly
less important; it is meant to help maintain a temperature gradient that keeps the cladding from
melting but still raises the coolant temperature high enough to maximize thermal efficiency. Both
the fuel centerline and clad surface temperatures were obtained via PyPost and compared against
the constraints. The design options violating these temperature constraints were given penalties
that would ensure a poor fitness value using the maximin function.
A third constraint, focused on heat transfer, was related to the critical heat flux from the
fuel pins to the core coolant and was to maintain the MDNBR value at greater than or equal to one.
Given the high temperatures experienced in the fuel pins in PWRs, there generally exists some
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nucleate boiling along the outside of the cladding. The critical heat flux is used to denote the
conditions at which the heat transfer coefficient of the two-phase flow substantially deteriorates.
For given flow conditions, it can occur at a sufficiently high heat flux or wall temperature. One of
the main criteria used to describe the critical heat flux condition is the “departure from nucleate
boiling” (DNB). For PWRs, it occurs when bubble formation is rapid enough to cause a continuous
vapor film to form at the clad wall. If the heat flux is too high, vapor blanketing of the clad surface
may occur. Thus, it is common in nuclear reactor design to enforce a minimum ratio of the critical
heat flux to the actual heat flux experienced in the core. This constraint is called the minimum
departure from nuclear boiling ratio, or MDNBR.
Literature provides simplified correlations for estimating the critical heat flux along the
fuel pins, given a PWR’s operating conditions and thermodynamic properties in the core. The
following correlation was obtained from a textbook on nuclear thermohydraulic fundamentals
authored by Todreas and Kazimi [33] and is given below in Equation 10-1:
′′
𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
= {(2.022 − 0.06238𝑝𝑝) + (0.1722 − 0.01427𝑝𝑝)exp[(18.177
−0.5987𝑝𝑝)𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 ]}[(0.1484 − 1.596𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 + 0.1729𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 |𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 |)2.326𝐺𝐺
+3271][1.157 − 0.869𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 ][0.2664 + 0.8357
exp(−124.1𝐷𝐷ℎ ) �0.8258 + 0.0003413�ℎ𝑓𝑓 − ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ��

(10-1)

′′
where 𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
is the local critical heat flux in kW/m2, 𝑝𝑝 is the local pressure in MPa, 𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 is the local

steam thermodynamic quality, 𝐷𝐷ℎ is the equivalent heated diameter in meters, ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the core

coolant inlet enthalpy in kJ/kg, 𝐺𝐺 is the mass flux in kg/m2s, and ℎ𝑓𝑓 is the local saturated liquid

′′
enthalpy in kJ/kg. A 𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
-value was calculated for each section along the core heat structure 336 in

Figure 10-3.
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The actual heat flux for each section along the core can be calculated by first finding the
local linear heat rate, given below in Equation 10-2:
𝑞𝑞 ′ =

𝑇𝑇336,𝑓𝑓 −𝑇𝑇336,𝑐𝑐

(10-2)

𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔
1
1
1
𝑅𝑅
+
ln� �+
ln� 𝑐𝑐 �
𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓
4𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 2𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔
2𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐
𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔

where 𝑞𝑞′ is the local linear heat rate, 𝑇𝑇336,𝑓𝑓 is the local fuel centerline temperature, 𝑇𝑇336,𝑐𝑐 is the
local clad surface temperature, 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 , 𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 , and 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 are the respective thermal conductivities for the fuel,

gap, and cladding, and 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 , 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔 , and 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐 are the respective radii. Then the departure from nucleate

′′
boiling ratios (DNBR) can be calculated by simply dividing the local critical heat fluxes, 𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
, by

the local actual heat fluxes, 𝑞𝑞′, shown in Equation 10-2. The MDNBR is then the minimum of the
DNBR values (Equation 10-4), which by constraint should be kept greater than 1.0.
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =

′′
𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(10-3)

𝑞𝑞′

(10-4)

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = min(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)

The first objective function used during the optimization of the Zion PWR core loop was
the minimization of the thermal work required by the RCPs, WRCP. As discussed previously, a
minimization of WRCP directly related to a maximization of the thermodynamic efficiency of the
plant. The calculation of WRCP simply required that PyPost be used to extract the flow rate and
enthalpy data just before and after the RCPs.
The second objective function was the minimization of the sum of certain costs associated
with the core loop, namely the capital cost of the RCPs, the cost of electricity to run the RCPs over
the 40-year life of the plant, and the cost of the UO₂ fuel over the life of the plant. The capital cost
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of the RCPs was calculated using the same pump cost correlations used previously. The cost of
RCP operation was calculated using the following equation:
(10-5)

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

where 𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 is the total RCP work (first objective function), 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is the licensed life of the NPP
(40 years), and 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the price of electricity. An approximated value of $0.12/kWh was used

for 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 .

This calculation first required the calculation of 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , or the effective multiplication factor

per neutron cycle within the reactor core. The calculation of 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (Equation 10-6), also known as
the six-factor formula, follows the neutron life cycle, taking into account each of the major

mechanisms for loss and gain of neutrons within the core. The six-factor formula is simplest when
used for a homogenous core, where the fuel, gap, cladding, coolant, and core baffle would have to
be homogenously mixed. With a non-homogeneous core, the formula becomes unrealistically
complicated. To model the neutronics within a non-homogenous core requires the use a wellbenchmarked neutron transport code, which was outside the scope of this work. Therefore, certain
approximations were made to assume a homogeneous core while using the six-factor formula.
𝑓𝑓

𝑡𝑡ℎ
𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

(10-6)

The fission factor, 𝜖𝜖, is the ratio of the total number of fast neutrons produced by both

thermal and fast fission to the number produced by thermal fission alone. It typically ranges from
1.02 to 1.08 for reactors fueled with natural or slightly enriched uranium, so a value of 1.02 [56]
was assumed in this work. The resonance escape probability, 𝑝𝑝, is the probability that a fast fission

neutron will slow to thermal energies without being absorbed. In a heterogeneous core (one where
the fuel and moderator/coolant are not homogeneously mixed), this value typically varies from 0.8
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to 0.9, so a value of 0.8 [56] was assumed. There is always a chance that neutrons slowed to thermal
energies will be absorbed by something other than the fuel, therefore the thermal utilization, 𝑓𝑓, is
the probability that an absorbed thermal neutron is absorbed by the fuel (F) and not the nonfuel
(NF). The formula for 𝑓𝑓 is below in Equation 10-7:
Σ𝐹𝐹

𝑓𝑓 = Σ𝐹𝐹 +Σ𝑎𝑎 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
𝑎𝑎

𝑎𝑎

(10-7)

where Σ𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹 and Σ𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 are the macroscopic absorption cross-sections for the core materials that fall
under the categories of “fuel” and “nonfuel”, respectively. The nonfuel material consisted of all
the U-238 and oxygen isotopes in the fuel, the He gas in the fuel pin gaps, the Zircaloy cladding,
and all the water coolant inside the core.
The thermal fission factor, 𝜂𝜂, represents the number of fast fission neutrons produced per

thermal neutron absorbed by the fuel. The formula for 𝜂𝜂 is below in Equation 10-8:
𝜈𝜈 235 𝜎𝜎235

𝜂𝜂 = 𝜎𝜎235 +𝜎𝜎238 (𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓238⁄𝑁𝑁235 )
𝑎𝑎

(10-8)

𝑎𝑎

where 𝜈𝜈 235 is the average number of neutrons per thermal fission for U-235 (or 2.42), 𝑁𝑁 238 /𝑁𝑁 235

is the U-238 to U-235 enrichment ratio of the fuel, and 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 and 𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎 are microscopic fission and
absorption cross-sections.

𝑓𝑓

The fast non-leakage probability, 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 , is the probability that a thermal neutron will not leak

𝑡𝑡ℎ
from the core before it is absorbed. The thermal non-leakage probability, 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
, is the probability

that a thermal neutron will not leak from the core before it is absorbed. The calculations are shown
in Equations 10-9 through 10-11:
𝑓𝑓

2

𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿 = e−𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐 𝜏𝜏

(10-9)
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1

𝑡𝑡ℎ
𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
= 1+𝐿𝐿2𝐵𝐵2

2.405 2

𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐2 = �𝑅𝑅

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(10-10)

𝑐𝑐

� + �𝐻𝐻

𝜋𝜋

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

�

2

(10-11)

where 𝜏𝜏 is the moderator Fermi age from fission to thermal energies (27 cm2 for H₂O [56]), 𝐿𝐿2 is
the moderator thermal diffusion length (8.1 cm for H₂O [56]), and 𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐2 is the critical buckling,

which is a function of the overall cylindrical radius and height of the core (𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ,

respectively). 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 are both dependent on changes in the optimization parameters
𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 and 𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , therefore, 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is a function of 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 and 𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 .

With an approximate value for 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , the next necessary value was the initial reactivity of

the core, 𝜌𝜌0 . The equation for 𝜌𝜌0 is simple and is shown in Equation 10-12.
𝜌𝜌0 =

𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −1
𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(10-12)

The calculation for estimating the cost of the UO₂ fuel over the 40-year life of the plant is
based on what Driscoll, et al. [57] call the Linear Reactivity Model (LRM). Using the simplest
form of the LRM, one can estimate the effective lifetime for a batch of fuel for a reactor, given its
initial reactivity, 𝜌𝜌0 , and core fuel pin management. The LRM equations for calculating cycle and
discharge burn-up are given below in Equations 10-13 through 10-15:
𝜌𝜌(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑛𝑛𝜌𝜌0 − 𝐴𝐴1 �
𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶 =

𝑛𝑛𝜌𝜌0

𝐴𝐴1 �

𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛+1)
2

(10-13)

� 𝑡𝑡

(10-14)

𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛+1)
�
2

(10-15)

𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷 = 𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶
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where 𝑛𝑛 is the number of rotational batches of fuel in the core, 𝐴𝐴1 is the constant 8.333E-5

δρ/EFPD, and 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶 and 𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷 are the cycle and discharge burn-ups, respectively. The cycle burn-up is

how long a rotational batch of fuel pins would last, measured in “effective full-power days” [58]
(or EFPD). The discharge burn-up represents how long an entire core-full of fuel pins would last.
Therefore, the final calculation to find the total cost of the UO₂ fuel over the 40-year life of the
plant is that found in Equations 10-16 and 10-17:
2
𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 �𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
�𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂2

(10-16)

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂2 �

(10-17)

𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
�𝐵𝐵 �
𝐷𝐷

where 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the total number of fuel pins (4,200), 𝜌𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂2 is the density of the UO₂ fuel (10.97
g/cm3), 𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the total mass of the fuel in the core, 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂2 is the cost of UO₂ fuel per kilogram

including the material, conversion, enrichment, and fabrication (approx.. $1,787/kg [59]), 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is

the licensed life of the NPP (40 years), and 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the total cost of the UO₂ fuel over the life
of the plant. The value for the second objective function during the optimization is calculated by
combining the three aforementioned core loop costs, using Equation 10-18:
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂2 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

(10-18)

where 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the capital cost of the four RCPs, and 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑗𝑗2 is the second objective function
value for the design optimization of the Zion core loop.

A similar Python class structure to the one used previously was employed in this
optimization application, making use of the Population, Option, and equipment classes. However,
of the equipment classes, only the pump class was used, which was done solely to calculate the
equipment cost of the RCPs. As stated previously in Section 2.4, due to the complete lack of
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economic data for nuclear RPVs, only the RCP-associated costs and the cost of the UO₂ fuel were
considered in the optimization. This time, the Option class represented a single design of the Zion
PWR core loop, and its instances consisted almost entirely of variables and functions, apart from
the Pump class instances.
At this point in the work, the OPTIONS tool was already outfitted to employ parallel
processing via the Threading library in Python 3. During the optimization of the Zion PWR core
loop, this allowed for the running of the steady-state RELAP5 files via a batch file to be done in
bulk. The postprocessor program PyPost was again used to export all of the necessary output
information into .csv files that could be read and written into Python arrays. This data was used to
perform all of the constraint and objective function calculations after the RELAP5 file was
successfully run.

Results & Discussion
Before starting the NSGA method, a random population of Zion core loop options was
generated within the design parameter space portrayed by the bounds shown in Table 10-2. An
initial population size of 60 was used to create a sample of the parameter space. This population
size was large enough to thoroughly explore the parameter space as well as generate a few core
loop options that were near the expected final Pareto front. The initial population of options is
shown on the graph in Figure 10-4. At the end of the first iteration, the population size was cut
down to 30. The population size then continued to double and half for the rest of the 70 total
iterations.
Of the initial 60 options, 15 of them received a penalty for exceeding the maximum clad
surface temperature, and one of them failed during the RELAP5 run. The other 44 options are
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shown in the graph in Figure 10-4. Within the objective function space, the non-penalized initial
population’s values for WRCP stretched from just below 12 to about 23 MWth. However, the more
crowded part of the initial population lay in the lower half of that range. The RCP and fuel costs
ranged from about $1.12 billion to just over $1.8 billion. For comparison, the WRCP and cost for
the original Zion RELAP5 model design were also calculated and shown in red.

Figure 10-4: Initial Population, Original Design, and Pareto Front for Zion PWR Core
Loop Using NSGA

After 70 iterations of the NSGA method, the final 30 options of the population all made up
the Pareto front (also shown in Figure 10-4). The original core loop design, when compared with
the initial population, was better than the majority with respect to both WRC P and cost. However,
when compared to the entire final Pareto front population of design options, the original design
appeared to be 100% completely dominated with respect to both objectives.
The lack of optimization portrayed by the original design may seem unsettling, given that
in this design problem the original model represented an actual NPP. The difference between the
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original design’s WRCP and those of the Pareto front options is most likely accurate. However,
there are uncertainties associated with the calculation of the overall costs. First, there was the use
of pump cost functions from the chemical industry to estimate the RCP equipment costs.
Uncertainties in the calculation of the fuel costs stem from estimating 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 using homogenous core

model equations as well as using the linear reactivity model to estimate the cycle and discharge

burnup of the fuel. Given these uncertainties, it is entirely possible that in real life the original core
loop design would be on par with or lower than the costs of the Pareto front. Despite these
uncertainties, the fact would remain that the Pareto front still achieves a significant improvement
with respect to the RCP work. However, there are other possible considerations that were not
captured in this optimization, namely licensing constraints, construction constraints, and/or other
structural considerations. Since these are also outside the scope of this work, the best comparison
that can be done is a direct one between the actual Zion plant design and the Pareto front.
To better visualize the individual members of the Pareto front within the objective function
space, Figure 10-5 shows a zoomed in graph portraying only these non-dominated design options.
As seen in the optimization results for several previous design problems, the Pareto front formed
by these core loop design options is smooth and provides the DM with clear objective trade-off
information. The difference with these results is that the Pareto front covers smaller ranges of the
objective function values. For instance, going from the design option in the lower right to the one
in the upper left represents only a 22% increase in cost. Whereas, with previous design problems,
the Pareto front options covered much larger ranges with respect to the different cost objective
functions. For example, the flash-Rankine PCS Pareto front options range represented a 400%
increase in cost (see Figure 7-3), and the PERCS Pareto front options cost range represented a
1,500% increase (see Figure 9-7).
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Figure 10-5: Pareto Front Results for Zion PWR Core Loop Using NSGA

With respect to WRCP, the Pareto front extremes represent only a 1.2 MWth, or 10%,
difference in pump work. The value WRCP was chosen as an objective function for this design
problem because it directly relates to the power plant’s overall thermodynamic efficiency.
However, given that the core produces 3,000 MWth of energy, the Pareto front’s range of WRCP
values represents a mere 0.04% difference in overall thermodynamic efficiency. Faced with this
Pareto front information, a DM may understandably decide that picking the core design option
with the highest WRCP and lowest cost would be most cost-effective in the end. However, there is
still a fair amount of uncertainty in the values for the cost objective function.
To better visualize what the Pareto front options’ design parameters look like, several
optimal designs (from Figure 10-5) are broken down in Table 10-3, where the objective function
values and optimization parameter values are reported. Numbers 1 and 4 are the Pareto front
extremes, while numbers 2 and 3 are in-between options. Number 5 shows the values for the
original core loop design in the Zion PWR RELAP5 model.
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Table 10-3: Objective Function Values and Design Parameters for
Several Zion PWR Core Loop Pareto Front Options
#

Fuel Cost
($1•109)

1

1.1988

11.1266 0.0143 12.8372

2

1.0865

3

𝑹𝑹𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇
(ft)

𝑯𝑯𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇
(ft)

𝑫𝑫𝒉𝒉_𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎
(ft)

𝑫𝑫𝒉𝒉_𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
(ft)

𝑫𝑫𝒉𝒉_𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
(ft)

11.3503 0.0128 12.8372

3.499

3.500

1.632

1.0109

11.8005 0.0122 11.3637

3.500

3.500

1.723

4

0.9827

12.2500 0.0120 10.2664

3.500

3.500

1.846

5

1.2929

14.2648 0.0140 11.9997

2.417

2.583

2.292

𝑾𝑾𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹
(MWth)

3.500

3.500

1.668

It is interesting to note that for nearly all of the Pareto front options, the values for 𝐷𝐷ℎ_00

and 𝐷𝐷ℎ_12 are at the maximum of 3.5 feet, while the values for 𝐷𝐷ℎ_14 are closer to the minimum of
1.5 feet (ranging from 1.6 to 1.9 feet). While the initial population’s design parameter data is not

shown here, it is also interesting to note that the trend is different for the more dominated initial
options. The hydraulic diameter combinations resulting in the more dominated objective function
values have lower-ranged values for 𝐷𝐷ℎ_00 and 𝐷𝐷ℎ_12 and middle- to higher-ranged values for

𝐷𝐷ℎ_14 . Other initial options have medium-ranged values for all three hydraulic diameters, like the

original core loop design, landing them more in the center of the initial objective function space.
Such important information could not have been learned so easily without using multi-objective

optimization on the core loop design. Above all, it is clear that the Pareto front options show an
improvement to the original parameters used in the RELAP5 model of the Zion PWR core loop,
since it is completely dominated by all of the options of the Pareto front. With a successful singlesystem optimization of the Zion core loop design completed, the time had come to combine the
model with those of other nuclear power plant systems and attempt to optimize them as well as
their integration simultaneously.
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11 THREE-SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

While there has been plenty of work done on single systems in the field of design
optimization, there have been very limited efforts to use optimization methods on the integration
of several connected systems at once, the most rigorous being the ARMI code [13] at TerraPower
which turns a multi-objective design problem into a single-objective one. This chapter covers the
simultaneous integration and optimization of three NPP systems, namely the Zion PWR core loop,
the PERCS emergency cooling system, and a Rankine cycle PCS superstructure.
Given the previous success of the MI-NSGA method, it made sense at this point to use it
to optimize the PCS superstructure. The core loop had no need for mixed-integer optimization,
because the design was already well set and no additional features or components are typically put
in a core. In addition, the PERCS model was still not ready for the use of the mixed-integer
concept. However, both design problems were handled well by the NSGA method alone. Taking
this into account, as well as the need for the mixed-integer concept for the PCS superstructure, the
MI-NSGA method was still employed for the tri-system optimization. In this instance, each trisystem option had three arrays of continuous design parameters (one for each system) and one
array of binary parameters (for the PCS). In terms of the genetic algorithm, it was as though each
option had four chromosomes. Given their mixed-integer nature, the design problem could still be
solved by using the MI-NSGA method. The method would simply be used to optimize four sets of
parameters instead of two.
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Three Systems: Zion PWR Core Loop, PERCS, & Rankine PCS Superstructure
Both the Zion PWR core loop and PERCS had one x-array of continuous optimization
parameters, the same as during their individual design optimizations. However, the Rankine cycle
PCS superstructure (like the equivalent flash-Rankine cycle in Chapter 7) had both an x-array and
a y-array. These four optimization parameter arrays were kept separate during the three-system
optimization. The presence of a y-array among the optimization parameters required the use of the
mixed-integer concept, making the MI-NSGA method again the optimization method of choice.
The PERCS emergency cooling system was attached to the core loop via branches 345 and
330 in the RELAP5 model, as shown in Figure 10-1. There were four identical Rankine cycle PCSs
that, although they were modeled in Python 3, were thermodynamically attached to the core loop
via the four steam generators shown in Figure 10-2.
The Zion PWR core loop and PERCS models used in this phase were the same as the ones
used in Chapters 10 and 9, respectively. However, the flash-Rankine cycle PCS superstructure
optimized in Chapter 7 was designed for use in tandem with the I²S-LWR core loop. Instead of a
classic shell-and-tube steam generator as the PHX, it used a MCHX paired with a flash drum to
boil the secondary coolant. At this point, a new PCS superstructure was created that utilized a
normal steam generator. The hot stream properties of this steam generator were calculated after
the convergence of the RELAP5 core loop model. A PFD for the new Rankine cycle PCS
superstructure is shown in Figure 11-1.
In this figure, the continuous PCS optimization parameters are shown in red, and the
equipment and streams with independent binary optimization parameters are shown in blue. As
before, the 𝑇𝑇 continuous parameters represent temperatures, 𝑃𝑃 parameters represent pressures, and
𝑚𝑚 parameters represent the flow rate fractions of the turbine extract streams.
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Figure 11-1: PFD of Rankine Cycle Superstructure and Optimization Arameters
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The existence of several other units are dependent upon these six independent y-values,
namely: MS 2, pumps 2-4, FWHs 1 and 3-4, and streams 3, 7-13, 15-21, and 25-35. Instead of the
22 PCS configurations contained within the flash-Rankine superstructure in Figure 7-1, the normal
Rankine cycle superstructure shown here contains only 9 different PCS configurations. The main
reason for the decrease was the removal of reheaters 3 and 4 as well as the flash drum, whose
condensate stream acted as the reheat stream or both reheaters. The 9 different combinations of
the independent binary parameters are shown in Table 11-1.

Table 11-1: Binary Values for All Rankine PCS
Superstructure Configurations
Unit

PCS Identification Number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

IPT.y

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

RH1.y

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

RH2.y

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

s[14].y

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

s[4].y

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

s[5].y

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

A quick design optimization of the Rankine PCS superstructure was performed to verify
the functionality of the code as well as discover what the Pareto front may look like during the
three-system optimization, since the core loop and PERCS had also previously been optimized
separately. Since the Rankine PCS superstructure was not yet linked with the Zion PWR core loop,
the typical LWR steam generator hot stream properties in Table 8-1.
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Results & Discussion: Rankine PCS Superstructure
Due to the number of PCS configurations within the superstructure in Figure 11-1, the
initial population was filled with 20 design options of each of the 9 configurations, each with
random design parameters. This ensured a decent sampling of each of the PCS configurations
within the objective function space, as well as the respective design parameter spaces, before
beginning the MI-NSGA method. The initial population of 180 options is shown below in Figure
11-2.

Figure 11-2: Initial Population for Rankine PCS Superstructure Using MI-NSGA

An initial population size of 180 options sufficiently explored the objective function space.
However, it was unnecessary to keep the population so large throughout the optimization, since
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previous design problems have shown a thorough Pareto front can be found with less design
options. Thus, after the first iteration, the population was cut down to and maintained at 40 options.
After 100 iterations of the MI-NSGA method, the optimization settled on the final Pareto front,
which consisted of only three PCS superstructure configurations and is shown in Figure 11-3. The
Rankine PCS configurations that survived the optimization were numbers 1, 4, and 6. Again, the
superstructure in Figure 11-1 may make it difficult to visualize these three PCS configurations. To
see the stand-alone process flow diagrams, the reader may refer to Figure 11-4 through Figure
11-6. It is no surprise that the Rankine PCS configurations 2, 5, 7, 8, and 9 did not make up the
Pareto front, seeing as they each were missing one or both reheaters.

Figure 11-3: Pareto Front Results for Rankine PCS Superstructure Using MI-NSGA
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Figure 11-4: PFD of Rankine PCS Superstructure Configuration 1

Figure 11-5: PFD of Rankine PCS Superstructure Configuration 4
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Figure 11-6: PFD of Rankine PCS Superstructure Configuration 6

Of the four Rankine PCS configurations that include every possible reheater,
configurations 1, 3, and 6 are the Rankine cycle equivalents to flash-Rankine case designs 1, 2a,
and 2b, respectively, which were optimized in Chapter 6. As the reader will recall, case design 2a
was completely dominated by the other two, so it is no surprise that Rankine PCS configuration 3
did not make up the current Pareto front. However, configuration 4 did make up a portion of the
Pareto front, and it utilized a heat source for reheater 2 that had not yet been considered during the
work in Chapter 6. Otherwise, the flash-Rankine case design equivalent very well may have made
up part of the Pareto front in Figure 6-2.

Three-System Integration Methodology
With a newly modeled and tested PCS superstructure, all three systems were prepared for
inclusion in the three-system multi-objective design optimization. To begin, the Python class
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hierarchy structure was again used and retrofitted to meet the needs of the design problem. The
Option class was outfitted with all of the equipment, parameters, variables, and functions that were
required to represent the core loop, PERCS, and PCS. The Population class had functions for
generating random optimization parameter combinations and initiating an array of options with
said parameter combinations. However, before creating this array of tri-system options, an initial
population of single-system PCS options was created. The reason for this was to thin out the PCS
binary design parameter space before adding all of the continuous parameter arrays to the
optimization. The initial population of PCS design options were analyzed and provided fitness
values using the maximin function. Then the more fit options were used during the generation of
the population’s initial array of tri-system options.
As explained above, each option had specifically four arrays of optimization parameters:
an x-array for the core loop, PERCS, and PCS, as well as a y-array for the PCS. Random values
for the core loop and PERCS design parameters were chosen from the design parameter spaces
given in Tables 10-2 and 9-1, respectively. The x- and y-parameter values for the PCS of each trisystem option were randomly assigned from the more fit of the already-generated single-system
PCS design options.
Creating an initial PCS population similar to the one shown in Figure 11-2 allowed the trisystem optimization essentially to eliminate ahead of time the PCS configurations that would not
have converged to the final Pareto front. This scheme was used to improve the crucial first steps
toward convergence during the large-scale design optimization.
After assigning the initial design parameter values and upon creation of the tri-system
options, each Option instance ran functions to make initial calculations for the core loop and
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PERCS. They subsequently filled array instances with all of the necessary card changes to make
to the RELAP5 steady-state input file.
After this was completed, the population’s calc_Options() function was called, which
started by opening the same number of threads as there were options in the population. Each thread
was assigned an option instance and opened up a folder with a copy of the RELAP5 and PyPost
files. The steady-state input file was run to completion, and the resulting restart (.r) file was copied
and saved in the option’s core loop PyPost folder. The PyPost file was run to generate .csv files
with the necessary values for later constraint and objective function calculations. Then each thread
ran the transient RELAP5 file, which induces a trip that portrays a SBO. Upon completion, the
new restart file was copied and saved in the option’s PERCS PyPost folder, where another PyPost
code ran to generate .csv file data for later PERCS calculations. Once each thread had finished,
the threads were all joined together again. The population’s calc_Options() function then rotated
through the list of option instances, calling the final calculation functions. These functions
performed the remaining calculations for the core loop and PERCS and all convergence and
objective function calculations for the PCS.
The same constraints were checked for the core loop and PERCS of each option. The core
loop constraints included enforcing the maximum fuel centerline temperature, maximum clad
surface temperature, and MDNBR. The PERCS constraint was to enforce a maximum core outlet
temperature of 635 K, which is the temperature of the final segment of the flow in the core (or 335
in Figure 10-1.)
The objective functions for each individual system were kept the same. Each of the three
included the minimization of some kind of cost. The idea to combine these three costs together
was considered. However, the costs considered in the individual core loop, PERCS, and PCS
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optimizations were of different orders of magnitude. Due to the difference in magnitudes, a simple
additive combination of these costs would have made changes in costs to the PERCS and core loop
negligible compared to the PCS. To combine the three costs effectively, they would have required
weighting factors. To combine the costs in this way would have also been inadequate since an
increase in one individual cost and a decrease of another could potentially offset each other, and
the individual objective function changes would go unnoticed by the optimization method. Thus,
the three cost objective functions were kept separate throughout the tri-system optimization.
When the calculations for the final option in the population’s list were finished, the
population underwent one final step, which was to call the maximin function to calculate fitness
values for each option and sort the list by fitness value. To track the fitness of an option’s individual
systems, three individual fitness values were calculated for each option: one for each system. These
were calculated by comparing all of the like systems for each option. Then, an overall fitness value
was calculated for each option. To do so, the three individual fitness values were used as the
objective functions in the maximin function. Thus, equal importance was placed on each of the
three systems while still taking into account each individual systems’ objective functions. These
single-system and overall fitness values were used throughout the optimization to help promote
simultaneous convergence toward each system’s Pareto front and an overall Pareto front for the
tri-system design problem.
For clarification for the reader, the rest of this chapter will refer to two main types of graphs
attempting to reach a Pareto front: single-system and tri-system. A single-system graph, for
instance, may be comprised of each tri-system option’s PCS design, showing how they alone
compare to each other with respect to the PCS objective functions. A tri-system graph showing
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each option’s single-system fitness values, where the more non-dominated options are the ones
with lower fitness values for all three single systems.

11.3.1 Incorporation of AOP
Early efforts to use the MI-NSGA method on the tri-system design optimization problem,
however, proved quite slow in convergence to the Pareto fronts. The rate of convergence slowed
down when compared to the single-system design optimization problems for a couple of reasons.
First, the number of optimization parameters greatly increased. Second, a given tri-system option
might have had superior core loop and PERCS designs but also a poor enough PCS design that its
overall fitness value was not dominant. To combat this problem, the “specialized breeding”, “tough
love”, and “kill” methods were implemented to facilitate the creation of options with more
dominant designs for all three systems during any chosen iteration of the MI-NSGA method. As
part of this work, the specialized breeding method was created to forcibly combine dominant
systems, while the tough love and kill methods were created to eliminate poor ones.
When utilized, the specialized breeding method replaced the normal selection and
crossover steps of the genetic algorithm for the iteration in question. The specialized breeding
required the interaction of a decision-maker (DM) with the OPTIONS tool. First, the DM was
given the choice to perform the specialized breeding phase manually or automatically. A
progressive articulation of preferences (AOP) function was created in Python 3 for the manual
option. It provided the DM with the opportunity to break down the population of tri-system options
into three populations of the single systems, observe them more closely via graphs and tables, and
select which of them to use during the specialized breeding phase. The methodology for this
progressive AOP function is shown in Figure 11-7.
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To begin, the progressive AOP function initiated “keep lists” for each of the three single
systems. For each system, it looped through the population’s array instance of tri-system options
and found which ones had non-dominated fitness values for that system. As it did so, it recorded
the indices where said options appeared in the population’s array. These “keep lists” were then
manipulated through a series of interactions with the DM.

Figure 11-7: PFD of Methodology for Progressive AOP Function “Specialized Breeding”
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With the creation of the keep lists, the AOP function showed the DM an objective function
graph of just the core loop designs. The options in the core loop keep list were graphed in red,
while the rest were black. The function prompted the DM to take one of five actions: (1) add
additional options to the keep list, (2) remove options from the keep list, (3) observe the updated
graph, (4) view a zoomed-in graph, and (5) move on to the next stage.
If the DM chose action number 1, then they were next prompted to provide the range along
the x-axis for which they wished to see a table of the non-keep list options. This table provided the
DM with the indices and objective function values for each non-kept option within the specified
range. The DM would then provide the indices of the options they wished to have added to the
keep list. Those options’ indices were added, and the DM was once again prompted to choose one
of the five actions.
Upon choosing action number 2, the DM was provided a table listing the indices and
objective function values for all of the options in the current keep list. The DM would then provide
the indices of the options they wished to remove from the keep list. Those options’ indices were
removed, and the DM was prompted to choose one of the five actions. Action numbers 3 and 4
provided the DM with a graph showing the updated keep list’s options in red, which the DM could
use to keep track of the current keep list. When the DM was satisfied with the current keep list,
they could choose action number 5, which would then move them on to the next individual system.
The specialized breeding AOP function provided the DM with the additional action to
create a zoomed-in plot when manipulating both the core loop and the PERCS keep lists. The 3-D
PERCS plots were especially difficult to observe, so the DM was given the chance to specify the
bounds for the axes.
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After the DM had a chance to manipulate all three keep lists, they were prompted to specify
whether they were ready to proceed with the specialized breeding phase. If not ready to proceed,
the DM was directed back to the beginning of the function and given another chance to manipulate
the keep lists. Once ready to proceed, the DM was lastly prompted to provide the desired number
of specialized tri-system offspring to generate.
If, at the beginning of the specialized breeding phase, the DM chose to perform the step
automatically rather than manually, then the AOP function was performed without consulting the
DM further. The 15 most fit of each single system were put into keep lists and carried over into
the next step.
With the updated keep lists for each individual system, the specialized breeding version of
the crossover step could commence. The crossover step normally involved using the mating pool
created during the selection step of the genetic algorithm. At this point, however, the specialized
breeding took place by randomly pairing two members of each of the three keep lists. Rather than
slicing and splicing the optimization parameter arrays, the offspring were generated by randomly
combining the parameter arrays from the three single systems. Thus, the “specialized breeding” in
this phase consisted of combining the more fit single systems in an attempt to generate better trisystem options. This was repeated until the DM-specified number of tri-system offspring were
generated.
Since the only gene splicing came from combining entire single-system parameter arrays,
there was a need to add a randomness factor elsewhere. This was accomplished by increasing the
mutation probability factors in the following mutation step. Previously all optimization parameters
were given a 5% probability of mutation. This was held true for all mutation steps following the
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normal generation of offspring. However, following the specialized breeding phase, a more diverse
set of mutation probabilities were used. They are shown below in Table 11-2.

Table 11-2: Mutation Probabilities Used After Specialized
Breeding during Tri-System Optimization
Single System

Parameters

Core Loop

𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , 𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

PERCS
PCS

𝐷𝐷ℎ_00 , 𝐷𝐷ℎ_12 , 𝐷𝐷ℎ_14

𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , 𝑝𝑝, 𝐷𝐷ℎ , 𝑡𝑡ℎ, 𝐿𝐿, 𝑒𝑒

𝑇𝑇1 , 𝑃𝑃2 , 𝑃𝑃5 , 𝑃𝑃6 , 𝑃𝑃14 , 𝑃𝑃17 ,
𝑚𝑚2 , 𝑚𝑚5 , 𝑚𝑚14

Mutation
Probability
10%
40%
5%
5%

The competition step of the MI-NSGA method remained unaffected by the specialized
breeding method. However, that is where the tough love method was implemented.
The tough love method was created to help combat the perseverance of tri-system options
with one or two very poor single system designs attached to non-dominated ones. For example, a
tri-system option might be created where both the core loop and the PERCS designs are
respectively non-dominated (on a single-system basis) but the PCS design is extremely dominated.
This poor PCS design persists within the tri-system population because it is attached to two nondominated systems, which contribute to the tri-system’s non-dominated overall fitness value.
While the existence of this tri-system option may not necessarily be a bad thing and may be part
of the current tri-system Pareto front, the DM is given the option through the tough love method
to remove the tri-system option while preserving the non-dominated single systems for the
following iteration’s generation of offspring.
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The iterations in which the DM was offered the chance to employ the tough love method
were specified ahead of time and were ideally placed throughout the optimization to give the DM
several opportunities to deal with persevering tri-system options with mixed dominance. When
used, the tough love method called another AOP function that provided the DM with several
options from which to choose. The methodology for this second progressive AOP function is
shown in Figure 11-8.

Figure 11-8: PFD of Methodology for Progressive AOP Function “Tough Love”
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The first phase of the tough love method gave the DM the opportunity to select which trisystem options with mixed-dominance they desired to remove. The first two presented options
allowed the DM to view both the three current single-system graphs and two tables presenting the
data behind these graphs. The first table showed the tri-system and single-system fitness values of
each tri-system option, and the second showed the single-system objective function values. The
third presented option allowed the DM to select specific tri-system options to delete from the
population. The fourth provided the opportunity to return deleted tri-system options upon changing
their mind before continuing. When the DM was satisfied, the fifth option would cause the trisystem options marked for deletion to be removed from the population.
The second phase of the tough love method began by prompting the DM to indicate any
intention to save some of the single-system parameter data that had been deleted. In order, the DM
was given a chance to specify single-system options to save for the core loop, the PERCS, and
then the PCS. The single-system parameter data that the DM marked for recovery was outputted
by the AOP function and saved in matrices until the next iteration of the MI-NSGA method. If the
specialized breeding method was used in the following iteration, then the recovered single-system
parameter data was added to the specialized breeding mating pools. However, if the normal
selection and crossover methods were used, then each recovered single-system parameter array
was randomly combined with systems from the normal mating pool.
Sometimes the tri-system options with mixed-dominance were a result of one of the single
systems having a failure or receiving a penalty of some kind. An additional “kill” method was
implemented during the competition step that searched these instances out and deleted them from
the population. The action was performed automatically every iteration, without any interaction
with the DM.
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The three AOP functions were created as part of this work to overcome specific challenges
during the tri-system design optimization. Since they are new and this work represented only the
first testing, there is still some inherent uncertainty that accompanies them. The results in the
following section are enough to hypothesize the true usefulness of these AOP functions. They are
an important aspect of the overall tri-system optimization methodology, and they proved
successful in promoting convergence to as well as thorough diversity along the individual and trisystem Pareto fronts. However, there are challenges associated with the use of these functions. The
manual specialized breeding and the tough love functions cause the optimization code to pause
and wait for a DM response. This continually adds to the overall run-time of the optimization. This
challenge can be easily overcome by a focused DM that does not keep the optimization waiting.
Other improvements could certainly be made to the AOP functions and can be explored in the
future.

Results & Discussion: Tri-System Optimizations
During this phase of the work, much trial and error was performed in attempts to adapt the
OPTIONS tool for the application of a tri-system design problem. Using just the normal MI-NSGA
method with the normal selection and crossover steps was incredibly inefficient. After the
convergence achieved in the first handful of iterations, the progress toward the Pareto front would
halt almost completely. It was not until after the initial attempts were made that the automatic and
manual “specialized breeding”, as well as the “tough love” and “kill” methods, were developed
and implemented.
In the end, there were two successful and noteworthy tri-system optimization runs, which
are discussed in this section. Each run demonstrated the value of the OPTIONS tool when used on
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a tri-system design optimization problem. The first optimization run employed the automatic
specialized breeding method on every single iteration, as well as the kill method. The tough love
method was not used to avoid the need to wait for interactions with the DM completely. Thus,
from start to finish, this run did not require any interaction.
The second optimization run used a combination of the automatic and manual specialized
breeding methods. It also incorporated several intermittent calls to the tough love function during
the latter half of the optimization. The kill method was also employed at the end of each iteration
in this run as well.

11.4.1 Tri-System Optimization Run #1
Given the complexity of integrating three entire systems, a large initial population size was
required. Thus, for the first optimization run, an initial population size of 80 tri-system options
was chosen. This large population size helped to ensure a thorough sampling of the entire 3-system
parameter space. However, as described previously, a seed population of single-system PCS
options was first created that fed into the creation of the initial tri-system population. This was
done rather than generating PCS designs randomly along with the core loop and PERCS systems.
The seed population of single-system PCS options is shown below in Figure 11-9. This seed
population was created by generating 20 of each of the nine Rankine PCS configurations, similarly
to what was done and shown in Figure 11-2.
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Figure 11-9: Seed Population for Single-System PCS Options Before Tri-System
Optimization Run #1

It was clear from the start that PCS configurations 1, 4, and 6 were once again the most
likely to be non-dominated. However, the 80 most fit systems were chosen and assigned during
the creation of the initial tri-system population. Therefore, the initial tri-system population
consisted of options whose PCS designs were of all the configurations except configuration 8.
This, as well as the initial single-system designs for the core loop and PERCS, are found below in
Figures 11-10 through 11-12.
For the initial single-system core loops, the shape of the space taken up in the bi-objective
function space was quite similar to that in Fig. 10-4. This was despite the fact that these core loops
had a variety of PERCS designs attached to them, as opposed to the same one attached to each.
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Figure 11-10: Single-System Core Loops of the Initial Tri-System Population
During Optimization Run #1

Figure 11-11: Single-System PERCS Designs of the Initial Tri-System Population
During Optimization Run #1
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Figure 11-12: Single-System PCS Designs of the Initial Tri-System Population During
Optimization Run #1

The objective function space taken up by the PERCS designs in Figure 11-11 was also
similar to the single-system optimization counterpart in Fig. 9-4. As before, there were several
options in a small clump nearest the origin that completely dominated the rest. Among the
dominated, more spread out clump of PERCS designs, however, there was an increase in the costs
by about an order of magnitude. This change can most likely be attributed to the fact that that these
PERCS designs had a variety of core loops attached to them rather than having the same one
attached to each. There was also a general downward shift in the values of Δ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 from Figure 9-4

to Figure 11-11, which can be attributed to the same fact.

For the PCS designs, it is clear that the strategy of using a seed population of single-system
PCS designs caused the initial tri-system population to be filled mostly with design configurations
1, 4, and 6, which were known beforehand to reach the single system’s Pareto front. This proved
extremely useful for the sake of convergence during the optimization.
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From this initial population, the automatic specialized breeding method chose the 15 most
fit of each single system and generated 40 offspring by making random combinations of them. As
stated before, the automatic version of the specialized breeding method was used during each
iteration. Therefore, there was no DM involvement during the optimization to report on. After 50
iterations of this modified version of the MI-NSGA method, results were obtained as described
below.
In total, the optimization run required 61.2 hours of computational run-time to complete.
The final population consisted of 40 tri-system options because there were no options eliminated
for failures during the kill method at the end of the 50th iteration. In total, there were 21 nondominated tri-system options; however, none of them were such that all three single systems were
also respectively non-dominated. The single-system core loops of the final tri-system population
during optimization run #1 are shown in Figure 11-13.

Figure 11-13: Single-System Core Loops of the Final Tri-System Population for
Optimization Run #1
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In the graph of core loop designs, those that were non-dominated on a single system basis
are shown as a thick blue circle. Those that were dominated on a single system basis are shown as
a thin black circle. Of these core loop designs, those whose tri-systems were non-dominated are
filled in with red, while those whose tri-systems were dominated are not.
Of the 40 core loops, there were 8 where the single system was non-dominated. These
made up the core loop single-system Pareto front. Five of those designs were part of tri-system
options that were also non-dominated. Thus, only 23.8% of the non-dominated tri-system options
were also non-dominated with respect to the core loop.
It may first be strange for the reader to see that several of the dominated single-system core
loops can be part of the non-dominated tri-system options. However, it is important to remember
that the OPTIONS tool was being used to solve a tri-system design problem rather than a singlesystem one. The overall objective functions driving the optimization were the three single-system
fitness values. For a single-system design optimization problem with more than one objective
function, the Pareto front is made up of options that are less advantageous with respect to one
objective function and very advantageous with respect to another. The same is true for a tri-system
design optimization problem. However, this means that there are tri-system Pareto front options
that are dominated with respect to one single system and non-dominated with respect to another.
It may then also seem disconcerting to the reader that there were still several dominated
single-system core loops present in the final population. The optimization had already seemed to
reach a steady state with respect to convergence by iteration 50. It might be argued that simply
running the tri-system optimization for many more iterations might have made it possible to
achieve a population where all tri-system options were non-dominated overall. However, there are
a couple of reasons that this feat was not attempted in this work. First, such an endeavor would
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have required an excessive computational run-time. Second, the objective functions for the overall
tri-system design optimization problem were the three single-system fitness values. As explained
above, this meant that it was extremely probable that the final tri-system Pareto front would include
tri-system design options that consisted of non-dominated as well as dominated single systems.
Ideally, these tri-system options of mixed dominance would have only one dominated single
system at most. This assumption seemed to be validated by the results for both tri-system
optimization runs described in this chapter.
The single-system PERCS designs of the final tri-system population during optimization
run #1 are shown in Figure 11-14. Here, the same color-coding strategy applies.

Figure 11-14: Single-System PERCS Designs of the Final Tri-System Population for
Optimization Run #1
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Of the 40 PERCS designs, there were 32 where the single system was non-dominated,
making for a thorough single-system Pareto front. Despite the higher number of objective
functions, when compared to the core loop and PCS, the single-system PERCS designs filled out
the respective Pareto front more fully. This was likely because it is mostly unaffected by the PCS
design and is affected less by the core loop design than the core loop is affected by it. Thus, the
added complexity of trying to optimize the integration of three power plant systems simultaneously
had less of an adverse effect on the PERCS.
Of the 32 non-dominated, single-system PERCS designs, there were 18 whose tri-systems
were non-dominated. Of the 8 dominated, single-system PERCS designs, there were 3 whose trisystems were non-dominated and 5 whose were dominated. Thus, 85.7% of the non-dominated trisystem options were also non-dominated with respect to the PERCS.
Also of the 8 single-system dominated designs, 6 of them were located very close to the
bulk of the single-system Pareto front. The other 2 were out in the higher cost range (>$1.0x108)
and low Alpha range, next to the one single- and tri-system non-dominated PERCS design in that
sector of the graph. One of these was connected to a non-dominated tri-system option.
To help the reader visualize the single-system Pareto front for the PERCS after this trisystem optimization run, Figures 11-15 and 11-16 have been included. Here, only the nondominated, single-system designs were plotted. Contour lines were added to show the shape of the
Pareto front.
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Figure 11-15: Non-dominated, Single-System PERCS Pareto Front with Contour Lines
After Optimization Run #1

Figure 11-16: Rotated View of PERCS Pareto Front with Contour Lines After
Optimization Run #1
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The single-system PERCS Pareto front is shaped similar to the one obtained previously in
the single-system optimization, shown in Figures 9-7 and 9-8, but has different objective function
values.
The single-system PCS designs of the final tri-system population during optimization run
#1 are shown in Figure 11-17. The same type of color-coding strategy is used here. However, since
the colors blue and purple represent different PCS configurations, then solid circles represent the
non-dominated designs on a single-system basis and hollow circles represent the dominated
designs on a single-system basis. Again, a red center denotes that the PCS design was part of a trisystem option that was non-dominated. To differentiate from solid and hollow circles with red
centers, the solid (non-dominated) circles were left with thicker edges.

Figure 11-17: Single-System PCS Designs of the Final Tri-System Population for
Optimization Run #1
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The graph shows that only PCS configurations 4 and 6 made up the final Pareto front. In
fact, there was not even a trace of configuration 1, which disappeared from the optimization
completely somewhere between iterations 30 and 35. With no interaction from the DM, nothing
preserved the first configuration from being eliminated.
Of the 40 PCS designs, there were 14 where the single system was non-dominated. The
single-system Pareto front was also not as filled out as the one in Figure 11-3 from the singlesystem design optimization. This, however, was to be expected given the complexity of the trisystem design problem. Of the 14 non-dominated, single-system PCS designs, there were 10
whose tri-systems were non-dominated as well. There were also 7 dominated, single-system PCS
designs whose tri-systems were non-dominated. Thus, 66.7% of the non-dominated tri-system
options were also non-dominated with respect to the PCS.
Overall, the 21 non-dominated tri-system options represented a Pareto front that the DM
could analyze and from which they could pick a preferred system combination. This optimization
run did not produce any tri-system options where all three single systems were respectively nondominated. Therefore, the DM would have to settle for only one or two non-dominated single
systems.
The 21 non-dominated tri-system options are further explained in Table 11-3, which shows
the individual single systems’ objective function values and indicates which single systems were
respectively non-dominated. As stated previously with past design optimization problems, the
reader should remember that the costs reported are inaccurate and serve only to compare relative
costs between the design options.
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Table 11-3: Single-System Objective Function Data for Non-dominated Tri-System
Options After Optimization Run #1
ID

Core
ND?

WRCP
(MW)

Cost
($1e9)

PERCS
ND?

Cost
($1e8)

ΔTint
(K•s)

Alpha

PCS
ND?

Eff.
(%)

Cost
($1e9)

Color/
Config.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N

11.53
11.80
11.41
11.61
11.73
11.66
11.50
11.52
11.66
11.97
11.71
11.79
11.75
11.51
11.70
11.79
11.75
11.75
11.80
11.79
11.86

1.008
0.950
1.074
0.982
0.970
0.984
1.078
1.080
1.014
0.958
1.056
0.950
0.953
1.072
0.968
0.973
0.948
0.948
0.950
0.950
0.953

N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

0.137
0.112
0.079
1.135
0.108
0.548
0.073
0.043
0.067
0.033
0.033
0.066
0.090
0.558
0.114
0.074
0.136
1.085
0.548
0.089
0.056

173090
172014
172205
175723
171836
171917
167747
171439
169342
176074
174524
174401
174682
167877
173508
169958
174346
176902
173103
176248
171227

0.0070643
0.0070643
0.0070651
0.0070639
0.0070645
0.0070640
0.0070657
0.0070660
0.0070654
0.0070668
0.0070673
0.0070644
0.0070642
0.0070649
0.0070642
0.0070649
0.0070639
0.0070636
0.0070637
0.0070641
0.0070650

N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N

36.30
35.96
36.36
36.13
36.01
36.50
36.38
36.45
35.83
37.03
36.30
36.80
36.43
37.03
36.36
36.20
36.28
35.85
36.32
36.68
36.99

3.28
2.52
3.36
3.43
2.92
3.52
3.48
3.52
2.45
6.36
3.24
4.60
3.50
6.44
3.36
3.15
3.62
2.77
3.30
4.60
6.45

6
4
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
6
6
6

The tri-system options in the table were put in order of ascending overall maximin fitness
values (or descending overall fitness). There does not appear to have been any correlations between
the single-system objective functions across systems.

11.4.2 Tri-System Optimization Run #2
For the second tri-system optimization run, the methodology was significantly different. It
was decided before initiation that the specialized breeding method would be used during each
iteration, but this time there would be several intermittent iterations in which the DM would be
given the choice to opt for the manual or automatic version of the method. On iterations where the
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choice was not given, the optimization was instructed to perform the automatic version. However,
another prompt was given to the DM after opting to use the manual specialized breeding method.
It was anticipated that there might be instances in which the DM would be interested in seeing if
his/her manual interaction during the specialized breeding step proved effective. The DM might
also wish to manually perform this step on the following iteration to solidify his/her intentions. To
address this, the DM was prompted after each manual performance of the specialized breeding
step to indicate his/her preference on being given the choice between automatic and manual during
the specialized breeding step of the following iteration.
The DM was also given the intermittent choice to use the tough love method during the
competition step of the iteration. The kill method was again used automatically during each
iteration. Table 11-4 shows the usage of the AOP methods throughout the optimization run. The
table is shown and explained later in the section.
For this tri-system optimization run, an initial population size of 80 tri-system options was
again created. The same process to create and use a seed population of single-system PCS options
was also employed. Twenty of each of the nine Rankine PCS configurations were generated,
producing the seed population found in Figure 11-18.
It was once again clear that PCS configurations 1, 4, and 6 should end up being the nondominated ones, and therefore end up as part of the single-system Pareto front. It is shown later in
the subsection that this destiny might have again been frustrated were it not for the involvement
and intervention of the DM using the AOP functions.
The three graphs, shown in Figures 11-19 through 11-21, show the initial single-system
designs for the core loop, PERCS, and PCS, respectively.
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Figure 11-18: Seed Population for Single-System PCS Options Before Tri-System
Optimization Run #2

Figure 11-19: Single-System Core Loops of the Initial Tri-System Population
During Optimization Run #2
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Figure 11-20: Single-System PERCS Designs of the Initial Tri-System Population
During Optimization Run #2

Figure 11-21: Single-System PCS Designs of the Initial Tri-System Population
During Optimization Run #2
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Beside the fact that the 80 most fit single-system PCS designs did not include either PCS
configuration 7 nor 8, the initial single-system plots in Figures 11-19 through 11-21 are extremely
similar to those from the first optimization run in Figures 11-10 through 11-12.
Table 11-4 shows the iterations in which the optimization waited for the DM to opt in or
out of using given AOP methods. The iterations of the modified MI-NSGA method during which
each optional AOP method was offered is highlighted, and the ones marked with an ‘X’ are the
instances chosen by the DM to use the methods.

Table 11-4: Use of AOP Methods During Iterations of Tri-System Optimization Run #2

Early on in optimization run #2, the PCS configuration 6 (blue) struggled, followed by
configuration 4 (purple). This means that there were very few single-system design options for
those configurations during a given iteration. Such a situation happened to PCS configuration 1
during the first tri-system optimization run, which resulted in it being lost completely from the
population. Therefore, during this optimization run, the DM took the opportunity during the
selection step of iterations 1, 2, and 5 to use the manual version of the specialized breeding method.
Because of this intervention, the tri-system population was able to maintain an even balance
between the three non-dominated PCS configurations.
During iteration 12, the DM opted to use the manual specialized breeding method again
for two reason: to help generate more single-system instances of PCS configuration 4 and to flesh
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out the core loop system-system Pareto front. The latter was accomplished by selecting only 6 core
loop designs for the crossover step rather than the automatic 15. Thus, only the most nondominated core loop designs were used to generate the offspring and the probability of creating
more non-dominated designs increased. Only doing this once, however, did not seem sufficient,
so the DM specified to have the OPTIONS tool provide another choice to perform the specialized
breeding manually on the following iteration. This was allowed even though iteration 13 was not
initially specified as one of the iterations in which to give the DM that choice. This capability
allowed the DM more assurance in having a lasting impact on the progression of the optimization.
In action, the tough love method was used to remove single-system designs that the DM
did not want to see persisting in the tri-system population. During optimization run #2, the DM
was given seven intermittent opportunities to use the tough love method and ended up using it the
last five of those opportunities. This optimization run was organized so that the chances to use the
tough love method came during the iteration before each of the later opportunities to choose the
manual specialized breeding method. This was done to allow the DM to see what the last several
iterations had done to the population and check on the status. Thus, the DM was more informed
when making the specialized breeding decision on the following iteration. During optimization
run #2, the DM used the last several tough love opportunities to try to eliminate the more
dominated single-system designs within the population. To a degree, the DM was successful in
this endeavor, however, several dominated single systems persisted to generate during the inbetween iterations.
In total, the computational run-time of the second optimization run was 63.2 hours, which
was comparable to the first optimization run. The final population also consisted of 40 tri-system
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options because once again there were no options eliminated by the kill method at the end of the
50th iteration.
This time, however, there were a total of 26 non-dominated tri-system options in the final
population. Two of these tri-system options were comprised of single systems where all three were
respectively non-dominated, in contrast to the first optimization run where there were none.
Figure 11-22 shows the single-system core loops of the final tri-system for optimization
run #2. The same color-coding strategy as the one used in the first optimization run is used here.
The difference is that the non-dominated tri-system options are marked with a yellow interior. This
was done both to differential the different run results and to avoid confusion in the PCS graph of
run 2 where the color red is used to represent PCS configuration 1.

Figure 11-22: Single-System Core Loops of the Final Tri-System Population for
Optimization Run #2
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Of the 40 core loops, there were 10 where the single system was non-dominated, which
made up the core loop single-system Pareto front. Eight of those were part of the tri-system options
that were also non-dominated. Thus, 30.8% of the non-dominated tri-system options were also
non-dominated with respect to the core loop. This marked a 7% improvement from the first
optimization run.
The reader will notice that many of the dominated single-system core loop designs seem
to sit in a straight line leading up and to the right of a non-dominated one. These instances occur
when several core loop designs are nearly identical with respect to the optimization parameters,
but the PERCS designs connected to them differ slightly. This difference in the PERCS, which
was directly attached to the core loop in RELAP5, accounted for the slight increases in WRCP and
the cost.
Figure 11-23 shows the single-system PERCS designs of the final tri-system population
for optimization run #2. The exact same color-coding strategy as the core loop graph was used
here for the PERCS one.
Of the 40 PERCS designs, there were 35 where the single system was non-dominated,
making for another thorough single-system Pareto front. Of these 35 non-dominated designs, there
were 21 whose tri-systems were also non-dominated. Thus, 80.8% of the non-dominated tri-system
options were also non-dominated with respect to the PERCS. This also means that all five of the
dominated, single-system PERCS designs belonged to non-dominated tri-system options. These
five designs are located so close to the Pareto front that it is practically all one body. To help the
reader visualize the single-system Pareto front for the PERCS once again, Figures 11-24 and 11-25
have been included. Here, only the non-dominated, single-system designs were plotted. Contour
lines were added to show the shape of the Pareto front.
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Figure 11-23: Single-System PERCS Designs of the Final Tri-System Population for
Optimization Run #2

Figure 11-24: Non-dominated, Single-System PERCS Pareto Front with Contour
Lines After Optimization Run #2
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Figure 11-25: Rotated View of PERCS Pareto Front with Contour Lines After
Optimization Run #2

The single-system PCS designs of the final tri-system population during optimization run
#2 are shown in Figure 11-26. The exact same color-coding strategy used in the previous
optimization run (Figure 11-17) was used here. During the second optimization run, the tri-system
population successfully included PCS configuration 1, 4, and 6, which was an improvement upon
the first run. The actual single-system Pareto front was very similar to the one obtained in the
single-system PCS design optimization in Figure 11-3. However, it was still not as fleshed out as
that one. Although, considering that this run was for a tri-system design problem, the results are
still significant. The dominance of these results over those achieved in Figure 11-17 are discussed
further in Section 11.4.3.
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Figure 11-26: Single-System PCS Designs of the Final Tri-System Population for
Optimization Run #2

Of the 40 PCS designs, there were 17 where the single system was non-dominated. Of
those 17 PCS designs, there were 12 whose tri-systems were non-dominated as well. There were
also 14 other dominated, single-system PCS designs whose tri-systems were non-dominated. Thus,
46.2% of the non-dominated tri-system options were also non-dominated with respect to the PCS.
This marked a 20% decrease from the first optimization run. However, having produced PCS
designs of all three dominant configurations is arguably the more important accomplishment.
Overall, the 26 non-dominated tri-system options once again represent a Pareto front that
the DM could analyze and from which they could pick a preferred system combination. The second
optimization run produced two tri-system options where all three single systems were respectively
non-dominated. The DM may find it beneficial to begin by looking at those design options.
The 26 non-dominated tri-system options are further explained in Table 11-5, which shows
the individual single system’s objective function values and indicates which single systems were
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respectively non-dominated. It also indicates that tri-system options 3 and 12 were the two where
all three single systems were non-dominated.

Table 11-5: Single-System Objective Function Data for Non-dominated Tri-System Options
After Optimization Run #2
ID

Core
ND?

WRCP
(MW)

Cost
($1e9)

PERCS
ND?

Cost
($1e8)

ΔTint
(K•s)

Alpha

PCS
ND?

Eff.
(%)

Cost
($1e9)

Color/
Config.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N

11.58
11.67
11.53
11.72
11.88
11.77
11.69
11.89
11.80
11.66
11.50
11.65
11.44
11.68
11.54
11.82
11.89
11.77
11.66
11.69
11.63
11.61
11.51
11.65
11.72
11.70

0.980
0.967
0.996
0.946
0.954
0.972
0.968
0.972
0.950
0.984
1.027
0.966
1.029
0.956
0.990
0.951
0.955
0.949
0.961
0.956
0.971
0.981
1.032
0.972
0.946
0.957

N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

0.999
1.200
0.844
0.179
0.131
0.086
0.145
0.411
0.181
0.304
0.131
1.018
0.975
0.304
0.958
0.144
0.116
0.086
0.843
0.161
0.302
0.395
0.513
0.297
0.521
0.149

175349
175865
174104
176826
168923
172258
175092
172366
171843
170850
174924
173626
173626
176276
174194
172816
170133
176269
175182
175631
175503
174199
169471
174681
175016
175732

0.0070635
0.0070635
0.0070636
0.0070637
0.0070647
0.0070648
0.0070640
0.0070640
0.0070641
0.0070641
0.0070643
0.0070635
0.0070638
0.0070635
0.0070636
0.0070643
0.0070649
0.0070641
0.0070634
0.0070637
0.0070636
0.0070636
0.0070644
0.0070637
0.0070634
0.0070638

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y

36.44
36.13
35.89
36.65
35.95
36.39
35.52
36.60
35.65
35.02
35.02
36.72
35.84
36.51
34.67
36.05
35.98
36.72
35.01
34.90
36.24
36.81
35.55
36.97
36.38
36.24

3.75
3.00
2.68
4.36
5.78
6.31
2.59
4.27
4.05
2.89
2.89
4.72
2.68
3.77
1.16
3.16
5.86
4.72
1.12
1.10
3.44
6.36
3.56
9.81
3.81
3.17

6
4
4
6
4
6
4
6
6
6
6
6
4
6
1
6
4
6
1
1
6
6
6
6
6
6

The tri-system options in the table were again put in order of ascending overall maximin
fitness values (or descending overall fitness). There does not appear to have been any correlations
between the single-system objective functions across systems.
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However, involving the DM intermittently via the manual specialized breeding method
caused interesting improvements in the results, when compared to the first tri-system optimization
run. Figure 11-27 graphically compares the single-system core loop options of the second
optimization run to the first. Here, it is clear that the majority of the core loop designs of the second
run completely dominated those of the first. Only the design of the first run to remain nondominated is the one of high cost and lowest WRCP. Besides that, the core loop single-system Pareto
front of the second tri-system optimization run is more dominant and has more design options
along its front.

Figure 11-27: Final Core Loop Designs for Tri-System Optimization Run #1 vs. Run #2

The PERCS designs of each optimization run were more on par with each other with
respect to dominance. For the reader’s visual ease, Figure 11-28 only shows the PERCS design
options that made up the runs’ respective Pareto fronts.
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Figure 11-28: Pareto PERCS Designs for Tri-System Optimization Run #1 vs. Run #2

Of these design options, the solid ones were the designs that remained non-dominated when
both runs’ results are treated as a single population. Those that are hollow, however, were
dominated by one or more options of the other run’s Pareto front. While only one design option of
the first run was dominated by the second run, there were nine design options in the second run
dominated by the first. Together, the two optimization runs’ Pareto fronts form a more complete
and diverse non-dominated front. While there are more non-dominated options from the first run,
they contribute almost equally to the overall convergence and diversity of the results.
The two tri-system optimization runs each had different strengths with respect to PCS
design option results. Figure 11-29 compares these resulting options on the same graph.
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Figure 11-29: Final PERCS Designs for Tri-System Optimization Run #1 vs. Run #2

The first run, as explained in the previous section, produced a population with only PCS
configurations 4 and 6. The second run’s population consisted of designs of all three dominant
PCS configurations. This would indicate that the second tri-system optimization run, which
included intermittent DM interaction, produced a more thorough and diverse Pareto front.
However, the first run’s options tend to dominate those of the second, with respect to PCS
configurations 4 and 6. This is most likely because the first optimization run consisted of only two
configurations for a large portion of the iterations. With higher concentrations of these
configurations within the population, the rate of convergence toward the true Pareto front
increased. This means that, given more iterations, the second optimization run would likely have
reached the same point of convergence as the first. For this reason, and the second run’s inclusion
of PCS configuration 1, it could be argued that the second tri-system optimization run performed
better overall with respect to the PCS designs.
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11.4.3 Final Discussion: Success Metrics
As was observed previously during several single-system design optimization problems,
the classic success metrics discussed in Section 3.2.2 could not be used appropriately in analyzing
the tri-system optimization results. To use such metrics, a well-defined Pareto front must be known
beforehand. While it is true that each of the single systems in the tri-system optimization was
solved beforehand, there were differences between those single systems and the ones that made up
the tri-system.
First, the single-system PERCS design optimization discussed in Chapter 9 produced a
Pareto front of PERCS design options that were all connected to the same core loop design in
RELAP5. In the tri-system optimization, each PERCS was attached to a different core loop design.
Thus, using the single-system PERCS optimization results as the reference Pareto front in the trisystem optimization would have been inappropriate. When comparing the bounds of the PERCS
Pareto fronts for the single-system optimization (Figure 9-7) versus the tri-system optimization
(Figure 11-24), it is obvious that they cannot be used together to determine convergence. When
going from the prior to the latter, the cost values increased by an order of magnitude, the Δ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

values decreased by a factor of two, and the Alpha values increased by 4%. This means that the
PERCS Pareto front from the tri-system optimization was at least more dominant with respect to
Δ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 . However, it was completely dominated in the other two objective functions. Therefore, there
can be no clear comparison between the two Pareto fronts to determine convergence.

However, given the change in the covered objective function space, it could be concluded
that optimizing the PERCS design in tandem with the core loop can result in producing designs
that cost more but maintain more control over the core outlet temperature. A DM may be interested
in obtaining such information.
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Next, the single-system core loop design optimization discussed in Chapter 10 produced a
Pareto front of core loop design options that all had the same PERCS design connected to it in
RELAP5. In the tri-system optimization, each core loop had a different PERCS system attached
to it. Thus, for the same reasons as with the PERCS analysis, the single-system core loop
optimization results could not be used as the reference Pareto front in the tri-system optimization.
However, comparing the two Pareto fronts is interesting and informative. Figure 11-30 compares
both of the final core loop designs to each other on the same graph. It essentially combines the
graphs in Figure 10-5 and Figure 11-22.

Figure 11-30: Final Core Loop Designs for Single-System Optimization vs. Tri-System
Optimization Run #2

Based on the graph, it is clear that all of the core loop designs from the tri-system
optimization were on the more dominant side of the Pareto front from the single-system
optimization. They completely dominated a large, central portion of the original Pareto front. This
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comparison shows that using the OPTIONS tool to optimize the core loop and PERCS together
caused the optimization to converge upon a more dominant solution overall.
Lastly, the single-system PCS design optimization discussed in Section 11.2 produced a
Pareto front of PCS design options that all assumed the same conditions in the steam generators
of the core loop. In the tri-system optimization, each PCS design was attached to a different core
loop design. Once again, the design problem was fundamentally different, and the single-system
optimization Pareto front could not be used to judge the convergence of the PCS designs in the trisystem optimization. However, as with the other systems, the two Pareto fronts can still be
compared. Figure 11-31 shows this comparison, combining the results from Figure 11-3 and Figure
11-26.

Figure 11-31: Final PCS Designs for Single-System Optimization vs. Tri-System
Optimization Run #2
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Given this comparison, the transition from single-system optimization to the tri-system
one, there was an overall improvement in dominance. The tri-system optimization’s PCS results
may not have been as neat or filled-out, but there were significant decreases in costs. It appears
that there was no major shift in the range of available thermodynamic efficiencies. If anything,
there was a slight downward shift in the range. This overall shift in Pareto fronts can be attributed
to the fact that the tri-system PCS designs were connected to varying core loop designs. Variance
in the hot stream temperature of the steam generators led to variance in the cold stream
temperatures. This affected the secondary coolant flow rates that were calculated to converge each
PCS design. While lower PCS flow rates lead to slight decreases in thermodynamic efficiency,
they also lead to smaller equipment and thus significant decreases in equipment costs. Despite the
slight drop in the maximum possible efficiency, the distance between the two Pareto fronts is the
more important feature. This graph confirms what was already concluded from the previous one:
using the OPTIONS tool to optimize connected systems simultaneously allowed the optimization
to achieve better dominance for each system with respect to the respective objective functions.
Overall, there was a measurable increase in dominance for both the core loop and PCS
individual Pareto fronts. The shift with respect to the PERCS was not an increase in dominance
but rather a shift to another location in the non-dominated objective function space. The increase
in temperature control safety for the PERCS could even be seen as an overall win.
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12 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

The OPTIONS Tool
The main purpose of this research was to show that a multi-objective optimization method
could successfully optimize the design and integration of several nuclear power plant systems
simultaneously. Such a feat had not yet been attempted in the field of nuclear system design. This
goal was accomplished through the development and many applications of the OPTIONS tool. Not
only did the work presented here solve the tri-system design optimization problem, it showed that
optimizing several connected systems simultaneously could result in better designs than if the
systems were optimized separately.
This overall purpose of this work was to address two of the major issues with the design
process of nuclear power plants: the lack of integrated design optimality and the need to discover
hidden parameter intricacies. Both of these concerns were thoroughly addressed throughout this
work.
Another important goal of this research was to develop an original multi-objective
optimization method that could outfit the OPTIONS tool with the capabilities it needed for a multisystem design optimization. As part of this dissertation, the Mixed-Integer, Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (MI-NSGA) method was created, selected, and used in this process. In
the end, it was designed to handle the simultaneous optimization of systems with fixed and
transient configurations. The mixed-integer concept proved effective in handling the systems with
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transient configurations. The OPTIONS tool was also outfitted with several optional methods that
incorporated the progressive articulation of preferences (AOP) of a DM, namely the automatic and
manual “specialized breeding”, “tough love”, and “kill” methods. Each was successfully used
during the tri-system optimizations. They not only helped to increase the rate of convergence to
the Pareto front(s), but they also helped to avoid the loss of sections of the Pareto front during the
optimization. The maximin function was used in a novel manner to make the tri-system
optimization possible. This was done by first calculating single-system fitness values for each of
the three systems and then using those fitness values as the objective function values to calculate
an overall fitness value. Such an application of the maximin function made it possible to place
equal emphasis on each system while optimizing each design as well as their integration.
Throughout this work, there were many other notable successes. Through the development
of the OPTIONS tool in Python 3, a methodology was developed for manipulating and running
RELAP5 files. A similar methodology was also used to write and run PyPost files, which could
take RELAP5 output data and convert them into CSV files. The OPTIONS tool was also enhanced
with parallel processing capabilities using the threading library, allowing it to run large numbers
of RELAP5 and PyPost files simultaneously. The OPTIONS tool was successfully used to
optimize the design of a novel nuclear safety system, namely the PERCS. It was also essential in
the efforts to optimize the novel flash-Rankine cycle designed specifically for the I2S-LWR.
Overall, the OPTIONS tool amply showed the benefits of applying multi-objective
optimization early on and throughout the design process of nuclear power plant systems. It
successfully addressed the issues of design optimality as well as the need to discover hidden
parameter intricacies. It would also be an excellent optimization tool to incorporate with an easyto-use CFR support system.
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Future Work
Improvements could still be made to the OPTIONS tool. Attempts to employ the
multiprocessing library to run the Python calculations in parallel were initially unsuccessful.
However, if a work-around could be created for the fact that classes cannot be passed to the
different processes while in parallel, then the library would become quite useful and would
significantly improve the computational run-time of the OPTIONS tool. Modifications could also
be made to incorporate the prior AOP from the DM by adding weighting factors to the adjusted
objective functions, whose calculation is shown in Equation 3-3. Given the complexity of a multisystem design optimization problem, additional work could go into fine-tuning the MI-NSGA
method. The mutation step could use some more thorough experimentation to see what
improvements might be made to increase convergence to and diversity along the Pareto front(s).
There is a lot of potential in the idea of the AOP methods being incorporated with the MI-NSGA
method. Improvements could assuredly be made and perhaps even new AOP methods.
There is also some future work in the area of design problem applications. The MI-NSGA
method could be used specifically on the PERCS once more robust RELAP5 models have been
created that would allow the optimization to turn on and off numerous PERCS loops that are
attached to the same RPV.
After the successful application of the OTIONS tool to the 3-system combination of the
core loop, PERCS, and Rankine cycle PCS, the obvious next step would be to find an untested
multi-system design problem. The molten salt reactor (MSR) attached to a medical isotope
separation system is an interesting example of such an untested design problem.
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APPENDIX A.

CODE FOR THREE-SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION USING MI-NSGA

The Appendix contains the Python code that made up the final version of the OPTIONS
tool used to perform the tri-system optimization described in Chapter 11. Section A.1 shows the
boilerplate code for importing various Python libraries. Section A.2 shows the classes used to
create the population hierarchy for the genetic algorithm of the MI-NSGA method. Section A.3
shows the functions created to support the method. Section A.4 shows the Python code run via
PyPost to extract parameter data from the RELAP5 output files. Section A.5 shows the code for
the MI-NSGA method itself.

A.1 Boilerplate Code
The boilerplate code comes at the beginning, importing the various Python libraries used
throughout the rest of the code within the OPTIONS tool. Some are imported by name and others
are imported and then abbreviated. There are also a handful of global variables defined at the
beginning and used throughout the code. The boilerplate code is as follows:
import matplotlib.pylab as plt
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
import numpy as np
import scipy as sp
from numpy import random
import time
import threading
from queue import Queue
import os
import subprocess
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from subprocess import Popen
import shutil
import csv
from iapws97 import IAPWS97
from iapws97 import _PSat_T
global global_last_time
global_last_time = False
global t_final
t_final = 10000 # seconds
global ss_fail_penalty
ss_fail_penalty = 700
global cost_multiplier_for_nucl_safety_grade
cost_multiplier_for_nucl_safety_grade = 5.0
q = Queue()
A.2 Classes
The classes created in Python helped to organize the models and population structure for
the optimization. Classes were built to represent the population (Population), each tri-system
option (Option), the PCS options used to create a seed PCS population of Rankine cycle
superstructures (PCS_Option), all of the requisite equipment to build the PCS superstructures, and
all of the equipment needed to estimate the cost of the PERCS system and the core loop RCPs.

A.2.1 Population Class
The Population class was built to handle the generation of population members (Options)
by various means. It also had functions for running the models and calculations for each Option.
The code is as follows:
class Population:
"""
Inputs:
init_num_opt = Initial population size of tri-system options
num_opt = Population size after iteration #1
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Parameters:
opt_list = Array of tri-system options (Option class)
PCS_pop_list = Array of seed population of PCS options (PCS_Option class)
PCS_keep_list = Array of best PCS seed options (PCS_Option class)
Functions:
Initiate() - Populates opt_list with initial tri-system options
Breed() - (for Offspring populations) Populates opt_list using matrices of parent data
grab() - Used to grab Excel data, if code is stopped and DM wants to pick up where it left off
Populate() - Used after grab() to populate opt_list w/ Excel data
RELAP_Job() - Run RELAP5 and PyPost files for specific tri-system option of opt_list
threader() - Tells each thread to keep calling RELAP_Job() until queue is empty
calc_Options() - Open threads, have them call threader(), then join them
final_Option_calcs() - Run each tri-system option's remaining calculations
"""
def __init__(self,init_num_Options,num_Options):
self.init_num_opt = init_num_Options
self.num_opt = num_Options
self.opt_list = np.empty(0)
""""""""" Initiate Population """""""""
# Population will not initiate until this function is called
def Initiate(self,wb):
"""
Inputs:
wb = Output Excel workbook to paste the PCS seed population data
Functions:
gen_rand_PCS_xy() - Generates random x,y-values for PCS superstructure seed options
gen_rand_xy() - Generates random x,y-values for tri-system options
"""
def gen_rand_PCS_xy(a):
"""
Inputs:
a = Integer representing a PCS superstructure configuration
"""
# PCS x-parameters
x_t3 = np.zeros(9)
x_t3[0] = random.uniform(295.0,307.7) # mchx.Tout
x_t3[1] = random.uniform(8.0,25.0) # t1a.Pout
x_t3[2] = random.uniform(0.05,0.19) # mf_t1a
x_t3[3] = random.uniform(6.0,20.0) # t1b.Pout
x_t3[4] = random.uniform(0.05,0.19) # mf_t1b
x_t3[5] = random.uniform(4.0,16.0) # t1c.Pout
x_t3[6] = random.uniform(3.0,13.0) # t2a.Pout
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x_t3[7] = random.uniform(0.05,0.19) # mf_t2a
x_t3[8] = random.uniform(2.0,11.0) # t2b.Pout
# PCS y-parameters
if a==1: y_t = np.array((0,1,0,0,0,0)) # red
if a==2: y_t = np.array((0,0,0,0,0,0)) # firebrick
if a==3: y_t = np.array((1,1,1,0,1,0)) # darkgreen
if a==4: y_t = np.array((1,1,1,0,0,1)) # purple
if a==5: y_t = np.array((1,0,1,0,0,1)) # deeppink
if a==6: y_t = np.array((1,1,1,1,0,0)) # blue
if a==7: y_t = np.array((1,0,1,1,0,0)) # cyan
if a==8: y_t = np.array((1,0,0,0,0,0)) # orange
if a==9: y_t = np.array((1,1,0,0,0,0)) # yellow
# Make sure parameters conform with PCS_constraints()
x_t3,y_t = PCS_constraints(x_t3,y_t)
# Return x_t3 and y_t
return x_t3,y_t
###################################################
""" Initial Creation, Competition & Crossover of PCS Options """
###################################################
t_one = time.perf_counter()
# Calculate an appropriate init_PCS_copies value
num_PCS_keep = int(self.init_num_opt / 2)
init_PCS_copies = int(num_PCS_keep / 2)
""" Create mini population list of PCS SS Options """
# Create first PCS_Option and add to PCS_pop_list
x_t3,y_t = gen_rand_PCS_xy(1)
self.PCS_pop_list = np.array((PCS_Option(x_t3,y_t)))
# Finish initiating PCS_Options and add to PCS_pop_list
for i_a in range(1,10):
if i_a == 1: i_b_start = 2
if i_a != 1: i_b_start = 1
for i_b in range(i_b_start,init_PCS_copies+1):
x_t3,y_t = gen_rand_PCS_xy(i_a)
self.PCS_pop_list = np.append(self.PCS_pop_list,PCS_Option(x_t3,y_t))
# Calc fmm-values and sort the PCS_pop_list
self.PCS_pop_list = PCS_maximin(self.PCS_pop_list)
# Graph the new PCS_pop_list
dt_pcs = time.perf_counter() - t_one
PCS_Graph_Data(wb,self.PCS_pop_list,'0_pcs',dt_pcs)
# Cut down the PCS_pop_list to half of init_num_opt
self.PCS_keep_list = self.PCS_pop_list[0:num_PCS_keep]
""" Double the PCS_keep_list size by creating new x- and y-arrays """
# Initialize matrices to hold all x- and y-data for PCSs
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pcs_x_list = np.zeros((self.init_num_opt,9))
pcs_y_list = np.zeros((self.init_num_opt,6))
# Rotate through the PCS_keep_list
for i in range(len(self.PCS_keep_list)):
# Fill the pcs lists with the x- and y-data from PCS_keep_list
pcs_x_list[i,:] = self.PCS_keep_list[i].x
pcs_y_list[i,:] = self.PCS_keep_list[i].y
# Every other time, do the following
if i%2 == 0:
# Create arrays for fake PCS offspring to add to the lists
o1x,o1y = np.zeros(9),np.zeros(6)
o2x,o2y = np.zeros(9),np.zeros(6)
# Randomly assign x-parameters from parents to offspring
for j in range(9):
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1x[j] = self.PCS_keep_list[i].x[j]
o2x[j] = self.PCS_keep_list[i+1].x[j]
else:
o1x[j] = self.PCS_keep_list[i+1].x[j]
o2x[j] = self.PCS_keep_list[i].x[j]
# Randomly assign y-parameters from parets to offspring
for j in range(6):
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1y[j] = self.PCS_keep_list[i].y[j]
o2y[j] = self.PCS_keep_list[i+1].y[j]
else:
o1y[j] = self.PCS_keep_list[i+1].y[j]
o2y[j] = self.PCS_keep_list[i].y[j]
# Pass offspring x- and y-arrays through PCS_constraints
o1x,o1y = PCS_constraints(o1x,o1y)
o2x,o2y = PCS_constraints(o2x,o2y)
# Add offspring to the x- and y-data lists
ip = int(i+num_PCS_keep)
pcs_x_list[ip,:] = o1x
pcs_x_list[ip+1,:] = o2x
pcs_y_list[ip,:] = o1y
pcs_y_list[ip+1,:] = o2y
def gen_rand_xy(v):
# Core x-parameters
x_t1 = np.zeros(5)
x_t1[0] = np.round(random.uniform(0.0120,0.0159),4) # ft (R_tuel)
x_t1[1] = random.uniform(10.0,14.0)
# ft (H_fuel)
x_t1[2] = np.round(random.uniform(1.5,3.5),3)
# ft (Dh_00)
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x_t1[3] = np.round(random.uniform(1.5,3.5),3)
# ft (Dh_12)
x_t1[4] = np.round(random.uniform(1.5,3.5),3)
# ft (Dh_14)
# PERCS x-parameters
x_t2 = np.zeros(6)
x_t2[0] = np.round(random.uniform(3.28084,16.4042),5) # ft (R_tank)
x_t2[2] = '%.5g'%random.uniform(3.28084e-2,1.64042e-1) # ft (D_h)
x_t2[1] = '%.5g'%random.uniform(1.25*x_t2[2],0.65617) # ft (pitch)
x_t2[3] = '%.5g'%random.uniform(3.28084e-3,8.2021e-3) # ft (th)
x_t2[4] = np.round(random.uniform(3.28084,49.2126),5) # ft (Len)
x_t2[5] = np.round(random.uniform(16.4042,131.234),5) # ft (elev)
# PCS x-parameters
x_t3 = pcs_x_list[v,:]
# PCS y-parameters
y_t = pcs_y_list[v,:]
#Subject new optimization parameters to the constraints function
x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t = constraints(x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t)
return x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t
#######################################
""" Create a Population of Tri-System Options """
#######################################
# Creat first Option and add to opt_list
x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t = gen_rand_xy(0)
self.opt_list = np.array((Option(x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t)))
# Finish initiating Options and add to opt_list
for i in range(1,self.init_num_opt):
x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t = gen_rand_xy(i)
self.opt_list = np.append(self.opt_list,Option(x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t))
# Calculate the newly initiated Options, assign fmm-values, and sort
self.calc_Options(self.init_num_opt)
self.final_Option_calcs()
time.sleep(5)
self.opt_list = maximin(self.opt_list)
""""""""" Breed Population """""""""
# Offspring population will not initiate until this function is called and
def Breed(self,x1_matrix,x2_matrix,x3_matrix,y_matrix):
# Add the first Option using the top row of the x- and y-matrices
self.opt_list = np.array((Option(x1_matrix[0,:],x2_matrix[0,:],x3_matrix[0,:],y_matrix[0,:])))
# Rotate through k to add the remaining Options using rows from the x- and y-matrices
for k in range(1,self.num_opt):
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self.opt_list = np.append(self.opt_list,Option(x1_matrix[k,:],x2_matrix[k,:],
x3_matrix[k,:],y_matrix[k,:]))
# Calculate the newly initiated Options
self.calc_Options(self.num_opt)
self.final_Option_calcs()
time.sleep(5)
""""""""" Populate from Excel """""""""
# Grab optimization parameters from Excel tab
def grab(self,wb,tab,col):
# Core loop x-parameters
x1 = np.zeros(5)
for j in range(len(x1)):
x1[j] = wb.sheets[tab].range(j+14,col).value
# PERCS x-parameters
x2 = np.zeros(6)
for j in range(len(x2)):
x2[j] = wb.sheets[tab].range(j+19,col).value
# PCS x-parameters
x3 = np.zeros(9)
for j in range(len(x3)):
x3[j] = wb.sheets[tab].range(j+25,col).value
# PCS y-parameters
y = np.zeros(6)
for j in range(len(y)):
y[j] = wb.sheets[tab].range(j+35,col).value
return x1,x2,x3,y
# Generate the population using an Excel tab filled with options
def Populate(self,wb,tb,num_opts):
tab = repr(tb)
col = 3
# Create first Option and add to opt_list
x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t = self.grab(wb,tab,col)
self.opt_list = np.array((Option(x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t)))
# Finish initiating Options and add to opt_list
for i in range(1,num_opts):
col = col + 1
x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t = self.grab(wb,tab,col)
self.opt_list = np.append(self.opt_list,Option(x_t1,x_t2,x_t3,y_t))
# Calculate the newly initiated Options, assign fmm-values, and sort
self.calc_Options(num_opts)
self.final_Option_calcs()
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time.sleep(5)
self.opt_list = maximin(self.opt_list)
""""""""" Calculate Options """""""""
# Read .i file, Make changes to .i file, Run .bat file,
def RELAP_Job(self,job,th):
"""
Inputs:
job = Integer representing the index in the population's opt_list
th = Local thread variable (not used here, but useful if needed)
"""
# Assign the job number to the Option
self.opt_list[job].opt_ID = job
########################
""" Read the .i file """
########################
# Find the correct input file, open it, and read lines
first_part = r"C:\Users\pwild\Research\OPTIONS 3.0\Options\opt_"
second_part = "\\zionpwr_PERCS_SBO_6in.i"
i_file_name = first_part + str(job+1) + second_part
with open(i_file_name,'r') as f:
data = f.readlines()
###############################
""" Make changes to and save .i file """
###############################
#--------------------------------------""" Make Zion Core changes """
#--------------------------------------# Initiate counters
i_line = 0
i_card = 0
# Grab cards, i_vals, & vals lists from opt_list[job]
card = self.opt_list[job].cards
i_change = self.opt_list[job].i_vals
change = self.opt_list[job].vals
# Loop through the lines of the file
done = False
for line in data:
# Split all the words of each line
words = line.split()
# Make sure the line has enough words to check for card number
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if np.size(words) >= 1:
# If the line starts with the next card number
while words[0] == card[i_card]:
# Turn the replacement value into a string of characters
replacement = str(change[i_card])
# Make replacement within the line of data
line = line.replace(words[i_change[i_card]-1],replacement)
data[i_line] = line
# Increase i_card count
i_card = i_card + 1
# Exit loop if last card change was made
if i_card+1 > np.size(card):
done = True
break
# Previous break only affects the 'while', so here's another one
if done == True:
break
# Increment the line index
i_line = i_line + 1
#----------------------------------""" Make PERCS changes """
#----------------------------------# Initiate counters
i_line = 0
i_card = 0
# Grab list_card, list_i_change, list_change lists from opt_list[job]
card = self.opt_list[job].list_card
i_change = self.opt_list[job].list_i_change
change = self.opt_list[job].list_change
# Loop through the lines of the file
done = False
for line in data:
# Split all the words of each line
words = line.split()
# Make sure the line has enough words to check for card number
if np.size(words) >= 1:
# If the line starts with the next card number
while words[0] == card[i_card]:
# Turn the replacement value into a string of characters
replacement = str(change[i_card])
# Make replacement within the line of data
line = line.replace(words[i_change[i_card]-1],replacement)
data[i_line] = line
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# Increase i_card count
i_card = i_card + 1
# Exit loop if last card change was made
if i_card+1 > np.size(card):
done = True
break
# Previous break only affects the 'while', so here's another one
if done == True:
break
# Increment the line index
i_line = i_line + 1
#-------------------------------------""" Write the updated .i file """
#-------------------------------------with open(i_file_name,'w') as f:
for line in data:
f.write(line)
#####################################
""" Run Core.bat file to generate new .r file """
#####################################
# Find the correct batch file location and run Core.bat
first_part = r"C:\Users\pwild\Research\OPTIONS 3.0\Options\opt_"
batchFileLocation = first_part + str(job+1)
batchFileFullPath = os.path.join(batchFileLocation,"Core.bat")
p = Popen(os.path.abspath(batchFileFullPath),stdin=subprocess.PIPE,
cwd=batchFileLocation)
stdout, stderr = p.communicate()
# Place a copy of the new .r file in the "Core PyPost Data" folder
original = first_part + str(job+1) + "\\zionpwr_PERCS_SBO_6in.r"
copy = first_part + str(job+1) + "\\Core PyPost Data\\zionpwr_PERCS_SBO_6in.r"
shutil.copyfile(original,copy)
time.sleep(20)
###########################################################
""" Check for failure due to 'Errors detected during input processing.' """
###########################################################
# 0******** Errors detected during input processing. #
# Find the correct text file, open it, and read lines
second_part2 = "\\zionpwr_PERCS_SBO_6in.txt"
txt_file_name = first_part + str(job+1) + second_part2
with open(txt_file_name,'r') as g:
data2 = g.readlines()
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for line in data2:
# Split all the words of each line
words = line.split()
# Make sure the line has enough words to check for 0*** error
if np.size(words) >= 1:
# If the line starts with the 0*** error
if words[0] == '0********':
print("Checkpoint 1:",self.opt_list[job].opt_ID+1,"failed!")
self.opt_list[job].failed = True
# Wait for 20 seconds while it checks for failure
time.sleep(20)
##########################
""" Run Zion Core pypost.bat """
##########################
if self.opt_list[job].failed == False:
# Find the correct batch fil location and run PyPost.bat
# PyPost.bat runs a script that grabs .r data and puts it into .csv files
second_part3 = "\\Core PyPost Data"
batchFileLocation3 = first_part + str(job+1) + second_part3
batchFileFullPath3 = os.path.join(batchFileLocation3,"PyPost.bat")
p = Popen(os.path.abspath(batchFileFullPath3),stdin=subprocess.PIPE,
cwd=batchFileLocation3)
stdout, stderr = p.communicate()
# Wait for 20 seconds while PyPost creates the .csv files
time.sleep(20)
# Save the batch file location so the Option can find the .csv files
self.opt_list[job].csvFileLocation = batchFileLocation3
else:
# Warm DM that there was failure in running the Core PyPost file
print("Checkpoint 2:",self.opt_list[job].opt_ID+1,"did not enter to run Core PyPost")
#######################################
""" Run PERCS.bat file to generate new .r file """
#######################################
if self.opt_list[job].failed == False:
# Find the correct batch file location and run PERCS.bat
batchFileFullPath4 = os.path.join(batchFileLocation,"PERCS.bat")
p = Popen(os.path.abspath(batchFileFullPath4),stdin=subprocess.PIPE,
cwd=batchFileLocation)
stdout, stderr = p.communicate()
# Place a copy of the new .r file in the "PERCS PyPost Data" folder
original2 = first_part + str(job+1) + "\\zionpwr_PERCS_SBO_6in.r"
copy2 = first_part + str(job+1) + "\\PERCS PyPost Data\\zionpwr_PERCS_SBO_6in.r"
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shutil.copyfile(original2,copy2)
########################
""" Run PERCS pypost.bat """
########################
if self.opt_list[job].failed == False:
# Find the correct batch fil location and run PyPost.bat
# PyPost.bat runs a script that grabs .r data and puts it into .csv files
second_part4 = "\\PERCS PyPost Data"
batchFileLocation5 = first_part + str(job+1) + second_part4
batchFileFullPath5 = os.path.join(batchFileLocation5,"PyPost.bat")
p = Popen(os.path.abspath(batchFileFullPath5),stdin=subprocess.PIPE,
cwd=batchFileLocation5)
stdout, stderr = p.communicate()
# Wait for 20 seconds while PyPost creates the .csv files
time.sleep(20)
# Save the batch file location so the Option can find the .csv files
self.opt_list[job].csvFileLocation2 = batchFileLocation5
# The threader function grabs jobs off the Queue and calls RELAP_Job to solve
# the job, passing it the corresponding Option from the opt_list.
def threader(self):
# Create a local thread variable that is specific to the thread
th = threading.local()
th.count = True
# Have thread loop forever
while th.count == True:
# Grab a job off the queue
job = q.get()
# Call RELAP_Job() to run RELAP5/PyPost files for specific tri-system option
self.RELAP_Job(job,th)
# Mark job as done
q.task_done()
# If the queue is empty, then stop looping
if q.empty() == True:
th.count = False
def calc_Options(self,pp):
"""
Inputs:
pp = number of threads to open
"""
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# Open all the necessary threads
for worker in range(pp):
t = threading.Thread(target = self.threader)
t.daemon = True
t.start()
# Add jobs to the Queue, 1 for each Option
for job in range(len(self.opt_list)):
q.put(job)
# Join the threads and close the Queue
q.join()
# Declare the start of each iteration
m = time.localtime()
if m[3]<=12:
hr = m[3]
if m[3]==0: hr = 12
ap = "AM"
if m[3]>12:
hr = m[3]-12
ap = "PM"
print ("Threads closed / Time =", hr,":","%02.0f"%m[4],":","%02.0f"%m[5],ap)
# Do the final calcs for the Options separately from calc_Options()
def final_Option_calcs(self):
######################################
""" Run each Option's Zion and PERCS Calcs """
######################################
# Make sure this isn't the final run (which is just for the purpose of updating the RELAP5 files)
if global_last_time == False:
for j in range(len(self.opt_list)):
# Say we started Zion/PERCS calcs for each Option
m = time.localtime()
if m[3]<=12:
hr = m[3]
if m[3]==0: hr = 12
ap = "AM"
if m[3]>12:
hr = m[3]-12
ap = "PM"
print(self.opt_list[j].opt_ID+1," final Zion/PERCS calcs", hr,":","%02.0f"%m[4],":",
"%02.0f"%m[5],ap)
# Only do if the Core loop did not fail
if self.opt_list[j].failed == False:
time.sleep(60)
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# Perform all final calculations
self.opt_list[j].final_ZION_calcs()
self.opt_list[j].final_PERCS_calcs()
self.opt_list[j].Alpha_calcs()
# In the event of a fail, just define penalized obj. func. values
else:
# Zion obj. funcs penalized
self.opt_list[j].cost_1 = 15 # $1x10^8
self.opt_list[j].W_rcp = 50 # MW
# PERCS obj. funcs penalized
self.opt_list[j].cost_2 = 300. # $1x10^8
self.opt_list[j].dT_int = 8*10**5.0 # K*s
self.opt_list[j].alpha = 0.015 # frac
# Add penalty to any option with any crazy obj. function error
for j in range(len(self.opt_list)):
if self.opt_list[j].W_rcp < 0.0:
self.opt_list[j].W_rcp = 50 # MW
self.opt_list[j].cost_1 = 15 # $1x10^8
print(self.opt_list[j].opt_ID," had a -W_rcp!")
self.opt_list[j].last_sec_penalty = True
if self.opt_list[j].alpha < 0.001:
self.opt_list[j].cost_2 = 300. # $1x10^8
self.opt_list[j].dT_int = 8*10**5.0 # K*s
self.opt_list[j].alpha = 0.015 # frac
print(self.opt_list[j].opt_ID," had a low Alpha!")
self.opt_list[j].last_sec_penalty = True
############################
""" Run each Option's PCS calcs """
############################
# Make sure this isn't the final run (which is just for the purpose of updating the RELAP5 files)
if global_last_time == False:
print("Doing final PCS calcs")
for j in range(len(self.opt_list)):
self.opt_list[j].PCS_SS_calcs()
# Add penalty to fmm_3 if PERCS was penalized
if self.opt_list[j].PERCS_failed == True:
self.opt_list[j].fmm_3 = abs(self.opt_list[j].fmm_3)*10.0
A.2.2 Option Class
The Option class represents an interconnected model of all three systems: the core loop,
the PERCS, and the PCS superstructure. Upon initiation, it runs functions for performing initial
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core loop and PERCS calculations. These calculated values are put into arrays and used to make
changes to the core loop and PERCS RELAP5 models, which are run by the Population class. The
Option class later runs functions for grabbing core loop and PERCS data from the .csv files
generated by PyPost and performing final objective function calculations. The final function
converges the PCS given the Option’s PCS optimization parameters. The code is as follows:
class Option:
"""
Inputs:
x1 = Zion core loop x-optimization parameters
x2 = PERCS loop x-optimization parameters
x3 = PCS superstructure x-optimization parameters
y = PCS superstructure y-optimization parameters
Parameters:
*Individual optimization parameters (explained in __init__() function)
Core Loop:
cards = Array of RELAP5 card numbers with core loop value changes
i_vals = Array of column numbers for core loop value changes
vals = Array of new values for core loop value changes
T_fuel_cent_max = Maximum fuel centerline temperature (constraint)
T_clad_surf_max = Maximum cladding surface temperature (constraint)
MDNBR = Minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (constraint)
T_f_over_max = [Boolean] Did fuel temperature go over the max?
T_clad_surf_max = [Boolean] Did cladding temperature go over the max?
MDNBR_below_1 = [Boolean] Did MDNBR go below 1.0?
peanlized = [Boolean] Did the core loop receive a penalty?
failed = [Boolean] Did the RELAP5 core loop model fail early?
csvFileLocation = [String] Core's PyPost results file location
*Parameters for T, P, m_dot, H, & x_e core data from PyPost
k_eff = Effective multiplication factor per neutron cycle in core
rho_0 = Initial reactivity of the core
Bc = Cycle burn-up of the fuel [EFPD = effective full-power days]
nBc = Discharge burn-up of the fuel
cost_RCPs = Capital cost of RCPs
op_cost_RCPs = Operating cost of RCPs (40 yrs)
cost_total_fuel = Cost of UO2 fuel (40 yrs)
PERCS Loop:
list_card = Array of RELAP5 card numbers with PERCS value changes
list_i_change = Array of column numbers for PERCS value changes
list_change = Array of new values for PERCS value changes
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len_diff_717 = Parameter used to calculate length of Pipe 717
n_tubes = Number of tubes w/in PERCS tank
m_MgCO3 = Mass of Magnesium Carbonate w/in PERCS tank
T_over_620 = [Boolean] Did the core outlet T go above 620K?
T_over_635 = [Boolean] Did the core outlet T go above 635K?
csvFileLocation2 = [String] PERCS's PyPost results file location
*Parameters for T & alpha PERCS data from PyPost
PERCS_failed = [Boolean] Did the PERCS RELAP5 model fail early?
PERCS_penalty = [Boolean] Did the PERCS receive a penalty?
cost_penalty = Multaplicative cost penalty if 'PERCS_failed' = TRUE
ss_fail = [Boolean] Redundant of Core's 'failed'
p716, p717 = Pipes 716 & 717 (for cost purposes)
support = Support structure for PERCS tank (for cost purposes)
hx = Fake heat exchanger (for cost purposes)
tank = PERCS tank (for cost purposes)
chemical = MgCO3 in tank (for cost purposes)
PCS Loop:
pinch_point = [Boolean]
s = Array of Stream instances for all 37 PCS superstructure streams
phx = PHX instance representing the Steam Generator
t1a, t1b, t1c, t2a, t2b = Turbines representing the diff. stages
t1, t2 = Actual turbines (for cost purposes)
t3, t4, t5 = Turbine instances for LPTs
ms1, ms2 = Moisture separator instances
rh1, rh2 = Reheater heat exchanger instances
cond = Condenser instance
fwh1, fwh2, fwh3, fwh4 = Feedwater heater instances
p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6 = Pump instances
Objective Functions:
W_rcp = Core Obj. 1 - Total work of RCPs
cost_1 = Core Obj. 2 - Total core loop costs
obj_1_1 = Normalized W_rcp
obj_1_2 = Normalized cost_1
fmm_1 = Maximin fitness value for core loop
cost_2 = PERCS Obj. 1 - Total PERCS equipment cost
dT_int = PERCS Obj. 2 - Integral of deviation of core outlet T
alpha = PERCS Obj. 3 - Consumption of MgCO3
obj_2_1 = Normalized cost_2
obj_2_2 = Normalized dT_int
obj_2_3 = Normalized alpha
fmm_2 = Maximin fitness value for PERCS loop
color = [String] PCS superstructure color/configuration
eff = PCS Obj. 1 - Thermodynamic Efficiency
cost_3 = PCS Obj. 2 - Total PCS equipment cost
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obj_3_1 = Normalized eff
obj_3_2 = Normalized cost_3
fmm_3 = Maximin fitness value for PCS loop
obj_fmm_1 = Normalized fmm_1
obj_fmm_2 = Normalized fmm_2
obj_fmm_3 = Normalized fmm_3
fmm_o = Overall Maximin fitness value
Functions:
init_ZION_calcs() - Fills arrays to make core loop RELAP5 value changes
init_PERCS_calcs() - Fills arrays to make PERCS RELAP5 value changes
final_ZION_calcs() - Grabs PyPost data, Performs final core loop calcs
final_PERCS_calcs() - Grabs PyPost data, Performs final PERCS calcs
Alpha_calcs() - Grabs alpha PyPost data, Calcs overall Alpha
PCS_SS_calcs() - Calls solve_PCS(), Performs final PCS calcs
solve_PCS() - Fills out PCS superstructure & converges the cycle
"""
def __init__(self,x1_in,x2_in,x3_in,y_in):
self.opt_ID = 0
self.last_sec_penalty = False
# Define the x- and y-optimization parameter arrays
self.x1 = x1_in # ZION x-opt parameters
self.x2 = x2_in # PERCS x-opt parameters
self.x3 = x3_in # PCS x-opt parameters
self.y = y_in # PCS y-opt parameters
# Further define the ZION Core loop opt. parameters
self.R_f = self.x1[0]
# ft (radius of fuel per pin)
self.H_fuel = self.x1[1] # ft (height of fuel pins)
self.Dh_00 = self.x1[2] # ft (hydraulic D of pipes _00)
self.Dh_12 = self.x1[3] # ft (hydraulic D of pipes _12)
self.Dh_14 = self.x1[4] # ft (hydraulic D of pipes _14)
# Further define the PERCS loop opt. parameters
self.R_tank = self.x2[0] # ft (radius of PERCS HX tank)
self.pitch = self.x2[1] # ft (pitch b/t tubes in PERCS)
self.D_h = self.x2[2] # ft (hydraulic D of tubes)
self.th = self.x2[3]
# ft (thickness of tubes)
self.Len = self.x2[4] # ft (length of tubes / height of tank)
self.elev = self.x2[5] # ft (height diff. b/t core outlet & PERCS inlet)
# Further define the PCS superstructure x-opt. parameters
self.To_PHX = self.x3[0] # degC
self.Po_t1a = self.x3[1] # bar
self.mf_t1a = self.x3[2]
self.Po_t1b = self.x3[3] # bar
self.mf_t1b = self.x3[4]
self.Po_t1c = self.x3[5] # bar
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self.Po_t2a = self.x3[6] # bar
self.mf_t2a = self.x3[7]
self.Po_t2b = self.x3[8] # bar
# Further define the PCS superstructure y-opt. parameters
self.y_ipt = self.y[0] # IPT
self.y_rh1 = self.y[1] # RH 1
self.y_rh2 = self.y[2] # RH 2
self.y_s14 = self.y[3] # s[14]
self.y_s4 = self.y[4] # s[4]
self.y_s5 = self.y[5] # s[5]
################################
""" Init stuff for ZION Core """
################################
# Initialize card, i_change, and change lists for ZION
self.cards = np.empty(119,dtype='<U32')
self.i_vals = np.zeros(119,dtype=int)
self.vals = np.zeros(119)
# Initiate the Booleans that tracks thermal design limit violations
self.T_fuel_cent_max = 2100 # degC
self.T_clad_surf_max = 348 # degC
self.MDNBR = 0
self.T_f_over_max = False
self.T_c_over_max = False
self.MDNBR_below_1 = False
self.penalized = False
self.failed = False
# Parameter data grabbed from .csv files using PyPost
self.csvFileLocation = 'None'
self.T_106 = 0.0 # degC
self.T_110 = 0.0 # degC
self.P_106 = 0.0 # bar
self.P_110 = 0.0 # bar
self.P_335 = np.zeros(6) # MPa
self.P_p_out = 0.0 # bar
self.m_dot_100 = 0.0 # kg/s
self.m_dot_335 = 0.0 # kg/s
self.m_dot_400 = 0.0 # kg/s
self.m_dot_600 = 0.0 # kg/s
self.m_dot_200 = 0.0 # kg/s
self.H_106 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_110 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_335_1 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_112_5 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_114 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
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self.H_412_5 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_414 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_612_5 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_614 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_212_5 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_214 = 0.0 # kJ/kg
self.T_1336_1 = np.zeros(6) # K
self.T_1336_17 = np.zeros(6) # K
self.x_e_335 = np.zeros(6)
# Other parameters that should be reported in Excel
self.k_eff = 0.0
self.rho_0 = 0.0
self.Bc = 0.0 # EFPD
self.nBc = 0.0 # yr
# Three cost parameters that make up 'cost_1'
self.cost_RCPs = 0.0 # $
self.op_cost_RCPs = 0.0 # $
self.cost_total_fuel = 0.0 # $
############################
""" Init stuff for PERCS """
############################
# Initialize card, i_change, and change lists for PERCS
self.list_card = np.empty(39,dtype='<U32')
self.list_i_change = np.zeros(39,dtype=int)
self.list_change = np.empty(39)
# Needed to calc the elev of Pipe 717, calc'd in Init_ZION_Calcs()
self.len_diff_717 = 0.0 # ft
# Initialize some stuff
self.n_tubes = 0
self.m_MgCO3 = 0 # kg
# Initiate the Boolean that says whether T goes over 620 K and/or 635 K
self.T_over_620 = False
self.T_over_635 = False
# Initiate the arrays for t and T and the matrix for a (alpha)
self.csvFileLocation2 = 'None'
self.t = np.zeros(0)
self.T_335_6 = np.zeros(0)
self.dT_335_6 = np.zeros(0)
self.a_array = np.zeros(100)
self.a = np.zeros((10,10))
# Initiate the Boolean that says if there was a penalty for failing before t_final
self.PERCS_failed = False
self.PERCS_penalty = 1.0
self.cost_penalty = 1.0
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self.ss_fail = False # Redundant
# Initialize PERCS system equipment
self.p716 = Pipe(self.elev)
self.p717 = Pipe(0.0)
self.support = Support(self.R_tank,self.Len,0.0)
self.hx = HX()
self.tank = Tank(self.R_tank,self.Len)
self.chemical = Chemical(0)
##########################
""" Init stuff for PCS """
##########################
self.pinch_point = False
# Initialize all Streams with zeros
self.s = np.array([0])
for i in range(1,37):
self.s = np.append(self.s,Stream(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0))
# Create the PCS equipment w/ original opt. parameters
self.phx = PHX(self.To_PHX)
self.t1a = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1a)
self.t1b = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1b)
self.t1c = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1c)
self.t1 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1c)
self.ms1 = MS(self.Po_t1c,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.rh1 = Reheater(1,self.Po_t1a,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1c,0.0,0.0,False)
self.t2a = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t2a)
self.t2b = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t2b)
self.t2 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t2b)
self.ms2 = MS(self.Po_t2b,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.rh2 = Reheater(2,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t2b,0.0,0.0,False)
self.t3 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.086)
self.t4 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.086)
self.t5 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.086)
self.cond = Condenser(0.086,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.fwh1 = FWH(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.fwh2 = FWH(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.fwh3 = FWH(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.fwh4 = FWH(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.p1 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,self.phx.Pin)
self.p2 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1a)
self.p3 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.p4 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.p5 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.p6 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
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##########################################################
""" Initiate all objective function and maximin values """
##########################################################
# For ZION Core
self.W_rcp = 0.0 # 1
self.cost_1 = 0.0 # 2
self.obj_1_1 = 0.0 # W_rcp
self.obj_1_2 = 0.0 # cost_1
self.fmm_1 = 0
# For PERCS
self.cost_2 = 0.0 # 1
self.dT_int = 0.0 # 2
self.alpha = 0.0 # 3
self.obj_2_1 = 0.0 # cost_2
self.obj_2_2 = 0.0 # dT_int
self.obj_2_3 = 0.0 # consumption(alpha)
self.fmm_2 = 0
# For Rankine PCS
self.color = 'black'
self.eff = 0.0
self.inv_eff = 0.0 # 1
self.cost_3 = 0.0 # 2
self.obj_3_1 = 0.0 # inv_eff
self.obj_3_2 = 0.0 # cost_3
self.fmm_3 = 0
# Overall fmm-value
self.obj_fmm_1 = 0.0 # normalized fmm_1
self.obj_fmm_2 = 0.0 # normalized fmm_2
self.obj_fmm_3 = 0.0 # normalized fmm_3
self.fmm_o = 0
#######################################################
""" Perform the initial calculations for the Option """
#######################################################
self.init_ZION_calcs()
self.init_PERCS_calcs()
"""
The initial calcs take place in the init_ZION_calcs(), init_PERCS_calcs() function below.
The RELAP5 and PyPost files are run from the Population.calc_Options() function.
The obj. function and constraints calcs are run from the
Population.final_Option_calcs() function.
"""
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def init_ZION_calcs(self):
##############################################
""" Calcs corresponding to a change in R_f """
##############################################
#----------------------------""" Core Area Calculations """
#----------------------------## Constants and Ratios
ratio_f2m = 0.48374681 # Fuel to Moderator Ratio
th_g = 0.002 # ft
th_c = 0.0005 # ft
self.n_pins = 41958.0554 # ~42,000 (value derived from RELAP5 model)
ratio_p2D = 1.35532 # Fuel Pin Pitch to Diameter Ratio
## Calculations
self.R_g = np.round(self.R_f + th_g, 4) # Gap radius [ft]
self.R_c = np.round(self.R_f + th_g + th_c, 4) # Cladding radius [ft]
pitch = ratio_p2D * (2.0 * self.R_c) # ft
self.p = np.round(pitch, 4) # Fuel pin pitch [ft]
A_f = np.pi * self.R_f**2.0 # Fuel A_c [ft^2]
A_g = np.pi * (self.R_g**2.0 - self.R_f**2.0) # Gap A_c [ft^2]
A_c = np.pi * (self.R_c**2.0 - self.R_g**2.0) # Cladding A_c [ft^2]
A_p = A_f + A_g + A_c # Fuel pin A_c [ft^2]
self.A_fuel = self.n_pins * A_f # Total fuel pin A_c [ft^2]
self.A_gap = self.n_pins * A_g # Total gap A_c [ft^2]
self.A_clad = self.n_pins * A_c # Total cladding A_c [ft^2]
A_pins = self.n_pins * A_p # Total fuel pin A_c [ft^2]
self.A_H2O = self.A_fuel / ratio_f2m # Core coolant A_c [ft^2]
self.A_total = A_pins + self.A_H2O # Total core A_c [ft^2]
self.A_335 = np.round(self.A_H2O,5) # Rounded core A_c [ft^2]
A_jun_diff_335 = 2.207 # Total A_c of the baffle [ft^2]
# Junction A_c at end of core flow segment
self.A_jun_335 = np.round(self.A_H2O - A_jun_diff_335, 5) # ft^2
# Hydraulic diameter of core flow segment 335 [ft]
D_hyd = 4.0 * (pitch**2.0 - np.pi*self.R_c**2.0) / (2.0*np.pi*self.R_c)
# Rounded hydraulic diameter of core flow segment 335
self.Dh_335 = np.round(D_hyd,5) # ft
# A_c of branch 336 (core above baffle) [ft^2]
A_336 = np.round(0.272*(self.A_H2O-self.A_jun_335)+self.A_jun_335, 5)
## Fill the lists
self.cards[114:117] = ['13360101','13360102','13360103']
self.cards[78:80] = ['3350101','3350201']
self.cards[86:88] = ['3350801','3360101']
self.i_vals[114:117] = [3,3,3]
self.i_vals[78:80] = [2,2]
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self.i_vals[86:88] = [3,4]
self.vals[114:117] = [self.R_f,self.R_g,self.R_c]
self.vals[78:80] = [self.A_335,self.A_jun_335]
self.vals[86:88] = [self.Dh_335,A_336]
#-----------------------------------""" Outer Area/R_eff Calculations """
#-----------------------------------## Constants and Ratios
R_in_barrel = 6.1667 # Inner radius of the barrel [ft]
th_baffle = 0.0937 # Thickness of the barrel [ft]
ratio_baffle_2_core = 1.2577045 # Ratio b/t core and effective baffle
## Calculations
self.R_core = np.sqrt(self.A_total/np.pi) # Radius of the entire core [ft]
# Effective inner radius of the baffle
Reff_in_baffle = self.R_core * ratio_baffle_2_core # ft
# Rounded effective inner radius of the baffle
left_bc_1335 = np.round(Reff_in_baffle, 4) # ft
# Effective outer radius of the the baffle
Reff_out_baffle = Reff_in_baffle + th_baffle # ft
# Rounded effective outer radius of the baffle
right_bc_1335 = np.round(Reff_out_baffle, 4) # ft
# A_c taken up by the baffle
A_baffle = np.pi * (Reff_out_baffle**2.0 - Reff_in_baffle**2.0) # ft^2
# Total A_c of core contents (calc'd from inside out)
A_total_plus_baffle = self.A_total + A_baffle # ft^2
# Total A_c of core (calc'd from outside in)
A_total_in_barrel = np.pi * R_in_barrel**2.0 # ft^2
self.A_320_bypass = 0.0
if (A_total_in_barrel - A_total_plus_baffle) > 18.6736:
self.A_320_bypass = 18.6736 # ft^2
else:
self.A_320_bypass = A_total_in_barrel - A_total_plus_baffle # ft^2
Dh_320 = 0.9591 # Hydraulic diameter of core bypass [ft]
## Fill the lists
self.cards[106:108],self.cards[70],self.cards[77] =
['13350000','13350101'],'3200101','3200801'
self.i_vals[106:108],self.i_vals[70],self.i_vals[77] = [6,3],2,3
self.vals[106:108],self.vals[70],self.vals[77] =
[left_bc_1335,right_bc_1335],self.A_320_bypass,Dh_320
#################################################
""" Calcs corresponding to a change in H_fuel """
#################################################
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#--------------------------""" RPV len's and elev's """
#--------------------------## Ratios and Percentages
# Height ratio b/t core flow segment (335) and actual fuel w/in pins
ratio_H335_2_Hfuel = 1.1145844358
# Length fractions per node along core flow segment (335)
L_frac_335 = np.array((0.187389,0.1632396,0.1632396,0.1632396,0.1632396,0.1596523))
# Length fractions per node along fuel in pins
L_frac_pin = np.array((0.1819444,0.1819444,0.1819444,0.1819444,0.1819444,0.090278))
## Calculations
# Height of core flow segment (335)
self.H_335 = self.H_fuel * ratio_H335_2_Hfuel # ft
# Lengths per node along core flow segment (335)
len_335 = np.round(self.H_335 * L_frac_335, 5) # ft
# Lengths of 'len_335' for upward-oriented RELAP5 flow segments
Lu = [len_335[0],len_335[3],len_335[5]] # ft
# Lengths of 'len_335' for downward-oriented RELAP5 flow segments
Ld = [len_335[5],len_335[3],len_335[0]] # ft
# Lengths of 'len_335' for downward-flowing RELAP5 flow segments
nLd = [-len_335[5],-len_335[3],-len_335[0]] # ft
len_pin = np.round(self.H_fuel * L_frac_pin, 5) # Rounded length of pin [ft]
C_pin = 2.0*np.pi * self.R_c # Circumference of fuel pin [ft]
# Total pin surface area on node 5
SA_1336_5R = np.round(self.n_pins * C_pin * len_pin[4], 4) # ft^2
# Total pin surface area on node 6
SA_1336_6R = np.round(self.n_pins * C_pin * len_pin[5], 4) # ft^2
## Fill the lists
self.cards[80:86] = ['3350301','3350302','3350303','3350701','3350702','3350703']
self.i_vals[80:86] = [2,2,2,2,2,2]
self.vals[80:86] = Lu+Lu
self.cards[71:77] = ['3200301','3200302','3200303','3200701','3200702','3200703']
self.i_vals[71:77] = [2,2,2,2,2,2]
self.vals[71:77] = Ld+nLd
self.cards[64:70] = ['3150301','3150302','3150303','3150701','3150702','3150703']
self.i_vals[64:70] = [2,2,2,2,2,2]
self.vals[64:70] = Ld+nLd
self.cards[88:94] = ['13150501','13150502','13150503','13150601','13150602','13150603']
self.i_vals[88:94] = [6,6,6,6,6,6]
self.vals[88:94] = Ld+Ld
self.cards[94:100] = ['13160501','13160502','13160503','13160601','13160602','13160603']
self.i_vals[94:100] = [6,6,6,6,6,6]
self.vals[94:100] = Ld+Ld
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self.cards[100:106] = ['13200501','13200502','13200503','13200601','13200602',
'13200603']
self.i_vals[100:106] = [6,6,6,6,6,6]
self.vals[100:106] = Ld+Ld
self.cards[108:114] = ['13350501','13350502','13350503','13350601','13350602',
'13350603']
self.i_vals[108:114] = [6,6,6,6,6,6]
self.vals[108:114] = Lu+Lu
self.cards[117:119] = ['13360601','13360602']
self.i_vals[117:119] = [6,6]
self.vals[117:119] = [SA_1336_5R,SA_1336_6R]
#-----------------------------""" PERCS p717 len and elev """
#-----------------------------## Calculations
# Deviation from original height of the fuel (for PERCS pipe 717 calc)
self.len_diff_717 = ratio_H335_2_Hfuel * (self.H_fuel - 11.99971) # ft
##################################################
""" Calcs corresponding to changes in pipe D's """
##################################################
## Calculations
A_00 = np.round(np.pi/4.0*self.Dh_00**2.0, 3) # A_c of pipes _00 [ft^2]
A_12 = np.round(np.pi/4.0*self.Dh_12**2.0, 3) # A_c of pipes _12 [ft^2]
A_14 = np.round(np.pi/4.0*self.Dh_14**2.0, 3) # A_c of pipes _14 [ft^2]
## Fill the lists
self.cards[0:6] = ['1000101','1000801','1020101','1020101','1040101','1040801']
self.i_vals[0:6] = [2,3,2,9,2,3]
self.vals[0:6] = [A_00,self.Dh_00,A_00,self.Dh_00,A_00,self.Dh_00]
self.cards[6:10] = ['1120101','1120801','1130101','1130108']
self.i_vals[6:10] = [2,3,2,3]
self.vals[6:10] = [A_12,self.Dh_12,A_12,A_12]
self.cards[10:19] = ['1130109','1140101','1140801','1160101','1160101','1161101',
'1162101','1180101','1180801']
self.i_vals[10:19] = [3,2,3,2,9,4,4,2,3]
self.vals[10:19] = [A_14,A_14,self.Dh_14,A_14,self.Dh_14,A_14,A_14,A_14,self.Dh_14]
self.cards[19:25] = ['4000101','4000801','4120101','4120801','4130101','4130108']
self.i_vals[19:25] = [2,3,2,3,2,3]
self.vals[19:25] = [A_00,self.Dh_00,A_12,self.Dh_12,A_12,A_12]
self.cards[25:34] = ['4130109','4140101','4140801','4160101','4160101','4161101',
'4162101','4180101','4180801']
self.i_vals[25:34] = [3,2,3,2,9,4,4,2,3]
self.vals[25:34] = [A_14,A_14,self.Dh_14,A_14,self.Dh_14,A_14,A_14,A_14,self.Dh_14]
self.cards[34:40] = ['6000101','6000801','6120101','6120801','6130101','6130108']
self.i_vals[34:40] = [2,3,2,3,2,3]
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self.vals[34:40] = [A_00,self.Dh_00,A_12,self.Dh_12,A_12,A_12]
self.cards[40:49] = ['6130109','6140101','6140801','6160101','6160101','6161101',
'6162101','6180101','6180801']
self.i_vals[40:49] = [3,2,3,2,9,4,4,2,3]
self.vals[40:49] = [A_14,A_14,self.Dh_14,A_14,self.Dh_14,A_14,A_14,A_14,self.Dh_14]
self.cards[49:55] = ['2000101','2000801','2120101','2120801','2130101','2130108']
self.i_vals[49:55] = [2,3,2,3,2,3]
self.vals[49:55] = [A_00,self.Dh_00,A_12,self.Dh_12,A_12,A_12]
self.cards[55:64] = ['2130109','2140101','2140801','2160101','2160101','2161101',
'2162101','2180101','2180801']
self.i_vals[55:64] = [3,2,3,2,9,4,4,2,3]
self.vals[55:64] = [A_14,A_14,self.Dh_14,A_14,self.Dh_14,A_14,A_14,A_14,self.Dh_14]
def init_PERCS_calcs(self):
# Calc the number of tubes in PERCS
Ac_tank = np.pi * self.R_tank**2.0 # A_c of entire tank ft^2
Ac_hex = np.sqrt(3)/2 * self.pitch**2.0 # A_c of hexagon around tube [ft^2]
self.n_tubes = np.round(Ac_tank / Ac_hex) # Number of PERCS tubes
self.hx.n = self.n_tubes
# Calc the heat transfer Surface Area in PERCS
OD_tube = self.D_h + 2.0*self.th # Outer D of tube [ft]
SA_tube = np.pi*OD_tube*self.Len # Surface area of tube [ft^2]
SA_tot = SA_tube * self.n_tubes # Total surface area of tubes ft^2]
self.hx.A = SA_tot / 10.7639 # m^2
# Perform calcs for HX and Tank
self.hx.calc_HX()
self.tank.calc_Tank()
# Calc the total cross-sectional Area of all tubes
Ac_tube = np.pi*(self.D_h/2.0)**2 # ft^2
Ac_tubes = np.round(Ac_tube*self.n_tubes,5) # ft^2
# Calc the length of a single node along the tubes
len_node = np.round((self.Len / 10.0),5) # ft
# Calc the thickness of a single MgCO3 section (there being 10 across)
R_hex = np.sqrt(Ac_hex/np.pi) # ft
OR_tube = OD_tube / 2.0 # ft
th_MgCO3 = '%.5g'%((R_hex - OR_tube)/10.0) # ft
# Calc the heat transfer length between all tubes and MgCO3 per node
HT_len_per_node = np.round((len_node*self.n_tubes),5) # ft
# Calc the len and elev of Pipe 717
self.elev_717 = np.round(-(15.62469 + self.elev - self.Len + self.len_diff_717),5)
# Now replace elev_717 values and solve Pipe 717 and Support
self.p717.len = -self.elev_717 # ft
self.p717.calc_Pipe()
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self.support.elev = np.round(-self.elev_717,5) # ft
self.support.calc_Support()
""" Calc the masses of MgCO3 in each of the 10 sections per axial node """
# Define rho_MgCO3, then Calc Ac_tank, Vol_MgCO3, m_MgCO3
rho_MgCO3 = 5.29903 # kg/ft^3
Ac_tank = np.pi*self.R_tank**2 # ft^2
Vol_MgCO3 = (Ac_tank - Ac_tubes)*self.Len # ft^3
self.m_MgCO3 = rho_MgCO3 * Vol_MgCO3 # kg
# Since we calculated the total chemical mass, calc the Chemical costs
self.chemical.mass = self.m_MgCO3
self.chemical.calc_Chemical()
# Create array of radii of the all radial nodes
radii = np.empty(11)
for f in range(11):
radii[f] = 0.5*self.D_h + self.th + f*float(th_MgCO3) # ft
# Create array of annular area for all radial nodes
areas = np.empty(10)
for h in range(10):
areas[h] = np.pi*radii[h+1]**2.0 - np.pi*radii[h]**2.0 # ft^2
tot_area = sum(areas) # ft^2
# Create array of area ratios for all radial nodes
self.ratio = np.empty(10)
for k in range(10):
self.ratio[k] = areas[k]/tot_area
# Create array of MgCO3 masses per axial node for all radial nodes
self.masses = np.empty(10)
for n in range(10):
self.masses[n] = np.round(self.ratio[n]*self.m_MgCO3/10,5) # kg
""" The Filling of the card, i_change, and change Lists """
# Start filling the card, i_change, and change lists
self.list_card[0:4] = ['7160101','7160101','7170101','7170101']
self.list_i_change[0:4] = [3,7,3,7]
self.list_change[0:4] = [self.elev,self.elev,self.p717.len,self.elev_717]
# Fill lists w/ changes to PERCS tube Ac, node length, & D_h
self.list_card[4:7] = ['7020101','7020301','7020801']
self.list_i_change[4:7] = [2,2,3]
self.list_change[4:7] = [Ac_tubes,len_node,self.D_h]
# Fill lists w/ the remaining tube node lengths
card_ = 7070301
for k in range(9):
self.list_card[7+k] = repr(card_)
self.list_i_change[7+k] = 2
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self.list_change[7+k] = len_node
card_ = card_ + 10000
# Fill lists w/ changes to tube & MgCO3 thicknesses
self.list_card[16:18] = ['14000101','14000102']
self.list_i_change[16:18] = [2,2]
self.list_change[16:18] = [self.th,th_MgCO3]
# Fill lists w/ changes to "heat transfer length b/t all tubes and MgCO3 per node"
self.list_card[18:20] = ['14000501','14000601']
self.list_i_change[18:20] = [6,6]
self.list_change[18:20] = [HT_len_per_node,HT_len_per_node]
# Fill lists w/ changes to 9 other MgCO3 thicknesses
card_ = 14001101
for k in range(9):
self.list_card[20+k] = repr(card_)
self.list_i_change[20+k] = 2
self.list_change[20+k] = th_MgCO3
card_ = card_ + 1000
# Fill lists w/ changes to MgCO3 masses for all 10 sections
self.list_card[29] = '20507070'
self.list_i_change[29] = 4
self.list_change[29] = self.masses[0]
card_ = 20514020
for k in range(1,10):
self.list_card[29+k] = repr(card_)
self.list_i_change[29+k] = 4
self.list_change[29+k] = self.masses[k]
card_ = card_ + 10
def final_ZION_calcs(self):
###################################
""" Grab all the .csv file data """
###################################
#-------------------------""" tempf.csv file data """
#-------------------------# Read steam generator T-data from .csv file into 'tempf_data' array
csv_name = self.csvFileLocation + "\\tempf_data.csv"
tempf_data = np.zeros(2)
with open(csv_name) as csvfile:
numreader = csv.reader(csvfile)
i=0
for row in numreader:
tempf_data[i] = float(row[0]) # K
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i=i+1
# Assign tempf_data to the correct variables
self.T_106 = tempf_data[0] - 273.15 # degC
self.T_110 = tempf_data[1] - 273.15 # degC
#---------------------""" p.csv file data """
#---------------------# Read P-data from .csv file into 'P_106', 'P_110', and 'P_335[]'
csv_name2 = self.csvFileLocation + "\\p_data.csv"
p_data = np.zeros(9)
with open(csv_name2) as csvfile2:
numreader2 = csv.reader(csvfile2)
i=0
for row in numreader2:
p_data[i] = float(row[0]) # Pa
i=i+1
# Assign p_data to the correct variables
self.P_106 = p_data[0] / 10**5.0 # bar
self.P_110 = p_data[1] / 10**5.0 # bar
for i in range(6):
self.P_335[i] = p_data[i+2] / 10**6.0 # MPa
self.P_p_out = p_data[8] / 10**5.0 # bar
#--------------------------""" mflowj.csv file data """
#--------------------------# Read m_dot-data from .csv file into 1 combined array
csv_name3 = self.csvFileLocation + "\\mflowj_data.csv"
mflowj_data = np.zeros(29)
with open(csv_name3) as csvfile3:
numreader3 = csv.reader(csvfile3)
i=0
for row in numreader3:
mflowj_data[i] = float(row[0]) # kg/s
i=i+1
# Assign averaged mflowj_data to the correct variables
m_dot_100_data = mflowj_data[0:7] # kg/s
self.m_dot_100 = np.average(m_dot_100_data) # kg/s
m_dot_400_data = mflowj_data[7:14] # kg/s
self.m_dot_400 = np.average(m_dot_400_data) # kg/s
m_dot_600_data = mflowj_data[14:21] # kg/s
self.m_dot_600 = np.average(m_dot_600_data) # kg/s
m_dot_200_data = mflowj_data[21:28] # kg/s
self.m_dot_200 = np.average(m_dot_200_data) # kg/s
self.m_dot_335 = mflowj_data[28] # kg/s
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#-------------------------""" hvmix.csv file data """
#-------------------------# Read enthalpy data from .csv file into 1 combined array
csv_name4 = self.csvFileLocation + "\\hvmix_data.csv"
hvmix_data = np.zeros(11)
with open(csv_name4) as csvfile4:
numreader4 = csv.reader(csvfile4)
i=0
for row in numreader4:
hvmix_data[i] = float(row[0]) # J/kg
i=i+1
# Assign hvmix_data to the correct variables
self.H_106 = hvmix_data[0] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_110 = hvmix_data[1] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_335_1 = hvmix_data[2] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_112_5 = hvmix_data[3] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_114 = hvmix_data[4] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_412_5 = hvmix_data[5] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_414 = hvmix_data[6] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_612_5 = hvmix_data[7] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_614 = hvmix_data[8] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_212_5 = hvmix_data[9] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
self.H_214 = hvmix_data[10] / 10**3.0 # kJ/kg
#--------------------------""" httemp.csv file data """
#--------------------------# Read fuel/cladding T-data from .csv file into 2 arrays
csv_name5 = self.csvFileLocation + "\\httemp_data.csv"
httemp_data = np.zeros(12)
with open(csv_name5) as csvfile5:
numreader5 = csv.reader(csvfile5)
i=0
for row in numreader5:
httemp_data[i] = float(row[0]) # K
i=i+1
# Assign httemp_data to the correct variables
for j in range(6):
self.T_1336_1[j] = httemp_data[j] - 273.15 # degC
for j in range(6):
self.T_1336_17[j] = httemp_data[j+6] - 273.15 # degC
#-------------------------""" quale.csv file data """
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# Read core quality data from .csv file into array
csv_name6 = self.csvFileLocation + "\\quale_data.csv"
quale_data = np.zeros(6)
with open(csv_name6) as csvfile6:
numreader6 = csv.reader(csvfile6)
i=0
for row in numreader6:
quale_data[i] = float(row[0])
i=i+1
# Assign quale_data to the correct variables
for j in range(6):
self.x_e_335[j] = quale_data[j]
#############################
""" Thermal Design Limits """
#############################
#-----------------------------------""" Enforce max fuel centerline T """
#-----------------------------------for T in self.T_1336_1:
if T > self.T_fuel_cent_max:
self.T_f_over_max = True
self.penalized = True
#--------------------------------""" Enforce max clad surface T """
#--------------------------------for T in self.T_1336_17:
if T > self.T_clad_surf_max:
self.T_c_over_max = True
self.penalized = True
#------------------------------""" Enforce MDNBR constraint """
#------------------------------# Calcs to find local critical heat flux per node
A335 = self.A_335 / 10.76391 # m^2
G = self.m_dot_335 / A335 # m^2 * s/kg
Hf = np.zeros(6)
for i in range(6):
Pbar = self.P_335[i] * 10.0 # bar
hf = h_Px(Pbar,0.0) # kJ/kg
Hf[i] = hf # kJ/kg
Hin = self.H_335_1 # kJ/kg
D = self.Dh_335 * 3.28084 # m
first = ((2.022-0.06238*self.P_335)+
(0.1722-0.01427*self.P_335)*np.exp((18.177-0.5987*self.P_335)*self.x_e_335))
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second = ((0.1484-1.596*self.x_e_335+0.1729*self.x_e_335*abs(self.x_e_335))*
2.326*G+3271)*(1.157-0.869*self.x_e_335)
third = (0.2664+0.8357*np.exp(-124.1*D))*(0.8258+0.0003413*(Hf-Hin))
qdp_cr = first * second * third # local critical heat flux per node [kW/m^2]
# Calcs to find DNBR per node
k_f = 0.00484 # kW/(m*K)
k_g = 0.00153 # kW/(m*K)
k_c = 0.01246 # kW/(m*K)
Res_f = 1 / (4*np.pi*k_f) # (m*K)/kW
Res_g = np.log(self.R_g/self.R_f) / (2.0*np.pi*k_g) # (m*K)/kW
Res_c = np.log(self.R_c/self.R_g) / (2.0*np.pi*k_c) # (m*K)/kW
qp = (self.T_1336_1 - self.T_1336_17) / (Res_f + Res_g + Res_c) # kW/m
qdp = qp / (2.0*np.pi*self.R_c/3.28084) # kW/m^2
DNBR = qdp_cr / qdp # DNBR per node
# Minimum Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (MDNBR)
self.MDNBR = min(DNBR)
# Check for need of penalty for MDNBR < 1.0
if self.MDNBR < 1.0:
self.MDNBR_below_1 = True
self.penalized = True
##########################
""" Find Q_PHX for PCS """
##########################
# Assign the PHX's hot side stats here
self.phx.Tin_hot = self.T_106 # degC
self.phx.Tout_hot = self.T_110 # degC
self.phx.P_hot = self.P_106 # bar
# Make phx.Tout_cold = T_106 - 10 degC
self.To_PHX = self.phx.Tin_hot - 10.0 # degC
self.phx.Tout = self.To_PHX
# If the new Tout will cause x_out to be 0, then lower P_c to P_sat
if x_pT(self.phx.Pout,self.phx.Tout) == 0:
self.phx.Pout = Psat_T(self.phx.Tout) - 1.0e-5 # bar
self.phx.Pin = self.phx.Pout # bar
# Then calculate Q_PHX
DH = self.H_106 - self.H_110 # kJ/kg
Q_PHX = self.m_dot_100 * DH # kW
self.phx.Q_th = Q_PHX # kW
################################
""" Objective Function Calcs """
################################
#------------------------""" Calc total W_pumps """
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W_p1 = self.m_dot_100 * (self.H_114 - self.H_112_5) / 10**3.0 # MW
W_p2 = self.m_dot_400 * (self.H_414 - self.H_412_5) / 10**3.0 # MW
W_p3 = self.m_dot_600 * (self.H_614 - self.H_612_5) / 10**3.0 # MW
W_p4 = self.m_dot_200 * (self.H_214 - self.H_212_5) / 10**3.0 # MW
W_pumps = W_p1 + W_p2 + W_p3 + W_p4 # MW
if self.penalized == False:
self.W_rcp = W_pumps # MW
else:
self.W_rcp = W_pumps * 10.0 # MW
#---------------------""" Calc Pump Costs """
#---------------------p1 = Pump_rcp(W_p1,self.P_p_out)
p1.calc_Pump()
p2 = Pump_rcp(W_p2,self.P_p_out)
p2.calc_Pump()
p3 = Pump_rcp(W_p3,self.P_p_out)
p3.calc_Pump()
p4 = Pump_rcp(W_p4,self.P_p_out)
p4.calc_Pump()
# Calc equipment cost of RCPs
self.cost_RCPs = p1.cost + p2.cost + p3.cost + p4.cost # $
# Calc operating cost of RCPs
elec_rate = self.W_rcp * 1000 * 24 / p1.eff # kWh/day
tot_elec = elec_rate * 365.25 * 40.0 # kWh/(40 yr)
cost_of_elec = 0.12 # $0.12/kWh
self.op_cost_RCPs = tot_elec * cost_of_elec # $/(40 yr)
#----------------------------------------""" Calc k_eff -> rho_0 -> nBc -> Cost """
#----------------------------------------N_A = 6.022*10**23.0 # molecule/mol
# Define the needed molecular weights
MW_Nb93 = 93.0 # g/mol
MW_Sn_avg = 118.8077 # g/mol
MW_Fe_avg = 55.9098 # g/mol
MW_O2 = 32.0 # g/mol
MW_Zr_avg = 91.3184 # g/mol
MW_H2O = 18.02 # g/mol
MW_235_UO2 = 267.0 # g/mol
MW_238_UO2 = 270.0 # g/mol
MW_He = 4.0 # g/mol
# Define the wt%'s of Zircaloy
Z_wt_Nb = 0.01
Z_wt_Sn = 0.0095
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Z_wt_Fe = 0.0011
Z_wt_O2 = 0.00125
Z_wt_Zr = 0.97815
# Define the sigma's for each isotope/element
s_a_Zr_avg = 0.1886*10**-24.0 # cm^2
s_a_Nb93 = 1.14236*10**-24.0 # cm^2
s_a_Sn_avg = 0.6073085*10**-24.0 # cm^2
s_a_Fe_avg = 2.5783*10**-24.0 # cm^2
s_a_He_avg = 1.1*10**-34.0 # cm^2
s_a_H1 = 0.332587*10**-24.0 # cm^2
s_a_O16 = 0.0 # cm^2
s_a_U238 = 2.6837*10**-24.0 # cm^2
s_a_U235 = 686.0753*10**-24.0 # cm^2
s_f_U235 = 586.691*10**-24.0 # cm^2
# Define the needed densities
rho_H2O = 1.0 # g/cm^3
rho_Zircaloy = 6.55 # g/cm^3
rho_He = 7.86*10**-3.0 # g/cm^3
rho_UO2 = 10.97 # g/cm^3
# Calc the number densities for each molecule
N_H2O = rho_H2O*N_A/MW_H2O*(self.A_H2O/self.A_total) # molecule/cm^3
N_Zr = Z_wt_Zr*rho_Zircaloy*N_A/MW_Zr_avg*(self.A_clad/self.A_total) # molecule/cm^3
N_Nb = Z_wt_Nb*rho_Zircaloy*N_A/MW_Nb93*(self.A_clad/self.A_total) # molecule/cm^3
N_Sn = Z_wt_Sn*rho_Zircaloy*N_A/MW_Sn_avg*(self.A_clad/self.A_total) # molecule/cm^3
N_Fe = Z_wt_Fe*rho_Zircaloy*N_A/MW_Fe_avg*(self.A_clad/self.A_total) # molecule/cm^3
N_O2 = Z_wt_O2*rho_Zircaloy*N_A/MW_O2*(self.A_clad/self.A_total) # molecule/cm^3
N_He = rho_He*N_A/MW_He*(self.A_gap/self.A_total) # molecule/cm^3
N_235_UO2 = 0.0495*rho_UO2*N_A/MW_235_UO2*(self.A_fuel/self.A_total) # mol./cm^3
N_238_UO2 = 0.9505*rho_UO2*N_A/MW_238_UO2*(self.A_fuel/self.A_total) # mol./cm^3
# Calc the Sigma's for each isotope/element and NF vs. F
S_a_H1 = s_a_H1 * (2.0*N_H2O) # 1/cm
S_a_O16 = s_a_O16 * (N_H2O + 2.0*N_O2 + 2.0*N_235_UO2 + 2.0*N_238_UO2) # 1/cm
S_a_Zr = s_a_Zr_avg * (N_Zr) # 1/cm
S_a_Nb93 = s_a_Nb93 * (N_Nb) # 1/cm
S_a_Sn = s_a_Sn_avg * (N_Sn) # 1/cm
S_a_Fe = s_a_Fe_avg * (N_Fe) # 1/cm
S_a_He = s_a_He_avg * (N_He) # 1/cm
S_a_U238 = s_a_U238 * (N_238_UO2) # 1/cm
S_a_U235 = s_a_U235 * (N_235_UO2) # 1/cm
S_a_NF = S_a_H1 + S_a_O16 + S_a_Zr + S_a_Nb93 + S_a_Sn + S_a_Fe + S_a_He + S_a_U238
S_a_F = S_a_U235
# Calc parts of the 6-factor formula
ep = 1.02 * 0.8
eta_U235 = (2.42 * s_f_U235) / (s_a_U235 + s_a_U238*(0.9505/0.0495))
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f = S_a_F / (S_a_F + S_a_NF)
tau_H2O = 27.0 # cm^2
L_sq_H2O = 8.1 # cm^2
R_core = np.sqrt(self.A_total/np.pi)*30.48 # cm
H_core = self.H_335*30.48 # cm
B_sq = (2.405/R_core)**2.0 + (np.pi/H_core)**2.0 # cm^-2
P_f_NL = np.exp(-B_sq*tau_H2O)
P_th_NL = 1 / (1 + L_sq_H2O*B_sq)
# Calculate k_eff (6-factor formula)
self.k_eff = ep * eta_U235 * f * P_f_NL * P_th_NL
# Calculate rho_0
self.rho_0 = (self.k_eff - 1)/self.k_eff
# Calculate Cycle-Burnup (Bc) and Discharge-Burnup (nBc)
n = 3 # batches
A1 = 8.333*10**-5.0 # 1/EFPD
self.Bc = (n * self.rho_0) / (A1 * (n*(n+1))/2.0) # EFPD
self.nBc = n * self.Bc / 365.2422 # yr (This is how long an entire core-full of fuel would last)
# Calculate the total cost of fuel
price_UO2 = 1787 # $/kg
t_life = 40 # yr
num_nBc = t_life / self.nBc
m_fuel = self.n_pins * (np.pi*(self.R_f*30.48)**2.0) * H_core * rho_UO2/1000. # kg
self.cost_total_fuel = m_fuel * price_UO2 * num_nBc # $
#----------------------""" Add up all costs """
#----------------------total_costs = self.cost_RCPs + self.op_cost_RCPs + self.cost_total_fuel # $
if self.penalized == False:
self.cost_1 = total_costs / (10**9.0) # $1x10^9
else:
self.cost_1 = total_costs / (10**9.0) * 10.0 # $1x10^9
def final_PERCS_calcs(self):
###################################
""" Grab all the .csv file data """
###################################
#--------------------------""" T_data.csv file data """
#--------------------------# Open the .csv file with core outlet T-data
csv_name7 = self.csvFileLocation2 + "\\T_data.csv"
first = True
T_0 = 0.0
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with open(csv_name7) as csvfile7:
numreader7 = csv.reader(csvfile7)
for row in numreader7:
# Grab and assign the first T-value
if first == True:
T_0 = 600 # K
first = False
# Check to see if T ever goes above 620 K
if float(row[1]) > 620.0:
self.T_over_620 = True
# Check to see if T ever goes above 635 K
if float(row[1]) > 635.0:
self.T_over_635 = True
# Fill arrays with data
self.t = np.append(self.t,float(row[0])) # sec
self.T_335_6 = np.append(self.T_335_6,float(row[1])) # K
self.dT_335_6 = np.append(self.dT_335_6,float(row[1])-T_0) # delta_K
##########################################
""" Check for need of a penalty factor """
##########################################
# Create a value for the penalty factor
deficit = t_final - self.t[-1]
if abs(deficit) < 1.0:
self.PERCS_penalty = 1.0
else:
self.PERCS_failed = True
self.PERCS_penalty = np.exp(3.0*deficit/t_final)
# Check for a failure during the steady-state RELAP run (these need to penalized heavily)
t_step = np.round(self.t[1]-self.t[0])
if t_step == 40.0:
self.ss_fail = True
self.PERCS_penalty = ss_fail_penalty * self.PERCS_penalty
################################
""" Objective Function Calcs """
################################
#---------------------------""" Calc total PERCS cost """
#---------------------------# Add up all the equipment costs
pipe_costs = (self.p716.cost + self.p717.cost) * cost_multiplier_for_nucl_safety_grade
PERCS_costs = (self.hx.cost + self.tank.cost) * cost_multiplier_for_nucl_safety_grade
other_costs = self.support.cost + self.chemical.cost
tot_cost = pipe_costs + PERCS_costs + other_costs
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# Figure out the cost penalty
if self.PERCS_failed == False:
self.cost_penalty = 1.0
else:
self.cost_penalty = 75.0
# Assign the total cost to the Option
self.cost_2 = (tot_cost * self.cost_penalty)*10**-8.0 # $1x10^8
#-----------------""" Calc dT_int """
#-----------------# Find area under the curve using Trapezoid Method
sum_ = 0.0
for j in range(len(self.T_335_6)-1):
# Only add to the total if both points are (+)
# The obj. function will take only the (+) area under the dT curve
if self.dT_335_6[j]>0 and self.dT_335_6[j+1]>0:
area = 0.5*(self.dT_335_6[j]+self.dT_335_6[j+1]) * (self.t[j+1]-self.t[j])
sum_ = sum_ + area
integral_dT = sum_ # K*s
# Assign the total integral of dT to the Option
self.dT_int = integral_dT * self.PERCS_penalty
# If T_335_6 never got up to 600 K before failing early, then dT_int = 0,
# which escapes a penalty.
# Fix it by forcing dT_int to be large
if self.dT_int < 10000.0:
self.dT_int = 500000.0
def Alpha_calcs(self):
#-------------------------""" alpha.csv file data """
#-------------------------# Read the .csv file with alpha data into a matrix
csv_name8 = self.csvFileLocation2 + "\\Alpha_data.csv"
a_row = 0
a_col = 0
with open(csv_name8) as csvfile8:
time.sleep(5)
numreader8 = csv.reader(csvfile8)
for row in numreader8:
self.a[a_row,a_col] = float(row[0])
a_row = a_row + 1
if a_row % 10 == 0:
a_row = 0
a_col = a_col + 1
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#------------------------""" Calc overall Alpha """
#------------------------sum_2 = 0.0
# Rotate through col's of a-data
for m in range(10):
sum_2 = sum_2 + self.ratio[m]*np.average(self.a[:,m])
Alpha = sum_2
# Assign the overall average Alpha to the Option
penalty_adjustment = 1.0
if self.PERCS_failed == True and self.ss_fail == True: penalty_adjustment = 100
self.alpha = Alpha * (self.PERCS_penalty/penalty_adjustment)
def PCS_SS_calcs(self):
# Redudantly check to make sure Alpha_calcs() worked
if self.alpha == 0.0:
self.Alpha_calcs()
##########################
""" Converge the Cycle """
##########################
# Establish the test mdot
mdot_test = 600. # kg/s
# Assign test mdot and solve for Tin
self.phx.mdot = mdot_test
self.solve_PCS()
Tin = self.s[36].T
# Calculate the real mdot
Hin = h_pT(self.phx.Pin,Tin)
Hout = h_pT(self.phx.Pout,self.phx.Tout)
mdot_real = self.phx.Q_th / (Hout - Hin)
# Assign real mdot and solve Option
self.phx.mdot = mdot_real
self.solve_PCS()
#################################################
""" Assign Superstructure Configuration Color """
#################################################
z = self.y
# If y = [0,1,0,0,0,0]
if z[0]==0 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==0 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'red'
# If y = [0,0,0,0,0,0]
if z[0]==0 and z[1]==0 and z[2]==0 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'firebrick'
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# If y = [1,1,1,0,1,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==1 and z[5]==0:
c = 'darkgreen'
# If y = [1,1,1,0,0,1]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==1:
c = 'purple'
# If y = [1,0,1,0,0,1]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==0 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==1:
c = 'deeppink'
# If y = [1,1,1,1,0,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==1 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'blue'
# If y = [1,0,1,1,0,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==0 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==1 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'cyan'
# If y = [1,0,0,0,0,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==0 and z[2]==0 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'orange'
# If y = [1,1,0,0,0,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==0 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'yellow'
# Assign color for specific y-value scheme
self.color = c
################################
""" Perform obj. func. calcs """
################################
#------------------""" Calc PCS eff """
#------------------W_t1 = self.t1a.W+self.t1b.W+self.t1c.W # MW
W_turb = W_t1 + self.t2a.W+self.t2b.W+self.t3.W+self.t4.W+self.t5.W # MW
W_pump = self.p1.W+self.p2.W+self.p3.W+self.p4.W+self.p5.W # MW
self.eff = (W_turb - W_pump) / (self.phx.Q_th/1000) # frac
self.inv_eff = 1.0 - self.eff # frac
#-------------------""" Calc PCS cost """
#-------------------cost_phx = self.phx.cost
cost_ms = self.ms1.cost + self.ms2.cost
cost_rh = self.rh1.cost + self.rh2.cost
cost_turb = self.t1.cost+self.t2.cost+self.t3.cost+self.t4.cost+self.t5.cost
cost_cond = self.cond.cost
cost_pump = self.p1.cost+self.p2.cost+self.p3.cost+self.p4.cost+self.p5.cost
cost_fwh = self.fwh1.cost+self.fwh2.cost+self.fwh3.cost+self.fwh4.cost
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total_cost = cost_phx+cost_ms+cost_rh+cost_turb+cost_cond+cost_pump+cost_fwh
self.cost_3 = (total_cost * 10.0**-9.0) * cost_multiplier_for_nucl_safety_grade # $1x10^9
# Calculate all streams and equipment from PHX-out to PHX-in
def solve_PCS(self):
""" PHX """
self.phx.calc_PHX()
""" Stream 1 """
self.s[1].P = self.phx.Pout
self.s[1].T = self.phx.Tout
self.s[1].mdot = self.phx.mdot
self.s[1].x = self.phx.xout
""" Turbine HPT_a """
self.t1a.Pin = self.s[1].P
self.t1a.Tin = self.s[1].T
self.t1a.mdot = self.s[1].mdot
self.t1a.x_in = self.s[1].x
self.t1a.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 2 """
if self.y_rh1 == 1:
self.s[2].y = 1
self.s[2].P = self.t1a.Pout
self.s[2].T = self.t1a.Tout
self.s[2].mdot = self.mf_t1a * self.t1a.mdot
self.s[2].x = self.t1a.x_out
else:
self.s[2].y = 0
""" Turbine HPT_b """
self.t1b.Pin = self.t1a.Pout
self.t1b.Tin = self.t1a.Tout
self.t1b.x_in = self.t1a.x_out
if self.s[2].y == 1:
self.t1b.mdot = (1-self.mf_t1a) * self.t1a.mdot
else:
self.t1b.mdot = self.t1a.mdot
self.t1b.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 5 """
if self.y_s5 == 1:
self.s[5].y = 1
self.s[5].P = self.t1b.Pout
self.s[5].T = self.t1b.Tout
self.s[5].mdot = self.mf_t1b * self.t1b.mdot
self.s[5].x = self.t1b.x_out
else:
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self.s[5].y = 0
""" Turbine HPT_c """
self.t1c.Pin = self.t1b.Pout
self.t1c.Tin = self.t1b.Tout
self.t1c.x_in = self.t1b.x_out
if self.s[5].y == 1:
self.t1c.mdot = (1-self.mf_t1b) * self.t1b.mdot
else:
self.t1c.mdot = self.t1b.mdot
self.t1c.calc_Turb()
""" Turbine HPT """
self.t1.Pin = self.t1a.Pin
self.t1.Tin = self.t1a.Tin
self.t1.mdot = self.t1a.mdot
self.t1.x_in = self.t1a.x_in
self.t1.Pout = self.t1c.Pout
self.t1.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 6 """
self.s[6].P = self.t1c.Pout
self.s[6].T = self.t1c.Tout
self.s[6].mdot = self.t1c.mdot
self.s[6].x = self.t1c.x_out
""" MS 1 """
self.ms1.P = self.s[6].P
self.ms1.T = self.s[6].T
self.ms1.mdot = self.s[6].mdot
self.ms1.x_in = self.s[6].x
self.ms1.calc_MS()
""" Stream 7 """
if self.y_s4==0 and self.y_s5==0:
self.s[7].y = 1
self.s[7].P = self.ms1.P
self.s[7].T = self.ms1.T
self.s[7].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_L
self.s[7].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[7].y = 0
""" Stream 8 """
if self.y_s4==1 or self.y_s5==1:
self.s[8].y = 1
self.s[8].P = self.ms1.P
self.s[8].T = self.ms1.T
self.s[8].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_L
self.s[8].x = 0.0
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else:
self.s[8].y = 0
""" Stream 9 """
if self.y_ipt==1 and self.y_rh1==0:
self.s[9].y = 1
self.s[9].P = self.ms1.P
# Add to T for the sake of h_pT(), since this stream skips RH 1
self.s[9].T = self.ms1.T + (1e-10)
self.s[9].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_V
self.s[9].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[9].y = 0
""" Stream 10 """
if self.y_ipt==0 and self.y_rh1==0:
self.s[10].y = 1
self.s[10].P = self.ms1.P
# Add to T for the sake of h_pT(), since this stream skips RH 1
self.s[10].T = self.ms1.T + (1e-10)
self.s[10].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_V
self.s[10].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[10].y = 0
""" Stream 11 """
if self.y_rh1==1:
self.s[11].y = 1
self.s[11].P = self.ms1.P
self.s[11].T = self.ms1.T
self.s[11].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_V
self.s[11].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[11].y = 0
""" RH 1 """
if self.y_rh1 == 1:
self.rh1.y = 1
self.rh1.Pin1 = self.s[2].P
self.rh1.Tin1 = self.s[2].T
self.rh1.mdot1 = self.s[2].mdot
self.rh1.x_in1 = self.s[2].x
self.rh1.Satd_in1 = False
self.rh1.Pin2 = self.s[11].P
self.rh1.Tin2 = self.s[11].T
self.rh1.mdot2 = self.s[11].mdot
self.rh1.Satd_in2 = True
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else:
self.rh1.y = 0
self.rh1.calc_RH()
# If there was a pinch in RH 1
if self.rh1.pinch == True:
# then mark the PCS's pinch_point as True
self.pinch_point = True
""" Stream 3 """
if self.y_rh1==1 and self.y_s4==0:
self.s[3].y = 1
self.s[3].P = self.rh1.Pout1
self.s[3].T = self.rh1.Tout1
self.s[3].mdot = self.rh1.mdot1
self.s[3].x = self.rh1.x_out1
else:
self.s[3].y = 0
""" Stream 4 """
if self.y_rh1==1 and self.y_s4==1:
self.s[4].y = 1
self.s[4].P = self.rh1.Pout1
self.s[4].T = self.rh1.Tout1
self.s[4].mdot = self.rh1.mdot1
self.s[4].x = self.rh1.x_out1
else:
self.s[4].y = 0
""" Stream 12 """
if self.y_rh1==1 and self.y_ipt==1:
self.s[12].y = 1
self.s[12].P = self.rh1.Pout2
self.s[12].T = self.rh1.Tout2
self.s[12].mdot = self.rh1.mdot2
self.s[12].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[12].y = 0
""" Stream 13 """
if self.y_rh1==1 and self.y_ipt==0:
self.s[13].y = 1
self.s[13].P = self.rh1.Pout2
self.s[13].T = self.rh1.Tout2
self.s[13].mdot = self.rh1.mdot2
self.s[13].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[13].y = 0
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""" Turbine IPT_a """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.t2a.y = 1
id_in = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[9].y == 1:
id_in = 9
elif self.s[12].y == 1:
id_in = 12
self.t2a.Pin = self.s[id_in].P
self.t2a.Tin = self.s[id_in].T
self.t2a.mdot = self.s[id_in].mdot
self.t2a.x_in = self.s[id_in].x
else:
self.t2a.y = 0
self.t2a.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 14 """
if self.y_s14==1:
self.s[14].y = 1
self.s[14].P = self.t2a.Pout
self.s[14].T = self.t2a.Tout
self.s[14].mdot = self.mf_t2a * self.t2a.mdot
self.s[14].x = self.t2a.x_out
else:
self.s[14].y = 0
""" Turbine IPT_b """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.t2b.y = 1
self.t2b.Pin = self.t2a.Pout
self.t2b.Tin = self.t2a.Tout
self.t2b.x_in = self.t2a.x_out
if self.y_s14 == 1:
self.t2b.mdot = (1-self.mf_t2a) * self.t2a.mdot
else:
self.t2b.mdot = self.t2a.mdot
else:
self.t2b.y = 0
self.t2b.calc_Turb()
""" Turbine IPT """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.t2.y = 1
self.t2.Pin = self.t2a.Pin
self.t2.Tin = self.t2a.Tin
self.t2.mdot = self.t2a.mdot
self.t2.x_in = self.t2a.x_in
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self.t2.Pout = self.t2b.Pout
else:
self.t2.y = 0
self.t2.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 17 """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.s[17].y = 1
self.s[17].P = self.t2b.Pout
self.s[17].T = self.t2b.Tout
self.s[17].mdot = self.t2b.mdot
self.s[17].x = self.t2b.x_out
else:
self.s[17].y = 0
""" MS 2 """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.ms2.y = 1
self.ms2.P = self.s[17].P
self.ms2.T = self.s[17].T
self.ms2.mdot = self.s[17].mdot
self.ms2.x_in = self.s[17].x
else:
self.ms2.y = 0
self.ms2.calc_MS()
""" Stream 18 """
if self.ms2.y==1:
self.s[18].y = 1
self.s[18].P = self.ms2.P
self.s[18].T = self.ms2.T
self.s[18].mdot = self.ms2.mdot_L
self.s[18].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[18].y = 0
""" Stream 19 """
if self.y_ipt==1 and self.y_rh2==0:
self.s[19].y = 1
self.s[19].P = self.ms2.P
# Add to T for the sake of h_pT(), since this stream skips RH 2
self.s[19].T = self.ms2.T + (1e-10)
self.s[19].mdot = self.ms2.mdot_V
self.s[19].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[19].y = 0
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""" Stream 20 """
if self.y_ipt==1 and self.y_rh2==1:
self.s[20].y = 1
self.s[20].P = self.ms2.P
self.s[20].T = self.ms2.T
self.s[20].mdot = self.ms2.mdot_V
self.s[20].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[20].y = 0
""" RH 2 """
if self.y_rh2 == 1:
self.rh2.y = 1
id1 = 0 # Fake ID
if self.y_s4 == 1:
id1 = 4
elif self.y_s5 == 1:
id1 = 5
elif self.y_s14 == 1:
id1 = 14
self.rh2.Pin1 = self.s[id1].P
self.rh2.Tin1 = self.s[id1].T
self.rh2.mdot1 = self.s[id1].mdot
self.rh2.x_in1 = self.s[id1].x
self.rh2.Satd_in1 = False
self.rh2.Pin2 = self.s[20].P
self.rh2.Tin2 = self.s[20].T
self.rh2.mdot2 = self.s[20].mdot
self.rh2.Satd_in2 = True
else:
self.rh2.y = 0
self.rh2.calc_RH()
# If there was a pinch in RH 2
if self.rh2.pinch == True:
# then mark the PCS's pinch_point as True
self.pinch_point = True
""" Stream 15 """
if self.y_rh2==1 and self.y_s14==1:
self.s[15].y = 1
self.s[15].P = self.rh2.Pout1
self.s[15].T = self.rh2.Tout1
self.s[15].mdot = self.rh2.mdot1
self.s[15].x = self.rh2.x_out1
else:
self.s[15].y = 0
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""" Stream 16 """
if self.y_rh2==1 and self.y_s14==0:
self.s[16].y =1
self.s[16].P = self.rh2.Pout1
self.s[16].T = self.rh2.Tout1
self.s[16].mdot = self.rh2.mdot1
self.s[16].x = self.rh2.x_out1
else:
self.s[16].y = 0
""" Stream 21 """
if self.y_rh2==1:
self.s[21].y = 1
self.s[21].P = self.rh2.Pout2
self.s[21].T = self.rh2.Tout2
self.s[21].mdot = self.rh2.mdot2
self.s[21].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[21].y = 0
""" Stream 22 """
id_in = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[10].y == 1:
id_in = 10
elif self.s[13].y == 1:
id_in = 13
elif self.s[19].y == 1:
id_in = 19
elif self.s[21].y == 1:
id_in = 21
self.s[22].P = self.s[id_in].P
self.s[22].T = self.s[id_in].T
self.s[22].mdot = self.s[id_in].mdot
self.s[22].x = self.s[id_in].x
""" Turbine LPT 1 """
self.t3.Pin = self.s[22].P
self.t3.Tin = self.s[22].T
self.t3.mdot = self.s[22].mdot / 3.0
self.t3.x_in = self.s[22].x
self.t3.calc_Turb()
""" Turbine LPT 2 """
self.t4.Pin = self.s[22].P
self.t4.Tin = self.s[22].T
self.t4.mdot = self.s[22].mdot / 3.0
self.t4.x_in = self.s[22].x
self.t4.calc_Turb()
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""" Turbine LPT 3 """
self.t5.Pin = self.s[22].P
self.t5.Tin = self.s[22].T
self.t5.mdot = self.s[22].mdot / 3.0
self.t5.x_in = self.s[22].x
self.t5.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 23 """
self.s[23].P = self.t3.Pout
self.s[23].T = self.t3.Tout
self.s[23].mdot = self.t3.mdot+self.t4.mdot+self.t5.mdot
self.s[23].x = self.t3.x_out
""" Condenser """
self.cond.Pin = self.s[23].P
self.cond.Tin = self.s[23].T
self.cond.mdot = self.s[23].mdot
self.cond.x_in = self.s[23].x
self.cond.calc_Condenser()
""" Stream 24 """
self.s[24].P = self.cond.Pout
self.s[24].T = self.cond.Tout
self.s[24].mdot = self.cond.mdot
self.s[24].x = self.cond.x_out
""" Pump 5 """
self.p5.Pin = self.s[24].P
self.p5.Tin = self.s[24].T
self.p5.mdot = self.s[24].mdot
Po_p5 = 0.0 # Fake pressure
if self.y_ipt==0:
Po_p5 = self.Po_t1c
elif self.y_ipt==1:
Po_p5 = self.Po_t2b
self.p5.Pout = Po_p5
self.p5.calc_Pump()
""" Stream 25 """
if self.y_ipt==0:
self.s[25].y = 1
self.s[25].P = self.p5.Pout
self.s[25].T = self.p5.Tout
self.s[25].mdot = self.p5.mdot
self.s[25].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[25].y = 0
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""" Stream 26 """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.s[26].y = 1
self.s[26].P = self.p5.Pout
self.s[26].T = self.p5.Tout
self.s[26].mdot = self.p5.mdot
self.s[26].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[26].y = 0
""" FWH 4 """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.fwh4.y = 1
self.fwh4.Pin1 = self.s[18].P
self.fwh4.Tin1 = self.s[18].T
self.fwh4.mdot1 = self.s[18].mdot
self.fwh4.x_in1 = self.s[18].x
self.fwh4.Pin2 = self.s[26].P
self.fwh4.Tin2 = self.s[26].T
self.fwh4.mdot2 = self.s[26].mdot
else:
self.fwh4.y = 0
self.fwh4.calc_FWH()
""" Stream 27 """
if self.fwh4.y==1:
self.s[27].y = 1
self.s[27].P = self.fwh4.Pout
self.s[27].T = self.fwh4.Tout
self.s[27].mdot = self.fwh4.mdot
self.s[27].x = self.fwh4.x_out
else:
self.s[27].y = 0
""" Pump 4 """
if self.fwh4.y==1:
self.p4.y = 1
self.p4.Pin = self.s[27].P
self.p4.Tin = self.s[27].T
self.p4.mdot = self.s[27].mdot
Po_p4 = 0.0 # Fake pressure
if self.s[8].y==1 or self.s[15].y==1:
if self.s[8].y==1:
Po_p4 = self.s[8].P
else:
Po_p4 = self.s[15].P
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else:
if self.s[7].y==1:
Po_p4 = self.s[7].P
elif self.s[16].y==1:
Po_p4 = self.s[16].P
self.p4.Pout = Po_p4
else:
self.p4.y = 0
self.p4.calc_Pump()
""" Stream 28 """
if self.p4.y==1:
if self.s[8].y==0 and self.s[15].y==0:
self.s[28].y = 1
self.s[28].P = self.p4.Pout
self.s[28].T = self.p4.Tout
self.s[28].mdot = self.p4.mdot
self.s[28].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[28].y = 0
else:
self.s[28].y = 0
""" Stream 29 """
if self.p4.y==1:
if self.s[8].y==1 or self.s[15].y==1:
self.s[29].y = 1
self.s[29].P = self.p4.Pout
self.s[29].T = self.p4.Tout
self.s[29].mdot = self.p4.mdot
self.s[29].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[29].y = 0
else:
self.s[29].y = 0
""" FWH 3 """
if self.s[8].y==1 or self.s[15].y==1:
self.fwh3.y = 1
id1 = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[8].y==1:
id1 = 8
else:
id1 = 15
self.fwh3.Pin1 = self.s[id1].P
self.fwh3.Tin1 = self.s[id1].T
self.fwh3.mdot1 = self.s[id1].mdot
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self.fwh3.x_in1 = self.s[id1].x
self.fwh3.Pin2 = self.s[29].P
self.fwh3.Tin2 = self.s[29].T
self.fwh3.mdot2 = self.s[29].mdot
else:
self.fwh3.y = 0
self.fwh3.calc_FWH()
""" Stream 30 """
if self.fwh3.y==1:
self.s[30].y = 1
self.s[30].P = self.fwh3.Pout
self.s[30].T = self.fwh3.Tout
self.s[30].mdot = self.fwh3.mdot
self.s[30].x = self.fwh3.x_out
else:
self.s[30].y = 0
""" Pump 3 """
if self.fwh3.y==1:
self.p3.y = 1
self.p3.Pin = self.s[30].P
self.p3.Tin = self.s[30].T
self.p3.mdot = self.s[30].mdot
Po_p3 = 0.0 # Fake pressure
if self.s[7].y==1:
Po_p3 = self.s[7].P
elif self.s[16].y==1:
Po_p3 = self.s[16].P
self.p3.Pout = Po_p3
else:
self.p3.y = 0
self.p3.calc_Pump()
""" Stream 31 """
if self.p3.y==1:
self.s[31].y = 1
self.s[31].P = self.p3.Pout
self.s[31].T = self.p3.Tout
self.s[31].mdot = self.p3.mdot
self.s[31].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[31].y = 0
""" FWH 2 """
id1 = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[7].y==1:
id1 = 7
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elif self.s[16].y==1:
id1 = 16
id2 = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[25].y==1:
id2 = 25
elif self.s[28].y==1:
id2 = 28
elif self.s[31].y==1:
id2 = 31
self.fwh2.Pin1 = self.s[id1].P
self.fwh2.Tin1 = self.s[id1].T
self.fwh2.mdot1 = self.s[id1].mdot
self.fwh2.x_in1 = self.s[id1].x
self.fwh2.Pin2 = self.s[id2].P
self.fwh2.Tin2 = self.s[id2].T
self.fwh2.mdot2 = self.s[id2].mdot
self.fwh2.calc_FWH()
""" Stream 32 """
if self.s[3].y==0:
self.s[32].y = 1
self.s[32].P = self.fwh2.Pout
self.s[32].T = self.fwh2.Tout
self.s[32].mdot = self.fwh2.mdot
self.s[32].x = self.fwh2.x_out
else:
self.s[32].y = 0
""" Stream 33 """
if self.s[3].y==1:
self.s[33].y = 1
self.s[33].P = self.fwh2.Pout
self.s[33].T = self.fwh2.Tout
self.s[33].mdot = self.fwh2.mdot
self.s[33].x = self.fwh2.x_out
else:
self.s[33].y = 0
""" Pump 2 """
if self.s[33].y==1:
self.p2.y = 1
self.p2.Pin = self.s[33].P
self.p2.Tin = self.s[33].T
self.p2.mdot = self.s[33].mdot
self.p2.Pout = self.Po_t1a
else:
self.p2.y = 0
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self.p2.calc_Pump()
""" Stream 34 """
if self.p2.y==1:
self.s[34].y = 1
self.s[34].P = self.p2.Pout
self.s[34].T = self.p2.Tout
self.s[34].mdot = self.p2.mdot
self.s[34].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[34].y = 0
""" FWH 1 """
if self.s[3].y==1:
self.fwh1.y = 1
self.fwh1.Pin1 = self.s[3].P
self.fwh1.Tin1 = self.s[3].T
self.fwh1.mdot1 = self.s[3].mdot
self.fwh1.x_in1 = self.s[3].x
self.fwh1.Pin2 = self.s[34].P
self.fwh1.Tin2 = self.s[34].T
self.fwh1.mdot2 = self.s[34].mdot
else:
self.fwh1.y = 0
self.fwh1.calc_FWH()
""" Stream 35 """
if self.fwh1.y==1:
self.s[35].y = 1
self.s[35].P = self.fwh1.Pout
self.s[35].T = self.fwh1.Tout
self.s[35].mdot = self.fwh1.mdot
self.s[35].x = self.fwh1.x_out
else:
self.s[35].y = 0
""" Pump 1 """
id_in = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[32].y==1:
id_in = 32
elif self.s[35].y==1:
id_in = 35
self.p1.Pin = self.s[id_in].P
self.p1.Tin = self.s[id_in].T
self.p1.mdot = self.s[id_in].mdot
self.p1.Pout = self.phx.Pin
self.p1.calc_Pump()
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""" Stream 36 """
self.s[36].P = self.p1.Pout
self.s[36].T = self.p1.Tout
self.s[36].mdot = self.p1.mdot
self.s[36].x = 0.0
A.2.3 PCS Option Class & Related Functions
During the tri-system optimization, the PCS_Option class was used to create a seed
population of PCS design options to be drawn from during the creation of the initial tri-system
population. There are many similaries between this class and the PCS portion of the Option class.
The code is as follows:
class PCS_Option:
"""
Inputs:
x = PCS superstructure x-optimization parameters
y = PCS superstructure y-optimization parameters
Parameters:
*Individual optimization parameters (explained in __init__() function)
s = Array of Stream instances for all 37 PCS superstructure streams
phx = PHX instance representing the Steam Generator
t1a, t1b, t1c, t2a, t2b = Turbines representing the diff. stages
t1, t2 = Actual turbines (for cost purposes)
t3, t4, t5 = Turbine instances for LPTs
ms1, ms2 = Moisture separator instances
rh1, rh2 = Reheater heat exchanger instances
cond = Condenser instance
fwh1, fwh2, fwh3, fwh4 = Feedwater heater instances
p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6 = Pump instances
eff = Obj. 1 - Thermodynamic Efficiency
cost = Obj. 2 - Total PCS equipment cost
fmm = Maximin fitness value
Functions:
eff() - Calcs & Returns the thermodynamic efficiency
inv_eff() - Calcs & Returns the inverse of the efficiency
cost() - Calcs & Returns the total equipment capital cost
color() - Calcs & Returns the PCS color/superstructure configuration
calc_Option() - Calcs correct m_dot, Calls solve_Option()
solve_Option() - Fills out PCS superstructure & converges the cycle
"""
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def __init__(self,x_in,y_in):
# Define the optimization parameters
self.x = x_in
self.To_PHX = 318.5 # degC
self.Po_t1a = self.x[1] # bar
self.mf_t1a = self.x[2]
self.Po_t1b = self.x[3] # bar
self.mf_t1b = self.x[4]
self.Po_t1c = self.x[5] # bar
self.Po_t2a = self.x[6] # bar
self.mf_t2a = self.x[7]
self.Po_t2b = self.x[8] # bar
self.y = y_in
self.y_ipt = self.y[0] # IPT
self.y_rh1 = self.y[1] # RH 1
self.y_rh2 = self.y[2] # RH 2
self.y_s14 = self.y[3] # s[14]
self.y_s4 = self.y[4] # s[4]
self.y_s5 = self.y[5] # s[5]
# Initialize all Streams with zeros
self.s = np.array([0])
for i in range(1,37):
self.s = np.append(self.s,Stream(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0))
# Create the PCS equipment w/ original opt. parameters
self.phx = PHX(self.To_PHX)
self.t1a = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1a)
self.t1b = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1b)
self.t1c = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1c)
self.t1 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1c)
self.ms1 = MS(self.Po_t1c,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.rh1 = Reheater(1,self.Po_t1a,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1c,0.0,0.0,False)
self.t2a = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t2a)
self.t2b = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t2b)
self.t2 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t2b)
self.ms2 = MS(self.Po_t2b,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.rh2 = Reheater(2,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t2b,0.0,0.0,False)
self.t3 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.086)
self.t4 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.086)
self.t5 = Turbine(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.086)
self.cond = Condenser(0.086,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.fwh1 = FWH(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.fwh2 = FWH(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.fwh3 = FWH(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.fwh4 = FWH(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
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self.p1 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,self.phx.Pin)
self.p2 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,self.Po_t1a)
self.p3 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.p4 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.p5 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
self.p6 = Pump(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
# Initialize fitness value
self.fmm = 0
# Sove the Option by performing all calcs
self.calc_Option()
# Calculate the overall efficiency of Option
def eff(self):
W_t1 = self.t1a.W+self.t1b.W+self.t1c.W
W_turb = W_t1 + self.t2a.W+self.t2b.W+self.t3.W+self.t4.W+self.t5.W
W_pump = self.p1.W+self.p2.W+self.p3.W+self.p4.W+self.p5.W
return (W_turb - W_pump) / (self.phx.Q_th/1000)
# Calculate the inverse overall efficiency (used for Optimization purposes)
def inv_eff(self):
return 1.0 - self.eff()
# Calculate the overall cost of Option
def cost(self):
cost_phx = self.phx.cost
cost_ms = self.ms1.cost + self.ms2.cost
cost_rh = self.rh1.cost + self.rh2.cost
cost_turb = self.t1.cost+self.t2.cost+self.t3.cost+self.t4.cost+self.t5.cost
cost_cond = self.cond.cost
cost_pump = self.p1.cost+self.p2.cost+self.p3.cost+self.p4.cost+self.p5.cost
cost_fwh = self.fwh1.cost+self.fwh2.cost+self.fwh3.cost+self.fwh4.cost
total_cost = cost_phx+cost_ms+cost_rh+cost_turb+cost_cond+cost_pump+cost_fwh
cost_multiplier_for_nucl_safety_grade = 5.0
return (total_cost * 10.0**-9.0) * cost_multiplier_for_nucl_safety_grade
# Assign the option a color based on its y-values
def color(self):
c = 'black'
z = self.y
# If y = [0,1,0,0,0,0]
if z[0]==0 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==0 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'red'
# If y = [0,0,0,0,0,0]
if z[0]==0 and z[1]==0 and z[2]==0 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'firebrick'
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# If y = [1,1,1,0,1,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==1 and z[5]==0:
c = 'darkgreen'
# If y = [1,1,1,0,0,1]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==1:
c = 'purple'
# If y = [1,0,1,0,0,1]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==0 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==1:
c = 'deeppink'
# If y = [1,1,1,1,0,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==1 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'blue'
# If y = [1,0,1,1,0,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==0 and z[2]==1 and z[3]==1 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'cyan'
# If y = [1,0,0,0,0,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==0 and z[2]==0 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'orange'
# If y = [1,1,0,0,0,0]
if z[0]==1 and z[1]==1 and z[2]==0 and z[3]==0 and z[4]==0 and z[5]==0:
c = 'yellow'
# Return color for specific y-value configuration
return c
def calc_Option(self):
# Establish the test mdot
mdot_test = 600. # kg/s
# Assign test mdot and solve for Tin
self.phx.mdot = mdot_test
self.solve_Option()
Tin = self.s[36].T
# Calculate the real mdot
Hin = h_pT(self.phx.Pin,Tin)
Hout = h_pT(self.phx.Pout,self.phx.Tout)
mdot_real = self.phx.Q_th / (Hout - Hin)
# Assign real mdot and solve Option
self.phx.mdot = mdot_real
self.solve_Option()
# Recalculate all streams and equipment from PHX-out to PHX-in
def solve_Option(self):
""" PHX """
self.phx.calc_PHX()
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""" Stream 1 """
self.s[1].P = self.phx.Pout
self.s[1].T = self.phx.Tout
self.s[1].mdot = self.phx.mdot
self.s[1].x = self.phx.xout
""" Turbine HPT_a """
self.t1a.Pin = self.s[1].P
self.t1a.Tin = self.s[1].T
self.t1a.mdot = self.s[1].mdot
self.t1a.x_in = self.s[1].x
self.t1a.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 2 """
if self.y_rh1 == 1:
self.s[2].y = 1
self.s[2].P = self.t1a.Pout
self.s[2].T = self.t1a.Tout
self.s[2].mdot = self.mf_t1a * self.t1a.mdot
self.s[2].x = self.t1a.x_out
else:
self.s[2].y = 0
""" Turbine HPT_b """
self.t1b.Pin = self.t1a.Pout
self.t1b.Tin = self.t1a.Tout
self.t1b.x_in = self.t1a.x_out
if self.s[2].y == 1:
self.t1b.mdot = (1-self.mf_t1a) * self.t1a.mdot
else:
self.t1b.mdot = self.t1a.mdot
self.t1b.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 5 """
if self.y_s5 == 1:
self.s[5].y = 1
self.s[5].P = self.t1b.Pout
self.s[5].T = self.t1b.Tout
self.s[5].mdot = self.mf_t1b * self.t1b.mdot
self.s[5].x = self.t1b.x_out
else:
self.s[5].y = 0
""" Turbine HPT_c """
self.t1c.Pin = self.t1b.Pout
self.t1c.Tin = self.t1b.Tout
self.t1c.x_in = self.t1b.x_out
if self.s[5].y == 1:
self.t1c.mdot = (1-self.mf_t1b) * self.t1b.mdot
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else:
self.t1c.mdot = self.t1b.mdot
self.t1c.calc_Turb()
""" Turbine HPT """
self.t1.Pin = self.t1a.Pin
self.t1.Tin = self.t1a.Tin
self.t1.mdot = self.t1a.mdot
self.t1.x_in = self.t1a.x_in
self.t1.Pout = self.t1c.Pout
self.t1.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 6 """
self.s[6].P = self.t1c.Pout
self.s[6].T = self.t1c.Tout
self.s[6].mdot = self.t1c.mdot
self.s[6].x = self.t1c.x_out
""" MS 1 """
self.ms1.P = self.s[6].P
self.ms1.T = self.s[6].T
self.ms1.mdot = self.s[6].mdot
self.ms1.x_in = self.s[6].x
self.ms1.calc_MS()
""" Stream 7 """
if self.y_s4==0 and self.y_s5==0:
self.s[7].y = 1
self.s[7].P = self.ms1.P
self.s[7].T = self.ms1.T
self.s[7].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_L
self.s[7].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[7].y = 0
""" Stream 8 """
if self.y_s4==1 or self.y_s5==1:
self.s[8].y = 1
self.s[8].P = self.ms1.P
self.s[8].T = self.ms1.T
self.s[8].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_L
self.s[8].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[8].y = 0
""" Stream 9 """
if self.y_ipt==1 and self.y_rh1==0:
self.s[9].y = 1
self.s[9].P = self.ms1.P
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# Add to T for the sake of h_pT(), since this stream skip RH 1
self.s[9].T = self.ms1.T + (1e-10)
self.s[9].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_V
self.s[9].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[9].y = 0
""" Stream 10 """
if self.y_ipt==0 and self.y_rh1==0:
self.s[10].y = 1
self.s[10].P = self.ms1.P
# Add to T for the sake of h_pT(), since this stream skip RH 1
self.s[10].T = self.ms1.T + (1e-10)
self.s[10].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_V
self.s[10].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[10].y = 0
""" Stream 11 """
if self.y_rh1==1:
self.s[11].y = 1
self.s[11].P = self.ms1.P
self.s[11].T = self.ms1.T
self.s[11].mdot = self.ms1.mdot_V
self.s[11].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[11].y = 0
""" RH 1 """
if self.y_rh1 == 1:
self.rh1.y = 1
self.rh1.Pin1 = self.s[2].P
self.rh1.Tin1 = self.s[2].T
self.rh1.mdot1 = self.s[2].mdot
self.rh1.x_in1 = self.s[2].x
self.rh1.Satd_in1 = False
self.rh1.Pin2 = self.s[11].P
self.rh1.Tin2 = self.s[11].T
self.rh1.mdot2 = self.s[11].mdot
self.rh1.Satd_in2 = True
else:
self.rh1.y = 0
self.rh1.calc_RH()
""" Stream 3 """
if self.y_rh1==1 and self.y_s4==0:
self.s[3].y = 1
self.s[3].P = self.rh1.Pout1
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self.s[3].T = self.rh1.Tout1
self.s[3].mdot = self.rh1.mdot1
self.s[3].x = self.rh1.x_out1
else:
self.s[3].y = 0
""" Stream 4 """
if self.y_rh1==1 and self.y_s4==1:
self.s[4].y = 1
self.s[4].P = self.rh1.Pout1
self.s[4].T = self.rh1.Tout1
self.s[4].mdot = self.rh1.mdot1
self.s[4].x = self.rh1.x_out1
else:
self.s[4].y = 0
""" Stream 12 """
if self.y_rh1==1 and self.y_ipt==1:
self.s[12].y = 1
self.s[12].P = self.rh1.Pout2
self.s[12].T = self.rh1.Tout2
self.s[12].mdot = self.rh1.mdot2
self.s[12].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[12].y = 0
""" Stream 13 """
if self.y_rh1==1 and self.y_ipt==0:
self.s[13].y = 1
self.s[13].P = self.rh1.Pout2
self.s[13].T = self.rh1.Tout2
self.s[13].mdot = self.rh1.mdot2
self.s[13].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[13].y = 0
""" Turbine IPT_a """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.t2a.y = 1
id_in = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[9].y == 1:
id_in = 9
elif self.s[12].y == 1:
id_in = 12
self.t2a.Pin = self.s[id_in].P
self.t2a.Tin = self.s[id_in].T
self.t2a.mdot = self.s[id_in].mdot
self.t2a.x_in = self.s[id_in].x
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else:
self.t2a.y = 0
self.t2a.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 14 """
if self.y_s14==1:
self.s[14].y = 1
self.s[14].P = self.t2a.Pout
self.s[14].T = self.t2a.Tout
self.s[14].mdot = self.mf_t2a * self.t2a.mdot
self.s[14].x = self.t2a.x_out
else:
self.s[14].y = 0
""" Turbine IPT_b """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.t2b.y = 1
self.t2b.Pin = self.t2a.Pout
self.t2b.Tin = self.t2a.Tout
self.t2b.x_in = self.t2a.x_out
if self.y_s14 == 1:
self.t2b.mdot = (1-self.mf_t2a) * self.t2a.mdot
else:
self.t2b.mdot = self.t2a.mdot
else:
self.t2b.y = 0
self.t2b.calc_Turb()
""" Turbine IPT """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.t2.y = 1
self.t2.Pin = self.t2a.Pin
self.t2.Tin = self.t2a.Tin
self.t2.mdot = self.t2a.mdot
self.t2.x_in = self.t2a.x_in
self.t2.Pout = self.t2b.Pout
else:
self.t2.y = 0
self.t2.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 17 """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.s[17].y = 1
self.s[17].P = self.t2b.Pout
self.s[17].T = self.t2b.Tout
self.s[17].mdot = self.t2b.mdot
self.s[17].x = self.t2b.x_out
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else:
self.s[17].y = 0
""" MS 2 """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.ms2.y = 1
self.ms2.P = self.s[17].P
self.ms2.T = self.s[17].T
self.ms2.mdot = self.s[17].mdot
self.ms2.x_in = self.s[17].x
else:
self.ms2.y = 0
self.ms2.calc_MS()
""" Stream 18 """
if self.ms2.y==1:
self.s[18].y = 1
self.s[18].P = self.ms2.P
self.s[18].T = self.ms2.T
self.s[18].mdot = self.ms2.mdot_L
self.s[18].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[18].y = 0
""" Stream 19 """
if self.y_ipt==1 and self.y_rh2==0:
self.s[19].y = 1
self.s[19].P = self.ms2.P
# Add to T for the sake of h_pT(), since this stream skip RH 2
self.s[19].T = self.ms2.T + (1e-10)
self.s[19].mdot = self.ms2.mdot_V
self.s[19].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[19].y = 0
""" Stream 20 """
if self.y_ipt==1 and self.y_rh2==1:
self.s[20].y = 1
self.s[20].P = self.ms2.P
self.s[20].T = self.ms2.T
self.s[20].mdot = self.ms2.mdot_V
self.s[20].x = 1.0
else:
self.s[20].y = 0
""" RH 2 """
if self.y_rh2 == 1:
self.rh2.y = 1
id1 = 0 # Fake ID
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if self.y_s4 == 1:
id1 = 4
elif self.y_s5 == 1:
id1 = 5
elif self.y_s14 == 1:
id1 = 14
self.rh2.Pin1 = self.s[id1].P
self.rh2.Tin1 = self.s[id1].T
self.rh2.mdot1 = self.s[id1].mdot
self.rh2.x_in1 = self.s[id1].x
self.rh2.Satd_in1 = False
self.rh2.Pin2 = self.s[20].P
self.rh2.Tin2 = self.s[20].T
self.rh2.mdot2 = self.s[20].mdot
self.rh2.Satd_in2 = True
else:
self.rh2.y = 0
self.rh2.calc_RH()
""" Stream 15 """
if self.y_rh2==1 and self.y_s14==1:
self.s[15].y = 1
self.s[15].P = self.rh2.Pout1
self.s[15].T = self.rh2.Tout1
self.s[15].mdot = self.rh2.mdot1
self.s[15].x = self.rh2.x_out1
else:
self.s[15].y = 0
""" Stream 16 """
if self.y_rh2==1 and self.y_s14==0:
self.s[16].y =1
self.s[16].P = self.rh2.Pout1
self.s[16].T = self.rh2.Tout1
self.s[16].mdot = self.rh2.mdot1
self.s[16].x = self.rh2.x_out1
else:
self.s[16].y = 0
""" Stream 21 """
if self.y_rh2==1:
self.s[21].y = 1
self.s[21].P = self.rh2.Pout2
self.s[21].T = self.rh2.Tout2
self.s[21].mdot = self.rh2.mdot2
self.s[21].x = 1.0
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else:
self.s[21].y = 0
""" Stream 22 """
id_in = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[10].y == 1:
id_in = 10
elif self.s[13].y == 1:
id_in = 13
elif self.s[19].y == 1:
id_in = 19
elif self.s[21].y == 1:
id_in = 21
self.s[22].P = self.s[id_in].P
self.s[22].T = self.s[id_in].T
self.s[22].mdot = self.s[id_in].mdot
self.s[22].x = self.s[id_in].x
""" Turbine LPT 1 """
self.t3.Pin = self.s[22].P
self.t3.Tin = self.s[22].T
self.t3.mdot = self.s[22].mdot / 3.0
self.t3.x_in = self.s[22].x
self.t3.calc_Turb()
""" Turbine LPT 2 """
self.t4.Pin = self.s[22].P
self.t4.Tin = self.s[22].T
self.t4.mdot = self.s[22].mdot / 3.0
self.t4.x_in = self.s[22].x
self.t4.calc_Turb()
""" Turbine LPT 3 """
self.t5.Pin = self.s[22].P
self.t5.Tin = self.s[22].T
self.t5.mdot = self.s[22].mdot / 3.0
self.t5.x_in = self.s[22].x
self.t5.calc_Turb()
""" Stream 23 """
self.s[23].P = self.t3.Pout
self.s[23].T = self.t3.Tout
self.s[23].mdot = self.t3.mdot+self.t4.mdot+self.t5.mdot
self.s[23].x = self.t3.x_out
""" Condenser """
self.cond.Pin = self.s[23].P
self.cond.Tin = self.s[23].T
self.cond.mdot = self.s[23].mdot
self.cond.x_in = self.s[23].x
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self.cond.calc_Condenser()
""" Stream 24 """
self.s[24].P = self.cond.Pout
self.s[24].T = self.cond.Tout
self.s[24].mdot = self.cond.mdot
self.s[24].x = self.cond.x_out
""" Pump 5 """
self.p5.Pin = self.s[24].P
self.p5.Tin = self.s[24].T
self.p5.mdot = self.s[24].mdot
Po_p5 = 0.0 # Fake pressure
if self.y_ipt==0:
Po_p5 = self.Po_t1c
elif self.y_ipt==1:
Po_p5 = self.Po_t2b
self.p5.Pout = Po_p5
self.p5.calc_Pump()
""" Stream 25 """
if self.y_ipt==0:
self.s[25].y = 1
self.s[25].P = self.p5.Pout
self.s[25].T = self.p5.Tout
self.s[25].mdot = self.p5.mdot
self.s[25].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[25].y = 0
""" Stream 26 """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.s[26].y = 1
self.s[26].P = self.p5.Pout
self.s[26].T = self.p5.Tout
self.s[26].mdot = self.p5.mdot
self.s[26].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[26].y = 0
""" FWH 4 """
if self.y_ipt==1:
self.fwh4.y = 1
self.fwh4.Pin1 = self.s[18].P
self.fwh4.Tin1 = self.s[18].T
self.fwh4.mdot1 = self.s[18].mdot
self.fwh4.x_in1 = self.s[18].x
self.fwh4.Pin2 = self.s[26].P
self.fwh4.Tin2 = self.s[26].T
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self.fwh4.mdot2 = self.s[26].mdot
else:
self.fwh4.y = 0
self.fwh4.calc_FWH()
""" Stream 27 """
if self.fwh4.y==1:
self.s[27].y = 1
self.s[27].P = self.fwh4.Pout
self.s[27].T = self.fwh4.Tout
self.s[27].mdot = self.fwh4.mdot
self.s[27].x = self.fwh4.x_out
else:
self.s[27].y = 0
""" Pump 4 """
if self.fwh4.y==1:
self.p4.y = 1
self.p4.Pin = self.s[27].P
self.p4.Tin = self.s[27].T
self.p4.mdot = self.s[27].mdot
Po_p4 = 0.0 # Fake pressure
if self.s[8].y==1 or self.s[15].y==1:
if self.s[8].y==1:
Po_p4 = self.s[8].P
else:
Po_p4 = self.s[15].P
else:
if self.s[7].y==1:
Po_p4 = self.s[7].P
elif self.s[16].y==1:
Po_p4 = self.s[16].P
self.p4.Pout = Po_p4
else:
self.p4.y = 0
self.p4.calc_Pump()
""" Stream 28 """
if self.p4.y==1:
if self.s[8].y==0 and self.s[15].y==0:
self.s[28].y = 1
self.s[28].P = self.p4.Pout
self.s[28].T = self.p4.Tout
self.s[28].mdot = self.p4.mdot
self.s[28].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[28].y = 0
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else:
self.s[28].y = 0
""" Stream 29 """
if self.p4.y==1:
if self.s[8].y==1 or self.s[15].y==1:
self.s[29].y = 1
self.s[29].P = self.p4.Pout
self.s[29].T = self.p4.Tout
self.s[29].mdot = self.p4.mdot
self.s[29].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[29].y = 0
else:
self.s[29].y = 0
""" FWH 3 """
if self.s[8].y==1 or self.s[15].y==1:
self.fwh3.y = 1
id1 = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[8].y==1:
id1 = 8
else:
id1 = 15
self.fwh3.Pin1 = self.s[id1].P
self.fwh3.Tin1 = self.s[id1].T
self.fwh3.mdot1 = self.s[id1].mdot
self.fwh3.x_in1 = self.s[id1].x
self.fwh3.Pin2 = self.s[29].P
self.fwh3.Tin2 = self.s[29].T
self.fwh3.mdot2 = self.s[29].mdot
else:
self.fwh3.y = 0
self.fwh3.calc_FWH()
""" Stream 30 """
if self.fwh3.y==1:
self.s[30].y = 1
self.s[30].P = self.fwh3.Pout
self.s[30].T = self.fwh3.Tout
self.s[30].mdot = self.fwh3.mdot
self.s[30].x = self.fwh3.x_out
else:
self.s[30].y = 0
""" Pump 3 """
if self.fwh3.y==1:
self.p3.y = 1
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self.p3.Pin = self.s[30].P
self.p3.Tin = self.s[30].T
self.p3.mdot = self.s[30].mdot
Po_p3 = 0.0 # Fake pressure
if self.s[7].y==1:
Po_p3 = self.s[7].P
elif self.s[16].y==1:
Po_p3 = self.s[16].P
self.p3.Pout = Po_p3
else:
self.p3.y = 0
self.p3.calc_Pump()
""" Stream 31 """
if self.p3.y==1:
self.s[31].y = 1
self.s[31].P = self.p3.Pout
self.s[31].T = self.p3.Tout
self.s[31].mdot = self.p3.mdot
self.s[31].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[31].y = 0
""" FWH 2 """
id1 = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[7].y==1:
id1 = 7
elif self.s[16].y==1:
id1 = 16
id2 = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[25].y==1:
id2 = 25
elif self.s[28].y==1:
id2 = 28
elif self.s[31].y==1:
id2 = 31
self.fwh2.Pin1 = self.s[id1].P
self.fwh2.Tin1 = self.s[id1].T
self.fwh2.mdot1 = self.s[id1].mdot
self.fwh2.x_in1 = self.s[id1].x
self.fwh2.Pin2 = self.s[id2].P
self.fwh2.Tin2 = self.s[id2].T
self.fwh2.mdot2 = self.s[id2].mdot
self.fwh2.calc_FWH()
""" Stream 32 """
if self.s[3].y==0:
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self.s[32].y = 1
self.s[32].P = self.fwh2.Pout
self.s[32].T = self.fwh2.Tout
self.s[32].mdot = self.fwh2.mdot
self.s[32].x = self.fwh2.x_out
else:
self.s[32].y = 0
""" Stream 33 """
if self.s[3].y==1:
self.s[33].y = 1
self.s[33].P = self.fwh2.Pout
self.s[33].T = self.fwh2.Tout
self.s[33].mdot = self.fwh2.mdot
self.s[33].x = self.fwh2.x_out
else:
self.s[33].y = 0
""" Pump 2 """
if self.s[33].y==1:
self.p2.y = 1
self.p2.Pin = self.s[33].P
self.p2.Tin = self.s[33].T
self.p2.mdot = self.s[33].mdot
self.p2.Pout = self.Po_t1a
else:
self.p2.y = 0
self.p2.calc_Pump()
""" Stream 34 """
if self.p2.y==1:
self.s[34].y = 1
self.s[34].P = self.p2.Pout
self.s[34].T = self.p2.Tout
self.s[34].mdot = self.p2.mdot
self.s[34].x = 0.0
else:
self.s[34].y = 0
""" FWH 1 """
if self.s[3].y==1:
self.fwh1.y = 1
self.fwh1.Pin1 = self.s[3].P
self.fwh1.Tin1 = self.s[3].T
self.fwh1.mdot1 = self.s[3].mdot
self.fwh1.x_in1 = self.s[3].x
self.fwh1.Pin2 = self.s[34].P
self.fwh1.Tin2 = self.s[34].T
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self.fwh1.mdot2 = self.s[34].mdot
else:
self.fwh1.y = 0
self.fwh1.calc_FWH()
""" Stream 35 """
if self.fwh1.y==1:
self.s[35].y = 1
self.s[35].P = self.fwh1.Pout
self.s[35].T = self.fwh1.Tout
self.s[35].mdot = self.fwh1.mdot
self.s[35].x = self.fwh1.x_out
else:
self.s[35].y = 0
""" Pump 1 """
id_in = 0 # Fake ID
if self.s[32].y==1:
id_in = 32
elif self.s[35].y==1:
id_in = 35
self.p1.Pin = self.s[id_in].P
self.p1.Tin = self.s[id_in].T
self.p1.mdot = self.s[id_in].mdot
self.p1.Pout = self.phx.Pin
self.p1.calc_Pump()
""" Stream 36 """
self.s[36].P = self.p1.Pout
self.s[36].T = self.p1.Tout
self.s[36].mdot = self.p1.mdot
self.s[36].x = 0.0
A separate PCS_Option class also required the use of separate constraints and fitness value
functions, namely PCS_constraints() and PCS_maximin(). To save the data for the seed PCS
population, a separate graphing function was also necessary, called PCS_Graph_Data(). The code
is as follows:
def PCS_constraints(x,y):
"""
Inputs:
x = Array of x-optimization parameters
y = Array of y-optimization parameters
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Output:
x = Array of constraint-corrected x-optimization parameters
y = Array of constraint-corrected y-optimization parameters
"""
# Constraints for mchx.Tout
if x[0] < 295.0: x[0] = 295.0
if x[0] > 307.7: x[0] = 307.7
# Constraints for Po_t1a
if x[1] < 8.0: x[1] = 8.0
if x[1] > 25.0: x[1] = 25.0
# Constraints for mf_t1a
if x[2] < 0.05: x[2] = 0.05
if x[2] > 0.19: x[2] = 0.19
# Constraints for Po_t1b
if x[3] < 6.0: x[3] = 6.0
if x[3] > 20.0: x[3] = 20.0
# Constraints for mf_t1b
if x[4] < 0.05: x[4] = 0.05
if x[4] > 0.19: x[4] = 0.19
# Constraints for Po_t1c
if x[5] < 4.0: x[5] = 4.0
if x[5] > 16.0: x[5] = 16.0
# Constraints for Po_t2a
if x[6] < 3.0: x[6] = 3.0
if x[6] > 13.0: x[6] = 13.0
# Constraints for mf_t2a
if x[7] < 0.05: x[7] = 0.05
if x[7] > 0.19: x[7] = 0.19
# Constraints for Po_t2b
if x[8] < 2.0: x[8] = 2.0
if x[8] > 11.0: x[8] = 11.0
""" Binary constraints ensure y-values match 1 of the 9 configurations """
# If IPT does not exist:
if y[0] == 0:
y[2] = 0
# If RH 2 does not exist:
if y[2] == 0:
y[3] = 0
y[4] = 0
y[5] = 0
# If RH 2 exists:
if y[2] == 1:
# If RH 1 exists:
if y[1] == 1:
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# If s[14], s[4], and s[5] are all 0:
if (y[3]+y[4]+y[5]) == 0:
if random.random() < 0.33:
y[3] = 1
elif random.random() < 0.5:
y[4] = 1
else:
y[5] = 1
# If s[14], s[4], and s[5] are all 1:
if (y[3]+y[4]+y[5]) == 3:
if random.random() < 0.33:
y[4] = 0
y[5] = 0
elif random.random() < 0.5:
y[3] = 0
y[5] = 0
else:
y[3] = 0
y[4] = 0
# If s[14], s[4], and s[5] are a permutation of 0,1,1:
if (y[3]+y[4]+y[5]) == 2:
if y[3] == 0:
if random.random() < 0.5:
y[4] = 0
else:
y[5] = 0
elif y[4] == 0:
if random.random() < 0.5:
y[3] = 0
else:
y[5] = 0
elif y[5] == 0:
if random.random() < 0.5:
y[3] = 0
else:
y[4] = 0
# If RH 1 does not exist:
if y[1] == 0:
# then s[4] should not exist either
y[4] = 0
# If s[14] and s[5] ar both 0:
if (y[3]+y[5]) == 0:
if random.random() < 0.5:
y[3] = 1
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else:
y[5] = 1
# If s[14] and s[5] are both 1:
if (y[3]+y[5]) == 2:
if random.random() < 0.5:
y[3] = 0
else:
y[5] = 0
"""
Given the y-values, make sure x-value P's are spaced out enough to
avoid causing pinch points in the reheaters.
"""
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(o),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(x)
''' 1 - red '''
if y[0]==0 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==0 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x[1],x[5] = DeltaP(x[1],x[5],4.0)
if x[3]>=x[1] or x[3]<=x[5]: x[3] = x[5] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(x),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(x)
''' 2 - firebrick '''
if y[0]==0 and y[1]==0 and y[2]==0 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
if x[3]<=x[5]: x[3] = x[5] + 2.0
if x[1]<=x[3]: x[1] = x[3] + 2.0
if x[6]>=x[5]: x[6] = x[5] - 2.0
if x[8]>=x[6]: x[8] = x[6] - 2.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(o),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(o)
''' 3 - darkgreen '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==1 and y[5]==0:
x_t = np.array((2.0,x[8],4.0,x[5],4.0,x[1]))
x_t = DeltaP4(x_t)
x[8],x[5],x[1] = x_t[1],x_t[3],x_t[5]
if x[3]>=x[1] or x[3]<=x[5]: x[3] = x[5] + 1.0
if x[6]>=x[5] or x[6]<=x[8]: x[6] = x[8] + 1.0
''' 9 - yellow '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==0 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x_t = np.array((2.0,x[8],4.0,x[5],4.0,x[1]))
x_t = DeltaP4(x_t)
x[8],x[5],x[1] = x_t[1],x_t[3],x_t[5]
if x[3]>=x[1] or x[3]<=x[5]: x[3] = x[5] + 1.0
if x[6]>=x[5] or x[6]<=x[8]: x[6] = x[8] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(o),t1b(o),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(o)
''' 4 - purple '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==1:
x_t = np.array((2.0,x[8],2.0,x[5],2.0,x[3],2.0,x[1]))
x_t = DeltaP4(x_t)
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x[8],x[5],x[3],x[1] = x_t[1],x_t[3],x_t[5],x_t[7]
# Make sure the dummy value for x[6] is b/t Po_t1c and Po_t2b
if x[6]>=x[5] or x[6]<=x[8]: x[6] = x[8] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(x),t1b(o),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(o)
''' 5 - deeppink '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==0 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==1:
x_t = np.array((2.0,x[8],4.0,x[5],2.0,x[3]))
x_t = DeltaP4(x_t)
x[8],x[5],x[3] = x_t[1],x_t[3],x_t[5]
if x[1]<=x[3]: x[1] = x[3] + 1.0
if x[6]>=x[5] or x[6]<=x[8]: x[6] = x[8] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(o),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(o),t2b(o)
''' 6 - blue '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==1 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x_t = np.array((x[1],4.0,x[5],2.0,x[6],4.0,x[8]))
x_t = DeltaP3(x_t)
x[1],x[5],x[6],x[8] = x_t[0],x_t[2],x_t[4],x_t[6]
if x[3]>=x[1] or x[3]<=x[5]: x[3] = x[5] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(x),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(o),t2b(o)
''' 7 - cyan '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==0 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==1 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x_t = np.array((x[5],2.0,x[6],4.0,x[8]))
x_t = DeltaP3(x_t)
x[5],x[6],x[8] = x_t[0],x_t[2],x_t[4]
if x[3]<=x[5]: x[3] = x[5] + 1.0
if x[1]<=x[3]: x[1] = x[3] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(x),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(o)
''' 8 - orange '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==0 and y[2]==0 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x[5],x[8] = DeltaP(x[5],x[8],4.0)
if x[3]<=x[5]: x[3] = x[5] + 2.0
if x[1]<=x[3]: x[1] = x[3] + 2.0
if x[6]>=x[5] or x[6]<=x[8]: x[6] = x[8] + 1.0
# To correct any "NaN" problems with Pump6, make sure that IPT.Pout > 1.0 bar
if x[8]<1.0: x[8] = 1.001
# Return corrected x,y-values
return x,y
def PCS_maximin(opt_list):
"""
Inputs:
opt_list = Population's 'opt_list' array of PCS_Option's
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Outputs:
sorted_list = Array of fitness-sorted PCS_Option's
"""
# Initialize parameters
n = np.size(opt_list)
fmm_min = 1000
min_index = 50
# Rotate through each PCS_Option in opt_list
for i in range(n):
# Initialize array of minimum differences
j_mins = np.empty(0)
# Rotate through each PCS_Option in opt_list (except j = i)
for j in range(n):
if j == i:
None
else:
# Find min[k=1,2](f_k(x_i) - f_k(x_j))
k_diff1 = opt_list[i].inv_eff() - opt_list[j].inv_eff()
k_diff2 = opt_list[i].cost() - opt_list[j].cost()
k_min = min(k_diff1,k_diff2)
j_mins = np.append(j_mins,k_min)
# Find the max of the j_mins and assign new f_maximin to PCS_Option i
i_max = max(j_mins)
opt_list[i].fmm = i_max
# Keep track of the smallest f_maximin
if i_max < fmm_min:
fmm_min = i_max
min_index = i
# Initialize the maximin-sorted list of PCS_Option's
sorted_list = np.array(opt_list[min_index])
# Re-order the list of PCS_Option's in ascending "maximin" order
for count in range(n-1):
fmm_next = 1000
# Rotate through the PCS_Option's of opt_list
for i in range(n):
# Find the next smallest f_maximin
if i != min_index:
# If current PCS_Option's fmm-value is less than fmm_next
if opt_list[i].fmm < fmm_next and opt_list[i].fmm >= fmm_min:
# If it equals the previous minimum
if opt_list[i].fmm == fmm_min and i > min_index:
index_next = i
fmm_next = opt_list[i].fmm
break
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else:
if opt_list[i].fmm == fmm_min and i < min_index:
None
else:
index_next = i
fmm_next = opt_list[i].fmm
# Add the next best PCS_Option to the sorted list
sorted_list = np.append(sorted_list,opt_list[index_next])
fmm_min = fmm_next
min_index = index_next
# Return the maximin-sorted list of PCS_Option's
return sorted_list
def PCS_Graph_Data(wb,opt_list,tab,dt):
"""
Inputs:
wb = Excel workbook for collecting data
opt_list = Population's 'opt_list' array of PCS_Option's
tab = Excel tab for collecting PCS seed population data
dt = computational runtime
Actions:
Creates/Prints objective function graph in Python.
Pastes that graph in Excel.
Pastes important PCS_Option data in Excel.
"""
# Declare the runtime and current time
print ("Number of Iterations = -0") # Neg-Zero b/c it's before Iter. 0
m = time.localtime()
if m[3]<=12:
hr = m[3]
if m[3]==0: hr = 12
ap = "AM"
if m[3]>12:
hr = m[3]-12
ap = "PM"
print ("dt =",dt/60.0,"min / Time =",hr,":","%02.0f"%m[4],":","%02.0f"%m[5],ap)
# Graph in Python
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.gca()
plt.xlim([0.33,0.37])
plt.ylim([0,13])
ax.set_xticks(np.arange(0.33,0.37,0.005))
ax.set_yticks(np.arange(0,13,2))
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for i in range(np.size(opt_list)):
plt.scatter(opt_list[i].eff(),opt_list[i].cost(),s=10,
c=opt_list[i].color(),edgecolors=opt_list[i].color())
plt.grid()
plt.xlabel('Efficiency')
plt.ylabel('Cost ($1x10^9)')
plt.show()
# Paste graph in Excel
wb.sheets[tab].pictures.add(fig,name='pcs_graph')
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[0].left = 550
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[0].top = 80
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[0].height = 211
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[0].width = 316
# Paste all pertinent PCS_Option data
wb.sheets[tab].range('B1').value = dt/60.0 #min
col = 3
n_a = "-"
for k in range(np.size(opt_list)):
wb.sheets[tab].range(2,col).value = k + 1
wb.sheets[tab].range(3,col).value = opt_list[k].eff()
wb.sheets[tab].range(4,col).value = opt_list[k].cost()
wb.sheets[tab].range(5,col).value = opt_list[k].fmm
wb.sheets[tab].range(6,col).value = opt_list[k].color()
wb.sheets[tab].range(7,col).value = opt_list[k].y_ipt
wb.sheets[tab].range(8,col).value = opt_list[k].y_rh1
wb.sheets[tab].range(9,col).value = opt_list[k].y_rh2
wb.sheets[tab].range(10,col).value = opt_list[k].y_s14
wb.sheets[tab].range(11,col).value = opt_list[k].y_s4
wb.sheets[tab].range(12,col).value = opt_list[k].y_s5
wb.sheets[tab].range(13,col).value = opt_list[k].phx.Tout
wb.sheets[tab].range(14,col).value = opt_list[k].phx.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(15,col).value = opt_list[k].phx.Tin
wb.sheets[tab].range(16,col).value = opt_list[k].phx.Pin
wb.sheets[tab].range(17,col).value = opt_list[k].phx.mdot
if opt_list[k].y_rh1 == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(18,col).value = opt_list[k].t1a.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(19,col).value = opt_list[k].mf_t1a
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(18,col).value = n_a
wb.sheets[tab].range(19,col).value = n_a
if opt_list[k].y_s5 == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(20,col).value = opt_list[k].t1b.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(21,col).value = opt_list[k].mf_t1b
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else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(20,col).value = n_a
wb.sheets[tab].range(21,col).value = n_a
wb.sheets[tab].range(22,col).value = opt_list[k].t1c.Pout
if opt_list[k].y_s14 == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(23,col).value = opt_list[k].t2a.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(24,col).value = opt_list[k].mf_t2a
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(23,col).value = n_a
wb.sheets[tab].range(24,col).value = n_a
if opt_list[k].y_ipt == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(25,col).value = opt_list[k].t2b.Pout
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(25,col).value = n_a
wb.sheets[tab].range(26,col).value = opt_list[k].t3.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(27,col).value = opt_list[k].t1.W
if opt_list[k].y_ipt == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(28,col).value = opt_list[k].t2.W
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(28,col).value = n_a
wb.sheets[tab].range(29,col).value = opt_list[k].t3.W
wb.sheets[tab].range(30,col).value = opt_list[k].t4.W
wb.sheets[tab].range(31,col).value = opt_list[k].t5.W
wb.sheets[tab].range(32,col).value = opt_list[k].p1.W
if opt_list[k].p2.y == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(33,col).value = opt_list[k].p2.W
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(33,col).value = n_a
if opt_list[k].p3.y == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(34,col).value = opt_list[k].p3.W
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(34,col).value = n_a
if opt_list[k].p4.y == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(35,col).value = opt_list[k].p4.W
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(35,col).value = n_a
wb.sheets[tab].range(36,col).value = opt_list[k].p5.W
# Increment the column number between options
col = col + 1
# No need to return anything
return None
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A.2.4 Equipment Classes
There are several classes representing the equipment found in the PCS superstructure,
including the streams, turbines, pumps, PHX, reheaters, moisture separators, condenser, and
feedwater heaters. Each receives as inputs the inlet parameters for the respective equipment they
represent. Each also performs the calculations required for the equipment, as well as the cost
estimation based on the correlations mentioned in Section 2.1. The code is as follows:
class Stream:
def __init__(self,P,T,mdot,x):
self.y = 1
self.P = P
self.T = T
self.mdot = mdot
self.x = x
class Turbine:
def __init__(self,Pin,Tin,mdot,x_in,Pout):
self.y = 1
self.Pin = Pin
self.Tin = Tin
self.mdot = mdot
self.x_in = x_in
self.Pout = Pout
self.Tout = 0.0
self.x_out = 0.0
self.W = 0.0
self.eff = 0.915
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_Turb(self):
# If turbine does exist
if self.y == 1:
# If the incoming steam is saturated or superheated
if self.x_in >= 1.0:
Hin = h_pT(self.Pin,self.Tin)
# If the incoming stream is two-phase
else:
Hin = h_Tx(self.Tin,self.x_in)
# Calculate the Power Generated (W)
Sin = S_ph(self.Pin,Hin)
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S_out_id = Sin
H_out_id = h_pS(self.Pout,S_out_id)
DH_id = Hin - H_out_id
DH_real = self.eff*DH_id
self.W = self.mdot*DH_real/1000 # MW
# Calculate the outlet properties
H_out = Hin - DH_real
self.Tout = T_ph(self.Pout,H_out)
self.x_out = x_ph(self.Pout,H_out)
# Calcuate Cost
A = self.W * 1000 # kW
K = np.array([2.7051,1.4398,-0.1776])
if A <= 9800:
# Purchase Cost
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(A)+K[2]*np.log10(A)**2.0)
else:
C_p0 = 410763.708588+0.87078286*A
F_P = 0.0 # Pressure Factor
F_M = 0.0 # Material Factor (Stainless Steel)
B_1 = 1.0
B_2 = 0.0
self.cost = (553.9/397.0)*C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
# If turbine does not exist
else:
self.cost = 0.0
self.W = 0.0
class Pump:
def __init__(self,Pin,Tin,mdot,Pout):
self.y = 1
self.Pin = Pin
self.Tin = Tin
self.mdot = mdot
self.Pout = Pout
self.Tout = 0.0
self.W = 0.0
self.eff = 0.85
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_Pump(self):
# If pump does exist
if self.y == 1:
if self.Pin > _PSat_T(self.Tin+273.15)*10.0:
Hin = h_pT(self.Pin,self.Tin)
else:
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Hin = h_Tx(self.Tin,0.0)
# Calculate the work requirement (W)
Sin = S_ph(self.Pin,Hin)
S_out_id = Sin
H_out_id = h_pS(self.Pout,S_out_id)
DH_id = H_out_id - Hin
DH_real = DH_id / self.eff
self.W = self.mdot*DH_real/1000 # MW
# Calculate the outlet properties
H_out = Hin + DH_real
self.Tout = T_ph(self.Pout,H_out)
# Calcuate Cost
A = self.W * 1000 # kW
K = np.array([3.3892,0.0536,0.1538])
if A <= 300:
# Purchase Cost
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(A)+K[2]*np.log10(A)**2.0)
else:
C_p0 = 5371.29236+79.50315*A
P_g = self.Pout - 1.0 # barg
C = np.zeros(3)
if P_g >= 10.0:
C = np.array([-0.3935,0.3957,-0.00226])
# Pressure Factor
F_P = 10.0**(C[0]+C[1]*np.log10(P_g)+C[2]*np.log10(P_g)**2.0)
F_M = 2.28 # Material Factor (Stainless Steel)
B_1 = 1.89
B_2 = 1.35
self.cost = (553.9/397.0)*C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
# If pump does not exist
else:
self.cost = 0.0
self.W = 0.0
class PHX: # Primary Heat Exchanger (Steam Generator)
def __init__(self,Tout):
self.y = 1
# Hot stream vars (Default)
self.P_hot = 160.71 # bar
self.Tin_hot = 328.56 # deg C
self.Tout_hot = 296.51 # deg C
self.Q_th = 750.0e3 # Thermal power transferred, in kW
# Cold stream vars
self.Pin = 64. # bar
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self.Tin = 0.0
self.Pout = self.Pin # Zero pressure drop
self.Tout = Tout # Optimized param
self.xout = 0.0
# Overall vars
self.mdot = 0.0
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_PHX(self):
# Calculate Tcold_in
Hout = h_pT(self.Pout,self.Tout)
Hin = Hout - self.Q_th/self.mdot
self.Tin = T_ph(self.Pin,Hin)
# Calculate xout (quality leaving phx)
self.xout = x_ph(self.Pout,Hout)
# Find required heat-transfer Area, A
# Log mean temperature difference
DT_1 = self.Tin_hot-self.Tout
DT_2 = self.Tout_hot-self.Tin
self.DT_lm = (DT_2-DT_1)/np.log(DT_2/DT_1)
# HX calculations
self.F = 1. # for phase change
U = 5 #kW/m^2*K, back-calculated from B&W params
self.A = self.Q_th / (self.F*U*self.DT_lm) # m^2
# Calculate Cost
K = np.array([4.1884,-0.2503,0.1974])
if self.A <= 1000:
# Purchase Cost
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(self.A)+K[2]*np.log10(self.A)**2.0)
else:
C_p0 = 11665.8957777+152.0393955*self.A
P_g = self.P_hot-1.0 # barg
if P_g < 5.0:
C = np.array([0.0,0.0,0.0])
else:
C = np.array([0.03881,-0.11272,0.08183])
# Pressure Factor
F_P = 10.0**(C[0]+C[1]*np.log10(P_g)+C[2]*np.log10(P_g)**2.0)
F_M = 2.75 # Material Factor (Stainless Steel)
B_1 = 1.63
B_2 = 1.66
self.cost = (553.9/397.0)*C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
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class Reheater:
"""
1 = Reheat Stream (Hot side)
2 = Residual Steam (Cold side)
"""
def __init__(self,ID,Pin1,Tin1,mdot1,x_in1,Pin2,Tin2,mdot2,Satd_in2):
self.y = 1
# Hot stream vars
self.ID = ID
self.Pin1 = Pin1
self.Tin1 = Tin1
self.mdot1 = mdot1
self.x_in1 = x_in1
self.Satd_in1 = False
self.Tout1 = 0.0
self.Pout1 = 0.0
self.x_out1 = 0.0
# Cold stream vars
self.Pin2 = Pin2
self.Tin2 = Tin2
self.mdot2 = mdot2
self.Satd_in2 = Satd_in2
self.s_lim = 0 # Fake ID
self.Tout2 = 0.0
self.Pout2 = 0.0
# Overall vars
self.DT_lm = 0.0
self.F = 0.0
self.A = 0.0
self.q = 0.0 # kW
self.pinch = False
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_RH(self):
self.pinch = False
# If reheater does exist
if self.y == 1:
# Check for a pinch point
if (self.Tin1 - self.Tin2) <= 10.0:
self.pinch = True
self.A = 0.0
self.q = 0.0
self.Pout1 = self.Pin1
self.Tout1 = self.Tin1
self.x_out1 = self.x_in1
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self.Pout2 = self.Pin2
self.Tout2 = self.Tin2
# Proceed with calcs if no pinch point
else:
# For now, ignore pressure drops in the RHs
self.Pout1 = self.Pin1
self.Pout2 = self.Pin2
# Calcs if limiting stream is 1
To1 = self.Tin2 + 10.0
Hin1 = 0.0 # Fake value
if self.Satd_in1 == False and self.x_in1 == 0.0:
Hin1 = h_pT(self.Pin1,self.Tin1)
elif self.Satd_in1 == True:
Hin1 = h_Tx(self.Tin1,self.x_in1)
elif 0.0 < self.x_in1 < 1.0:
Hin1 = h_Tx(self.Tin1, self.x_in1)
elif self.Satd_in1 == False and self.x_in1 == 1.0:
Hin1 = h_pT(self.Pin1,self.Tin1)
Ho1 = h_pT(self.Pout1,To1)
q1 = self.mdot1*(Hin1-Ho1)
# Calcs if limiting stream is 2
To2 = self.Tin1 - 10.0
if self.Satd_in2 == True:
Hin2 = h_Tx(self.Tin2,1.0)
else:
Hin2 = h_pT(self.Pin2,self.Tin2)
Ho2 = h_pT(self.Pout2,To2)
q2 = self.mdot2*(Ho2-Hin2)
# Determine which stream is actually limiting
if q1 < q2:
self.s_lim = 1
else:
self.s_lim = 2
# If limiting stream is 1:
if self.s_lim == 1:
self.Tout1 = To1
self.q = q1
# Apply q to Turbine stream, find the new Tout2
DH_2 = self.q / self.mdot2
Hout2 = Hin2 + DH_2
self.Tout2 = T_ph(self.Pout2,Hout2)
# If limiting stream is 2:
if self.s_lim == 2:
self.Tout2 = To2
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self.q = q2
# Apply q to Reheat stream, find the new Tout1 and x_out1
DH_1 = self.q / self.mdot1
Hout1 = Hin1 - DH_1
self.Tout1 = T_ph(self.Pout1,Hout1)
self.x_out1 = x_ph(self.Pout1,Hout1)
# If no pinch point, Calc the Cost
if self.pinch == False:
# Find required heat-transfer Area, A
DT_1 = self.Tin1-self.Tout2
DT_2 = self.Tout1-self.Tin2
self.DT_lm = (DT_2-DT_1)/np.log(DT_2/DT_1)
if self.x_in1 > 0.0:
self.F = 1.0
else:
R = (self.Tin1-self.Tout1)/(self.Tout2-self.Tin2)
P = (self.Tout2-self.Tin2)/(self.Tin1-self.Tin2)
inside = (2.0-P*(R+1.0-np.sqrt(R**2.0+1.0)))/(2.0-P*(R+1.0+np.sqrt(R**2.0+1.0)))
self.F = np.sqrt(R**2.0+1.0)/(R-1.0)*np.log((1.0-P)/(1.0-P*R))/np.log(inside)
""" U = 1 kW/m^2*K until changed on 2.17.17 """
U = 3 # kW/m^2*K
self.A = self.q / (self.F*U*self.DT_lm) # m^2
# Calcuate Cost
K = np.array([4.1884,-0.2503,0.1974])
if self.A <= 1000:
# Purchase Cost
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(self.A)+K[2]*np.log10(self.A)**2.0)
else:
C_p0 = 11665.8957777+152.0393955*self.A
P_g = self.Pin1-1.0 # barg
if P_g < 5.0:
C = np.array([0.0,0.0,0.0])
else:
C = np.array([0.03881,-0.11272,0.08183])
# Pressure Factor
F_P = 10.0**(C[0]+C[1]*np.log10(P_g)+C[2]*np.log10(P_g)**2.0)
F_M = 2.75 # Material Factor (Stainless Steel)
B_1 = 1.63
B_2 = 1.66
self.cost = (553.9/397.0)*C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
# If there was a pinch point, enact a penalty in the cost
elif self.pinch == True:
self.cost = 15.0e9 / 5.0
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# If reheater does not exist
else:
self.cost = 0.0
class MS: # Moisture Separator
"""
V = vapor outlet
L = liquid outlet
"""
def __init__(self,Pin,Tin,mdot,x_in):
self.y = 1
self.P = Pin
self.T = Tin
self.mdot = mdot
self.x_in = x_in
self.mdot_V = 0.0
self.mdot_L = 0.0
self.D = 0.0 # m
self.V = 0.0 # m^3
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_MS(self):
self.mdot_V = self.mdot * self.x_in
self.mdot_L = self.mdot * (1-self.x_in)
# If MS does exist
if self.y == 1:
# Find the volume required, A
rho_steam = rhoV_P(self.P) # kg/m^3
rho_water = rhoL_P(self.P) # kg/m^3
res_time = 60.0 # sec
A = res_time*(self.mdot_V/rho_steam+self.mdot_L/rho_water) # m^3
self.V = A
# Calcuate Cost
K = np.array([3.4974,0.4485,0.1074])
if A <= 520:
# Purchase Cost
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(A)+K[2]*np.log10(A)**2.0)
else:
C_p0 = 637.3687*A-9491.036783
P_g = self.P-1 # barg
self.D = A/100.0 # m
# Pressure Factor
F_P = ((P_g+1.0)*self.D/(2.0*(850.0-0.6*(P_g+1.0)))+0.00315)/0.0063
F_M = 3.12 # Material Factor (Stainless Steel)
B_1 = 2.25
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B_2 = 1.82
self.cost = C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
# If MS does not exist
else:
self.cost = 0.0
class Condenser:
def __init__(self,Pin,Tin,mdot,x_in):
# Initialize vars
self.y = 1
self.Pin = Pin
self.Tin = Tin
self.mdot = mdot
self.x_in = x_in
self.q = 0.0
self.Pout = 0.0
self.Tout = 0.0
self.x_out = 0.0
self.A = 0.0
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_Condenser(self):
# Calculate Q across HX
Hin = h_Tx(self.Tin,self.x_in)
self.Pout = self.Pin
self.Tout = self.Tin
Hout = h_Tx(self.Tout,self.x_out)
DH = Hin - Hout
self.q = self.mdot * DH / 1000 # MW
# Find required heat-transfer Area, A
DT_1 = self.Tin-30.0
DT_2 = self.Tout-25.0
DT_lm = (DT_2-DT_1)/np.log(DT_2/DT_1)
R = (self.Tin-self.Tout)/(30.0-25.0)
P = (30.0-25.0)/(self.Tin-25.0)
inside = (2.0-P*(R+1.0-np.sqrt(R**2.0+1.0)))/(2.0-P*(R+1.0+np.sqrt(R**2.0+1.0)))
F = np.sqrt(R**2.0+1.0)/(R-1.0)*np.log((1.0-P)/(1.0-P*R))/np.log(inside)
U = 1 # kW/m^2*K
self.A = self.q / (F*U*DT_lm) # m^2
# Calcuate Cost
K = np.array([4.8306,-0.8509,0.3187])
if self.A <= 1000:
# Purchase Cost
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(self.A)+K[2]*np.log10(self.A)**2.0)
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else:
C_p0 = 146.21105*self.A-6225.7924
P_g = self.Pin-1.0 # barg
F_P = 0.0
# Pressure Factor
if P_g < 5.0:
C = np.array([0.0,0.0,0.0])
F_P = 1.0
else:
C = np.array([0.03881,-0.11272,0.08183])
F_P = 10.0**(C[0]+C[1]*np.log10(P_g)+C[2]*np.log10(P_g)**2.0)
F_M = 2.75 # Material Factor (Stainless Steel)
B_1 = 1.63
B_2 = 1.66
# If condenser does exist, which it should...
if self.y == 1:
self.cost = (553.9/397.0)*C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
else:
self.cost = 0.0
class FWH: # Feedwater Heater
def __init__(self,Pin1,Tin1,mdot1,x_in1,Pin2,Tin2,mdot2):
# Initialize vars
self.y = 1
self.Pin1 = Pin1
self.Tin1 = Tin1
self.mdot1 = mdot1
self.x_in1 = x_in1
self.Pin2 = Pin2
self.Tin2 = Tin2
self.mdot2 = mdot2
self.Pout = 0.0
self.Tout = 0.0
self.mdot = 0.0
self.x_out = 0.0
self.D = 0.0 # m
self.V = 0.0 # m^3
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_FWH(self):
# If FWH does exist
if self.y == 1:
# Calculate the outlet Enthalpy
self.Pout = self.Pin2
self.mdot = self.mdot1 + self.mdot2
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Hin1 = h_Tx(self.Tin1,self.x_in1)
x1 = self.mdot1 / self.mdot
Hin2 = h_pT(self.Pin2,self.Tin2)
x2 = self.mdot2 / self.mdot
Hout = x1*Hin1 + x2*Hin2
self.Tout = T_ph(self.Pout,Hout)
self.x_out = x_ph(self.Pout,Hout)
# Find the volume required, A
rho_water = 10**3.0 # kg/m^3
res_time = 60.0 # sec
self.V = res_time*(self.mdot/rho_water) # m^3
A = self.V
# Calcuate Cost
K = np.array([3.4974,0.4485,0.1074])
if A <= 520:
# Purchase Cost
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(A)+K[2]*np.log10(A)**2.0)
else:
C_p0 = 637.3687*A-9491.036783
P_g = self.Pout-1 # barg
self.D = A/100.0 # m
# Pressure Factor
F_P = ((P_g+1.0)*self.D/(2.0*(850.0-0.6*(P_g+1.0)))+0.00315)/0.0063
F_M = 3.12 # Material Factor (Stainless Steel)
B_1 = 2.25
B_2 = 1.82
self.cost = (553.9/397.0)*C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
# If FWH does not exist
else:
self.cost = 0.0
The equipment classes used for the PERCS loop are utilized solely for the purpose of
estimating the equipment costs. The code is as follows:
class Pipe: # Pipes 716 & 717
def __init__(self,len_):
self.Di = 0.5 # ft
self.len = len_ # ft
self.cost = 0.0 # $
def calc_Pipe(self):
self.cost = 50.0*self.len # $
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class Support: # PERCS Tank Support Structure
def __init__(self,R_tank,H_tank,elev_tank):
self.R = R_tank # ft
self.H = H_tank # ft
self.elev = elev_tank # ft
self.cost = 0.0 # $
def calc_Support(self):
profile = np.pi*self.R**2.0 # ft^2
cost_per_sqft = 30 # $/ft^2
elev_factor = 0.0628*self.elev + 1.0
self.cost = elev_factor * profile * cost_per_sqft
class HX: # Fake Heat Exchanger
def __init__(self):
self.P = 155.132 # bar (hot leg pressure)
self.n = 0
# (number of tubes)
self.A = 0.0 # m^2 (heat transfer SA)
self.cost = 0.0 # $
def calc_HX(self):
# Calculate Cost
K = np.array([4.1884,-0.2503,0.1974])
if self.A <= 1000:
# Purchase Cost
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(self.A)+K[2]*np.log10(self.A)**2.0)
else:
C_p0 = 11665.8957777+152.0393955*self.A
P_g = self.P-1.0 # barg
if P_g < 5.0:
C = np.array([0.0,0.0,0.0])
else:
C = np.array([0.03881,-0.11272,0.08183])
# Pressure Factor
F_P = 10.0**(C[0]+C[1]*np.log10(P_g)+C[2]*np.log10(P_g)**2.0)
F_M = 2.75 # Material Factor (Stainless Steel)
B_1 = 1.63
B_2 = 1.66
self.cost = (553.9/397.0)*C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
class Tank: # PERCS Tank
def __init__(self,R_,H_):
self.P = 1.703 # bar
self.R = R_ # ft
self.D = self.R*2/3.28084 # m
self.H = H_ # ft
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self.A = np.pi * (self.R**2.0) * self.H # ft^3
self.A = self.A / 35.3147 # m^3
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_Tank(self):
# Calcuate Cost
K = np.array([3.4974,0.4485,0.1074])
if self.A <= 520:
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(self.A)+K[2]*np.log10(self.A)**2.0) # Purchase Cost
else:
C_p0 = 637.3687*self.A-9491.036783
P_g = self.P-1.0 # barg
F_P = ((P_g+1.0)*self.D/(2.0*(850.0-0.6*(P_g+1.0)))+0.00315)/0.0063 # Pressure Factor
F_M = 3.12 # Material Factor (SS)
B_1 = 2.25
B_2 = 1.82
self.cost = (553.9/397.0)*C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
class Chemical: # MgCO3 within PERCS Tank
def __init__(self,ID):
self.mass = 0.0 # kg
self.ID = ID
self.chem_costs = np.array((24.0,0.0)) # $/kg
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_Chemical(self):
self.cost = self.mass * self.chem_costs[self.ID]
The only equipment class used for the core loop is the pump class meant to represent the
RCPs. It receives as an input the work requirement generated by the RELAP5 model. This Python
class is utilized solely for the purpose of estimating the equipment cost of the RCPs. The code is
as follows:
class Pump_rcp:
def __init__(self,W,P_out):
self.Pout = P_out # bar
self.W_th = W # MW
self.eff = 0.85
self.cost = 0.0
def calc_Pump(self):
# Calcuate Cost
A = self.W_th * 1000 # kW
K = np.array([3.3892,0.0536,0.1538])
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if A <= 300:
# Purchase Cost
C_p0 = 10.0**(K[0]+K[1]*np.log10(A)+K[2]*np.log10(A)**2.0)
else:
C_p0 = 5371.29236+79.50315*A
P_g = self.Pout - 1.0 # barg
C = np.zeros(3)
if P_g >= 10.0:
C = np.array([-0.3935,0.3957,-0.00226])
# Pressure Factor
F_P = 10.0**(C[0]+C[1]*np.log10(P_g)+C[2]*np.log10(P_g)**2.0)
F_M = 2.28 # Material Factor (Stainless Steel)
B_1 = 1.89
B_2 = 1.35
self.cost = (553.9/397.0)*C_p0*(B_1 + B_2*F_M*F_P)
A.3 PyPost Files
The program PyPost is used twice per tri-system option: once after running the steady-state
core loop RELAP5 model and once after running the SBO transient RELAP5 model. The output
data required to perform the many core loop calculations are extracted from the steady-state
RELAP5 output file and exported to .csv files by running the following Python code in PyPost:
import csv
import os
#################
# Perliminary Stuff #
#################
# Set the units to SI
setUseSIUnits()
# Get the current directory
dir_path = os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath('__file__'))
first_part = str(dir_path)
# Loop through directory and change '\' to '/'
for k in range(len(first_part)):
if first_part[k] == '\\':
first_part = first_part[:k] + '/' + first_part[k+1:]
# Finish full path to .r file
file_path = first_part + "/zionpwr_PERCS_SBO_6in.r"
RELAP.openPlotFile(file_path,1)
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################
# All tempf Data #
################
# Create and open tempf_data.csv file
tempf_file_name = first_part + "/tempf_data.csv"
f1 = open(tempf_file_name,'wb')
writer1 = csv.writer(f1)
# Grab the T_data and write to .csv file
T_106 = RELAP.getData(1,'tempf-106010000')
i=0
for row in T_106:
if i == len(T_106)-1:
writer1.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
T_110 = RELAP.getData(1,'tempf-110010000')
i=0
for row in T_110:
if i == len(T_110)-1:
writer1.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
f1.close()
############
# All p Data #
############
# Create and open p_data.csv file
p_file_name = first_part + "/p_data.csv"
f2 = open(p_file_name,'wb')
writer2 = csv.writer(f2)
# Grab the p_data and write to .csv file
P_106 = RELAP.getData(1,'p-106010000')
i=0
for row in P_106:
if i == len(P_106)-1:
writer2.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
P_110 = RELAP.getData(1,'p-110010000')
i=0
for row in P_110:
if i == len(P_110)-1:
writer2.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
num = 10000
for k in range(6):
var_name = 'p-3350'+str(num)
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p_data = RELAP.getData(1,var_name)
i=0
for row in p_data:
if i == len(p_data)-1:
writer2.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
num = num + 10000
P_114 = RELAP.getData(1,'p-114010000')
i=0
for row in P_114:
if i == len(P_114)-1:
writer2.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
f2.close()
################
# All mflowj Data #
################
# Create and open m_dot_data.csv file
m_file_name = first_part + "/mflowj_data.csv"
f3 = open(m_file_name,'wb')
writer3 = csv.writer(f3)
# Grab the m_dot_data and write to .csv file
nums = [100010000,400010000,600010000,200010000]
for num in nums:
var_name = 'mflowj-'+str(num)
m_data = RELAP.getData(1,var_name)
i=0
for row in m_data:
if i >= len(m_data)-7:
writer3.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
j=0
m_data = RELAP.getData(1,'mflowj-335010000')
for row in m_data:
if j == len(m_data)-1:
writer3.writerow([row[1]])
j=j+1
f3.close()
###############
# All hvmix Data #
###############
# Create and open m_dot_data.csv file
h_file_name = first_part + "/hvmix_data.csv"
f4 = open(h_file_name,'wb')
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writer4 = csv.writer(f4)
# Grab the hvmix_data and write to .csv file
nums = [106010000,110010000,335010000,112050000,114010000,412050000,414010000,
612050000,614010000,212050000,214010000]
for num in nums:
var_name = 'hvmix-'+str(num)
h_data = RELAP.getData(1,var_name)
i=0
for row in h_data:
if i == len(h_data)-1:
writer4.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
f4.close()
################
# All httemp Data #
################
# Create and open httemp_data.csv file
T_file_name = first_part + "/httemp_data.csv"
f5 = open(T_file_name,'wb')
writer5 = csv.writer(f5)
# Grab the httemp_data and write to .csv file
num = 101
for k in range(6):
var_name = 'httemp-336000'+str(num)
T_data = RELAP.getData(1,var_name)
i=0
for row in T_data:
if i == len(T_data)-1:
writer5.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
num = num + 100
num = 117
for k in range(6):
var_name = 'httemp-336000'+str(num)
T_data = RELAP.getData(1,var_name)
i=0
for row in T_data:
if i == len(T_data)-1:
writer5.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
num = num + 100
f5.close()
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###############
# All quale Data #
###############
# Create and open quale_data.csv file
x_file_name = first_part + "/quale_data.csv"
f6 = open(x_file_name,'wb')
writer6 = csv.writer(f6)
# Grab the quale_data and write to .csv file
num = 10000
for k in range(6):
var_name = 'quale-3350'+str(num)
x_data = RELAP.getData(1,var_name)
i=0
for row in x_data:
if i == len(x_data)-1:
writer6.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
num = num + 10000
f6.close()
################
# Close RELAP file #
################
RELAP.closeAll()
The output data required to perform the PERCS loop calculations are extracted from the
transient RELAP5 output file and exported to .csv files by running the following code in PyPost:
import csv
import os
#################
# Perliminary Stuff #
#################
# Set the units to SI
setUseSIUnits()
# Get the current directory
dir_path = os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath('__file__'))
first_part = str(dir_path)
# Loop through directory and change '\' to '/'
for k in range(len(first_part)):
if first_part[k] == '\\':
first_part = first_part[:k] + '/' + first_part[k+1:]
# Finish full path to .r file
file_path = first_part + "/zionpwr_PERCS_SBO_6in.r"
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RELAP.openPlotFile(file_path,1)
###############
# All httemp data #
###############
# Grab the T_data needed for obj. function
httemp1 = RELAP.getData(1,'tempf-335060000')
# Open and write T_data.csv file
T_file_name = first_part + "/T_data.csv"
f = open(T_file_name,'wb')
writer = csv.writer(f)
writer.writerows(httemp1)
f.close()
##############
# All alpha data #
##############
# Grab the a_frac data needed for obj. function
a_data = RELAP.getData(1,'cntrlvar-704')
# Open and write it to alpha_data.csv file
a_file_name = first_part + "/Alpha_data.csv"
g = open(a_file_name,'wb')
writer_2 = csv.writer(g)
i=0
for row in a_data:
if i == len(a_data)-1:
writer_2.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
num = 713
for k in range(99):
var_name = 'cntrlvar-'+str(num)
a_data = RELAP.getData(1,var_name)
i=0
for row in a_data:
if i == len(a_data)-1:
writer_2.writerow([row[1]])
i=i+1
num = num + 7
g.close()
################
# Close RELAP file #
################
RELAP.closeAll()
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A.4 Functions
Apart from the three functions used exclusively by the PCS_Option class (shown in the
Appendix Section A.2.3), there were several functions used directly by the MI_NSGA method.
These include several steam table functions, a constraints function with supporting pressure gap
functions, a tri-system fitness function, a data-graphing function, some “specialized breeding”
functions, and some “tough love” functions.

A.4.1 Steam Table Functions
The steam table functions employ the IAPWS97 library, which must actually be included
in the same folder as the Python file calling it. The code is as follows:
def Psat_T(T_):
T_ = T_ + 273.15 # Convert from C to K
example = IAPWS97(T=T_,x=1.0)
P_ = example.P * 10.0 # Convert from MPa to bar
return P_
def h_Px(P_,x_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
example = IAPWS97(P=P_,x=x_)
h_ = example.h # kJ/kg
return h_
def h_pT(P_,T_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
T_ = T_ + 273.15 # Convert from C to K
example = IAPWS97(P=P_,T=T_)
h_ = example.h # kJ/kg
return h_
def h_pS(P_,S_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
S_ = S_ # kJ/kg*K
example = IAPWS97(P=P_,s=S_)
h_ = example.h # kJ/kg
return h_
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def h_Tx(T_,x_):
T_ = T_ + 273.15 # Convert from C to K
example = IAPWS97(T=T_,x=x_)
h_ = example.h # kJ/kg
return h_
def S_pT(P_,T_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
T_ = T_ + 273.15 # Convert from C to K
example = IAPWS97(P=P_,T=T_)
S_ = example.s # kJ/kg*K
return S_
def S_ph(P_,h_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
h_ = h_ # kJ/kg
example = IAPWS97(P=P_,h=h_)
S_ = example.s # kJ/kg*K
return S_
def T_ph(P_,h_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
h_ = h_ # kJ/kg
example = IAPWS97(P=P_,h=h_)
T_ = example.T - 273.15 # Convert from K to C
return T_
def x_pT(P_,T_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
T_ = T_ + 273.15 # Convert from C to K
example = IAPWS97(P=P_,T=T_)
x_ = example.x
return x_
def x_ph(P_,h_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
h_ = h_ # kJ/kg
example = IAPWS97(P=P_,h=h_)
x_ = example.x
return x_
def rhoV_P(P_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
x_ = 1.0 # Vapor
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example = IAPWS97(P=P_,x=x_)
rho_ = example.rho
return rho_
def rhoL_P(P_):
P_ = P_/10.0 # Convert from bar to MPa
x_ = 0.0 # Liquid
example = IAPWS97(P=P_,x=x_)
rho_ = example.rho
return rho_
A.4.2 Constraints & Pressure Gap Functions
Unlike the constraints function called by the PCS_Option class, the tri-system constraints
function enforces upper and lower bounds as well as other pressure gap constraints for all three
NPP systems. The code is as follows:
def constraints(x1,x2,x3,y):
"""
Inputs:
x1 = Array of core loop x-optimization parameters
x2 = Array of PERCS x-optimization parameters
x3 = Array of PCS x-optimization parameters
y = Array of PCS y-optimization parameters
Output:
x1 = Array of constraint-corrected core loop x-optimization parameters
x2 = Array of constraint-corrected PERCS x-optimization parameters
x3 = Array of constraint-corrected PCS x-optimization parameters
y = Array of unchanged PCS y-optimization parameters
"""
##########################
""" Constraints for x1 (Core) """
##########################
# Constraints for R_fuel
if x1[0] < 0.0120: x1[0] = 0.0120
if x1[0] > 0.0159: x1[0] = 0.0159
# Constraints for H_fuel
if x1[1] < 10.0: x1[1] = 10.0
if x1[1] > 14.0: x1[1] = 14.0
# Constraints for Dh_00
if x1[2] < 1.5: x1[2] = 1.5
if x1[2] > 3.5: x1[2] = 3.5
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# Constraints for Dh_12
if x1[3] < 1.5: x1[3] = 1.5
if x1[3] > 3.5: x1[3] = 3.5
# Constraints for Dh_14
if x1[4] < 1.5: x1[4] = 1.5
if x1[4] > 3.5: x1[4] = 3.5
###########################
""" Constraints for x2 (PERCS) """
###########################
# Constraints for R_tank
if x2[0] < 3.28084: x2[0] = 3.28084
if x2[0] > 16.4042: x2[0] = 16.4042
# Constraints for D_h
if x2[2] < 3.28084e-2: x2[2] = 3.28084e-2
if x2[2] > 1.64042e-1: x2[2] = 1.64042e-1
# Constraints for pitch
if x2[1] < 1.25*x2[2]: x2[1] = 1.25*x2[2]
if x2[1] > 0.65617: x2[1] = 0.65617
# Constraints for th
if x2[3] < 3.28084e-3: x2[3] = 3.28084e-3
if x2[3] > 8.2021e-3: x2[3] = 8.2021e-3
# Constraints for Len
if x2[4] < 3.28084: x2[4] = 3.28084
if x2[4] > 49.2126: x2[4] = 49.2126
# Constraints for elev
if x2[5] < 16.4042: x2[5] = 16.4042
if x2[5] < (x2[4]-15.6): x2[5] = x2[4]-15.6
if x2[5] > 131.234: x2[5] = 131.234
#########################
""" Constraints for x3 (PCS) """
#########################
#------------------------------""" Bound Constraints """
#------------------------------# Constraints for mchx.Tout
if x3[0] < 295.0: x3[0] = 295.0
if x3[0] > 307.7: x3[0] = 307.7
# Constraints for Po_t1a
if x3[1] < 8.0: x3[1] = 8.0
if x3[1] > 25.0: x3[1] = 25.0
# Constraints for mf_t1a
if x3[2] < 0.05: x3[2] = 0.05
if x3[2] > 0.19: x3[2] = 0.19
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# Constraints for Po_t1b
if x3[3] < 6.0: x3[3] = 6.0
if x3[3] > 20.0: x3[3] = 20.0
# Constraints for mf_t1b
if x3[4] < 0.05: x3[4] = 0.05
if x3[4] > 0.19: x3[4] = 0.19
# Constraints for Po_t1c
if x3[5] < 4.0: x3[5] = 4.0
if x3[5] > 16.0: x3[5] = 16.0
# Constraints for Po_t2a
if x3[6] < 3.0: x3[6] = 3.0
if x3[6] > 13.0: x3[6] = 13.0
# Constraints for mf_t2a
if x3[7] < 0.05: x3[7] = 0.05
if x3[7] > 0.19: x3[7] = 0.19
# Constraints for Po_t2b
if x3[8] < 2.0: x3[8] = 2.0
if x3[8] > 11.0: x3[8] = 11.0
#-----------------------------------""" Coupled P Constraints """
#-----------------------------------# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(o),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(x)
''' 1 - red '''
if y[0]==0 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==0 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x3[1],x3[5] = DeltaP(x3[1],x3[5],4.0)
if x3[3]>=x3[1] or x3[3]<=x3[5]: x3[3] = x3[5] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(x),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(x)
''' 2 - firebrick '''
if y[0]==0 and y[1]==0 and y[2]==0 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
if x3[3]<=x3[5]: x3[3] = x3[5] + 2.0
if x3[1]<=x3[3]: x3[1] = x3[3] + 2.0
if x3[6]>=x3[5]: x3[6] = x3[5] - 2.0
if x3[8]>=x3[6]: x3[8] = x3[6] - 2.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(o),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(o)
''' 3 - darkgreen '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==1 and y[5]==0:
x_t = np.array((2.0,x3[8],4.0,x3[5],4.0,x3[1]))
x_t = DeltaP4(x_t)
x3[8],x3[5],x3[1] = x_t[1],x_t[3],x_t[5]
if x3[3]>=x3[1] or x3[3]<=x3[5]: x3[3] = x3[5] + 1.0
if x3[6]>=x3[5] or x3[6]<=x3[8]: x3[6] = x3[8] + 1.0
''' 9 - yellow '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==0 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x_t = np.array((2.0,x3[8],4.0,x3[5],4.0,x3[1]))
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x_t = DeltaP4(x_t)
x3[8],x3[5],x3[1] = x_t[1],x_t[3],x_t[5]
if x3[3]>=x3[1] or x3[3]<=x3[5]: x3[3] = x3[5] + 1.0
if x3[6]>=x3[5] or x3[6]<=x3[8]: x3[6] = x3[8] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(o),t1b(o),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(o)
''' 4 - purple '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==1:
#x_t = np.array((2.0,x[8],4.0,x[5],4.0,x[3],2.0,x[1]))
x_t = np.array((2.0,x3[8],2.0,x3[5],2.0,x3[3],2.0,x3[1]))
x_t = DeltaP4(x_t)
x3[8],x3[5],x3[3],x3[1] = x_t[1],x_t[3],x_t[5],x_t[7]
# Make sure the dummy value for x[6] is b/t Po_t1c and Po_t2b
if x3[6]>=x3[5] or x3[6]<=x3[8]: x3[6] = x3[8] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(x),t1b(o),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(o)
''' 5 - deeppink '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==0 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==1:
x_t = np.array((2.0,x3[8],4.0,x3[5],2.0,x3[3]))
x_t = DeltaP4(x_t)
x3[8],x3[5],x3[3] = x_t[1],x_t[3],x_t[5]
if x3[1]<=x3[3]: x3[1] = x3[3] + 1.0
if x3[6]>=x3[5] or x3[6]<=x3[8]: x3[6] = x3[8] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(o),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(o),t2b(o)
''' 6 - blue '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==1 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==1 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x_t = np.array((x3[1],4.0,x3[5],2.0,x3[6],4.0,x3[8]))
x_t = DeltaP3(x_t)
x3[1],x3[5],x3[6],x3[8] = x_t[0],x_t[2],x_t[4],x_t[6]
if x3[3]>=x3[1] or x3[3]<=x3[5]: x3[3] = x3[5] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(x),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(o),t2b(o)
''' 7 - cyan '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==0 and y[2]==1 and y[3]==1 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x_t = np.array((x3[5],2.0,x3[6],4.0,x3[8]))
x_t = DeltaP3(x_t)
x3[5],x3[6],x3[8] = x_t[0],x_t[2],x_t[4]
if x3[3]<=x3[5]: x3[3] = x3[5] + 1.0
if x3[1]<=x3[3]: x3[1] = x3[3] + 1.0
# Constraints for Turbine Combo: t1a(x),t1b(x),t1c(o),t2a(x),t2b(o)
''' 8 - orange '''
if y[0]==1 and y[1]==0 and y[2]==0 and y[3]==0 and y[4]==0 and y[5]==0:
x3[5],x3[8] = DeltaP(x3[5],x3[8],4.0)
if x3[3]<=x3[5]: x3[3] = x3[5] + 2.0
if x3[1]<=x3[3]: x3[1] = x3[3] + 2.0
if x3[6]>=x3[5] or x3[6]<=x3[8]: x3[6] = x3[8] + 1.0
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# To correct any "NaN" problems with Pump6, make sure that IPT.Pout > 1.0 bar
if x3[8]<1.0: x3[8] = 1.001
# Return correct x,y-values
return x1,x2,x3,y
def DeltaP(a,b,delP):
"""
Inputs:
a = Upstream pressure
b = Downstream pressure
delP = Minimum required pressure gap between a and b
"""
# If pressures a and b are not at least delP apart
if (a-b) < delP:
# Randomly increase a or decrease b
if random.random() < 0.5:
a = b + delP
else:
b = a - delP
# Return gap-corrected pressures
return a,b
def DeltaP3(a):
"""
Inputs:
a[0] = Highest P
a[1] = Min delta_P b/t a[0] and a[2]
a[2] = Next P
a[3] = Min delta_P b/t a[2] and a[4]
a[4] = Next P
a[...] = ...
"""
# Rotate through the P's
for n in range(0,len(a)-2,2):
# If a[0] and a[2] are not at least a[1] apart
if n==0 and (a[n]-a[n+2])<a[n+1]:
# Randomly increase a[0] or decrease a[2]
if random.random()<0.5:
a[n] = a[n+2] + a[n+1]
else:
a[n+2] = a[n] - a[n+1]
if n != 0:
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# If a[n] and a[n+2] are not at least a[n+1] apart,
# and there is enough gap b/t a[n-2] and a[n]
if (a[n]-a[n+2])<a[n+1] and (a[n-2]-a[n+2])>=(a[n-1]+a[n+1]):
# Randomly increase a[n] or decrease a[n+2]
if random.random()<0.5:
a[n] = a[n+2] + a[n+1]
else:
a[n+2] = a[n] - a[n+1]
# If a[n] and a[n+2] are not at least a[n+1] apart,
# and there is not enough gap b/t a[n-2] and a[n]
if (a[n]-a[n+2])<a[n+1] and (a[n-2]-a[n+2])<(a[n-1]+a[n+1]):
# Just decrease a[n+2]
a[n+2] = a[n] - a[n+1]
# Return gap-corrected pressures
return a
def DeltaP4(a):
"""
Inputs:
a[0] = Min P for a[1]
a[1] = Lowest P
a[2] = Mim delta_P b/t a[1] and a[3]
a[3] = Next P
a[4] = Min delta_P b/t a[3] and a[5]
a[5] = Next P
a[...] = ...
"""
# Rotate through the P's
for n in range(1,len(a)-2,2):
# For the 1st P, when 1st and 2nd P's are not at least dP apart
if n == 1 and (a[n+2]-a[n])<a[n+1]:
# If (2nd P minus dP) < min for 1st P
if (a[n+2]-a[n+1])<a[0]:
# Enforce dP on 2nd P
a[n+2] = a[n] + a[n+1]
# If not so
else:
# Make it a 50/50 chance
if random.random()<0.5:
a[n] = a[n+2] - a[n+1]
else:
a[n+2] = a[n] + a[n+1]
# For all other P's, when P and P_next are not at least dP_next apart
if n != 1 and (a[n+2]-a[n])<a[n+1]:
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# If (P_next minus dP_next) < (P_prev + dP_prev)
if (a[n+2]-a[n+1])<(a[n-2]+a[n-1]):
# Enforce dP_next on P_next
a[n+2] = a[n] + a[n+1]
# If not so
else:
# Make it a 50/50 chance
if random.random()<0.5:
a[n] = a[n+2] - a[n+1]
else:
a[n+2] = a[n] + a[n+1]
# Return gap-corrected pressures
return a
A.4.3 Tri-System Maximin Fitness Function
This fitness function is also different in that, for each tri-system option, it calculates singlesystem fitness values, normalizes them, and uses them to calculate a tri-system fitness function.
The function then sorts the tri-system options by descending fitness. The code is as follows:
def maximin(opt_list):
"""
Inputs:
opt_list = Population's 'opt_list' array of Option's
Outputs:
sorted_list = Array of fitness-sorted Option's
"""
n = len(opt_list)
######################################
""" Normalize the objective function values """
######################################
#--------------------------------""" Core Obj. Functions """
#--------------------------------# Find the largest and smallest W_rcp among the list of Options
largest_W_rcp = 0.0
smallest_W_rcp = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
if opt_list[i].W_rcp > largest_W_rcp:
largest_W_rcp = opt_list[i].W_rcp
if opt_list[i].W_rcp < smallest_W_rcp:
smallest_W_rcp = opt_list[i].W_rcp
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# Assign normalized W_rcp-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_1_1 = (opt_list[i].W_rcp-smallest_W_rcp)/(largest_W_rcp-smallest_W_rcp)
# Find the largest and smallest Cost_1 among the list of Options
largest_cost_1 = 0.0
smallest_cost_1 = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
if opt_list[i].cost_1 > largest_cost_1:
largest_cost_1 = opt_list[i].cost_1
if opt_list[i].cost_1 < smallest_cost_1:
smallest_cost_1 = opt_list[i].cost_1
# Assign normalized Cost_1-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_1_2 = (opt_list[i].cost_1-smallest_cost_1)/(largest_cost_1-smallest_cost_1)
#----------------------------------""" PERCS Obj. Functions """
#----------------------------------# Find the largest and smallest Cost_2 among the list of Options
largest_cost_2 = 0.0
smallest_cost_2 = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
if opt_list[i].cost_2 > largest_cost_2:
largest_cost_2 = opt_list[i].cost_2
if opt_list[i].cost_2 < smallest_cost_2:
smallest_cost_2 = opt_list[i].cost_2
# Assign normalized Cost_2-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_2_1 = (opt_list[i].cost_2-smallest_cost_2)/(largest_cost_2-smallest_cost_2)
# Find the largest and smallest T_dev among the list of Options
largest_dT_int = 0.0
smallest_dT_int = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
if opt_list[i].dT_int > largest_dT_int:
largest_dT_int = opt_list[i].dT_int
if opt_list[i].dT_int < smallest_dT_int:
smallest_dT_int = opt_list[i].dT_int
# Assign normalized T_dev-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_2_2 = (opt_list[i].dT_int-smallest_dT_int)/(largest_dT_int-smallest_dT_int)
# Find the largest and smallest Alpha among the list of Options
largest_alpha = 0.0
smallest_alpha = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
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if opt_list[i].alpha > largest_alpha:
largest_alpha = opt_list[i].alpha
if opt_list[i].alpha < smallest_alpha:
smallest_alpha = opt_list[i].alpha
# Assign normalized Alpha-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_2_3 = (opt_list[i].alpha-smallest_alpha)/(largest_alpha-smallest_alpha)
#----------------------------------""" PCS SS Obj. Functions """
#----------------------------------# Find the largest and smallest inv_eff among the list of Options
largest_inv_eff = 0.0
smallest_inv_eff = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
if opt_list[i].inv_eff > largest_inv_eff:
largest_inv_eff = opt_list[i].inv_eff
if opt_list[i].inv_eff < smallest_inv_eff:
smallest_inv_eff = opt_list[i].inv_eff
# Assign normalized inv_eff-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_3_1 = (opt_list[i].inv_eff-smallest_inv_eff)/(largest_inv_eff-smallest_inv_eff)
# Find the largest and smallest Cost_3 among the list of Options
largest_cost_3 = 0.0
smallest_cost_3 = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
if opt_list[i].cost_3 > largest_cost_3:
largest_cost_3 = opt_list[i].cost_3
if opt_list[i].cost_3 < smallest_cost_3:
smallest_cost_3 = opt_list[i].cost_3
# Assign normalized Cost_3-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_3_2 = (opt_list[i].cost_3-smallest_cost_3)/(largest_cost_3-smallest_cost_3)
###########################################
""" Calc the individual fmm values for each Option """
###########################################
#---------------------------------------""" Core fmm value (fmm_1) """
#---------------------------------------# Rotate through each Option
for i in range(n):
j_mins = np.empty(0)
# Rotate through each Option (except j = i)
for j in range(n):
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if j == i:
None
else:
# Find min[k=1,2](f_k(x_i) - f_k(x_j))
k_diff1 = opt_list[i].obj_1_1 - opt_list[j].obj_1_1
k_diff2 = opt_list[i].obj_1_2 - opt_list[j].obj_1_2
k_min = min(k_diff1,k_diff2)
j_mins = np.append(j_mins,k_min)
# Find the max of the j_mins and assign new f_maximin to Option i
i_max = max(j_mins)
opt_list[i].fmm_1 = i_max
#-----------------------------------------""" PERCS fmm value (fmm_2) """
#-----------------------------------------# Rotate through each Option
for i in range(n):
j_mins = np.empty(0)
# Rotate through each Option (except j = i)
for j in range(n):
if j == i:
None
else:
# Find min[k=1,2](f_k(x_i) - f_k(x_j))
k_diff1 = opt_list[i].obj_2_1 - opt_list[j].obj_2_1
k_diff2 = opt_list[i].obj_2_2 - opt_list[j].obj_2_2
k_diff3 = opt_list[i].obj_2_3 - opt_list[j].obj_2_3
k_min = min(k_diff1,k_diff2,k_diff3)
j_mins = np.append(j_mins,k_min)
# Find the max of the j_mins and assign new f_maximin to Option i
i_max = max(j_mins)
opt_list[i].fmm_2 = i_max
#--------------------------------------""" PCS fmm value (fmm_3) """
#--------------------------------------# Rotate through each Option
for i in range(n):
j_mins = np.empty(0)
# Rotate through each Option (except j = i)
for j in range(n):
if j == i:
None
else:
# Find min[k=1,2](f_k(x_i) - f_k(x_j))
k_diff1 = opt_list[i].obj_3_1 - opt_list[j].obj_3_1
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k_diff2 = opt_list[i].obj_3_2 - opt_list[j].obj_3_2
k_min = min(k_diff1,k_diff2)
j_mins = np.append(j_mins,k_min)
# Find the max of the j_mins and assign new f_maximin to Option i
i_max = max(j_mins)
opt_list[i].fmm_3 = i_max
##########################################
""" Normalize the fmm objective function values """
##########################################
#------------------------""" fmm_1-value """
#------------------------# Find the largest and smallest fmm_1 among the list of Options
largest_fmm_1 = -99.9e25
smallest_fmm_1 = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
if opt_list[i].fmm_1 > largest_fmm_1:
largest_fmm_1 = opt_list[i].fmm_1
if opt_list[i].fmm_1 < smallest_fmm_1:
smallest_fmm_1 = opt_list[i].fmm_1
# Assign normalized fmm_1-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_fmm_1 = (opt_list[i].fmm_1-smallest_fmm_1)/
(largest_fmm_1-smallest_fmm_1)
#------------------------""" fmm_2-value """
#------------------------# Find the largest and smallest fmm_2 among the list of Options
largest_fmm_2 = -99.9e25
smallest_fmm_2 = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
if opt_list[i].fmm_2 > largest_fmm_2:
largest_fmm_2 = opt_list[i].fmm_2
if opt_list[i].fmm_2 < smallest_fmm_2:
smallest_fmm_2 = opt_list[i].fmm_2
# Assign normalized fmm_2-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_fmm_2 = (opt_list[i].fmm_2-smallest_fmm_2)/
(largest_fmm_2-smallest_fmm_2)
#------------------------""" fmm_3-value """
#------------------------# Find the largest and smallest fmm_3 among the list of Options
largest_fmm_3 = -99.9e25
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smallest_fmm_3 = 99.9e25
for i in range(n):
if opt_list[i].fmm_3 > largest_fmm_3:
largest_fmm_3 = opt_list[i].fmm_3
if opt_list[i].fmm_3 < smallest_fmm_3:
smallest_fmm_3 = opt_list[i].fmm_3
# Assign normalized fmm_3-values to each Option
for i in range(n):
opt_list[i].obj_fmm_3 = (opt_list[i].fmm_3-smallest_fmm_3)/
(largest_fmm_3-smallest_fmm_3)
################################################
""" Calc the overall fmm values (fmm_o) for each Option """
################################################
fmm_min = 1000
min_index = 50
# Rotate through each Option
for i in range(n):
j_mins = np.empty(0)
# Rotate through each Option (except j = i)
for j in range(n):
if j == i:
None
else:
# Find min[k=1,2](f_k(x_i) - f_k(x_j))
k_diff1 = opt_list[i].obj_fmm_1 - opt_list[j].obj_fmm_1
k_diff2 = opt_list[i].obj_fmm_2 - opt_list[j].obj_fmm_2
k_diff3 = opt_list[i].obj_fmm_3 - opt_list[j].obj_fmm_3
k_min = min(k_diff1,k_diff2,k_diff3)
j_mins = np.append(j_mins,k_min)
# Find the max of the j_mins and assign new f_maximin to Option i
i_max = max(j_mins)
opt_list[i].fmm_o = i_max
# Keep track of the smallest f_maximin
if i_max < fmm_min:
fmm_min = i_max
min_index = i
######################################################
""" Sort the list of Options by order of ascending fmm_o-values """
######################################################
# Initialize the maximin-sorted list of Options
sorted_list = np.array(opt_list[min_index])
# Re-order the list of Options in ascending "maximin" order
for count in range(n-1):
fmm_next = 1000
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# Rotate through the Options of opt_list
for i in range(n):
# Find the next smallest f_maximin
if i != min_index:
# If current Option's fmm_value is less than fmm_next
if opt_list[i].fmm_o < fmm_next and opt_list[i].fmm_o >= fmm_min:
# If it equals the previous minimum
if opt_list[i].fmm_o == fmm_min and i > min_index:
index_next = i
fmm_next = opt_list[i].fmm_o
break
else:
if opt_list[i].fmm_o == fmm_min and i < min_index:
None
else:
index_next = i
fmm_next = opt_list[i].fmm_o
# Add the next best Option to the sorted list
sorted_list = np.append(sorted_list,opt_list[index_next])
fmm_min = fmm_next
min_index = index_next
# Return the maximin-sorted list of Options
return sorted_list
A.4.4 Graph Data Function
This data-graphing function is called at the end of certain iterations of the MI-NSGA
method. It graphs all three single systems on objective function plots and pastes two of them into
the same Excel tab. Then it cycles through each of the tri-system options of the population and
pastes key parameters and values in Excel. The code is as follows:
def Graph_Data(wb,Pop,num_it,dt,tot_time):
"""
Inputs:
wb = Excel workbook for collecting data
Pop = Population, whose 'opt_list' array of Options will be graphed
num_it = Current iteration number
dt = computational run-time since last time stamp
tot_time = total computational run-time
Actions:
Creates/Prints 3 objective function graphs in Python.
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Pastes PERCS and PCS graphs in Excel.
Pastes important tri-system Option data in Excel.
"""
# Print the time lapse and current time
print ("Number of Iterations =", num_it)
m = time.localtime()
if m[3]<=12:
hr = m[3]
if m[3]==0: hr = 12
ap = "AM"
if m[3]>12:
hr = m[3]-12
ap = "PM"
print ("dt =", dt/60.0, "min / Time =", hr,":","%02.0f"%m[4],":","%02.0f"%m[5],ap)
#############################
""" Make Individual System Plots """
#############################
# Establish the tab for Excel graphing
tab = repr(num_it)
#------------------""" Core Plot """
#------------------# Find the max W_RCP
W_rcp_max = 0.0
for i in range(len(Pop.opt_list)):
if Pop.opt_list[i].W_rcp > W_rcp_max:
W_rcp_max = Pop.opt_list[i].W_rcp + 0.4
# Create figure for core loop graph
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.gca()
plt.xlim([11.0,W_rcp_max])
plt.ylim([0.9,1.8])
# Rotate through Pop's 'opt_list' of Options
for i in range(np.size(Pop.opt_list)):
# Plot Option on core loop graph
plt.scatter(Pop.opt_list[i].W_rcp,Pop.opt_list[i].cost_1,s=10,c='w',edgecolors='k')
plt.grid()
plt.xlabel('RCP Work (MW)')
plt.ylabel('Cost ($1x10^9)')
plt.show()
#--------------------""" PERCS Plot """
#---------------------
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# Put obj. function data into arrays
x = np.array((Pop.opt_list[0].cost_2))
y = np.array((Pop.opt_list[0].dT_int))
z = np.array((Pop.opt_list[0].alpha))
for i in range(1,np.size(Pop.opt_list)):
x = np.append(x,Pop.opt_list[i].cost_2)
y = np.append(y,Pop.opt_list[i].dT_int)
z = np.append(z,Pop.opt_list[i].alpha)
# Create the zoomed-in PERCS graph in Python
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,5))
ax = fig.gca(projection='3d')
ax.scatter(x,y,z,c='b',marker='o')
ax.set_xlabel('Cost ($1x10^8)',linespacing=3.2)
ax.set_ylabel('\ndT_int',linespacing=3.1)
ax.set_zlabel('\nAlpha',linespacing=3.1)
ax.view_init(azim=-110,elev=45)
plt.show()
# Paste the zoomed-in Python graph in Excel
wb.sheets[tab].pictures.add(fig,name='percs_graph')
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[0].left = 550
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[0].top = 97
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[0].height = 211
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[0].width = 250
#-----------------""" PCS Plot """
#-----------------# Create figure for PCS loop graph
fig2 = plt.figure(figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig2.gca()
plt.xlim([0.33,0.37])
plt.ylim([0,13])
ax.set_xticks(np.arange(0.33,0.37,0.005))
ax.set_yticks(np.arange(0,13,2))
# Rotate through Pop's 'opt_list' of Options
for i in range(np.size(Pop.opt_list)):
# Plot Option on PCS loop graph
plt.scatter(Pop.opt_list[i].eff,Pop.opt_list[i].cost_3,s=10,c=Pop.opt_list[i].color,
edgecolors=Pop.opt_list[i].color)
plt.grid()
plt.xlabel('Efficiency')
plt.ylabel('Cost ($1x10^9)')
plt.show()
# Paste the PCS Python graph in Excel
wb.sheets[tab].pictures.add(fig2,name='pcs_graph')
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wb.sheets[tab].pictures[1].left = 550
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[1].top = 322
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[1].height = 211
wb.sheets[tab].pictures[1].width = 316
######################
""" Export Data to Excel """
######################
# Export the computational run-time
wb.sheets[tab].range('B1').value = dt/60.0 # min
wb.sheets[tab].range('B2').value = tot_time/60.0 # min
col = 3
n_a = "-"
# Paste all pertinent Option data in Excel
for k in range(np.size(Pop.opt_list)):
wb.sheets[tab].range(2,col).value = k + 1
wb.sheets[tab].range(3,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].fmm_o
# Core obj. functions
wb.sheets[tab].range(4,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].W_rcp
wb.sheets[tab].range(5,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].cost_1
wb.sheets[tab].range(6,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].fmm_1
# PERCS obj. functions
wb.sheets[tab].range(7,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].cost_2
wb.sheets[tab].range(8,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].dT_int
wb.sheets[tab].range(9,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].alpha
wb.sheets[tab].range(10,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].fmm_2
# PCS obj. functions
wb.sheets[tab].range(11,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].eff
wb.sheets[tab].range(12,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].cost_3
wb.sheets[tab].range(13,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].fmm_3
# Core optimization parameters (x1)
wb.sheets[tab].range(14,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].R_f
wb.sheets[tab].range(15,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].H_fuel
wb.sheets[tab].range(16,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].Dh_00
wb.sheets[tab].range(17,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].Dh_12
wb.sheets[tab].range(18,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].Dh_14
# PERCS optimization parameters (x2)
wb.sheets[tab].range(19,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].R_tank
wb.sheets[tab].range(20,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].pitch
wb.sheets[tab].range(21,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].D_h
wb.sheets[tab].range(22,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].th
wb.sheets[tab].range(23,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].Len
wb.sheets[tab].range(24,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].elev
# PCS optimization parameters (x3)
wb.sheets[tab].range(25,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].phx.Tout
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wb.sheets[tab].range(26,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t1a.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(27,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].mf_t1a
if Pop.opt_list[k].y_rh1 == 0:
wb.sheets[tab].range(26,col).color = (139,137,137)
wb.sheets[tab].range(27,col).color = (139,137,137)
wb.sheets[tab].range(28,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t1b.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(29,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].mf_t1b
if Pop.opt_list[k].y_s5 == 0:
wb.sheets[tab].range(28,col).color = (139,137,137)
wb.sheets[tab].range(29,col).color = (139,137,137)
wb.sheets[tab].range(30,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t1c.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(31,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t2a.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(32,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].mf_t2a
if Pop.opt_list[k].y_s14 == 0:
wb.sheets[tab].range(31,col).color = (139,137,137)
wb.sheets[tab].range(32,col).color = (139,137,137)
wb.sheets[tab].range(33,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t2b.Pout
if Pop.opt_list[k].y_ipt == 0:
wb.sheets[tab].range(33,col).color = (139,137,137)
# PCS optimization parameters (y)
wb.sheets[tab].range(34,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].color
wb.sheets[tab].range(35,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].y_ipt
wb.sheets[tab].range(36,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].y_rh1
wb.sheets[tab].range(37,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].y_rh2
wb.sheets[tab].range(38,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].y_s14
wb.sheets[tab].range(39,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].y_s4
wb.sheets[tab].range(40,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].y_s5
# Core Constraints Data
wb.sheets[tab].range(41,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].T_f_over_max
wb.sheets[tab].range(42,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].T_c_over_max
wb.sheets[tab].range(43,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].MDNBR_below_1
wb.sheets[tab].range(44,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].penalized
wb.sheets[tab].range(45,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].failed
wb.sheets[tab].range(46,col).value = max(Pop.opt_list[k].T_1336_1)
wb.sheets[tab].range(47,col).value = max(Pop.opt_list[k].T_1336_17)
wb.sheets[tab].range(48,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].MDNBR
# PERCS Constraints Data
wb.sheets[tab].range(49,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].T_over_620
wb.sheets[tab].range(50,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].T_over_635
wb.sheets[tab].range(51,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].PERCS_failed
# Additional Core Data
wb.sheets[tab].range(53,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].m_dot_100
wb.sheets[tab].range(54,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].m_dot_400
wb.sheets[tab].range(55,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].m_dot_600
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wb.sheets[tab].range(56,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].m_dot_200
wb.sheets[tab].range(57,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].m_dot_335
wb.sheets[tab].range(58,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].k_eff
wb.sheets[tab].range(59,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].rho_0
wb.sheets[tab].range(60,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].Bc
wb.sheets[tab].range(61,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].nBc
# Additional PERCS Data
wb.sheets[tab].range(63,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].n_tubes
wb.sheets[tab].range(64,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].m_MgCO3
wb.sheets[tab].range(65,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].p716.cost+Pop.opt_list[k].p717.cost
wb.sheets[tab].range(66,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].support.cost
wb.sheets[tab].range(67,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].hx.cost
wb.sheets[tab].range(68,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].tank.cost
# Additional PCS Data
wb.sheets[tab].range(70,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].phx.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(71,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].phx.Tin
wb.sheets[tab].range(72,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].phx.mdot
wb.sheets[tab].range(73,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t3.Pout
wb.sheets[tab].range(74,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t1.W
if Pop.opt_list[k].y_ipt == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(75,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t2.W
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(75,col).value = n_a
wb.sheets[tab].range(76,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t3.W
wb.sheets[tab].range(77,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t4.W
wb.sheets[tab].range(78,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].t5.W
wb.sheets[tab].range(79,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].p1.W
if Pop.opt_list[k].p2.y == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(80,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].p2.W
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(80,col).value = n_a
if Pop.opt_list[k].p3.y == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(81,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].p3.W
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(81,col).value = n_a
if Pop.opt_list[k].p4.y == 1:
wb.sheets[tab].range(82,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].p4.W
else:
wb.sheets[tab].range(82,col).value = n_a
wb.sheets[tab].range(83,col).value = Pop.opt_list[k].p5.W
# Increment the column number between options
col = col + 1
# No need to return anything
return None
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A.4.5 Specialized Breeding Functions
The “specialized breeding” functions are called directly from the MI-NSGA method. One
of them performs the automatic version of the AOP function, while the other performs the manual
version. The code for the automatic specialized breeding function is as follows:
def autogen_k_lists(pop,num_keepers):
"""
Inputs:
pop = Population with current 'opt_list' array of Options
num_keepers = Number of single-system designs to keep per system
Outputs:
k_list1 = Array of 'opt_list' indices of single-system core loop designs to keep
k_list2 = Array of 'opt_list' indices of single-system PERCS designs to keep
k_list3 = Array of 'opt_list' indices of single-system PCS designs to keep
"""
n = len(pop.opt_list)
# Initiate the k_lists
k_list1 = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
k_list2 = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
k_list3 = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
#---------------""" Core Loop """
#---------------# Initiate variables for building k_list1
fmm_min = 1000
min_index = 100
# Rotate through each Option
for i in range(n):
# Keep track of the smallest f_maximin
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_1 < fmm_min:
fmm_min = pop.opt_list[i].fmm_1
min_index = i
# Add the min_index to k_list1
k_list1 = np.append(k_list1,min_index)
# Add the correct number of Options in ascending "maximin" order
for count in range(num_keepers-1):
fmm_next = 1000
# Rotate through the Options
for i in range(n):
# Find the next smallest f_maximin
if i != min_index:
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if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_1 < fmm_next and pop.opt_list[i].fmm_1 >= fmm_min:
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_1 == fmm_min and i > min_index:
index_next = i
fmm_next = pop.opt_list[i].fmm_1
break
else:
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_1 == fmm_min and i < min_index:
None
else:
index_next = i
fmm_next = pop.opt_list[i].fmm_1
# Add the next best Option to k_list1
k_list1 = np.append(k_list1,index_next)
fmm_min = fmm_next
min_index = index_next
#----------------""" PERCS Loop """
#----------------# Initiate variables for building k_list2
fmm_min = 1000
min_index = 100
# Rotate through each Option
for i in range(n):
# Keep track of the smallest f_maximin
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_2 < fmm_min:
fmm_min = pop.opt_list[i].fmm_2
min_index = i
# Add the min_index to k_list2
k_list2 = np.append(k_list2,min_index)
# Add the correct number of Options in ascending "maximin" order
for count in range(num_keepers-1):
fmm_next = 1000
# Rotate through the Options
for i in range(n):
# Find the next smallest f_maximin
if i != min_index:
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_2 < fmm_next and pop.opt_list[i].fmm_2 >= fmm_min:
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_2 == fmm_min and i > min_index:
index_next = i
fmm_next = pop.opt_list[i].fmm_2
break
else:
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_2 == fmm_min and i < min_index:
None
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else:
index_next = i
fmm_next = pop.opt_list[i].fmm_2
# Add the next best Option to k_list2
k_list2 = np.append(k_list2,index_next)
fmm_min = fmm_next
min_index = index_next
#--------------""" PCS Loop """
#--------------# Initiate variables for building k_list3
fmm_min = 1000
min_index = 100
# Rotate through each Option
for i in range(n):
# Keep track of the smallest f_maximin
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_3 < fmm_min:
fmm_min = pop.opt_list[i].fmm_3
min_index = i
# Add the min_index to k_list3
k_list3 = np.append(k_list3,min_index)
# Add the correct number of Options in ascending "maximin" order
for count in range(num_keepers-1):
fmm_next = 1000
# Rotate through the Options
for i in range(n):
# Find the next smallest f_maximin
if i != min_index:
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_3 < fmm_next and pop.opt_list[i].fmm_3 >= fmm_min:
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_3 == fmm_min and i > min_index:
index_next = i
fmm_next = pop.opt_list[i].fmm_3
break
else:
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_3 == fmm_min and i < min_index:
None
else:
index_next = i
fmm_next = pop.opt_list[i].fmm_3
# Add the next best Option to k_list3
k_list3 = np.append(k_list3,index_next)
fmm_min = fmm_next
min_index = index_next
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# Return the filled k_lists
return k_list1,k_list2,k_list3
There are five supporting functions used to make helpful graphs for the DM during the
manual version of the specialized breeding function. All of the relevant code is as follows:
def generate_k_lists(pop):
"""
Inputs:
pop = Population with current 'opt_list' array of Options
Outputs:
k_list1 = Array of 'opt_list' indices of single-system core loop designs to keep
k_list2 = Array of 'opt_list' indices of single-system PERCS designs to keep
k_list3 = Array of 'opt_list' indices of single-system PCS designs to keep
"""
# Initiate the k_lists
k_list1 = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
k_list2 = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
k_list3 = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
# Start by adding all non-dominated single-systems to respective k_lists
for i in range(len(pop.opt_list)):
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_1 < 0.0:
k_list1 = np.append(k_list1,i)
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_2 < 0.0:
k_list2 = np.append(k_list2,i)
if pop.opt_list[i].fmm_3 < 0.0:
k_list3 = np.append(k_list3,i)
proceed = 'no'
while proceed == 'no':
#--------------------""" Core Loop """
#--------------------# Show initial core loop graph
graph1(pop,k_list1)
# Enter the AOP choices loop
done1 = False
while done1 == False:
print("What would you like to do?")
print("(1) add, (2) remove, (3) see graph, (4) move on, (5) see zoomed-in graph")
action = eval(input("Action #: "))
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# Action 1: Add to keep list #1
if action == 1:
print("Give the range you want to look at")
lb = eval(input("W_rcp lower bound = "))
ub = eval(input("W_rcp upper bound = "))
print(" ID
W_rcp
Cost")
print("------------------------------------------")
for i in range(len(pop.opt_list)):
# If opt.W_rcp is in the range
if pop.opt_list[i].W_rcp > lb and pop.opt_list[i].W_rcp < ub:
# Make sure it's not already in k_list1
not_kept = True
for v in k_list1:
if i == v: not_kept = False
# If it is not already kept, then print option data
if not_kept == True:
print(" ",i," ",pop.opt_list[i].W_rcp," ",pop.opt_list[i].cost_1)
print()
print("Which do you want to keep? [Ex: 3 6 12 19]")
add_list = input()
nums = add_list.split()
for num in nums:
a = int(num)
added = False
for i in range(len(k_list1)):
if a < k_list1[i]:
k_list1 = np.insert(k_list1,i,a)
added = True
break
if added == False:
k_list1 = np.append(k_list1,a)
# Action 2: Remove from keep list #1
if action == 2:
print(" ID
W_rcp
Cost")
print("------------------------------------------")
for k in k_list1:
print(" ",k," ",pop.opt_list[k].W_rcp," ",pop.opt_list[k].cost_1)
print()
print("Which do you want to remove? [Ex: 0 2 5 13]")
remove_list = input()
nums = remove_list.split()
for num in nums:
r = int(num)
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for i in range(len(k_list1)):
if r == k_list1[i]:
k_list1 = np.delete(k_list1,i)
break
# Action 3: View core loop graph
if action == 3:
graph1(pop,k_list1)
# Action 4: Move on from Core Loop
if action == 4:
done1 = True
# Action 5: View zoomed-in core loop graph
if action == 5:
maxes = np.zeros(2,dtype=float)
maxes[0] = eval(input("W_rcp upper bound = "))
maxes[1] = eval(input("cost upper bound ="))
graph1_zoom(pop,k_list1,maxes)
#----------------------""" PERCS Loop """
#----------------------# Show initial PERCS graph
graph2(pop,k_list2)
# Enter the AOP choices loop
done2 = False
while done2 == False:
print("What would you like to do?")
print("(1) add, (2) remove, (3) see graph, (4) move on, (5) see zoomed-in graph")
action = eval(input("Action #: "))
# Action 1: Add to keep list #2
if action == 1:
print("Give the range you want to look at")
lb = eval(input("cost lower bound = "))
ub = eval(input("cost upper bound = "))
print(" ID
Cost
dT_int
Alpha")
print("-----------------------------------------------------------------")
for i in range(len(pop.opt_list)):
# If opt.zdt2_f1 is in the range
if pop.opt_list[i].cost_2 > lb and pop.opt_list[i].cost_2 < ub:
# Make sure it's not already in k_list2
not_kept = True
for v in k_list2:
if i == v: not_kept = False
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# If it is not already kept, then print option data
if not_kept == True:
print(" ",i," ",pop.opt_list[i].cost_2," ",pop.opt_list[i].dT_int," ",
pop.opt_list[i].alpha)
print()
print("Which do you want to keep? [Ex: 3 6 12 19]")
add_list = input()
nums = add_list.split()
for num in nums:
a = int(num)
added = False
for i in range(len(k_list2)):
if a < k_list2[i]:
k_list2 = np.insert(k_list2,i,a)
added = True
break
if added == False:
k_list2 = np.append(k_list2,a)
# Action 2: Remove from keep list #2
if action == 2:
print(" ID
Cost
dT_int
Alpha")
print("-----------------------------------------------------------------")
for k in k_list2:
print(" ",k," ",pop.opt_list[k].cost_2," ",pop.opt_list[k].dT_int," ",pop.opt_list[k].alpha)
print()
print("Which do you want to remove? [Ex: 0 2 5 13]")
remove_list = input()
nums = remove_list.split()
for num in nums:
r = int(num)
for i in range(len(k_list2)):
if r == k_list2[i]:
k_list2 = np.delete(k_list2,i)
break
# Action 3: View PERCS graph
if action == 3:
graph2(pop,k_list2)
# Action 4: Move on from PERCS
if action == 4:
done2 = True
# Action 5: View zoomed-in PERCS graph
if action == 5:
maxes = np.zeros(3,dtype=float)
maxes[0] = eval(input("cost upper bound = "))
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maxes[1] = eval(input("dT_int upper bound ="))
maxes[2] = eval(input("alpha upper bound ="))
graph2_zoom(pop,k_list2,maxes)
#------------------""" PCS Loop """
#------------------# Show initial PERCS graph
graph3(pop,k_list3)
# Enter the AOP choices loop
done3 = False
while done3 == False:
print("What would you like to do?")
print("(1) add, (2) remove, (3) see graph, (4) move on")
action = eval(input("Action #: "))
# Action 1: Add to keep list #3
if action == 1:
print("Give the range you want to look at")
lb = eval(input("eff lower bound = "))
ub = eval(input("eff upper bound = "))
print(" ID
eff
Cost
Color")
print("----------------------------------------------------------------")
for i in range(len(pop.opt_list)):
# If opt.eff is in the range
if pop.opt_list[i].eff > lb and pop.opt_list[i].eff < ub:
# Make sure it's not already in k_list2
not_kept = True
for v in k_list3:
if i == v: not_kept = False
# If it is not already kept, then print option data
if not_kept == True:
print(" ",i," ",pop.opt_list[i].eff," ",pop.opt_list[i].cost_3," ",pop.opt_list[i].color)
print()
print("Which do you want to keep? [Ex: 3 6 12 19]")
add_list = input()
nums = add_list.split()
for num in nums:
a = int(num)
added = False
for i in range(len(k_list3)):
if a < k_list3[i]:
k_list3 = np.insert(k_list3,i,a)
added = True
break
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if added == False:
k_list3 = np.append(k_list3,a)
# Action 2: Remove from keep list #3
if action == 2:
print(" ID
eff
Cost
Color")
print("----------------------------------------------------------------")
for k in k_list3:
print(" ",k," ",pop.opt_list[k].eff," ",pop.opt_list[k].cost_3," ",pop.opt_list[k].color)
print()
print("Which do you want to remove? [Ex: 0 2 5 13]")
remove_list = input()
nums = remove_list.split()
for num in nums:
r = int(num)
for i in range(len(k_list3)):
if r == k_list3[i]:
k_list3 = np.delete(k_list3,i)
break
# Action 3: View PCS graph
if action == 3:
graph3(pop,k_list3)
# Action 4: Move on from PCS
if action == 4:
done3 = True
# Is the DM ready to move on to the Crossover phase?
proceed = input("Ready to proceed with Crossover phase? [yes/no] ")
# Return the filled k_lists
return k_list1,k_list2,k_list3
# Create a graph for the Core
def graph1(p,k_list):
print("Core Graph")
x_max = 0.0
y_max = 0.0
# Find the maximums
for opt in p.opt_list:
if opt.W_rcp > x_max: x_max = opt.W_rcp
if opt.cost_1 > y_max: y_max = opt.cost_1
x_max = x_max + 1
y_max = y_max + 1
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.gca()
plt.xlim([11,x_max]) # f1
plt.ylim([0.5,y_max]) # f2
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ax.set_xticks(np.arange(11,x_max,(x_max-11)/10.0))
ax.set_yticks(np.arange(0.5,y_max,(y_max-0.5)/10.0))
for i in range(len(p.opt_list)):
kept = False
for v in k_list:
if i == v:
plt.scatter(p.opt_list[i].W_rcp,p.opt_list[i].cost_1,s=10,c='w',edgecolors='r')
kept = True
if kept == False:
plt.scatter(p.opt_list[i].W_rcp,p.opt_list[i].cost_1,s=10,c='w',edgecolors='k')
plt.grid()
plt.xlabel('W_rcp (MW)')
plt.ylabel('Cost ($1x10^9)')
plt.show()
# Create a zoomed graph for the Core
def graph1_zoom(p,k_list,maxes):
print("Zoomed-in Core Graph")
x_min = 9.9e99
y_min = 9.9e99
# Find the minimums
for opt in p.opt_list:
if opt.W_rcp < x_min: x_min = opt.W_rcp
if opt.cost_1 < y_min: y_min = opt.cost_1
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.gca()
plt.xlim([x_min-0.02,maxes[0]])
plt.ylim([y_min-0.1,maxes[1]])
ax.set_xticks(np.arange(x_min-0.02,maxes[0],(maxes[0]-x_min)/10.0))
ax.set_yticks(np.arange(y_min-0.1,maxes[1],(maxes[1]-y_min)/10.0))
for i in range(len(p.opt_list)):
kept = False
for v in k_list:
if i == v:
plt.scatter(p.opt_list[i].W_rcp,p.opt_list[i].cost_1,s=10,c='w',edgecolors='r')
kept = True
if kept == False:
plt.scatter(p.opt_list[i].W_rcp,p.opt_list[i].cost_1,s=10,c='w',edgecolors='k')
plt.grid()
plt.xlabel('W_rcp (MW)')
plt.ylabel('Cost ($1x10^9)')
plt.show()
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# Create a graph for the PERCS
def graph2(p,k_list):
print("PERCS Graph")
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,5))
ax = fig.gca(projection='3d')
for i in range(len(p.opt_list)):
kept = False
for v in k_list:
if i == v:
ax.scatter(p.opt_list[i].cost_2,p.opt_list[i].dT_int,p.opt_list[i].alpha,
c='w',edgecolors='r',marker='o')
kept = True
if kept == False:
ax.scatter(p.opt_list[i].cost_2,p.opt_list[i].dT_int,p.opt_list[i].alpha,
c='w',edgecolors='k',marker='o',alpha=0.5)
ax.view_init(azim=-110,elev=45)
ax.set_xlabel('Cost ($1x10^8)',linespacing=3.2)
ax.set_ylabel('\ndT_int',linespacing=3.1)
ax.set_zlabel('\nAlpha',linespacing=3.1)
plt.show()
# Create a zoomed graph for the PERCS
def graph2_zoom(p,k_list,maxes):
print("Zoomed-in PERCS Graph")
x_min = 9.9e99
y_min = 9.9e99
z_min = 9.9e99
# Find the minimums
for opt in p.opt_list:
if opt.cost_2 < x_min: x_min = opt.cost_2
if opt.dT_int < y_min: y_min = opt.dT_int
if opt.alpha < z_min: z_min = opt.alpha
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,5))
ax = fig.gca(projection='3d')
ax.set_xlim3d(x_min,maxes[0])
ax.set_ylim3d(y_min,maxes[1])
ax.set_zlim3d(z_min,maxes[2])
for i in range(len(p.opt_list)):
kept = False
for v in k_list:
if i == v:
ax.scatter(p.opt_list[i].cost_2,p.opt_list[i].dT_int,p.opt_list[i].alpha,
c='w',edgecolors='r',marker='o')
kept = True
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if kept == False:
ax.scatter(p.opt_list[i].cost_2,p.opt_list[i].dT_int,p.opt_list[i].alpha,
c='w',edgecolors='k',marker='o',alpha=0.5)
ax.view_init(azim=-110,elev=45)
ax.set_xlabel('Cost ($1x10^8)',linespacing=3.2)
ax.set_ylabel('\ndT_int',linespacing=3.1)
ax.set_zlabel('\nAlpha',linespacing=3.1)
plt.show()
# Create a graph for the PCS
def graph3(p,k_list):
print("PCS Graph")
x_max = 0.0
y_max = 0.0
# Find the maximums
for opt in p.opt_list:
if opt.eff > x_max: x_max = opt.eff
if opt.cost_3 > y_max: y_max = opt.cost_3
x_max = x_max + 0.005
y_max = y_max + 1
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.gca()
plt.xlim([0.33,x_max]) # f1
plt.ylim([0,y_max]) # f2
ax.set_xticks(np.arange(0.33,x_max,0.005))
ax.set_yticks(np.arange(0,y_max,2))
for i in range(len(p.opt_list)):
kept = False
for v in k_list:
if i == v:
plt.scatter(p.opt_list[i].eff,p.opt_list[i].cost_3,s=12,
c=p.opt_list[i].color,edgecolors=p.opt_list[i].color)
kept = True
if kept == False:
plt.scatter(p.opt_list[i].eff,p.opt_list[i].cost_3,s=12,
c='w',edgecolors=p.opt_list[i].color)
plt.grid()
plt.xlabel('Efficiency')
plt.ylabel('Cost ($1x10^9)')
plt.show()
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A.4.6 Tough Love Function
The “tough love” function is also called directly from the MI-NSGA method and requires
the interaction of the DM to proceed. There are four supporting functions used to make helpful
graphs for the DM. The code is as follows:
def tough_love(opt_list):
"""
Inputs:
opt_list = Population's 'opt_list' array of tri-system Options
Output:
opt_list = Revised 'opt_list' array w/ TL'ed Options deleted
save_x1s = Matrix of x1-arrays to save after TL
save_x2s = Matrix of x2-arrays to save after TL
save_x3s = Matrix of x3-arrays to save after TL
save_ys = Matrix of y-arrays (linked with saved x3-arrays)
"""
# Initiate the deleted_list
deleted_list = np.zeros(0)
# Initiate the non-dominated lists
nd_list1 = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
nd_list2 = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
nd_list3 = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
for i in range(len(opt_list)):
if opt_list[i].fmm_1 < 0.0:
nd_list1 = np.append(nd_list1,i)
if opt_list[i].fmm_2 < 0.0:
nd_list2 = np.append(nd_list2,i)
if opt_list[i].fmm_3 < 0.0:
nd_list3 = np.append(nd_list3,i)
# Show 3 initial graphs
graph1_2(opt_list,nd_list1)
graph2_2(opt_list,nd_list2)
graph3_2(opt_list,nd_list3)
#------------------------------------""" Option Deletion Phase """
#------------------------------------done = False
while done == False:
# Prompt DM to make an action choice
print("Tough Love Step: What would you like to do?")
print("(1) see tables, (2) see graphs, (3) delete, (4) undelete, (5) move on")
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action = eval(input("Action #: "))
# Action 1: View tables of objective function data
if action == 1:
print(" ID fmm_o fmm_1 fmm_2 fmm_3")
print("----------------------------------")
for i in range(len(opt_list)):
print(" ",i," ",np.round(opt_list[i].fmm_o,5)," ",np.round(opt_list[i].fmm_1,5),
" ",np.round(opt_list[i].fmm_2,5)," ",np.round(opt_list[i].fmm_3,5))
print()
for i in range(len(opt_list)):
print("-----------------------------------------------")
print("opt_list index =",i)
print("W_rcp =",np.round(opt_list[i].W_rcp,4),", Cost_1 =",
np.round(opt_list[i].cost_1,4))
print("Cost_2 =",np.round(opt_list[i].cost_2,4),", dT_int =",
np.round(opt_list[i].dT_int,2),", Alpha =",np.round(opt_list[i].alpha,7))
print("Eff =",np.round(opt_list[i].eff,4),", Cost_3 =",
np.round(opt_list[i].cost_3,4),", color =",opt_list[i].color)
print("-----------------------------------------------")
# Action 2: View 3 graphs again
if action == 2:
# Show the three graphs with normal zooming
graph1_2(opt_list,[])
graph2_2(opt_list,[])
graph3_2(opt_list,[])
# Give the option to create a zoomed-in PERCS graph
zoom_in = input("Would you like to see a zoomed-in PERCS graph? [yes/no] ")
while zoom_in == 'yes':
maxes = np.zeros(3,dtype=float)
maxes[0] = eval(input("cost_2 upper bound = "))
maxes[1] = eval(input("dT_int upper bound ="))
maxes[2] = eval(input("alpha upper bound ="))
graph2_2_zoom(opt_list,[],maxes)
# Allow for another zoom-in if DM is not satisfied with the graph
zoom_in = input("Zoom in further? [yes/no] ")
# Action 3: Name Options to delete from the opt_list
if action == 3:
print("Which do you want to delete? [Ex: 0 2 5 13]")
remove_list = input()
nums = remove_list.split()
# Go backwards through the list so the opt_list indeces match up correctly
for d in range(len(nums)-1,-1,-1):
if np.size(deleted_list) == 0:
deleted_list = np.array((opt_list[int(nums[d])]))
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else:
deleted_list = np.append(deleted_list,opt_list[int(nums[d])])
opt_list = np.delete(opt_list,int(nums[d]))
# Remind the DM that the opt_list got smaller and IDs may have shifted
n_less = len(nums)
print("REMEMBER: The list of options just got smaller by ",n_less," options.")
print("
This may have shifted the ID values of the remaining options.")
print("
To see the new ID values, select action #1.")
# Action 4: Un-Delete some Options and return them to opt_list
if action == 4:
if len(deleted_list) > 0:
# Print the obj. func. table for the current deleted_list
print(" ID fmm_o fmm_1 fmm_2 fmm_3")
print("----------------------------------")
for i in range(len(deleted_list)):
print(" ",i," ",np.round(deleted_list[i].fmm_o,5)," ",np.round(deleted_list[i].fmm_1,5),
" ",np.round(deleted_list[i].fmm_2,5)," ",np.round(deleted_list[i].fmm_3,5))
print()
print("Which do you want to undelete? [Ex: 0 2 5 13]")
add_list = input()
nums = add_list.split()
# Go backwards through the list so the deleted_list indeces match up correctly
for a in range(len(nums)-1,-1,-1):
opt_list = np.append(opt_list,deleted_list[a])
deleted_list = np.delete(deleted_list,a)
else:
print("The deleted_list is currently empty.")
# Action 5: Move on from TL step
if action == 5:
done = True
break
#------------------------------------------""" Single-System Saving Phase """
#------------------------------------------# Phase used to save offspring data from parts of deleted Options
# Create exmpty matrices for offspring data to save
save_x1s = np.zeros(0)
save_x2s = np.zeros(0)
save_x3s = np.zeros(0)
save_ys = np.zeros(0)
# Ask DM if they want to save any deleted_list data to generate offspring
gen_off = input("Do you want to save any data to generate offspring with? [yes/no] ")
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if gen_off == 'yes':
# Print off the current deleted list data
print(" ID fmm_o fmm_1 fmm_2 fmm_3")
print("----------------------------------")
for i in range(len(deleted_list)):
print(" ",i," ",np.round(deleted_list[i].fmm_o,5)," ",np.round(deleted_list[i].fmm_1,5),
" ",np.round(deleted_list[i].fmm_2,5)," ",np.round(deleted_list[i].fmm_3,5))
for i in range(len(deleted_list)):
print("-----------------------------------------------")
print("deleted_list index =",i)
print("W_rcp =",np.round(deleted_list[i].W_rcp,4),", Cost_1 =",
np.round(deleted_list[i].cost_1,4))
print("Cost_2 =",np.round(deleted_list[i].cost_2,4),", dT_int =",
np.round(deleted_list[i].dT_int,2),", Alpha =",np.round(deleted_list[i].alpha,7))
print("Eff =",np.round(deleted_list[i].eff,4),", Cost_3 =",
np.round(deleted_list[i].cost_3,4),", color =",deleted_list[i].color)
print("-----------------------------------------------")
print()
# Ask DM if they want to save any Core loop data
save_1 = input("Do you want to save any Core loop options? [yes/no] ")
if save_1 == 'yes':
# Select which Core loop options to save
print("Which do you want to save? [Ex: 0 2 5 13]")
save_list = input()
nums = save_list.split()
# Rotate through IDs to save and add to save_x1s array
for num in nums:
n = int(num)
if len(save_x1s)==0:
save_x1s = np.zeros((1,5))
save_x1s[0,:] = deleted_list[n].x1
else:
save_x1s = np.vstack((save_x1s,deleted_list[n].x1))
# Ask DM if they want to save any PERCS loop data
save_2 = input("Do you want to save any PERCS loop options? [yes/no] ")
if save_2 == 'yes':
# Select which PERCS loop options to save
print("Which do you want to save? [Ex: 0 2 5 13]")
save_list = input()
nums = save_list.split()
# Rotate through IDs to save and add to save_x2s array
for num in nums:
n = int(num)
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if len(save_x2s)==0:
save_x2s = np.zeros((1,6))
save_x2s[0,:] = deleted_list[n].x2
else:
save_x2s = np.vstack((save_x2s,deleted_list[n].x2))
# Ask DM if they want to save any PCS loop data
save_3 = input("Do you want to save any PCS loop options? [yes/no] ")
if save_3 == 'yes':
# Select which PCS loop options to save
print("Which do you want to save? [Ex: 0 2 5 13]")
save_list = input()
nums = save_list.split()
# Rotate through IDs to save and add to save_x3s and save_ys arrays
for num in nums:
n = int(num)
if len(save_x3s)==0:
save_x3s = np.zeros((1,9))
save_x3s[0,:] = deleted_list[n].x3
save_ys = np.zeros((1,6))
save_ys[0,:] = deleted_list[n].y
else:
save_x3s = np.vstack((save_x3s,deleted_list[n].x3))
save_ys = np.vstack((save_ys,deleted_list[n].y))
# Return the opt_list and the deleted_list data desired for generating offspring
# Forget the deleted_list by not returning it
return opt_list, save_x1s,save_x2s,save_x3s,save_ys
# Create a graph for the Core
def graph1_2(opt_list,nd_list):
print("Core Graph")
x_max = 0.0
y_max = 0.0
# Find the maximums
for opt in opt_list:
if opt.W_rcp > x_max: x_max = opt.W_rcp
if opt.cost_1 > y_max: y_max = opt.cost_1
x_max = x_max + 1
y_max = y_max + 1
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.gca()
plt.xlim([11,x_max]) # W_rcp
plt.ylim([0.5,y_max]) # cost_1
ax.set_xticks(np.arange(11,x_max,(x_max-11)/10.0))
ax.set_yticks(np.arange(0.5,y_max,(y_max-0.5)/10.0))
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for i in range(len(opt_list)):
non_dom = False
for v in nd_list:
if i == v:
plt.scatter(opt_list[i].W_rcp,opt_list[i].cost_1,s=10,c='w',edgecolors='r')
non_dom = True
if non_dom == False:
plt.scatter(opt_list[i].W_rcp,opt_list[i].cost_1,s=10,c='w',edgecolors='k')
plt.grid()
plt.xlabel('W_rcp (MW)')
plt.ylabel('Cost ($1x10^9)')
plt.show()
# Create a graph for the PERCS
def graph2_2(opt_list,nd_list):
print("PERCS Graph")
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,5))
ax = fig.gca(projection='3d')
for i in range(len(opt_list)):
non_dom = False
for v in nd_list:
if i == v:
ax.scatter(opt_list[i].cost_2,opt_list[i].dT_int,opt_list[i].alpha,
c='w',edgecolors='r',marker='o')
non_dom = True
if non_dom == False:
ax.scatter(opt_list[i].cost_2,opt_list[i].dT_int,opt_list[i].alpha,
c='w',edgecolors='k',marker='o',alpha=0.5)
ax.view_init(azim=-110,elev=45)
ax.set_xlabel('Cost ($1x10^8)',linespacing=3.2)
ax.set_ylabel('\ndT_int',linespacing=3.1)
ax.set_zlabel('\nAlpha',linespacing=3.1)
plt.show()
# Create a zoomed graph for the PERCS
def graph2_2_zoom(opt_list,nd_list,maxes):
print("Zoomed-in PERCS Graph")
x_min = 9.9e99
y_min = 9.9e99
z_min = 9.9e99
# Find the minimums
for opt in opt_list:
if opt.cost_2 < x_min: x_min = opt.cost_2
if opt.dT_int < y_min: y_min = opt.dT_int
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if opt.alpha < z_min: z_min = opt.alpha
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,5))
ax = fig.gca(projection='3d')
ax.set_xlim3d(x_min,maxes[0]) # cost_2
ax.set_ylim3d(y_min,maxes[1]) # dT_int
ax.set_zlim3d(z_min,maxes[2]) # alpha
for i in range(len(opt_list)):
non_dom = False
for v in nd_list:
if i == v:
ax.scatter(opt_list[i].cost_2,opt_list[i].dT_int,opt_list[i].alpha,
c='w',edgecolors='r',marker='o')
non_dom = True
if non_dom == False:
ax.scatter(opt_list[i].cost_2,opt_list[i].dT_int,opt_list[i].alpha,
c='w',edgecolors='k',marker='o',alpha=0.5)
ax.view_init(azim=-110,elev=45)
ax.set_xlabel('Cost ($1x10^8)',linespacing=3.2)
ax.set_ylabel('\ndT_int',linespacing=3.1)
ax.set_zlabel('\nAlpha',linespacing=3.1)
plt.show()
# Create a graph for the PCS
def graph3_2(opt_list,nd_list):
print("PCS Graph")
x_max = 0.0
y_max = 0.0
# Find the maximums
for opt in opt_list:
if opt.eff > x_max: x_max = opt.eff
if opt.cost_3 > y_max: y_max = opt.cost_3
x_max = x_max + 0.005
y_max = y_max + 1
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.gca()
plt.xlim([0.33,x_max]) # eff
plt.ylim([0,y_max]) # cost_3
ax.set_xticks(np.arange(0.33,x_max,0.005))
ax.set_yticks(np.arange(0,y_max,2))
for i in range(len(opt_list)):
non_dom = False
for v in nd_list:
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if i == v:
plt.scatter(opt_list[i].eff,opt_list[i].cost_3,s=12,
c=opt_list[i].color,edgecolors=opt_list[i].color)
non_dom = True
if non_dom == False:
plt.scatter(opt_list[i].eff,opt_list[i].cost_3,s=12,
c='w',edgecolors=opt_list[i].color)
plt.grid()
plt.xlabel('Efficiency')
plt.ylabel('Cost ($1x10^9)')
plt.show()
A.5 MI-NSGA Method
The MI-NSGA method is what drives the entire tri-system optimization. This portion
Python code opens the Excel template for capturing important data and saves it as a new results
file, creates the population of tri-system options, specifies during which iterations to perform the
“specialized breeding” and “tough love” steps, specifies after which iterations to export graphs
and tri-system option data to Excel, states the total number of iterations, runs the MI-NSGA
method steps for that number of iterations, and generates .png image files of the SBO core outlet
temperature profile for each tri-system option. All of the code is as follows:
# Copy Excel template and create a "Results" document for this test run
wb = Book(r'C:\Users\pwild\Research\OPTIONS 3.0\Template.50.xlsm')
wb.save(r'C:\Users\pwild\Research\OPTIONS 3.0\Results.xlsm')
#wb = Book(r'C:\Users\pwild\Research\OPTIONS 3.0\Results.xlsm') #**Use if repopulating from
Excel**#
# Start the Clock
tot_time = 0
time0 = time.perf_counter()
time1 = 0
# Initialize the Population
Pop = Population(80,40) #** First value should be divisible by 4 **#
Pop.Initiate(wb)
#Pop.Populate(wb,15,40) #**Use if repopulating from Excel**#
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# Specify which iterations to create graphs and record current population data
graph_it = np.array((0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50))
tot_it = graph_it[np.size(graph_it)-1]
# Specify which iterations to perform Specialized Breeding step
sp_breed = np.array((1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,
28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50))
sb_type = 1 # Indicator for Automatic/Manual
dub_check = False # True if DM specifies desire to be offered chance of using SB next iteration
# Specify which iterations to enact "Tough Love" protocol during Competition step
tf_love = np.array((19,24,29,34,39,44,49)) #** Cannot happen on iteration 1 **#
tl_yes = False # Indicator for TL in current iteration
# Pause the clock for graphing
time1 = time.perf_counter()
dt = time1-time0
tot_time = tot_time + dt
#tot_time = wb.sheets['15'].range(2,2).value #**Use if repopulating from Excel**#
# Graph the initial population
Graph_Data(wb,Pop,0,dt,tot_time)
# Restart the Clock
time0 = time.perf_counter()
# Continue iterations until tot_it is met
for num_it in range(1,tot_it+1):
#for num_it in range(16,tot_it+1): #**Use if repopulating from Excel**#
# Declare the start of each iteration
m = time.localtime()
if m[3]<=12:
hr = m[3]
if m[3]==0: hr = 12
ap = "AM"
if m[3]>12:
hr = m[3]-12
ap = "PM"
print ("Start Iteration",num_it," / Time =", hr,":","%02.0f"%m[4],":","%02.0f"%m[5],ap)
############################################################
""""""""" SELECTION : Determine the Mating Pool """""""""
############################################################
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#--------------------------""" Specialized Breeding """
#--------------------------# Restart the AOP time for the new iteration
dt_AOP = 0. # sec
# Find out if this iteration will be graphed
g_yes = False
for g in graph_it:
if num_it == g:
g_yes = True
# Find out if this iteration should include specialized breeding
sb_yes = False
for sb in sp_breed:
if num_it == sb:
sb_yes = True
# If yes to specialized breeding and graphing, then proceed...
# Or if yes to specialized breeding and the DM wants to do it again this iteration...
if ((sb_yes == True) and (g_yes == True)) or ((sb_yes== True) and (dub_check==True)):
# Start the AOP timer (so it can be subtracted from the dt for the iteration)
t0_AOP = time.perf_counter()
while True:
# Ask if the DM wants to do Auto or Manual Specialized Breeding
print("Which type of Specialized Breeding would you like to perform?")
print("1 - Automatic // 2 - Manual")
sb_type = eval(input())
# Call the autogen_k_lists() or generate_k_lists() function to create
# mating pools for specialized breeding step
if sb_type == 1:
dt_AOP = time.perf_counter() - t0_AOP
k_list1,k_list2,k_list3 = autogen_k_lists(Pop,15)
break
elif sb_type == 2:
k_list1,k_list2,k_list3 = generate_k_lists(Pop)
# Ask if the DM wants to have the chance to perform Manual next iteration
dc = input("Do you want to be prompted a choice for Auto or Manual next iteration?
[y/n]: ")
if dc=='y':
dub_check = True
else:
dub_check = False
break
elif sb_yes == True:
# Call the autogen_k_lists() function to create mating pools for specialized breeding step
k_list1,k_list2,k_list3 = autogen_k_lists(Pop,15)
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else:
#---------------------""" Normal Breeding """
#---------------------# Initialize the Mating Pool
mating_pool = np.empty(0,dtype=int)
# Run through Selection 2x to fill the Mating Pool
for o in range(2):
# Meant to randomly pair the Options into 2's
rand_pair = np.arange(np.size(Pop.opt_list))
np.random.shuffle(rand_pair)
# Rotate through the paired Options and undergo Selection
for k in range(0,np.size(Pop.opt_list),2):
# Compare fmm-values, and add winner to mating pool
if Pop.opt_list[rand_pair[k]].fmm_o < Pop.opt_list[rand_pair[k+1]].fmm_o:
mating_pool = np.append(mating_pool,rand_pair[k])
if Pop.opt_list[rand_pair[k]].fmm_o > Pop.opt_list[rand_pair[k+1]].fmm_o:
mating_pool = np.append(mating_pool,rand_pair[k+1])
# No dominance by either Option
if Pop.opt_list[rand_pair[k]].fmm_o == Pop.opt_list[rand_pair[k+1]].fmm_o:
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
mating_pool = np.append(mating_pool,rand_pair[k])
else:
mating_pool = np.append(mating_pool,rand_pair[k+1])
# Shuffle the Mating Pool... Make sure no duplicates are next to each other
good = False
while(good==False):
for y in range(0,np.size(Pop.opt_list)-1,2):
if mating_pool[y] == mating_pool[y+1]:
np.random.shuffle(mating_pool)
break
if y == (np.size(Pop.opt_list)-2):
good = True
###########################################################
""""""""" REPRODUCTION : Double the Population """""""""
###########################################################
#--------------------------""" Specialized Breeding """
#--------------------------# If yes to specialized breeding, then proceed...
if sb_yes == True:
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# Specify how many specialized offspring to create
num_gen_off = Pop.num_opt
if sb_type == 2:
num_gen_off = eval(input("How many specialized offspring do you want to create?
[even int] "))
dt_AOP = time.perf_counter() - t0_AOP
# Return sb_type to 1, so that next time it won't ask if it's automaticly autogen_k_lists()
sb_type = 1
# Create empty matrices for specialized offspring
n_rows = num_gen_off
n_x1 = len(Pop.opt_list[0].x1)
n_x2 = len(Pop.opt_list[0].x2)
n_x3 = len(Pop.opt_list[0].x3)
n_y = len(Pop.opt_list[0].y)
offspring_x1s = np.zeros((n_rows,n_x1))
offspring_x2s = np.zeros((n_rows,n_x2))
offspring_x3s = np.zeros((n_rows,n_x3))
offspring_ys = np.zeros((n_rows,n_y))
# Create x-array combos and add to matrices
for i in range(0,num_gen_off,2):
# Reference random members of the k_lists
i1_k1 = random.randint(0,len(k_list1))
i2_k1 = random.randint(0,len(k_list1))
while i1_k1 == i2_k1:
i2_k1 = random.randint(0,len(k_list1))
i1_k2 = random.randint(0,len(k_list2))
i2_k2 = random.randint(0,len(k_list2))
while i1_k2 == i2_k2:
i2_k2 = random.randint(0,len(k_list2))
i1_k3 = random.randint(0,len(k_list3))
i2_k3 = random.randint(0,len(k_list3))
while i1_k3 == i2_k3:
i2_k3 = random.randint(0,len(k_list3))
# Create empty x-arrays for both offspring
o1_x1_k = np.zeros(n_x1)
o1_x2_k = np.zeros(n_x2)
o1_x3_k = np.zeros(n_x3)
o1_y_k = np.zeros(n_y)
o2_x1_k = np.zeros(n_x1)
o2_x2_k = np.zeros(n_x2)
o2_x3_k = np.zeros(n_x3)
o2_y_k = np.zeros(n_y)
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# Rotate through the x1 parameters
for j in range(n_x1):
# Randomly assign parameters from parents to offspring
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1_x1_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list1[i1_k1]].x1[j]
o2_x1_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list1[i2_k1]].x1[j]
else:
o1_x1_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list1[i2_k1]].x1[j]
o2_x1_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list1[i1_k1]].x1[j]
# Rotate through the x2 parameters
for j in range(n_x2):
# Randomly assign parameters from parent to offspring
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1_x2_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list2[i1_k2]].x2[j]
o2_x2_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list2[i2_k2]].x2[j]
else:
o1_x2_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list2[i2_k2]].x2[j]
o2_x2_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list2[i1_k2]].x2[j]
# Rotate through the x3 parameters
for j in range(n_x3):
# Randomly assign parameters from parent to offspring
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1_x3_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list3[i1_k3]].x3[j]
o2_x3_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list3[i2_k3]].x3[j]
else:
o1_x3_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list3[i2_k3]].x3[j]
o2_x3_k[j] = Pop.opt_list[k_list3[i1_k3]].x3[j]
# Randomly assign y parameters from parent to offspring
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1_y_k = Pop.opt_list[k_list3[i1_k3]].y
o2_y_k = Pop.opt_list[k_list3[i2_k3]].y
else:
o1_y_k = Pop.opt_list[k_list3[i2_k3]].y
o2_y_k = Pop.opt_list[k_list3[i1_k3]].y
# Fill offspring matrices with x-arrays
offspring_x1s[i,:] = o1_x1_k
offspring_x1s[i+1,:] = o2_x1_k
offspring_x2s[i,:] = o1_x2_k
offspring_x2s[i+1,:] = o2_x2_k
offspring_x3s[i,:] = o1_x3_k
offspring_x3s[i+1,:] = o2_x3_k
offspring_ys[i,:] = o1_y_k
offspring_ys[i+1,:] = o2_y_k
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else:
#---------------------""" Normal Breeding """
#---------------------# Create empty matrices for x- and y-array values of offspring
n_rows = np.size(Pop.opt_list)
n_x1 = np.size(Pop.opt_list[0].x1)
n_x2 = np.size(Pop.opt_list[0].x2)
n_x3 = np.size(Pop.opt_list[0].x3)
n_y = np.size(Pop.opt_list[0].y)
offspring_x1s = np.zeros((n_rows,n_x1))
offspring_x2s = np.zeros((n_rows,n_x2))
offspring_x3s = np.zeros((n_rows,n_x3))
offspring_ys = np.zeros((n_rows,n_y))
# Rotate through mating pairs in the mating pool
for k in range(0,np.size(mating_pool),2):
# Create the empty offspring x- and y-arrays
o1_x1 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x1))
o2_x1 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x1))
o1_x2 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x2))
o2_x2 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x2))
o1_x3 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x3))
o2_x3 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x3))
o1_y = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].y))
o2_y = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].y))
# Rotate through the Core x-parameters
for i in range(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x1)):
# Randomly assign parameters from parents to offspring
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1_x1[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k]].x1[i]
o2_x1[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k+1]].x1[i]
else:
o1_x1[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k+1]].x1[i]
o2_x1[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k]].x1[i]
# Rotate through the PERCS x-parameters
for i in range(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x2)):
# Randomly assign parameters from parents to offspring
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1_x2[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k]].x2[i]
o2_x2[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k+1]].x2[i]
else:
o1_x2[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k+1]].x2[i]
o2_x2[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k]].x2[i]
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# Rotate through the PCS x-parameters
for i in range(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x3)):
# Randomly assign parameters from parents to offspring
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1_x3[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k]].x3[i]
o2_x3[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k+1]].x3[i]
else:
o1_x3[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k+1]].x3[i]
o2_x3[i] = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k]].x3[i]
# Randomly assign y-arrays from parents to offspring
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
o1_y = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k]].y
o2_y = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k+1]].y
else:
o1_y = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k+1]].y
o2_y = Pop.opt_list[mating_pool[k]].y
# Add the offspring x- and y-arrays to offspring matrices
offspring_x1s[k,:] = o1_x1
offspring_x1s[k+1,:] = o2_x1
offspring_x2s[k,:] = o1_x2
offspring_x2s[k+1,:] = o2_x2
offspring_x3s[k,:] = o1_x3
offspring_x3s[k+1,:] = o2_x3
offspring_ys[k,:] = o1_y
offspring_ys[k+1,:] = o2_y
#---------------------------------------""" Random Offspring after Tough Love """
#---------------------------------------# If tl_yes was switched to True during the previous iteration
if tl_yes == True:
#-------------------------------------------# Generate offspring from the saved x1-arrays
#-------------------------------------------if len(TLo_x1s) > 0:
# Rotate through the saved x1-arrays
for i in range(len(TLo_x1s)):
# Add the x1-array
offspring_x1s = np.vstack((offspring_x1s,TLo_x1s[i,:]))
# Pick other offspring data to generate new x2-, x3-, and y-arrays to accompany it
o1 = random.randint(0,n_rows)
o2 = random.randint(0,n_rows)
while o1 == o2:
o2 = random.randint(0,n_rows)
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# Rotate through x2-values to create new x2-arrays
tlo_x2 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x2))
for j in range(len(tlo_x2)):
# Randomly assign x2-values from the 2 random offspring x2-arrays
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
tlo_x2[j] = offspring_x2s[o1,j]
else:
tlo_x2[j] = offspring_x2s[o2,j]
# Rotate through x3-values to create new x3-arrays
tlo_x3 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x3))
for j in range(len(tlo_x3)):
# Randomly assign x3-values from the 2 random offspring x3-arrays
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
tlo_x3[j] = offspring_x3s[o1,j]
else:
tlo_x3[j] = offspring_x3s[o2,j]
# Randomly assign one of the 2 random offsprings' y-array
tlo_y = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].y))
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
tlo_y = offspring_ys[o1,:]
else:
tlo_y = offspring_ys[o2,:]
# Add the new x2-, x3-, and y-arrays to offspring_x2s, offspring_x3s, and offspring_ys
offspring_x2s = np.vstack((offspring_x2s,tlo_x2))
offspring_x3s = np.vstack((offspring_x3s,tlo_x3))
offspring_ys = np.vstack((offspring_ys,tlo_y))
#-------------------------------------------# Generate offspring from the saved x2-arrays
#-------------------------------------------if len(TLo_x2s) > 0:
# Rotate through the saved x2-arrays
for i in range(len(TLo_x2s)):
# Add the x2-array
offspring_x2s = np.vstack((offspring_x2s,TLo_x2s[i,:]))
# Pick other offspring data to generate new x1-, x3-, and y-arrays to accompany it
o1 = random.randint(0,n_rows)
o2 = random.randint(0,n_rows)
while o1 == o2:
o2 = random.randint(0,n_rows)
# Rotate through x1-values to create new x1-arrays
tlo_x1 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x1))
for j in range(len(tlo_x1)):
# Randomly assign x1-values from the 2 random offspring x1-arrays
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
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tlo_x1[j] = offspring_x1s[o1,j]
else:
tlo_x1[j] = offspring_x1s[o2,j]
# Rotate through x3-values to create new x3-arrays
tlo_x3 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x3))
for j in range(len(tlo_x3)):
# Randomly assign x3-values from the 2 random offspring x3-arrays
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
tlo_x3[j] = offspring_x3s[o1,j]
else:
tlo_x3[j] = offspring_x3s[o2,j]
# Randomly assign one of the 2 random offsprings' y-array
tlo_y = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].y))
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
tlo_y = offspring_ys[o1,:]
else:
tlo_y = offspring_ys[o2,:]
# Add the new x1-, x3-, and y-arrays to offspring_x1s, offspring_x3s, and offspring_ys
offspring_x1s = np.vstack((offspring_x1s,tlo_x1))
offspring_x3s = np.vstack((offspring_x3s,tlo_x3))
offspring_ys = np.vstack((offspring_ys,tlo_y))
#-------------------------------------------# Generate offspring from the saved x3-arrays
#-------------------------------------------if len(TLo_x3s) > 0:
# Rotate through the saved x3-arrays
for i in range(len(TLo_x3s)):
# Add the x3- and y-arrays
offspring_x3s = np.vstack((offspring_x3s,TLo_x3s[i,:]))
offspring_ys = np.vstack((offspring_ys,TLo_ys[i,:]))
# Pick other offspring data to generate new x1- and x2-arrays to accompany it
o1 = random.randint(0,n_rows)
o2 = random.randint(0,n_rows)
while o1 == o2:
o2 = random.randint(0,n_rows)
# Rotate through x1-values to create new x1-arrays
tlo_x1 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x1))
for j in range(len(tlo_x1)):
# Randomly assign x1-values from the 2 random offspring x1-arrays
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
tlo_x1[j] = offspring_x1s[o1,j]
else:
tlo_x1[j] = offspring_x1s[o2,j]
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# Rotate through x2-values to create new x2-arrays
tlo_x2 = np.zeros(len(Pop.opt_list[0].x2))
for j in range(len(tlo_x2)):
# Randomly assign x2-values from the 2 random offspring x2-arrays
if random.randint(0,2) == 0:
tlo_x2[j] = offspring_x2s[o1,j]
else:
tlo_x2[j] = offspring_x2s[o2,j]
# Add the new x1- and x2-arrays to offspring_x1s and offspring_x2s
offspring_x1s = np.vstack((offspring_x1s,tlo_x1))
offspring_x2s = np.vstack((offspring_x2s,tlo_x2))
###################################################################
""""""""" MUTATION : Introduce random variety into x's """""""""
###################################################################
# Create an empty Offspring population
offspring_pop = Population(0,len(offspring_x1s))
# Rotate through the rows of the offspring x- and y-matrices
for k in range(0,len(offspring_x1s)):
#------------------------------""" Mutation of Core x-array """
#------------------------------x1_old = offspring_x1s[k,:]
x1_new = x1_old
# Rotate through each x1-value
for m in range(0,np.size(x1_old)):
# If one of the Dh_'s
if m==2 or m==3 or m==4:
# 40% Possibility of Mutation
r = random.random()
if r < 0.4:
dx_mut = 0.1 * random.randn()
x1_new[m] = np.round(x1_old[m] + dx_mut,3)
# If other x's
if m==0 or m==1:
# 10% Possibility of Mutation
r = random.random()
if r < 0.1:
# Mutation for R_fuel
if m == 0:
dx_mut = 0.0005*random.randn()
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# Mutation for H_fuel
if m == 1:
dx_mut = 1.0*random.randn()
# Add Mutation
if m == 0:
x1_new[m] = np.round(x1_old[m] + dx_mut,4)
if m == 1:
x1_new[m] = x1_old[m] + dx_mut
#-------------------------------""" Mutation of PERCS x-array """
#-------------------------------x2_old = offspring_x2s[k,:]
x2_new = x2_old
# Rotate through each x2-value
for m in range(0,np.size(x2_old)):
# 5% Possibility of Mutation
r = random.random()
if r < 0.05:
# Normal distribution around original x-value
if m == 0:
# Mutations for R_tank
dx_mut = 1.25*random.randn()
if m == 1:
# Mutations for pitch
dx_mut = 0.1*random.randn()
if m == 2:
# Mutations for D_h
dx_mut = 0.005*random.randn()
if m == 3:
# Mutations for th
dx_mut = 0.001*random.randn()
if m == 4:
# Mutations for Len
dx_mut = 2.0*random.randn()
if m == 5:
# Mutations for elev
dx_mut = 4.0*random.randn()
# Add mutation
if m==0 or m==4 or m==5:
x2_new[m] = np.round(x2_old[m] + dx_mut,5)
if m==1 or m==2 or m==3:
x2_new[m] = '%.5g'%(x2_old[m] + dx_mut)
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#-----------------------------""" Mutation of PCS x-array """
#-----------------------------x3_old = offspring_x3s[k,:]
x3_new = x3_old
# Rotate through each x3-value
for m in range(0,np.size(x3_old)):
# 5% Possibility of Mutation
r = random.random()
if r < 0.05:
# Normal distribution around original x-value
if m == 2 or m == 4 or m == 7:
# Mutations for mf flow fractions
dx_mut = 0.01*random.randn()
else:
# Mutations for T's and P's
dx_mut = random.randn()
x3_new[m] = x3_old[m] + dx_mut
# Conform new and/or mutated x- and y-values using constraints()
x1_new,x2_new,x3_new,y_new = constraints(x1_new,x2_new,x3_new,offspring_ys[k,:])
# Assign the new x- abd y-values back to the offspring x- and y-matrices
offspring_x1s[k,:] = x1_new
offspring_x2s[k,:] = x2_new
offspring_x3s[k,:] = x3_new
offspring_ys[k,:] = y_new
# Calc all the Options in the offspring population
offspring_pop.Breed(offspring_x1s,offspring_x2s,offspring_x3s,offspring_ys)
# Combine the population and offspring into a "double_population"
double_pop = np.append(Pop.opt_list,offspring_pop.opt_list)
############################################################
""""""""" COMPETITION : Survival of the Fittest """""""""
############################################################
# Sort the double population using the Maximin function
sorted_pop = maximin(double_pop)
#-----------------""" Kill Method """
#-----------------# "Survival of the Fittest" cannot allow failures, even if paired with non-dominated individual
# systems
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# Forcefully kill off all tri-system options with any individual system failures
kill_list = np.zeros(0,dtype=int)
# Rotate through the tri-system options in sorted_pop
for i in range(len(sorted_pop)):
Core_failure = sorted_pop[i].failed
PERCS_failure = sorted_pop[i].PERCS_failed
PCS_failure = sorted_pop[i].pinch_point
other_failure = sorted_pop[i].last_sec_penalty
# If any sort of failure happened to one of the systems
if Core_failure==True or PERCS_failure==True or PCS_failure==True or other_failure==True:
# Add the sorted_list index to the kill_list
kill_list = np.append(kill_list,i)
print("kill_list =",kill_list)
print("len(kill_list) =",len(kill_list))
# Rotate backwards through the kill_list
for j in range(len(kill_list)-1,-1,-1):
# Delete the tri-system options from the sorted_list
sorted_pop = np.delete(sorted_pop,kill_list[j])
#----------------------""" Tough Love stuff """
#----------------------# Find out if this iteration should include "tough love"
tl_yes = False
for tl in tf_love:
if num_it == tl:
tl_yes = True
# If yes to tough love, then proceed...
if tl_yes == True:
# Start another AOP timer (so it can be subtracted from the dt for the iteration)
t2_AOP = time.perf_counter()
# Call the tough_love() function... which returns TL offspring data
sorted_pop, TLo_x1s,TLo_x2s,TLo_x3s,TLo_ys = tough_love(sorted_pop)
# Update the total for dt_AOP
dt_AOP = dt_AOP + (time.perf_counter() - t2_AOP)
#----------------------------""" Survival of the Fittest"""
#----------------------------# Take only the best of the population to form the next population,
# and cut the population size down to the Pop.num_opt
half = Pop.num_opt
next_pop = np.array(sorted_pop[0:half])
Pop.opt_list = next_pop
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########################################################
""""""""""""""" Graph the current data """""""""""""""
########################################################
# Rotate through the integers provided in 'graph_it' array
for i in range(0,np.size(graph_it)):
# If current iteration was specified, then call Graph_Data()
if num_it == graph_it[i]:
# Pause the clock for graphing
time1 = time.perf_counter()
dt = (time1-time0) - dt_AOP
tot_time = tot_time + dt
# Call the graphing function
Graph_Data(wb,Pop,num_it,dt,tot_time)
wb.save()
# Restart the clock
time0 = time.perf_counter()
# REPEAT
# Calc the Options one last time, so that the final Options' data will be in the opt folders
print ("Calling Pop.calc_Options() one last time...")
global_Last_time = True
Pop.calc_Options(Pop.num_opt)
# Print the total computational run-time
print
print ('Time elapsed = ', tot_time/60.0, 'minutes')
# Rotate through the final Pareto front Options and make T-profiles, save as .png files
for i in range(len(Pop.opt_list)):
# First make sure T_335_6 isn't too long
if len(Pop.opt_list[i].T_335_6) > 10001:
Pop.opt_list[i].t = Pop.opt_list[i].t[0:10001]
Pop.opt_list[i].T_335_6 = Pop.opt_list[i].T_335_6[0:10001]
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(7,5))
plt.xlim([0,t_final])
plt.ylim([480,640])
plt.grid()
plt.plot(Pop.opt_list[i].t,Pop.opt_list[i].T_335_6,'r-')
name = r'C:\Users\pwild\Research\OPTIONS 3.0\Results - T_Profiles\Opt_'+repr(i+1)
fig.savefig(name)
plt.close(fig)
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# Rotate through Options and print all T-profiles onto the same graph, save as .png file
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(7,5))
plt.xlim([0,t_final])
plt.ylim([480,640])
plt.grid()
for i in range(1,len(Pop.opt_list)):
plt.plot(Pop.opt_list[i].t,Pop.opt_list[i].T_335_6,'r-')
plt.plot(Pop.opt_list[0].t,Pop.opt_list[0].T_335_6,'b-')
fig.savefig(r'C:\Users\pwild\Research\OPTIONS 3.0\Results - T_Profiles\All')
plt.close(fig)
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